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FOREWORD 

The microelectronics revolution has profoundly changed the character and the- structure of the industrialU.ation 
process. Industrial autom:ition, flexible manufacturing and computer-integrated manufacturing are some of the 
areas in which technological developments are strongly influencing industrial competiti\·eness. The 
microelectronic-based technologies, by changmg :he whole international climate in both manufa~turirg processes 
and products, are having a significant irnp:ict on all countries, irres: xtive of the level of their de\'laopment or of 
whether the technologies are applied there or not. It is equally certain that technology is only one of the issues at 
stake: matters pertaining to softw;uc, orgarii7.ation, management and human rescur;:e de\-clopment are of equal, if 
not greater, importance. 

The impact of the new advances being made in indust• ial automation arc already dramatic and will be even 
more so in the future. This is true both for the most industrialized countries - such as those that form the 
membership of the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) - and for the developing cour.trics, which are the 
primary focus of the efforts of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) to promote 
industrialization. 

All these issues ha\·e for a long tim~ been of high priority on the agendas of both f:CE and C~IOO. It is natural 
therefore that both organ.i.7.ations dernte considerable attention to industrial automation through their respective 
programmes. 

1bis publication, a joint effort of ECE and C~IOO, results from a realization that the issues covered are of great 
importance for all countries, both de\·eloped and developing. It cont;.ins a selection of papers presented at a Sem
inar on Computer-Integrated :\lanufacturing org;ir.ized by ECE in co-operation with the International Institute for 
Applied Systems Analysis (llASA). The Seminar, which was attended by a representati\·e of t:~IDO, was held at 
the invitation of the Bulgarian C'JO\·emment in &tevgrad from 25 to 29 September 1989. The papers are introduced 
by an article that presents an anal}1ical summary of developments taking place. together with some of the more 
interesting points raised during the Seminar, and attempts to highlight the issues which are considered to have par
ticular relevance for developing countries. 

lbe publication is an expression of the close co-operation whi1.:h exists between ECE and L"~IDO and a dem
onstration of the potential benefits of increased international co-operation. something i 1 which Cnited ~ations or
gan.i.7.ations and agencies, such as ECE and C'."IDO, have a vital role to play. 

Gerald Hintercgger 
Executive Secretary 

Economic Commission for Europe 

Domingo L. Siazon 
Director-General 

lJnited ".\ations Industrial Development Organization 
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References to dollars (S) are to l."nitcd States dollars, unless otherwise stated. 
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l'\C 
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Automated guiJcd vehicle 
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Computer-aided design 
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I TRENDS AND PERSPECTIVES IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND DIFFUSION OF CIM 

by John Bessant, Centre for Business Research, Brighton Polytechnic, Brighton, United 
Kingdom 

1.1 Background 

When Henry Ford built his :\lodcl T in the 1920s he 
created an approach to its manufacture which, for its 
time, was probably the most efficient in the world. 
Cars could be produ1..-cd from raw iron ore in just over 
three days, quality was high and scrap levels low, 
inventory flowed through the plant with very little tied 
up in wasteful queues and the whole plant achieved 
extremely high levels of productivity. So successful 
was this model for factory organi7.ation that it 
increasingly became applied to other industries and, 
eventually, sen·iccs as well. It became, in short, the 
dominant approach to manufacturing organi7.ation up 
to the 1950s and 1960s, and it still serves as a 
common blueprint today. 

But whilst the market environment in the 1920s was 
prepared to accept a car made in ··any colour you like 
as long as it's black!" that is no longer true today. 
Products and sen·ices - whether cars, clocks or 
cookers - arc new being sold in competitive markets 
where demand for variety and customi.1.ation is high 
and growing. '.l\or is the competitive pressure cor.fincd 
to this one dimension of product \"ariety. At the same 
time, manufacturers are under pressure to offer 
features such as rapid delivery ("just-in-time" for 
consumption or for further working), high and 
consistent quality, advanced design. frequent product 
innovation and a high level of customCJ ~rvice before, 
during and after sales. What has happened, especially 
since the oil crisis of the mid-1970s, is a shift in the 
r.ature of the marketplace, away from a pattern 
characteri.1.ed by homogeneous mass demand and price 
competition and towards one which - whilst not 
neglecting price as a competitive factor - also needs 
to recognize a whole series of non-price factors. 
'.\larkct fragmentation and increased competition has 
forced the pace. \lanufacturers who wish to compete 
in pobal markets must now be cap;1ble of meeting the 
simultaneous challenge of flexibility, quality and 
productivity. 

The extent of this challenge can be seen in the 
strategic hcha\-iour and intentions of ma1or 
manufacturing organizations. Th... following two 
tables present the results of a regular sum:y of key 
manufacturing firms in Europe, the United States and 
Japan. Table I prO\-ides an indication of the major 
issues of current concern amongst manufacturers, and 
of their futun: strategic priorities - i.e., what they 
plan to stress in their future competiti\•e beha\'iour.l 

From this it can be seen that the challenge to 
manufacturers is es!IClltially a mixture of intema! cost 
pressures (on inventories, equipment utili7.ation, 
energy efficiency, labour productivity, etc.) and 
external demands (for higher quality, better deli\'eries, 
etc.) Coupled with this is a recognition that future 
compct1t1vcncss in manufacturing will depend 
increasingly on non-price factors, as shown in tahle 2. 

This survey refers primarily to manufacturers in the 
advanced industrialized countries, but the challenge is 
e\·en stronger in the de\'cloping countries. ! lcre there 
is not only the pressure to achieve some degree of 
international competitiveness in manufacturing but 
also to do so in a context of lower levels of skilled 
human resources, outdated technical equipment and 
limited managerial expertise. Competition is shifting 
away from price factors alone and so the advantages 
offered by cheaper factors of production, such as low 
labour or materials costs, are likely to become eroded 
in the future as export markets become more 
demanding. In addition, the adoption by 
industrialized country producers of advanced 
technologies which affect prices, not only by reducing 
direct costs hut also by making major inroads into 
indirect cost areas, is likely to upset the balance of 
advantage held hy some developing countries pursuing 
a low-cost export strategy. Table 3 lists some typ;cal 
developing country problems which r.el·d to be 
O\'crcomc if a firm is either to compete in glob;1l 
markets or to defend indigenous mar' ets against 
impons from more advanced countries. 
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Table I 

Key concerns of manufactun:rs in Europe, the Ln!!t-d States anJ Japan 

ECROPE 

I ligh or rising overhead costs 

Producing to high quality 
standards 
lntroducmg new products on 
schedule 
High or rising material costs 

Availability of qualified supervisors 

Inability to deliver on time 

Poor sales forecasts 
Making new process technol<>gy 
work 
Falling behind in process technology 
1 ligh or rising inventories 

Source: 11'\SEAD, 19&6. 

EUROPE/lJ!'\ITED STATES 

Consistent quality 
High performance proJucts 
Dependable deliveries 
fast deliveries 
I.ow prices 
Rapid design changes 
After-sales service 
Rapid volume ch:inge~ 

Source: l:"'SEAD, 1986. 

l ·~ITED ST,\ TES 

Producing to high quality 
standards 
High or rising overhead costs 

lntrodm.;ng new proJucts on 
schedule 
Poor sales forecasts 

Yield problems and rejects 

Making new process technology 
work 
I ligh or rising material costs 
Vendor lead times 

Indirect labour productivity 
I ligh or rising inventories 

Table 2 

Competitive prioritie;; into the 1990s 

JAPAN 

I.ow prices 

JAPA~ 

Producing to high quality 
standards 
Yield problems anJ rejects 

Introducing new proJucts on 
schedule 
Availability of qualified 
supervisors 
Falling behind in process 
technology 
Ageing workforce 

Inability to deliver on time 
Availability of qualified 
workers 
High or rising overhead costs 
i ligh or rising inventories 

Rapid design chaJJges 
Consistent quality 
Dependable deliveries 
Rapid volume changes 
I ligh pcrfonnance pro<lucts 
Fast delivery 
After-salc:s service 
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Tahle 3 

Typical prnhkms in Je\doping countries 

• l"nderutilization of w1.>rkers and equipment 
• Inferior qualit} 
• l" nn:liable ddi\·cry 
t Long lead times 
• I ligh rafl·s of '4:rap and rework 
• Poor and inadequate maintenam.-c 
• Shortage of raw materials 
• Shortage of skilled workers 
• Lack of adequate super\"ision 
• Low productivity 

1.2 The productivity dilemma 

'.\feeting these challenges is not simple. As 
Abemathy2 pointed out in his influential study of the 
motor vehicle irdustry. there is a basic trade-off 
between flexibility and efficiency. Arguabiy the most 
efficient model for production is one in which rffort is 
devoted to the manufacture of a single prodtJct - a 
pattern which approaches the characteristics of flow 
processes. Productivity growth can be acl-aieved 
through exploiting c>conomies of scale and by 
concentrating investment in .>pecial-purpose capital 
equipment. By contrast, offering higher proJuct 
variety implies some form of batch manufacture where 
there are costs in terms of delays whilst equipment is 
re-set for different products, increased overhead costs 
associated with tracking multiple products through the 
factory, higher inventory costs in raw materials, 
work-in-progress and finished goods and so on. 
Productivity here depends upon the ability to produce 
higher value goods (in tcmis of design, quality, etc.) in 
order to seU at higher price markets. 

The result is that manufacturers face a trade-off 
between flexibility (in terms of product variety) and 
productivity. '.\farket pressures have increasingly 
forced firm~ to try and find way~ of offering both of 
these aspects simultaneously - what Ahemathy terms 
'"the productivity dilemma." In the current market 
environment the challenge is even harder - finus not 
only have to rcmlvc the flexibility/productivity 
trade-off but also other trade-offs with quality, service 
and speed of response and product innovation. 3 

1.3 Technology to the rescue? 

One trjJitional way of dealing with challenges in 
manuf;Kturing is to use technolo~-. The htter half of 
this ccntul')· has been dominated by spectacular 
developments which arpear to offer ways of meeting 
the challenge. particularly through the use of 
information technology in computcriLLJ 
communication and control. These da\s the term 
"ad\·anccd manufacturing technology" is often 
synonymous with information technology ( IT). Y ct 
cn.'11 ten y~ars ago the level of application of 
com~ut::rs and related technology was relatively low. 
:\!though industrial computer systems were availahlc 
in the !%Os. it was not until the mid-1970s. with the 
"'idespn-·ad diffusion of microprocessor control. that 
things really started to happen. But during the past 
ten ye;o_rs the transformation has been dramatic. 
Estimates suggests that about 70% of all fal.-tories in 
industrialU.cd countries are using IT in some 
application; and within larger firms or sectors like the 
electrical or chemical industry, the figure is closer to 
100%. And if we look at the types of application, 
the extent of this penetration hecomes even more 
marked: almost all manufacturing activities, from 
initial design and pre-production planning work right 
through to final delivery, can employ some aspect of 
IT. 4 

At one level this pcrva<1iveness !s easy to understand. 
IT is usuall) defined as the convergenct> of computers 
ar1 communication technologies, but for our 
purposes it is more useful if we think of it not in 
terms of what it is but of what it does. IT makes 
possible radical improvements in the way in which we 
store and retrieve information, the way we process ii 
and the way in which we communicate it. 

If we look at a typical factory and break down the 
activities going on within it, then we find that the 
majority - perhaps 80% - are, at heart, information 
act1v1hes. All the production planning and control, 
from sales order processing, through purcha:.ing. 
capacity planning, product;on scheduling transport 
and quality functions, right through to final dispatch 
arc essentially information-based processes. 
\fonitorin!? and control of the variom proces~ 

variables involve combinations of information 
recording and processing. Design is increasingly an 
information-based activity. Finani:ial controls of 
various kinds arc critically dependent on infonnation 
flows and stores. 



Thus the potential for using a h.-.:hnology which offers 
dramatic impron:mcnts in the way in which we 
manage infonnation acti\"itics is \Cl} !iignificant. \\"hat 
has happened m·er the past ten years is :i gradual 
m::turing of the technology - in terms of costs. 
applications, configuring to suit industrial 
emironments. etc. - to exploit this poh."tltial. 

But although IT has undoubtedly bt.-cn a powerful 
force for chant!C in manufacturing. it woulJ be wTOng 
to ~-c this as the only fal·tor which has influcm.""Cd the 
cmcr~rcncc of aJ\.mccJ manufacturing technology in 
the form availahle to us today. Pcrhap~ the most 
significant trend - whi1:h IT has acl.i:k-rated hut 
which it predates hy many years - is the trend 
towards integration. 

1.4 Substitution and integrated innovation 

Innovation in manufacturing has bt.-cn taking place 
ever since the Stone :\gc. as new and better ways of 
doing things have been dismvcred and developed. But 
there is a qualitati\"e difference between inn,1\·ations 
which arc primarily as:.ociated with ··doing what we \"C 

alwap Jone hut a little better" and thu:.c \\ hi.-h 
fundamentally change the nature of the process to 
which they arc applied. In the former case we an: 
really talking about a substitution process - a typical 
example here would be replaci'lg ;1 machine with om· 
designed t<• work faster or more accurately. In thl· 
latter case. tht: machini: could be radically cxti:mkd in 
its '-·apahility. for ex;1mpk·, hy making it ;ihlc: to 
perform sc\er;1l funi.:tions instead of "Ot:. or by adding 
an '"intdli~:cnt"' controlkr. 

The distinction is one of integration. Through a 
synthc:.is of different clements. the whole becomes 
grcatt:r than thl' sum of its parts. :\s we move from 
substitution towards more integrated forms, so wt: 
hring together more llf tht: prc\·iously scp;iratl' 
fundions in the manufacturing proccso;. :\t the .• amc 
time, the ocnclib which thl.'.' tcchnolo~'Y oilers 1111.:rcasc 
with hi~er Inds of integrat111n. \\\· mow from 
"'rnnrl' of th,· ';inw hut a littk lx•tfl•r" -- fa,1, r. morl' 
aecuratl', etc. -- to radically new opportunitic~ whid1 
oiler signilicmt impm\"cllll'nb acni-~ a hroad front. in 
quality. in lkxihili!~. in prod11r1ivity and 'o on. (in 
~ystl'm~ theory terms, mort: mll'j!fated sy,ll'1m t.aw 
""emergent r·ropcrtie~ ... only ;1ppc;1ring al the higher 
levels of integration of suh-systcrnsJ. 

The significan•·e of such integration emerges v. hen 
there arc simultanl'ous improvement!\ along several 

dimensions_ Where change is confined to innovations 
in machine!)· or ml'thGds alone, the bcndits arc often 
onl} at the sub~titution lcwl. llcwcwr. whi:n thl'rc 
an: changes taking place in production methods. 
human resource capabilities and machinery and 
equipment all at the sarr.e time, the resulting synergy 
can contribute radical impro\'emcnts to owrall 
performanl.-e. 

We can Sl.'C this in a number of examples. In the field 
of manufacturing. for example, the carlie~t ma.:him:s 
huilt upon the intcgr.uion of the cralhman s toob 
with new sources of motive (lOW\.'f. Suhscqucnt 
di:vclopmcnt mabled a singk ma.:hinc to perform 
multiple functions. so that although its cost and 
complexity rose. it replaced scvc1al older-generation 
machines. '.\or was this process confined to the 
physical technology alone. As we haw su:n. the 
pmccss of organiLing production and the use of labour 
within a pattern <'f wor\: organiI.ation was also 
j!Tadually integrated ir. such a fashion that hy the 
l'l~lls the l·ord :1sscmhlv lines represented the triumph 
of intt:gration. linking men and machint:~ intll a 
compkx hut, C\1.'Jl b~ today s stanJ;ird~. an t:xln:md; 
cllit·ii:nt intt:grat.:d spt.:m. This also involn:J th~: 

integration of supply chains and distrihution. 

Other dnclopmcnb in machinl.'f)" in more recl'nt yt'.trs 
haw included the integration of '"intelligcnt·l'. ·· 
gradually rl·pla,·in!-! the jud~cmcnt of indi\ idu;1l 
cralhml'n hy the incorporatum of ~omc lonn ol 
machine controller - originally numcrit·al control 
( '.\C). then computer numerical control ( ( · '.\( · 1 

followed h} arrangl'mcnts of C'.\C equipment in cells 
~uraviS\.·d by other computers (direct nunwri,·al 
control D'.\C:), through to today's state of the art. the 
tlexihle manufacturing system (l:\ISJ. In an r\IS all 
the functions of tramport and manipubtion. tool 
managt:mcnt, loading, unloading. and m·er.t.ll 
:.clll·duling ;ir •• I pbnning arc managed hy ;i D'C -ty pc 
network of linked computer controls. In the future: \\"\' 
Gill expect to sec thi~ process go even further. with the 
mcrcasing use of ;1rt1fit·i;1l mtclh)!cnt't'. ·1 hu' o\ 1:r a 
paiod of I 'iO y,·ar' or so \H' h:1w mowd \u 1111, 

mtcgrating process from a singk mal·hirw tool to a 
complete manufactunng ~y,km. In the pnin·,,. the 
rail!!•' of hl·ndih l'ml·riOnc from the in1111v;1t1on h:1n· 
mmc,1 from better and fa~tcr madunm~ to mu.-h 
more po\l.·l'rfol and ~tr;1tqti.: ad\";mt;11:n s111:h .ts k-.1d 
time reduction, quality improwmcnt, flcll.ihihty 
improvement anJ inventory saving. 
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The same trend can be ob5Cf\ed in other areas of 
manufacturing. For eumple, in the field of de~ign, 
the \·arious tasks associated \\ith this complex process 
have gradually become integrated into computer-aided 
design systems. In this process, the traditional 
drawing office with its ro\\'S of draughtsmen crouched 
o\·er dra\\ing hoards has been replaced in many cases 
by computer ..Uded design in which the designers work 
with computer terminals. This changes a great deal of 
their work, although superficially they arc still 
accomplish!ng the same task, except with an electronic 
pencil. 

The first change is that the activities of design and 
draughting ha\'C converged. Whereas before, much of 
the design department's work consisted of a laborious 
drawing of ideas and redra\\ing to accommodate 
changes and impr\lvemcnts, this can all now be done 
using the computer system. More important, the 
drawing on which a team of designers are working at 
any moment is automatically updated with the results 
of changes made by any other designer. This means 
that for the first time all designers arc working on the 
same project, and in the design of complex assemblies 
like motor cars, such a feature can mean significant 
savmgs. 

But even allowing for the \·cry powerful contribution 
of computer-aided design to the draughting and design 
process, its real significant:e emerges as IT facilitates its 
integration with the manufacturing process itself. 
Since computer-aided design (CAD) systems make use 
of infom1ation coded in electronic form, it follows that 
othe1 systems, such as those for computer-aided 
manufacturing which also use such infonnation, can 
be linked via some form of network. This is the basis 
of C:\D, C,\\f computer-aided design and 
manufacture - in \\'hich not only can the prcduct be 
designed on a computer screen but, when the design is 
linall} refined, the ncccs-.ary instructions can be 
generated and ~nt to the machine tools and other 
devices which will a1:iUally manufacture ;1. 

The advantag::' oi thi' kind of integration arc 
enonnous. They extend beyond the generation of 
designs anJ the rcle·:ant infonnation necessary for 
controllin!? the manufacturinj? process to those for 

other activities, for example, for managing the various 
co-ordination and control acti\ities such as material 
n.-quircments planning, capacity planning and quality 
control. Benefits arising from this include significantly 
reduced lead times, improved quality, better machine 
utilization and much improved customer sen-ice. 

One other feature worthy of comment here is that, 
whereas 1 lenry ford was able to achieve very high 
levels of productivity and efficiency in his plant 
through integrating different physical elements into the 
assembly line, this led to rigidity and centralization, 
which ultimately acted against the company's 
compet1ttveness. By contrast, today's systems can 
offer - as a consequence of network technology -
the possibilities of "flexible integration," in which 
systems can be tightly coupled and highly centralized 
and, at the same time, highly decentralized and 
autonomous. 

1.5 Computer-integrated manufacturing 
and beyond 

t: ntil now, such integration has usually taken place 
within particular functional areas of manufacturing, as 
illustrated in figures I, 2 and 3. So the major changes 
in design have largely remained in the design and 
drawing area. Improvements in machining systems 
have mostly been confined to the factory floor and to 
specific areas within that. 

However, recent developments have begun to blur the 
lines between functions - as in CAD/CAM systems, 
for example (figure 4). They make use of the feature 
that IT-based systems use a common electronic 
language and can thus be configured to communicate 
with each other via some form of network. 

This is the basis of computer-integrated manufacturing 
(Cl\1). which can be defined as: "the integration of 
computer-based monitoring and control of all aspects 
of the manufacturing process, drawing on a common 
database and communicating via some form of 
computer network." Figure 5 shows this Je,·clopment 
from integration within functional areas towards 
inter-area integration and finally Cl:\f. 
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Figure 1 

Conve!gel1Ct! in design 

Integration in design: 

• Compu111r-aided dl'IUghting 

• Data base muagement of design information 

• Computer-aided design 

• Compu111r-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAMI 

• Links to planning. pun:hMing etl:. 

Design 

Figure3 

Convergence in co-ordination activities 

Integration in co-ordination: 

• Material requirements 

• Material requirement planning 

• MRP2 (manufacturing resource planning) 

• Integrated manufacturing and business systems 

Co-ordination 

Figure 2 

Convergence in the production sphere 

Integration in production: 

• Moliitoring ..ct control 

• Integrated cells 

• Robotics 

• Aexible manufac111ring syslems 

• Autama111d 1llSting 

• CAD/CAM 

Production 

Fi• -e4 

Convergence towards CIM · the case of CAD/CAM 

Design Production 

Integration begins to blur the lines between spheres 
of activity, for example, computer-aided design and 
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) involves convergence 
at several levels. 
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Figure 5 

Cu•wergeuce to CIM 

8 (\ 
Co-ordination 

\__/ 8 
\ ! / 

Soute•: 8aHd on ic.pfinsky. 1984. Computer-integrated manufacturing 

Figure 6 

Computer integration beyond the firm 

Computer-integrated manufacturing does not stop 

at the boundaries of the tirm • . • 

Suppliers Customers 

9 
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Figure 7 

Basic CIM hierarchy 

Integration of 
manufacturing 

systems with other 
business sysums 

within and beyond the firm 

Lanl4 

Integration of all manufacturing activities 

Lanll 

Inter-functional links, for example CAD/CAM 

Llftl2 

Control of groups of machines linked in cells 

lnell 

lndivicklal machine control 

Of course, such integration docs not stop at the 
boundaries of the finn (sec figure 6). Integration \ia 
electronic means can also extend backwards along the 
supply chain (with, for c:wnpic, shaRd design 
processes or electronic components ordering linked to 
inventory managcmcnt computers) or forwards into 
the distribution chain, using what is tcnncd "electronic 
data interchange" (EDI) to spt""d the Oow of 
products to outlets whilst also minimizing the 
inv'-'1ltory held within the chain. 

Computer-integrated manufacturing essentially brings 
together two key aspects of manufacturing activity -
the materials processing and the infonnation 
processing. Automation has alre-..dy had a major 
impact on many of the physical transfonnation 
processes in use, to the extent that direct lahour costs 
in cnpnccring, for example, arc often less than 10•1. of 
total costs. Emphasis has shifted to indirect activities, 
many of which involve infonnation processing or 
communication, and the application of IT in these 
areas ~s beginning to contaibute signif acant 
improvements in performance. Cl:\! ,lfTcrs radical 
improvements in overall manufacturing cfTcctivcness 
smce it merges these two powerful forces for change. 

One of the flh.,st common models for Cl'.\1 is some 
fonn of hierarchy or pyramid, as indicated in figure 7. 
Here tlae basic level operations - machine controllers, 
data collcctors, etc. - operate autonomously but also 
communicate infonnation to the next lc\·cl, covering 
the overall monitoring and control of a cell. This 
would, for example, be the case with a simple Oexiblc 
manufacturing cell. Funhcr up, a plant controller 
would handle the activities of scvcra1 cells, 
co-ordinating their use of resources and monitoring 
their ovcrall performance. level four would involve 
the integration of other key functional areas, for 
example, design and marketing, and would reprcs..:nt a 
shared infonnation system of the kind rq;rescnted by 
Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP2). An 
imponant clement is the Automated Guided Vehicle 
(AGV) in the intcpation of production proces~s at 
shop-Ooor level. Level five would be an overall 
business systems integration, in which the financial 
and sales infonnation would be linked into the 
manufacturing system and level six would be the 
overall board-level strategic view, which includes long· 
and shorMmn perspectives, C!c. 

The eonunon characteristics of this kind of 
architecture arc that they involve networks and that 



information can hi: shan-J throughout the system. 
Chm~-s anywhere in the systl'm will upditc the n."St 
of the inJi.mnatil!n in the ~~:.tern. So. in one scnx:. 
the entire O(X"r.ltion can be ~"ell to heha\-e as if it were 
a single enormously complex machine. But this is 
not. as some critics h:n-e su~stcd. simply a 
l.'"l."1ltra1Ving anJ l.lln'--cntr.iting prol.'"l.'SS. The key 
pro(X"rty of the netw'.lrks which fonn the "nervous 
system .. for Cl\1 i~ the ability h' he :.imultan'-'\msly 
highly cmtralizL-J and hi~y ilixentr.ilizi.-d. Thus the 
t."Conornics of shan.-J rcsoun.'"l.-s anJ information can be 
added to those of iocal autonomy and flexibility m 
un'-"\."rtain cmironm'-"llts. 

1.6 Benefits of computer-integrated 
manufacturing 

Such developments towarJs Cl'.\I do not just offer 
consiJer.ible imprm·cments in traditional ways of 
making thing. . They also op..-n up completely new 
anJ often highly integrated options. Anrl the 
contribution which such changes can make to dealing 
with the prohkms of the market environment as we 
move to the 1990s and beyond are equally significant. 
Pn.-ssures on firms to be more flexible, to offer high 
quality, better customer senice and improved dcli\-cry 
performance and to cmphasv.c design and other 
non-price factors all pose major challenges to 
manufacturers to add to the "traJitional'" burden of 
ensuring effective use of inputs of energy. materials. 
labour and capital. 

Cl\I differs from other technologies in its impact on 
indirect cost areas as well as Jircct costs. It 
contributes to better co-ordination, it lightens the 
linkages between previously separate clements in a 
production chain, it brings powerful planning and 
monitoring tools to hear upon the problems of 
production control. and it reduces the amount of 
paperwork required to maintain cwn a si.nple 
manufacturing system. Thus. any of the traditional 
areas of o\·erhcad cost - which can often account for 
40°1

0 or more of total product costs - can be 
rcJuced. adding further to the competitive benefits 
offered by Cl\I. Cl\I in this context is seen as a 

II 

m;ijor anJ \·aluable rompctiti\-c weapon. Table 4 
comp;in.-s the ~-nt"fits offered by Cl'.\I \\ith 1he key 
d1allcn~>c:. ~·unfronring 11W1ufa&:tUfl."t$ as the~ mun: 
into the I "Nils. 

1.7 Supply-side growth 

The thirJ trcnJ which is of importance in '--on5iJering 
lhe Jen:kipment of aJn1K'--J manufa'-·turing 
ll.."Chnology concerns the supply side. As a 
conSt."qUt."llce of the gro''ing pressures on 
manufactun.-rs to find solutions to the strategic 
probkms of the 19SOs and 1990s anJ the emc~-n'--c of 
powerful heartland technologies 1.1.ith \\iJ'--sprcad 
potential, we have seen an explosion of gru1.1.1h in the 
industry concerned 1.1.ith suppl~ing manufacturing 
inno,·ation. ·nlC IT industry as a whole is expected to 
he worth some S600 billion by the 1990s :mJ to ha\·e 
m·crtaken oil as the •-orld·s biggest industry. 
Although this figure includes the major contribution 
from the telcconununication field, the importance of 
that technolll~· in pro'lr-iding the networks for Cl\I 
should not he discounted. Estimates for lq85 suggest 
that the global expenditure on inJustrial automation 
was of the orJcr of US bif!ion, rising to around S50 
billion in 1qsq and with predictions for 1qq2 of about 
$90 billion. 

Within lhe automation inJustr}". the sectors concerned 
1.1.ith supplying advanced manufacturing ta:hnology 
(A\IT) ha\·e already demonstrated \"Cf)" rapid gro1.1.1h 
- typical annual sales gro•1h has been in excess of 
20° ~ for many products or systems. Such rapid 
supply-side gfl>\\1h has both positive and negati\·e 
consequences for the potential user. On the plus siJc 
it means that there is a proliferation of choice. for 
any ih:m of A\IT which a fann might be comiJering 
buying there is a \\ide and growing range of options 
from which to choose. This choice spreads across 
sc\·cral Jimcn)ions, to suit firm specific clements. such 
as cost, firm sv.c, industrial sector, level of skill and 
prc,·iou.> experience. The effect of mas)i\·e supply-siJe 
gro\\1h has been to create a buyer's market. in which 
customers can demand high IC\"cls cf service and 
support and custoffiV.ation to meet their particular 
needs. 
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Tahlc -I 

Clllllpukr-ink~'fakJ ma.nu::.during: a :.olution li.,r th.: m.u1ufal:luring prubkms of th.: lt)<)Ch 

\fain pmhkm i'sucs a' St.."..:n by 
~-nior manuf;u.turing ciu.'Cu!in-s in l:uropc 

l'rodm.;ng to high quality s<.:mdanls 

I ligh and rising on:rhcad costs 

I ligh and rising material costs 

Introducing new product) oa schedule 

Pcor sales forecasts 

Inability to dcliv•:- on time 

Long production lead times 

Potential contrihutions offorcd by Cl\1 

lmprO\"Cmcnts in on.-rall quality ,;a automat ... -J 
inspection and tc-sting, better production infunnation 
and more an.-urat..: control of pnx""CS~"S 

lmprO\-cmcnts in production information and 
shorter lead times. smoother flow and less need for 
supcn-ision and progress chasing 

Reduced iO\-cntorics cf raw materials, work-in-progress 
and finished goods 

CAD/CAM shortens design lead time 
Tighter control and flexible manufacturing smooths flow 
through plant and cuts door-to-door time 

'.\lore rcsponsi\'C system can react quicker to informatien 
fluctuations. 
Longer-term, integrated systems improve forecasting 

Smoother and more predictable Dow through design 
and manufacturing stages makes for more accurate dcii..-.:1 :
pcrf ormancc 

Flexible manufacturing techniques reduce set-up time! 
and other interruptions so that products Dow smoothly 
and faster through plant 

Rut on the negative side, the expansion of the supply 
side into a large and highly competitive industry 
means that there is con<1idcrahle pres<1urc to sell. For 
inexperienced users there is tt.e \·cry real danger of 
hcing suhje1..'1ed to high-pressure sales techniques 
which arc not intended to solve a particular 
manufacturing prohlem but rather to shift a particular 
seller's sci of boxes. Thus there is an important need 
for U"l:r linns lo Jen:lop ~lilb in 1hc choice of 
technology to meet their particular needs. 

engineering firm might understand fairly well the 
problems invol\·cd in buying a new machine tool, and 
the supplier of those tools will attempt to address 
these concerns. But when the question is one of a 
flexible manufacturing system, which brings together 
machine tools, computers, robots, automatic transport 
systems and software, the problem becomes much 
bigger than any most farms have experienced before. 
The limits of their learning cum: will ha\·e hccn 
reached and their ability lo manage the process of 
selection and implementation will be limited. 

The prohlcm is exacerhated as we move along the 
continuum from suh~titution innovation to 
integration. :\s we hcgin to talk of major investments 
in manufacturing system~. covering a numhcr of 
functional areas rather th;m single items of equipment, 
so we hcgin lo approach the limits of experience on 
hoth the supplier and the user side. For example, an 

On the supply si.Je the same prohlcm is also emerging. 
as the move to selling systems rather than individual 
items of equipment comes to the fore. The supplier 
of m;u·hine tools is suJJcnly challenged to hccome a 
much more broadly hascd supplier. requinng 
competence in computer hardware and software, 
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roooti .. --s and autnm:th:J trar.;;port h..'Chnology. fa\.·tory 
at:h.'mati'-'n n•·twl'rl;; and so t>n. In tht: ~h,1rt <.:m1 it 
is lil..d'.\ that the ~,1>1ht~ tu rro\ iJc a ,..1lut:•m to tht· 
u~r linn•: pn>Mt.>m" may al'tl ht: !imik·J h\· the 
suppli\..'T s own incxp.:ricn'-·c. 

The d}:,.-t of this is to intnl\lu\."C nm. iJ'-r.ihlc 
un .. -c:nainty into the sek'l:tion sta~ of the inr1on·::1~on 
pm.:.::.:.. :\ numht:r of ~1ratcgi.::. h.;1n: i:m.:rb'\.-J io :op.: 

with this pruhlem. ranging from delaying i1m.·:.1mcnl 
until su\."h time as the markd m;.;lun:s to the nk"ll:>i\1: 

use of external consultant~ and ad,isors. (k this 
conn'--ction ii is :nh..'l'Csling to note thl! rapid cxp;t:1s:on 
of the rnanufa .. 1uring ''-"C'hnology and man;i;cm~·r.t 

consultancy industry and the particular in:;.."fnl :r. 
"systems integration c,1ntrac.1ing." That is, I~~ 

pro"ision of scniccs ana!ogous to those ot 
"managing agent"' in a major building project, t.ski1•1!; 
responsibility for pulling different contributi<'ns 
togelher :md for bringing the project in on tinlC and 
within budget.) :S 

On lhc supply side then: is the rccogni1io11 ~ : ihc 
limirs lo the ahility of any one finn - even amoilgst 
the largest vendors - to supply complete sys<crns 
~xpcrtisc and products. and lhis has again &c-..; to 
sev\.-rai coping slralegies. Then: have bc.."O a variery of 
merger.;, acquisitions and ")(ralcgic" alliances bctw:.:en 
firms, all designed to lry and broaJcn the range or 
prod•1cts, compclencc and experience which can be 
offered. 

Perhaps the mosl interesting trend has ~ ~he 
emergence of early users of advmccd manufacturing 
technology (espcciallf in ils more integrated forms) as 
suppliers of systems and expcnisc. Their argument 
here is th.ii they had to undergo considerable learning 
and developmenl in order lo solve 1hcir own 
problems, often including coping \\ilh an immature 
and Ji!'l<>rgani1:..:J ~upply ~idc \\ hich was unable lo 
meet their particular need,. Consequently, they have 
now accumulated a rcscrmir of knowledge and 
experience on the hasis of .. learning hy doing," which 
has considerable commercial value. 

So the overall piclUrc of the supply side is one of 
enormom poll"nlial and choice. hut al~ of continuin11 
devclopml"nl and maluration. lhe cllccl of this is to 
rnalce the selection en\"ironment highly complex and 
uncertain. and lo l"mpha'iV.C the importance of skills 
and competence in this area as a key feature in the 
suci.:l!ssful implementation of .\\IT. Two quc~tion:> of 
piirticular concern for many o;maller finm and those 
operating in dcvclopinJ? countries arc how to identify 
the right time for entry into Cl\f. and the righl level. 

Rofra th .. ~ can only bc :msw1.'tl-d su.:'-""t"""fully if ~h .. · 
dt'\.;'>ions arc taki:n within a dear iotrat'--gic: fr.uncwork. 

1.8 Experience with CIM 

:'.t firsl sighl Cl \1 appears to n:pn.--scnl a p..'11\."Ct 
marriage bclW\."t'n tc."Chnok>gic:al pori:ntial anJ th.: 
rr.anufacturing cha!lengcs of the I~. r xp..-ri'-'tlce in 
a \ari.:t:- tif countrk.-:. anJ inJu:.trial ~"CIOh '-·unlinm 
the powerful advanl~'S u.·hM:h .. -an be gain .. -d and 
i>i~lights impm\"ellk.-Ots in 0\1.T.all business 
dfccti\.\."11CSS measures rather than simply in impro,-eJ 
' ffi._-k.'tk.·y in areas wi1hin the factory. For example. 
Fttlic cilcs a Coiled Stales \JO\"\.'TORk.'111 study of fiw 
c:1~ of computer-aided design and manufacturing in 
\L-!\M:h the a\-cragc inventory suings u.·ere 35~.. In 
another case he reports a C nited Stales pump 
manufacturer in\-csaing S9 million and obtaining 
annual sa\-ings of S IO million plus a one-off 5"1\ing of 
inv::ntory of SI I million; in addition throughput time 
wa:; reduced from 25 lo 2 da)'5. ' 

!n ~tudics of flexible manufacturing sptcms in the 
t" nitcd Kingdom and Su.-cdcn, we found average 
figures of im-cn1ory sa"ings of 10•1• and of lead time 
reduction of 10•1., and similar figures have been 
reported in other studies from \·ariocs European 
counuics and from Japan. 1 

Bui there is anolhcr side to lhe coin. l:vidcncc is 
accumulating 10 suggest lhat much of the in\'CSlmcnt 
in ad\·anCCC: Cl'.\t components, such as flexible 
manufacturing systcm;, intcgraled managcmcnl 
software for manufacturing resources planning or 
computer-aided design and manufacturing, is not 
being used to anything lilte ils full potential. In a few 
extreme cases the considerable in\"estmcnl has failed 
completely, but in most cases ii is mon: a mailer of 
underutili7.alion of the potcnlial. For example: 

• In 1989 the l" nilcd Kingdom was n.-porteJ lo be 
investing in Cl'.\1 at a rat~ of nearly £2 
billion.'year, equivalen1 lo 20•1. of all capital 
cxpcnditl>re in manufacturing. Bui up lo a lhird 
of thal money is being wasled - in1egra1ion has 
occurred only on a technical lc\·cl and not on an 
O\"erall business level. In particular, '"benefits on 
thl! \\ holi: ha\1! l'll:cn Ji~rrointing \\1th an 
achievement or 70% of planned gains ... CJ\1 has 
not resolved the problems of quality anJ 
performance lo schedules as anlicipated .... \IRP 
has only managed lo 1idy up anJ enforce 
disciplines without achie\·ing thi: two primary 
goals it claims lo resoh·e i.e. inventory reduction 
and adherence to deadlines." 1 
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• In 300tfk-r l "nitcJ Kingdom Sludy of u~-n of 
nrious t~ p:s of ad\"3Jk"\.-J mmuf3'.'1uring 
lc.."l:hnolog. mana~-n WL-O: aJ.'--J to r.ah: thL-ir 
inwstm<."flb in tmns of their (qJhjn."ti\-c) \le\\"S of 
the n."tum to the furn. Their n.~ro~ su~ 
that rcarly half the U)Cf'S of L-Omputcr-3idcd lk"Sign 
wen: J1ssatisf1t.-J whilst 10•. or u...en of F\IS and 
nearly so•. of robot users fch their in\-cstmcnts 
haJ @J\"\."fl tlk.'111 ··LL-n> to low p.ayoff ·· ·1 

• In a study of 33 fums using comput1.-r-akk-d 
production mm;agct1ll."RI (CAP\I) systems. nearly 
a third \\"CfC considered by users to ban~ ~'CD 
failures. The study concluded that - ... C\-cn 

advana:d users .. .MC not getting the full hctk.iits 
from their systems." 10 

In comparing the opcr.ation of Oc:xiblc 
manufacturing systems in the l "nitcd States and 
Japan. J;aikumar found that. fer simibr systems. 
J:apancsc users \\"CfC able to obcain higher 
producti\-ity and flexibility from their systems. 11 

Table 5 highlights the main results of this study. 

• In a rncarch progr.unmc on advana:d 
manufa"turing technology users carried out on 
behalf of the l.;nitcd Kingdom ~ational Economic 
Development Offacc. Burnes lql011S that •· ..... of 
the 21 systems obscnrcd, 12 \\"CIC operating 
satisfa'1orily but the other 9 \\"CR: performing 
considerably below cxpc.."Ctations. lndccd. the 
performance of one system was so bad that the 
company eventually scrapped it aho&\-"thcr ...... . 
Ewn in the I:? instanc..-cs where sati)fa1:tory 
performance was achieved, in four cases there 
were major problems and long delays had to be 
cxpcricnn-J in bringing the systems up to 
expectations." 12 

• Another l: nitcd Kingdom study commented that 
" ..... only about :?s•;. of CAD, CA\t installations 
in ti~ 1 · K arc 1:on)iJcrcJ a )Ul:l:e». hom thr 
logistics pc..-rspccti,·e, the Cl:'\.I track record is even 
more )Uspc1:t; if we rnnsiJcr logistics is all about 
having the rigJn resources at rhe right place and 
rime rhen a subsranrial number of \1RP2 
installarions can be consi~-m! failures." n 

• Rccenl evidence from the CSSR concerning 
O.:xihk ;1uh1111;11ion ~ho\\~ lh.11 "Ill> In~ 1h.111 a 
rhird or rhc 50,000 industrial roboh produced 
between 1981 and 198S had nor pt'rformed even 
one hour's work. A sample inspection made by 
the People's Conrrol Commirrec of rhe l "SSR in 
198S showed rhat the annual rcrum on 
inrroducing 600 rohors, al a cost of more than 10 
million roubles, was a men: 18,000 roubles."" 

Table 5 

Comparison or l "nitcd State> anJ 
fapant."SC F\IS installations 

f=:\CTOR 

'.\umber of different 
pans produced 'system 

:--;umber of parts 
prod1k"Cli 'day 

~umhc..'1' of ncw parts 
introdua.-d year 

l "tilU.ation rare 
(hascd on 2 shifts) 

A,·cragc metal-cutting 
rime (hours day) 

l "'.\ITrt> J.\P.\'.\ 
STATES 

10 93 

88 1:?0 

.,., 

52•-e R-1•0 

8.3 :?0.2 

Source: Jaikumar, 1986. 

So it is dear that unlocking the full porential gains 
offered by expensive CIM im·cstmcnt involves more 
than simply making the decision (anJ finding rhe 
capilal) to adopt the rcchnology. Thc..-rc is little doubt 
than the use of Cl\I can be very profirable, hut this 
will only be rhe case if its introduction is linked ro 
dear straregic objectives and irs 1mplemcntatior1 i~ 
managed carefully. Potential usc..-n or rhe te1:hnology 
should look al, and learn from, failures like those 
described ahove as well as successes. 

t=xaminalion of cases in a varicly or stuJie~ conlinn:; 
the view thar rhen: an: rwo key fearurcs associared 
wirh successful implementation of Cl\I. The first is 
thar the inn:,1111~·nt i~ m;1Jc \\ ilhin the c11nh:x1 uf ;1 

clear srraregic framework. Rarher than scle,·rin11 anJ 
invcsring in Cl:'\.t because it is a fashionable 
rechnology, successful finns have a clear undeu:anding 
or their business, knowing where rhey want lo he in 
the marketplace and how they plan lo compcle and 
rhc ireplicarions this has for manufacturing. They abo 
know rheir present slrcngrhs and weaknesses wirhin 
their manufacturing operations (in renns or 
equipment, facilities, expcricnce and skills) aa1d can 
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plan a step-by-Slep stratc..'"g}· which builds up to highly 
inie-p:atc..-d automat:On in a sc..-rics of stages r.rthc..-r than 
a quantum kap. 

The sc.."ConJ key point is th.at succe:>sful firms recogniLc 
th.at the~ need to make significant anti far-reaching 
changes to the way rroJuction is organiLc..-d and 
managed. t"sing a ··rcrnlutionary'" technology Slk.-h ~ 
CD.I n.-quin.-s a similarly rJJical Jcgn.'I.! of 
crganiLational change along a numhcr of dirnc..-nsions, 
induJing the skills profile. the functional and 
hic..'r.U"Chical structure. the philosophy of managmtc..'1lt 
and control and the underlying culture of the 
organization. The argument has bc.."\.-n ad\-an\."\.-d th.at 
we arc now in an L"r.l whi"-h is mming away from the 
Fordisa patk-rn in terms of mass marl.:cts and 
dedicated technol<>gics based on scale «nnomics and 
arc entering a new poSI • Fonlist era ch.aractcriLcJ by 
emp~s on flexibility. variety and economics of 
scope. If this is the case. then a central feature of the 
change ~ill be the c:mcrgcncc of new models for 
organization and management. 

1.9 CIM and new techniques in production 
management 

One of the problems i.'l looking at technology is that 
we often :1ssumc a narrow definition of the word, 
treating it as synon~mous with hardware or computer 
systems. Rut the dictionary definition is much 
broader. referring to ''the useful arts of manufa..:turing" 
and cssc..-ntially describing a totai system including hoth 
tools and the way in which they arc used. "Ibis 
alternative \"iew is important because it reminds us 
th.at considerable impro\'Cment can often be obtainl·d 
\\ith minimal capital im·cstmcnt by ch:.nging existing 
practices in production organi/.ation and management. 

In this connection it is i:nportant to highlight the 
experience in the use of nc\\ appruad1c:. :.ud1 as 
"just-in-time" and "total qcality management," both 
of which ha\'C been credited with making possible the 
extremely powerful performance of Japan as a 
manufacturing nation Juring the past thirty years. 

These concepts arc often misunderstood outside 
Japan. lx·in!! 'il.'l'n as n.1rrowly applic1hlc ll'chniquc'I to 
deal with ~pccilic prohlems rather than as much 
broader philosophies which provide a framework 
within which a variety of tools and techniques an: 
deployed. hir ex.1mplc. the basi' of just·in·tir.ie is 
that most factorie:; give rise lo a great deal of waste -
in materials, in human and machine effort, in 
monitoring and control systems. in mo\'ement and in 
time. The approach begins by setting the ideal goal of 
producing or doing things "just in time" for them lo 

l'1C usc..-d hy the next dcmcnt in the chain throcghout 
the inanufacturing pnx-css. Emphasis is then pla"~ 
on rmblcm-soh·ing on a broad front lo iry anJ 
achic,·e this ideal or al least to get as close to it as 
plmiMc. This may in,·ol\·c changing the physical 
layout of production. changing the way in "hich work 
is organiz1.-J. re-equipping m3':"hincs. rc..-Ju";ng )Cf-up 
times. changing the in\-cntory mana~t system. 
ct..:. The focu:; of such l"-clmiquc:. i:. thus less on 
impro\ing din:ct cfficicn\.·y of cquipmc..-nt than on 
c..-nsuring smooth flow throughout the factory. lbis 
shift in emphasis assumes consid::rablc economic 
o;ignificancc when we consider that. in engineering, for 
example, a product may spend less than 5°;. of its 
time in the factory actually being machined or 
operated upon. with the remainder taken up in waiting 
or transportation time. 

Total quality management invoh·cs a similar and 
inlendatcd approach which secs quality as something 
much more than just a narrow auribute of a product 
or scnice. It also stresses a company-\\idc 
inrnh·ement in the problem of quality impro\·emenl 
and inmh·cs a range of toe.ls anJ t1.-chniqucs aimed at 
mobilizing problem-sohiug effort:; towards the goal of 
··zero defects." 

Central to both of these philosophies arc two 
clements. lbc first is the involvement of every 
employc..'C in the process of problem-soh-ing. and the 
mohili7.ation of their commitmmt towards a common 
!-'Oal. The second is the- idea of continuous 
improvement, which ensures that progress 1s 
maintained o\·cr the long term. 

It is often argued that these approaches arc effective 
but "·an only work in Japan. Whilst it is true that 
they have been successfully developed and 
implemented in Japan during the past thirty yc.trs. 
there is nothing particularl} Japanese ahoul them anJ 
th<"rc is growing evidence of their application in a wide 
variety of countries, industrial sector!> and firm si.J.es. 
Further. most of the underlying ide;ss Jt>rivcd from 
experience in Western factories - for cxa1.1ple. many 
of the principles of jusl-in-timc come from classical 
work stuJy dcwloped in the 11>.:?0s in the West, whilst 
total qualif~ mana!?emml wa~ al~ liewlopcd m 
wartime f;u:torics in the Lnited States anJ huope. 

The potential of these techniques for improving 
manufacturing pcrfonnancc is comiderahlc and there 
as growing casc:-study evidence to ~upport it. 
lmponantly, these benefits arc again nol confined to 
efficiency impro\'cmcnls in a narrow area but ha\'c an 
impact on the overall competitive effecli\'eness of the 
firm. ror example, many studies report s;wings in 
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CltCCS5 of 70" • on ica~ ttmc-;. irowmnry ?cwls. spa'--e 
and quality probkms. In adJi:ion. f'l"'gJ'·•'YUTl\.'S l'f 
this kind offer other. kss tangible 1":udi·s sui:h as 
improwd empioyc:c moti\·ation and contribution. For 
example, at Toyota, the a\·crage number of 
suggestions offer\.-d by employees for impro\·cmcnts in 
products ;.nd pro\."CS'.\Cs approaches 2 million P'-T year, 
of which the vast majority are adopted. 

Perhaps the most significant point about such changes 
is that they represent a \·aluablc 1.."1ltry point for Cl:\1 
for two reasons. First, they can generate significant 
savings for a relatively low im·estment. And 5'.'Cond, 
bt."Causc the nature and direction of change - new 
layouts, new patterns of work organization, new 
organization structures, etc. - arc precisely those 
which are needed to support more ad'lranccd and 
capital intensi\"C applications of Cl'.\1. There is thus 
no conflict bctwc:cn Cl:\1 or changes in production 
methods but rather a complementarity. So the 
emerging moJcl should be seen not simply as the 
extension of technical integration but rather as the 
convcrgt."11CC of two streams new IT based 
equipment and systems and new approaches like 
just-in-time and total quality management. Rather 
than simply computer-integrated manufacturing, we 
should perhaps be talking about total integrated 
manufacturing. 

1.10 Is CIM relevant to developing 
countries? 

Cntil now we ha\·e seen the enormous potential for 
Cl'.\t as a mechanism for improving ~anufacturing 
performance along a number 'Jf competitiveness 
dimensions. We have also seen the significant barriers 
\\hich militate against its effective implementation, 
including high capital costs, software dc.-vclopment 
problems, lack of standardil.ation, immaturity of the 
~upply ~idc and a lai:k of key ~!..ills. All this would 
appear to argue strongly that Cl\1 is an inappropriate 
technological choice for developing countries. 

There arc at least two rca~>ns for questioning this 
viewpoint. First, there is the issue of the changing 
nature of the competitive environment, with its 
incrl'asin).! l'mpha"i" on non-price factors such as 
design, quality and delivery responsiveness, in addition 
to continuing emphasis on price competitiveness. 
This means that increasingly expo~ market!\ will only 
be accessible lo those fmm able to develop and 
maintain a competitive edge based on this broad range 
of factors, rather thari narrowly on price advantages. 
Strategje'i which have in the past rdil'd upon 
ad\·antagcous factor endowments such as low lahour 
or matcriah cost'i, may be bs viable in the future. 

Pressure is also likely to be cxert'--d through 
traI1snational corporations as key actors to eittend the 
b;a:.is of compctitiwm::.s intll non-price an:as. For the 
same reason. domestic markets are likely to he 
subjected to increasing penetration from external 
competitors offering not only price but also non-prit.-e 
advantages, which may h.i\·e the clTt.'1.."l of eroding 
indigenous industrial capahility if it is not able to 
adapt to the new ruk~ of the competitive game. 
Because Cl'.\t offers adnntages both in price (as a 
result of mst reductions due to direct automation and 
esP'-'Cially through automation CJf indin:ct, ml!rhead 
acti\ities) and in non-price areas (such as design and 
quality), it is likely to prove an extremely pot\."1lt 
weapon in the competitiveness battles of the 1990s 
and beyond. For this reason, a passive strategy based 
on lca\ing Cl:\I to a handful of advanced 
industrialized nations seems \'CfY risky. 

The second important reason for questioning the 
apparent irrelevance of Cl\1 to developing countries 
lies in the nature of the technology itself_ Cl'.\t is not, 
as this article has tried to demonstrate, simply one 
more neatly packaged box of technology to be bought 
off-the-shelf by those best able to afford it. It is, 
instead, an approach, z. strategic framework involving 
a variety of components of hardware, software and 
organv.ation. Its successful implementation requires 
considerable organizational learning and development, 
including a significant proportion of what might be 
called "un-Jeaming." It cannot (if we arc to judge 
from early experiences) be implemented in a "big 
bang" fashion but instead requires a systematic, 
step-by-step development, towards a Jong-term 
s~ratcgic goal. This process of incremental innovation 
towards full Cl\1 offer.; considerable opportunity for 
organi7.ational learning and development. 

Cl'.\f is fundamentally a strategy, a philosophy for 
imprm·cmcnt rather than a piece of equipment. and it 
provides a coherent framework for the development of 
any manufacturing enterprise. The first step -
organv.ational change, product and process 
simplification and redesign - essentially involves 
challenging the existing patterns and models of 
manufacturing organil.ation and management. 
Without such a starting point. even the most 
expensive im·cstments in advanced information 
technology run the risk of simply making things worse 
by "computeruing chaos." 

The prescription m outline is ~implc. It involves 
taking a ~trategic view of the total bu~iness and 
deciding what is to made for which markl·ts and how 
product~ arc going to compete in tho~ markets. 
From thi~. a strategy for manufacturing can be 
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den~lopc..-d which asks how these compc~iti\·e '--ritcria 
can best be support'--d. and from this di:wlops a 
step-b} -~h:p pmgranunc of k'Chnological anJ 
organi.1.ational change towards this goal. \1uch benefit 
can em.::-gc from the early stages of this process where 
the existing pattern of manufacturing is compared \\ith 
what ought to he there to suppcrt the ~trategy; it is 
essentially a rethinking and a challenging process. 

The benefits of taking this first step can often be 
significant. For example, in one plant. part of the 
t:ni:cd Kingdom-owned Lucas group producing fuel 
injection equipment for diesel engines, 1984 saw a 
major crisis of competitiveness, \\ith a falling market 
share, poor quality and reliability. declining customer 
relations. etc. A~ a result of analysis of this, a major 
strategic change programme was embarked upon 
which involved extensi,·e org;inU.ational development 
bLt relati\·dy little investment - only £1.5 million 
O\'er four years. 

Essentially, tt-js programme invoh'Cd the 
reorgani.t.ation of the plant into separate 
manufacturing cdls. Production was simplified by 
creating three mini-factories, each focused on a small 
coherent family of products. At the same time. the 
management hi'-Tarchy v.·as reduced from seven layers 
to three. On the ..:mploy::e side. johs were 
transformed from those requiring "human robots" to 
those needing problem soh·ers .vith flexibility within 
and across ceUs. The nece~sary skiUs development was 
hackr.d up by training and hy placing stress on 
common ownership of manufacturing problems. 

The culture mm·ed from a traditional cns1s 
management factory, oriented to output, to one which 
stressed continuous improvement. The results include 
massive cuts in lead times {:00%), improvements in 
ddivery reliability, increased inventory turnover (from 
22 to .'4 time~ aml ri~ing), higher quality (up hy 
12· I 5% ), sa\·ings in space through better layout and a 
productivity improwmcnt of about 50%. Perhaps the 
most significant achievement here has been that 
almost all this hcnefit came without extensive capital 
in\'e~fment but with systematic challenge to the 
eJJstmg organi1.ation and management of 
production. 1 s 

Cartaya and \1cJinal6 report on another case in 
Venct.ucla where a systematic chaUcngc to existing 
ways of oper:1ting a shoe facto!')· helped bring about 
radical imprmcmcnts in jlroJuctivity, quality and 
flexibility. Posthuma report!! on work in the Brazilian 
automohile inJmtry which indicates that significant 
impro\'ements coulil be obtained ewn at the early 
stages of implementing a total quality programme, 

through the use of simple statistical process control 
techniques. 17 

R~-ent reports from the International \1otor Vehicle 
Programme comparing pcrfonnance of car assembly 
plants along key dimensions, such as producti\ity. 
quality, flexibility etc., conclude that a new model for 
manufacturing is emerging. which they term "lean 
manufa'""turing, •• not least ~'Cause it Sl.~ms to in\·oh·e 
production through less - less labour. Jess material, 
Jess quality problems, less time taken in design and 
manufacture, etc. The key to succeo;sful "lean 
manufacturing" plants (of which one of the best 
pcrfonncrs is in '.\fexico) lies in a new approach to 
production organization and management, mo\'ing the 
car industry beyond the models originally developed 
by ford and Sloan in the early days of the industry. I& 

In each of these cases the process of rethinking and 
challenging has highlighted areas in which change is 
needed and considerable benefits have flowed from 
relatively small and simple fust steps. 

Of course, long-term compctiti\·eness will depend on 
more than organizational changes and product. process 
redesign. But without this initial st2ge, no 
organil.ation can expect to make fuU and effective use 
of the opportunities opened up by technologies under 
the Cl'.\f umbreUa. It is a total system change to a 
new pattern of best practice. (Significantly, in the 
International '.\.fotor Vehicle Programme study 
mentioned earlier. the contribution of advanced 
automation technology to improved performance was 
relatively small; the key changes came through 
adoption of alternative organil.ational models and 
practices associated with "lean manufacturing.") It is 
the adoption of continuous imprmrement \'alues, the 
involvement and participation of the workforce, the 
changed customer orientati()n, the responsive 
organi7.ational structure plus advanced manufacturing 
technology which holds the promise for the future in 
manufacturing. 

There is no short cut to successful CJ\f, but rather a 
step-by-step learning strategy, and this applies to 
industrialil.cd and developing countries alike. 

1.11 Implementing CIM 

With this broader definition of Cl\f which includes 
changes in organi1.alion anJ methods as well as 
production equipment, we can now tum to the 
question of implementation. Central to this issue is 
the need for a clear strategic framework which sets out 
the long·tenn goals of the company and within which 
stcp-by·stcp progress can be made. Implementing 
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new technology is not a manufacturing ,.cr5ion of a 
shopping expedition in which the m.iin problems are 
whil·h :.hops lll go to. ''hat produ,:h to bu} and how 
to pay for them. Rather. it is a pwcess with a long 
timescale and many dimensions. 

\\'e need to St.-c manufacturing inml\"ation as a 
long-term problem-sol\"ing process and to exp!ore 
apprnaches to its cffccti\·e management. \luch nf the 
running in cftccti,·e manufacturing management in 
recent years has been made in Jap;•n and it is not 
coincidc:ntal that the two themes creative 
problem-solving and continuous impro\"emcnt - arc 
dominant features of their approach. 

Problem solving is usually represented as a sequential 
process which begins \\ith recognition, an awareness 
that a problem exists. This needs to be refined and 
defined.;rcdefined to clarify and focus on the core 
problem. Without careful attention to the problem 
definition stage, it is easy to engage in solving the 
wrong problem, or in trying to deal wi•n a symptom 
rather than a cause. Expcriem:e shows that this 
iterative process of arriving at the problem definition is 
best carried out with a variety of information and 
experience inputs. 

In the case of new manufacturing technology, there is 
no shortage of problems to· which the technology 
could he addressed. But without a careful. systematic 
and strategic analysisiaudit of the particular issues 
involved, it is quite likely that the wrong problem will 
be treated. For example, a typical jJstitication for 
installing a computer-aided production management 
system is to try and reduce im·cntories and improve 
delivery performance. However, the root cause of 
these problems is often related not to the need for a 
faster and more powerful information system to keep 
track of things more efficiently but ti> the presence of 
an overly complex sy::;tem already in plare, trying to 
keep control of a manufacturing process which has, 
over time, evolved into something which no one fully 
understands. The real need here is not for more 
technology - that would only have the effect of 
"computcri1ing chaos" but rather for a 
simplification of the existing arrangement. Once this 
has been done, the next stage miµht require 
investment in a wmputcr sy!lll'm, hut it might also be 
amenable to other M>lutions. 

In defining the problem. it is also important to take 
into account the different piei:es of information whid1 
might help in arriving at a complete and useful 
statement of the problem to he ~olveJ. This may well 
involve vari01Js people with their own particular mi.< 
of perspective, experience and knowk,lge. i:or 

c-:amplc. in de\'doping a technology str.1.tcgy. it may 
be very useful to bring in operators and supervisors 
from the shop floor who han: a Jay-to-Jay exposure 
to the particular key issues which prewnt the firm 
from achie,ing its competitiveness goals of lkxibility, 
n:sponsi\·eness. etc. 

Once the problem has been defined. the m:xt stage is 
Ill cxphirc the range uf potential ~ulutiuns to this 
problem. This is again an activity which benefits from 
having a number of different perspccti\'cs and, om.-c 
again. it is an iterative process. Exploring the possible 
soluti,")ns may lead to 1urthcr redefinition of the 
problem. b·idcnce also suggests strongly that the 
quality of th'! final solution is improved by spending 
time here generating a range of alternative options 
rather than choosing the first and most obvious 
answer. It may not be - and often is not - the best. 

'Ibis highlights a typical behaviour pattern in adopting 
new technology. Because of the- widespread 
availability of powerful technology and the perception 
of major problems facing the firm, the tendency is to 
look for "plug-in" solutions - the quick technological 
'·fix." So, for example, firms requiring greater 
flexibility will often decide tu try and buy a flexible 
manufacturing system which, to judge from the label, 
represrnts the obvious solution. In doing so. they 
jump straight from a definition of the problem to a 
solution without adequately expioring alternatives. By 
contrast, many firms have now discovered that 
organizational change routes - such as the u~ of 
just-in-time systems - can also soh·c their problems 
of flexibility. Rather than buying flexibility, they have 
explored ways of becoming flexible systrms 
themselves. Such altemali\·es are often cheaper and 
more compatible with the organi7.ation but finding 
them requires considerably more in the way of 
exploration of the options available to solve the 
prohkm. 

Once a range of potential solutions have been 
explored, the next step is to select a particular option. 
,\s we have already seen, making such choices is often 
a highly uncertain process, particularly in a selection 
cm·ironrncnt where there is limited information or 
experience and where there is strong sales pressure 
from suppliers. l lcre again the contrih11tion of a range 
of ,·xperience and information is of value, parti"ularly 
in cn~uring that the selected solution is one whic:1 will 
he appropriate to the broader context in \ ·hich it will 
have to work, as well as in solving the problem to 
which it specifically relates. 

rinally comes the wh,1le problem of actually 
implementing that solution, of introducing it into the 



organization to di.-:1.I with the prohlcm originally 
identified at the st:trt of the process. It is hl.·rc that 
one important pa}off from inrnhing a \\iJe range of 
staff in the r.:1.rlier stages emerges: the more they ha..-e 
p:trtil.-ipated in the problem-sohi.ng process. the more 
they \\ill ti:d a sense of "ownership"' of the solution 
and a commitment to making it work. 

Perhaps the key lesson for thL manageml.·nt of 
technology here is to treat inno\'ation as a systematic 
problem solving pmcess and to ensure that sufficient 
attention is paid to each stage and to arnid jumps and 
short-cuts in a misguided attempt to ~peed up the 
process. In the latter case, the result is likely to be a 
lower quality solution. 

1.12 The need for a strategic approach 

\toving to Cl\1 is, ahove all, a strategic acti,·ity. 
Entering this technological field is not simply a matter 
of a short-term investment m one or two discrete 
items of equipment but rather a long-term philosophy 
invoh·ing technological and organu.ational 
components which need to he carefully linked to 
provide support for the m·erall business. Successful 
Cl:\1 implementation is a matter of step-by-step 
progression within a long-term framework, with each 
stage being evaluated and cost-justified, and with 
post-investment auditing to ensure that the strategic 
objccti\·es have hccn met. 

Too often, Cl\1 components like F\1S arc installed 
with little idea of the strategic objectives or of criteria 
to assess their contribution to meeting these. Where 
criteria cx.ist, they arc often defined in a narrow 
technical or financial sense rather than taking in the 
wider context of the organization's business 
environment and needs. For example. the success of 
an FMS might be judged against its cost, its payback 
and its contribution to cost reduction and output 
maximization within a small part of production, rather 
than by increases made to overall organu.ational 
responsiveness and agility in a competitive 
marketplace. 

To be effective, a Cl:\1 strategy must begin with a 
thorough analysis of the business needs and a dear 
plan which identifies the basis on which 
competiti\·cncss will rest in the long and short term. 
From this, the key order-winning criteria - flexibility, 
agility, quality etc. - can be derived. 19 

The next stage requires a review of existing 
manufacturing operations, in terms of their local 
strengths and weaknesses and the way in which they 
fit into this broad strategic framework. Simultaneous 
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with this is the n.-quircmcnt for 3. thorough exploration 
of opportunities opened up not only by new 
manuf;.Kturing h:chrll>ll>gics - such as F\IS - hut 
abo by new or improwd approaches to manufacturing 
methods and nrganiJ.ation. such as just-in-time. From 
this anal) ~is. it becomes possible to de\·dop a 
coherent and appropriate manufacturing strategy for 
the firm. which will prwide the underpinning for 
meeting th<-' key criteria in the hu~ines~ ~tral<.'g) . 

Within the frar1ework of this manufacturing strateb'Y a 
long-term er.' plan can he de\·eloped which identities 
the architectur·~ (the layout of different components), 
the corununications between those clements (and the 
le\·el of sophistication required in such networks), the 
hardware and software requirements and the 
underlying organizational infrastructure (including 
suitable skills. functional support and decision-making 
arrangements) which will be required. Such a plan 
will also identify the priority areas and the overall 
scquen;:e for implementation. 

One maj1>r requirement in this process is the 
implcmcnt;1tion of a parallel organi/.ational 
development strategy to ensure that the necessary 
degree of organiLational integration is available to 
underpin the~ technical changes. Finally. thc strategy 
can he impl ... mcnted on a projct:t-by-project ha~is, 

moving from "islands of automation" to full 
rnmputcr-inkgratcd manufacturing. lhe advantage of 
this approach is that it permits the lower cost and risk 
features of an incremental philosophy to he retained 
but mow'.' the tinn forwards within an integrated 
framework. 

This approach provides a rational..: for making choices 
and avoids the risk of expcmivc and inappropriate 
systems being installed. The process can be 
summariI.ed in the following five-stage <.:.iccklist: 

l. ldentil}' hminess goals and strategics 

• What business arc we in and why 7 

• Where arc we going to be in five years time ? 

llow are we to get there (diversify, acquire, 
etc.) ? 

2. Identify rckvant product strategies 

Which markets or scgements are we aiming 
for? 

• What will dctcnnine the compctiti\·encss of 
our products ? 

• llow far do costs have to fall, quility to rise, 
etc. ? 
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What will custorncrs be looking for m tin.· 
years' time '! 

What rnlumes and changes do we expect ? 

• What ~huuld be the lc\'cl of customvation \'S 

standardization ? 

• What are external trends m competitors' 
products, technologies, etc. ? 

I low can these he integrated so that they 
support each other! 

5. Define systems and automat;on strategics 

What systems an: a\·ailablc which can contribute 
to these targets? 

J_ Define manufacturing strategies 

Scle.:tion of tcchnolog) (hroadly Jdint>dl to 
meet the clearly id.:ntificd m .. "Cds 
automation ? Just-in-time ? RcorganiLation ? 

• Build up to Cl\I on a multi-k·vcl basis. 
espcL;ally with regard to the information 
'ystem within and bct\n."Cn these lc\·cls which 
will act as the nervous system of the 
organif.ation as a whole. 

• What do we need to do to make products 
with the price ·non-price factors identified 
abo\'e? 

• What implications docs this have for : 

c Processes in use 

c Plant and facilities 

c Human resources 

::; \\' ork organi.t.ation 

:c Control and information system 

:: Suppliers 

o Etc. 

.J. Define integrated operating strategics 

• What strategics do each of the key functions 
- marketing. design. manufacturing etc. 
need to perform in support of the above ? 

1.13 A step-by-step approach to 
implementation 

Following such a strategic analysis, the next task is to 
begin actual implementation. Herc the key lesson is 
that projects of this scale succeed where there is some 
form of pha,ed implementation - a step-by-step 
strategy. Components of this include the use of pilot 
projects and simulation and a recognition of the \·alue 
of the ·learning process so that time. J assimil.ite and 
build on such lcarring is allowed in the o\'erall project 
plan. A key benefit of this approach is that it amids 
the "big bang" risks of high cost and complexity, as 
indicated in fiiorure 8. 

Figure 8 

Step-by-step strategy for CIM 

Costs and risks 

L 
Computer· 
integrated 
manufacturing 
and beyond 

Inter-function 
automatil>fl, 

-----' e. g, CAD/CAM 

Integrated automation, 
____ _, e.g. FMS 

Simple programmable automation 

Simplify and integrate 

Clear strategic foundation · 
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The ~me sll'p-hy-stC'p philosophy can also be applied 
to the introdU1:tion of just-in-time Iota quality 
progranune~; for example. Sd1onbcrgcr ~J~sts a 
17-step process mm·ing from simplification and the 
1\xus on the customer to more aJ\·anccd applil..:-tions. 
:!() 

1.14 Summary 

It is becoming increasingly dear that there is no 
uni\·ersaJ definition of Cl\1 but. rather, that it involves 
a broad range of acti\'ities associated with the 
evolution of more dfa;ent and cffecti\·e 
manufacturing. Certainly. it makes extensive use of 
automation technologies, especially in their more 
integrated forms (such as CADiCA'.\if or f\IS), but it 
also inrnlves extensive change in traditional 
approaches to strul.'1Ures, functions and culture \\-ithin 
manufacturing organl/.ations. It is also characterized 
hy a gr.idual cor,\·ergcnce of both these streams 
towards a highly integrated facility which opens up 
con~idl.-rable potential for new and more effective ways 
of manufacturing. 

·1nere is as yet no fully-developed Cl\1 faci.lity in the 
world. although there arc a variety of experiments and 
succc~sfui application:. uf integrated installations 
moving towards full Cl\I. \loving to Cl\1 involves 
long time scales and rc4uircs a strategic appro:-i.ch to 
!IClcction and implementation, which not only fits the 
long·term husiness plan hut also allows for the 
considerable organiz1tional learning needed 
~•1cces~fully 10 ·"o;imilate and exploit such technical 
and organl/.ational changes. Cl\1 is emphatically not 
a "plug-in" solution or a quick but expensive 

technological "fix," and the experience of firms which 
have approached it in this manner has generally been 
disappointing. 

Evidence from early users stres5Cs the importance of 
organizational changes in actUeving the full potential 
offered by CIM. In many cases, successful users of 
Cl\1 report that the majority of the benefits -
sometimes as much as 70% or 80% - came from 
organizational changes rather than from the expensive 
new systems which they had purchased. Experience of 
this kind suggests that there is much to be gained by 
adopting a step-by-step strategy. Beginning with 
changes to organization and management and 
gradually moving into more advanced applications of 
integrated automation is the most effective. Such a 
"simplif}, automate, computer-integrate" strategy has 
particular attractions for manufacturers in developing 
countries since it is not a capital-intensive approach. 
but stresses instead in'restment in and development of 
human resources. 

It can be argued that there is a transition in progress 
from capital-intensive manufacturing to knowledgc
intensive manufacturing, where the key resources are 
the knowledge, skills and experience which a firm 
possesses and its ability to mobilize the creativity of its 
staff to enable it to function as a highly adaptive, 
learning organization. (for example, in recent years, 
the level of im·estmenl in R and D in Swedish 
engineering firms has been much higher than the level 
of capital investment.) The key to effective 
exploitation of the opportunities offered by 
computer-integrated manufacturing is to ensure that it 
is located within such an adaptive and flexible 
organi7.ational environment. 
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OVERVIEW OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE SEMINAR ON COMPUTER-INTEGRATED 
MANUFACTURING 

In his opt.'fling aJJress to the &'lllinar on 
Computt.-r-lntegratc.'\I '.\lanufacturing. Thl-odore 
'.\lalloch. the &'Tlior :\J\isor to the Ext.-cutin~ 

Secretary of ECF. highlightc.-d the new challmgt."S 
facing the manufacturing industry. pointing out that 
recent years haJ Sl'Cn a new rallying call. of "automate 
or e\·aporate!.. Firms were int.-rcasingly recogniLing 
the need to take a more strategic approach to 
manufacturing and to em!'loy the powt.'Tful 
technologies a·.-atlable within U • .:= Cl\I framework to 
reduce lead times, imprO\·e quality, enhance 
equipment utilU..1tion. reJuce in\'entories and prO\ide 
a much higher lewl of flexibility, responsi;;cncss and 
scnice to customers. 

Reviewing the experience _;o far and setting the agl"Jlda 
for the Seminar. he suggested that discussion could 
usefully focus on a number of key questions induding: 

• What is meant by Cl'.\I? 

• Where is the technologi•:al frontier? 

• What ha\·e been the achievements in industry in 
mo\'ing towards Cl\1-:' 

• What arc the print.-ipal obstacles? 

• How can industry prepare itself for Cl\1'.' 

These themes were explored throughout the Seminar 
in presentations and discussion, and the papers which 
follow represent a sample of this. Part one provides 
two useful over\"iews of trends and experience in Cl'.\1 
in both the industrialized and the developing world, 
and stresses ~me of the key challenges and 
opportumues which this new manufacturing 
environment offers. In both these papers. and in the 
discussion at the Seminar. the discontinuous nature of 
the changes inrnlved in Cl\t emerges clearly. ~ot 

only is the physical technology opening up exciting 
new opportunities by \·irtue of the integration of 
previously separate functions in the manufacturing 
business, but al the same time there is a dramatic 
challenge to traditional roles and structures within 
manufacturing organizations. In particular, the 
importance of de\"Cloping human resources to provide 
the necessary flcxihility and creati\·ity to operate 
"knowledge-intensive" Cl\1 factories was stressed. 

For both developing and industri;1li1.ed countrie!i alike, 
the challenge to move lo a different approach to 

manufacturing is clear. The emphasis on 
organi7..1tional change and den~lopment of human 
resources as a pn-requi.>ite for sucCt.-ssful Cl\I 
programmes c!Tt."l."li\-cly changes the nature of the 
harril'TS to t.'fltry. sint.-e the n-quin.-rnc."llt is not soldy 
for capital in\·estment but also for mana~-rial and 
orga.ni7..1tional dcvclopmt.'flt. I.earning to use physi'-·al 
anJ human resoun-es in new ways will hl-come as 
important a compctitiw n.-source as pos!il-ssing the 
latest state-of-the-art technology. 

lbe paper by \I.E. \lcrd1ant prO\iJcs a dear picture 
of the long-term e\·olution m- Cl\1 and its gradual 
convergem.--e from early de\·clopments in the 1960s. In 
particular. he highlights the emerging need to take a 
system \icw of the whole organization, moving 
attention from narrow considerations of the efficit.'flcy 
of particular operations or machines and towards the 
m·eraJI cffccti\"cness of the bu;iness as a whole. :\s he 
comments, Cl\I " ... demands a wholly new approach 
to the operation of manufacturing... I le St.-es the 
future as involving two key trends - the development 
and implementation of new and integrated 
technological approaches and the parallel de\·elopment 
and implementation of new managerial approaches, 
·· ... both of which arc es!iCntial to arrival at the new 
and highly beneficial way of operating which 
constitutes Cl\I." He goci. on to explore these two 
strands, looking particularly at artificial intelligence 
and simultaneous engineering on the technical side 
and al education and training. organi7.ational 
structures and the need for new financial management 
tools on the organi7.ational side. 

This theme, of simultaneous technical and 
organi7.ational de\·clopmcnt is echoed in the paper by 
L Pineda-Serna and D. Chudnovsky. which focuses 
on the opportunities which Cl\1 may hold for 
developing countries. I le describes a proposcJ 
l"~IDO project which would prm·ide support in 
terms of training and advice to enterprises aimed at 
t1king a strategic approach to Cl\1, gradually moving 
from organi1.ational changes and product process 
redesign via a step-by-step automation strategy 
towards full integration. 

Part two provides a clo!ier look at the experience of 
CJ\I diffusion and particularly the experience with 
component technologies such as flexihlc 
manufacturing systems ( F\IS). This includes reports 
from a major international comparative research 
programme being co-ordinated by the International 
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Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (llAS.-\), W"hich 
00,11.- pro\-idcs a nluable database of experic:ncc in a 
\-aricty of countries. These studies address thc:mseh-cs 
to questions of costs, benefits, problems and wider 
implications of Cl.\I. Points raised in these pap.TI arc 
echoed in those CO\'Cring expcrienccs (includdtg 
succcsscs and failures) in the l"nitcd States, Japan 
Western Europe and the L"SSR. 

The first paper in part two, by the late louri T chijov, 
brings out some of the rich data resource which he 
carefully husbanded in the llASA database of flexible 
manufacturing systems. This colkction of detailed 
information on over 800 flexible manufacturing 
S)"stcms worldwide pt"O\-idcs us with a clear indication 
of some of the: important diffusio1a characteristics 
associated \\ith a key Cl.\I component. His paper 
underlines the multivariate nat1m of the dri\'ing forces 
bchirut Cl'.\t, stressing that these arc not confmcd to 
cost reduction but also ir.cludc increasing emphasis on 
variety, product quality and overall deli\"Cl)' 
rcsponsi\"CRCSS. The data also suggests that there is 
increasing choice opening up for potential users, with 
different system types becoming available to suit 
various batch size and other market-related 
requirements. Across this spectrum of applications, 
the experience of benefits is impressive, \\ith 
considerable improvements in performance on key 
compctiti,1c criteria such as set-up time reduction (and 
hence the ability to handle smaller and more varied 
batches), inventory saving and lead-time reduction 
(making possible shorter delivery times to customers). 

These themes arc elaborated further in the paper by 
Ranta and Tchijov, which discusses costs and benefits 
and highlights in particular the emerging split into two 
different system types, one of which is a small-scale 
"compact" system suited to smallc:- company 
application. Early evidence suggests that this is often 
the most cost-effective configuration of Cl.\I. 

International differences arc, however, evident, with 
some farms and countries able to exploit such 
technology to much greater advantage than others. 
l his brings in the important question of context -
that simply buying F.\tS or other elements of CIM 
technology is only a part of the story. As \faly points 
out in his paper, the strategic drivers and the 
organi7.ational context in which F\IS is introduced 
varies widely - for example, in his comparison 
between Vinland and Czechoslovakia. I le highlights 
the differences in the strategic justification for 
investments. with greater emphasis on flexibility on 
Finland, and the options which exist between what 
might be tcnned "tcchno-centric" systems which rely 
heavily on hardware and software to deliver their 

flexibility and ··anthropocrotnc·· syskms which huilJ 
UJ>lln the: iruK."n."flt Ocxibility of human op.T.ltors as a 
key interface between Jiffc&\.-nt system componcn:s. 

Baranson exll.-nds this Jiscussion by looking at 
Ja.pancsc, European (esp.'1.-i.ally in the h-ili.-ral 
Republic of Gcmtany) and East European exp.-rit."fk.""C 
and contextual arran~'tlts and suggests that tht.-sc 
go a long \\-ay towards explaining rclati\-e difft."n-n..--cs 
in performance of Cl'.\1. This point is gi\·cn furtht.'1' 
support in the paper by Glv.C\-, which pto\iJes 

detailed data on exrx-ricnce in the CSSR and suggt.'Sls 
that. ck.-spite \\iJcsprcaJ a\·aibbility of Cl\1 
technology from the supply side (as a n.-sult of the 
operation of a "command economy .. ). much of this 
cquit>fllCOt is poorly utilized as a consequence of 
inappropriate organi7.ational and inter-organi7.ational 
arrangements. I le suggests that there is an Utg\."flt 
need for attention to be paid to this component. 

'.\licskoncn discusses the case of smaller market 
economics, using the eumple of f'.\IS experience in 
Finland and drawing out lessons for other. similar 
economics such as Sweden. Austria and 
Czechoslovakia. Significantly in his discussion of 
factors promoting and hindt.'Ting successful change. he 
highlights the value of earlier expcric:n'--c: with 
~C-technology - essentially underlining the \·alue of 
a step-by-step progress. lie argues for the use of F\IS 
as a tool to enable farms in such economics to be 
more flexible and n:sponsi\·e at a strategic level - but 
also warns about the necessity of changing the whole 
system in order to obtain these benefits. As he puts it. 
"don't buy a sports car if you arc afraid of dri\ing at 
high speed!" 

A key theme in all these papers 1s the growing 
awareness of the neeJ for major structural changes in 
institutional frameworks within and beyond the firm if 
the full potential of Cl\I is to be unlocked 
successfully. This question is specifically addressed in 
part three, which focuses on organizational and 
managerial aspects of implementing Cl\I llere the: 
striking message, in papers covering experience in 
Japan, the C nit.:d Kingdom and an overview of work 
in the factory of the future, is that the same points 
emerge. This lends considerable support to the view 
that our old models of factory org:mi1A1tion and 
management, based upon the principle) of hedcrick 
Taylor and Henry ForJ. arc becoming increasingly 
inappropriate and that new models are needed in the 
era of Cl\I. Whilst it is not yet clcar what the 
blueprint for the new factory organi1ation of the 
future will be. it is likely to involve a mm:h grl"aler 
l"mphasis on teamwork. cm Jecenlrali1i1tion aml 
networking. on minim11ing hierarchy and on 
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.b"Cioping flexible human resources within a 
problem-solving and lc3ming •.:ulturc. 

The paper b)" Yamashim anJ collcagucs docs much to 
dispel the m)1h that Japall\."SC suca:ss is due to high 
lc\'cls of diffusion of \"ct)" ad\"311Ced computer-based 
equipment. Although Cl\1 is recognized as an 
important long-term target. most Japanese 
manufacturers are CODC\.-mcd "ith integration rather 
than computer-integration. stressing that much can be 
achiC\"Cd through organi7..ational dwtgcs and through 
step-by-S". :p imrrO\"\.'lllents using relati\-dy simple and 
pro\"Cd automation technology. 

Paul Simmonds takes this theme further, suggesting 
that the kinds of organizational change now being 
required prO\idc a \"ety different design blueprint to 
that which Opcr.lted in okk.-r manufacturing times. I lis 
discussion of the key parameters of change - flatter 
hierarchies, closer functionai integration, multi-skilling. 
nct"·ork relations bctwet.'11 firms, etc. - are all themes 
which also come through in Karl-Heinz Ebel's paper, 
which focuses on the central importance of new skills 
in the factory of the future - and the need for radical 
changes to training and de\"clopmcnt systems to 
pro"ide the lubricant for mo\ing to a new model of 
manufacturing. 

Part four explores some of the more technical issues 
and focuses on experience at the integration frontier, 
as finns try to integrate components of Cl\1 into a 
broader framework. Once again, the issue of a 
long-term strategic framework within which smaller 
step-by-step increments can be located is very much in 
e\idence. :\tirtensson, for example, provides a road 
map for such changes and describes work in S\llr-cdcn 
based on using artifical intelligence principles to assist 
in the key task of software integration within and 
between elements in a manufacturing system. 
Tomancok gives a practical \'iew based upon 
experience in the Siemens AG plant in Vienna, where 
the model used was essentially a modular, step-by-step 
development process. rising from the development of 
indi•;idual cells through a hierarchy of integration. 

Kovacs reports on Hungarian experience with two 
pilot plants proving out some of the integration issues 
involved in CAD and CA'.\1. Both these plants were 
designed with a modular, step-by-step philosophy, 
using network principles to provide the later and 
higher level links in the integration hierarchy. Belitz 
and Weber concentrate on software strategy, which is 
perhaps 1he key currer.: problem in lhc: technical 
developmenl of Cl\1. Their analysis suggests again a 
total system huilt up in mi>dular fashion, and :1 also 
introduces lhe important ques1ions of standards to 

facilitate networking and system building. and the 
nccd for co-oper.iti\i: ~"wlopmcnt bctwn'll USt."fS and 
suppliers of software. 

The p:ip.."f by Dato in part fi\"C conn the important 
question of st:mda."ds - the 11t."Cd for some form of 
electronic .. highway rode" to regulate the irk.""reasingly 
complex and confused amount of electronic traffac 
which ""ill be running around the factory automation 
networks of the future. 

A number of themes cmcrgt."d repeatedly throughout 
the Seminar. First, that tlk."IC is no clear definition of 
Cl:\1 but that it docs n.-pn.""SL'llt much more than a 
single n31TOW technology. It is morc of a com-ept or 
philosoph)", pro\iding a blueprint for the 1.."nlCrging 
factory of the future. Related to this is the clc:ar 
message that Cl\! has yet to arn\i: at i1s fully 
de\-clopcd fonn, allhough there are a number of 
advanced experiments in various countrk.-s mming 
towards this goal. The road to Cl:\I is still blocked by 
a series of obstacles, including tcchnic-.il rrobkms 
(espccially in software). the need for standards and the 
need for a major rethinking of manag\."rial and 
organizational systems "ithin which to exploit Cl:\I 
technology. 

The second key point is that the very high cost of 
Cl\1 equipment, coupled with the scale of these 
problems, means that any furn wishing to cnll..T the 
field must \iew Cl:\I as a long-term slratcgic cxcr1..;sc, 
which involves setting up a broad framework and tlk.'11 
mming 1owards the Cl\1 goal in a series of rlanncd 
integrative increments - a step-by-step arproach. 
Allempts to make the move by some fonn of 
"quantum leap" have almost all ended as costly 
failures or as cases where e:xpcnsi\·e and powerful 
technology is perfonning sub-optimally. 

From this, some valuable guidelines for industries 
\llrishing 10 move in10 Cl:\1 can be derived. In 
particular, preparation for the introduction of Cl\I 
requires: 

• Reappraisal and reorganization of produclion, 
planning and managerial syslems 

• Investment in 1he development of human carital, 
to provide the necessary flexibility and to cstahlish 
a continuous learning and impro\·emcnt culture. 
Training should be seen as a strategic im·estment, 
nol a cost 

• Design of new work and career structures which 
will emure involvemenl and commitment of 
employees to 1hc strategic goab of the enterprise. 
Again, Ibis requires a shift in pcrspec1ive, from 
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'~-ing people as a ncccssary cost to seeing them 
as a key resource 

• Extension of this process of change towards more 
integrated modes of organization and operation to 
areas beyond the enterprise, in the supply and 
distribution chains, in contact with customers, etc. 

• Dc\-clopmcnt of financial appraisal systems for 
in\-cstmcnt justification which take a strategic \"icW 

of new technology and consider its contribution to 
overall cffccti\'CDCSS of the business rather than 

concentrating too narrowly on imprO\'ClllCDts in 
efficiency of particular equipment or functions 

• Adoption of a long-term strategic perspective 
which identifies dear business goals and a 
manufacturing strategy to support their 
achiC\'ClllCDt. Such a manufacturin[l strategy "ill 
in\'Olvc components of organizational and 
technological change and should prO\-idc the 
fr.unc'A'Ork for a phased, step-by-step process of 
development of Cl~I. 



PART ONE 

GENERAL TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT 

AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CIM 
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CIM -ITS EVOLUTION, PRECEPTS, CONCEPTS, STATUS AND TRENDS 

by M.E. MERCHANT, Advanced Manufacturing Research, Melcut Research Associates 
Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, United States 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer-integrated manufacturing (Cl'.\1) is not an 
impro\"Cd methodology for can}lng out con\-cntional 
manufacturing. Instead, in its ultimate state of the art, 
it is a wholly new approach to the operation of 
manufacturing in its entirety. To appreciate this fact it 
is ncccssary to understand the natun: of its evolution. 
The evolution of Cl\f to its cum:nt state of 
Ja"Ognition, acceptance and application, incomplete as 
it is, has nevertheless already been a protracted 
cndcamur. The emlution can be said to ha\'C had its 
beginnings in the advent of the computer-related 
technology of the numerical control of machine tools 
in the 1950s. That pro\"Cd to be a watershed C\'CDt, 
and for sc\-cral reasons. first, it gave birth to 
capability for flexible. programmable automation of 
manufacturing. Even more importantly, however, it 
began the slow process of opening our eyes to the 
tremendous on.-rall potential inherent in computer 
technology to make manufacturing far more capable 
and productive than had e\·cn been dreamed possible. 
Finally, and most importantly, it provided a means for 
beginning to incorporate intelligence into 
manufacturing. initiating the process of freeing 
manufacturing from being wholly dl.'J'CDdcnt on an 
external presence, namely, the human being, for its 
successful operation - a trend now beginning to bear 
real fruit toJay. 

,\s a consequence of this initial impact of 
computer-related tc:chnolo~ry on ma.mfacturing. the 
JccaJc of the ICJtill~ saw the J~·wlopmcnt of an 
entirely new concept and understanding of the nature 
of manufacturing and its technology. That concept 
and understanJing deri\"ed from the fact, which 

became increasingly C\idcnt during the 1950s and 
1960s, that the digital computer is, innatdy, a systems 
tool. As such, v.·hcn the computer began to be 
applied in actuality, manufacturing is not just a 
collection of \-arious types of activities and pmccsses 
but is instead a system - a system for acating 
discrete products useful to man. • The concept and 
understanding of the natwc of manufacturing which 
resulted from this awakening can be expressed in the 
form of three pn:ccpts. namely: 

I. \fanufacturing is a system, the input to which is 
the conceptual modeling of a product and the 
output of which is a successfully pcrfonning 
product, and it should thus be operated as such a 
system. 

2. The prime objective which must be satisfied in the 
operation of that system is that output be 
maximiad relative to input. 

3. The prime condition which must be satisfied if 
tha: objective is to be accomplished in full is that 
all the elements of that system be integrated. 

'.\"ow the world of manufacturing was confronted with 
a new concept and understanding of mani..facturing -
namely that manufacturing is a system - and also 
with the dawning realization that the computer, as a 
systems tool, held the potential to operate 
manufacturing as an integrated, flexibly-automated. 
sclf·optimV.ing system. It was the u>mhination of 
these two clements which led, during the 1%0s, to the 
cml·rgem:e of the concept of compuler-inkgrated 
manufacturing (Cl:\1), and the computer-integrated 
manufacturing ~ystcm. 2. l The concept which 
-:merged at that time is illustrated in figure I. 
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Figun1. 

Concept of the computer-integrated manufacturing system. 1969. 
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COST AND CAPABILmES 

Although the wealth of tcchnologjcal concepts and 
possihiiitics - those of programmable automation of 
manufacturing, the systems approach to 
manufacturing. computcr-intcgr.11cd manufacturing, 
the CIM system, and the intelligent manufacturinl' 
system - which came into being in the ticcadc of the 
1950s and 1960s - had tremendous implic.ttions for 
intelligent manufacturing, these implications were far 
from bc..-ing grasped immcdiatC:y by the world's 
manufacturing industry, by the great majority of 
manufacturing engineers, and e\·en by some 
manufacturing researchers. Thus the pn."'1ominant 
trmd during the decade of the 19705 was one of slowly 
dawning recognition, cvalua!ion, and clarification of 
these concepts and possibilities and of their 
extraordinary potential for improvement of 
manufacturing producti\·ity, quality, timeliness. and 
cost-effectiveness. Therefore, only those companies 
and manufacturing cnginccn who were technological 
lcad1.-rs accomplished much in •.he way of significant 
application of the Cl\t-rclatcd technologies in practice 
during the 1970s. 

The decade of the 1980s has, howe\·cr, begun to s.:c 
the recognition by the manufacturing industry of two 
cs~ntial facts con.:eming Cl\f. namely, the fact that it 
demands a wholly new approach to the operation of 
manufacturing. and the fact that it offers enormous 
potential to improve manufacturing capability and 
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cost..effecti\'CllCSS. This rcalU.ation, which is the 
essence of the statw of CIM today, is resulting in a 
major, two-pronged, world trend. That trend is 
toward realistic and substantial accomplishm~-nt, in 
industry, of full computer integration of the system of 
manufacturing. The first of its two prongs is dedicated 
to dc\·clopmcnt and im~-mcntation of new and 
integrated technological approachC"S to products and 
processes and the second to development and 
implementation of new managerial approaches to the 
operation of manufacturing enterprises, both of which 
arc essential to arrival at the new and highly beneficial 
way of operating manufacturing which constitutes 
Cl!\t. This overall two-pronged trend is marked by 
important corollary trends which fall into two m;1in 
categories, corresponding to the nature of its two 
prongs. namely, terhnol~ica/ and manag,,ial. I .et us. 
therefore, now explore the promise and status of the 
corollary trends that lie in these two main categories. 

TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS 

Although there appears to be a welter of technological 
trend:; at work in the development and 
implementation of Cl\f, my obscr\'ation of the 
international scene has led me to lhc cor.clu~ion that 
two dn·eloping trends stand out from others with 
respect to their importance for the future of Cl\t. 
The first of these, in my opinion. is the developing 



trend toward accomplishment of powerful capability 
for so-callL-d "simulttJMOW enginttrtng 
simultall\.'OUS L"flgllk'\.-ring of the L"OIKcption anJ dc:sign 
of a product and of the planning and execution of its 
manufacturing production and servicing. This 
dc\-eloping acti\ity goes by many different names, 
such as concurrent engineering, life--cyde engineering, 
design fusion. integrated and co·opcrati\-c design, 
design for manufacture, etc_ The second important 
dc\-cloping trend, in my opinion, is that toward the 
evolution of artificial intelligence (Al) in the 
manufacturing system. This has such technological 
facets as apert systems. ·smart sensors· and neural 
Mtwor/cs. 

Simultaneous Engineering 

Thctc arc at least two highly potent main driving 
forces toward accomplishment of powerful capability 
for simultaneous engineering, namely. reduced product 
costs and increased industrial competitiveness. 
Regarding costs, it has been demonstrated many times 
that o\·er 70 per cent of the cost of the manufacturing 
production of a product is fixed when its design is 
completed and ··frozen." 

Full capability for simultaneous L"f1gineering will make 
possible the reduction of that cost of manufacturing 
production to an absolute minimum by accomplishing 
the design of such proJuction before the design of the 
product is completed anJ frozen. Of course. it will 
also effect other cost sa\ings, such as the elimination 
of design chan!,'CS com·entionally found necessary for 
practical manufacture and scnicing of the product. 
Regarding industrial competiti\·eness, the tremendous 
shortening of the lead time between conceptual design 
of a proJuct and its commercial proJuction, 
potentially possible through accomplishment of full 
capability for simultaneous cngini:ering, pr(lmiscs 
major increases in industrial competitiveness for the 
world market for manufactured goods. 

Full capabilif) for simuhancou~ engineering is still a 
long way from being accomplished due to 
technological hurdles whil·h mu'r still be surmounted. 
However, much progress toward it has already been 
made using today's state-of-the-art Cl\f technology. 
As an example, Fanuc Ltd., of Japan, has made its 
rroduct Dc\·clopment Laboratory the instrument for 
accomplishing its simultaneous engineering of all its 
new products, utili1irg such stalc-clf·the-art 
kchnology. Taking the conceptual design of its new 
products from its Basic Research Laboratory, the 
Product Development l.aboratory is able, by use of 
current capability for simultaneous engineering, to 
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laun.:h the commcrcial production of that product 
"'ithin a period of six months to one year. 

Artificial Intelligence 

As was so aptly set forth by our former CIRP 
colleague, the late Jzd Hatvan, • the major potential 
of artificial intclJ;gcncc for the manufacturing system, 
still very far from being rcalizat, is that of capability to 
m-crcomc the problems created by the fact that that 
system is not, and can ncvcr be, a totally deterministic 
system. lie made clear the fact that Al has the 
potential, when developed far beyond its present state 
of the art, to transform the non-dctcnninistic system 
of manufacturing into an intelligent manufacturing 
system which is "capable of solving, \\ithin certain 
limits, unprecedented, unforeseen problems on the 
bas!s even of incomplete and imprecise infonnation" 
- information chanctcrislic of a non-deterministic 
system. 

Ooser at hand in the field of Al are the problems 
which must be dealt with in the development of the 
science and technology necessary for reaping the full 
benefits of utilization of expert systems, smart sensors 
and neural networ:Cs in the manufaL"turing system. 
Such developments arc necessary steps toward 
realization of the intelligent manufactur.ng system 
envisioned by Hat\·any. Research such as that being 
done by Lu ) and his asS<Xiates in the 
Knowledge-Based Engineering Systems Research 
I .aboratory at th\! lJnivcrsity of Illinois, and ,\yres o 
and his associates in the Department of Engineering 
and Public Policy in Camegie-\lellon Cniversity. 
provides examples of pioneering work in this field. 

Lu's work is highly relevant to expert systems and Al 
in general. I le describes the research on knowledge 
processing for engineering automation which is being 
conducted in his laboratory as being aimed at 
investigating means of processing knowledge into a 
useful commodity, rather than studying ways of 
processing materials into useful products. These 
studies arc focused on how knowledge, in various 
fonns. can be efTecti\·cly engineered into more 
appropriate fonns for better utili7.ation and on 
fundamental methodologies that can help engineers 
intelligently harvest and apply knowledge for 
engineering automation. The goal is to develop and 
implement knowledge-processing techniques needed in 
the development of highly automated engineering 
systems and tu meet the challenges of the upcoming 
knowledge-intensive industry. 

Ayres and his associates are addressing the problem~ 
of smart sensors, having artificial intelligence, as 
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decision-makers in the manufacturir.g system. They 
arc looking particularly at factor) -floor acti\itic~-

1 kre we arc alreaJ~ beginning to 'll."C a r.ath'--r rapiJly 
inm:asing replaremcnt of fkxihlc human workers 
ha\'ing "high quality 5\.'tlSOry ink-rpretati\·e ahilities ·· 
by smart sensors ha\·ing some dc.-gn.~ of artific.;al 
intclli@:\.'tll"C- 1 lowever. as Ayn.-s and his asS(X-i,;a:es 
note. such "adaptive control" is ''se\·t"fl·ly constrained 
by the capabilities of eXJstmg sensors and 
interprctati\'e computc.-r software. espc."\.-ially the latter." 
They find that the ~'tlc.-ralV.cd capabilities nc.-a!c.-d for 
the future, currently t":yond the state of the art, are 
"(i) sophisticated machine or ta-tile systems, (ii) 
complex dcc.-ision algorithms, and ultimately (iii) an 
ability for the supcnisol")· system to learn from 
experiem .. "C." This requires that the introduction of Al 
into the O\'crall manufacturing system, to unlock the 
door to Cl'.\1, must be preceded or accompanic.-J by 
the a\iailability of such smart-S\.'tlSOr 
(sensory-information) processing capabilities. Their 
research on the economics of such machine 
\-ision taction has shown that such dc\iclopments 
''should not he assessed in the narrow context of 
spc.-cific tasks in direct competition \\ith human 
workers by as hitherto missing links that will permit 
all the clements of the factory of the future to 
communicate cffo:tively \\ith each other so as to 
function as an organism rather than as a set of 
independent cells" - a true Cl'.\1 system. 

Technology for co-ordination, or "fusion." of the 
outputs of multiple smart sensors to accomplish such 
integration as that characterized abo\'e is also \iirtually 
in its infancy_ One of the most promising 
technologies for accomplishing sensor fusion, recently 
appearing on the scene. is that of neural netwnrks. 
These arc attempting to duplicate the human neural 
network, which accomplishes such fusion with case, 
with computer simulation. Resulting neural network 
computers embodying the current state of the art are 
already exhibiting !>ignificant capahir:ty for dealing 
with pattern recognition prohlcm·. in a noisy 
environment or where there is a lc\d of uncertainty 
J~>Ut the "ignal - conditions ob\·iou~ly found on the 
factory floor. Initial efforts to harness scch capahility 
tend, of course, to tackle a considerably smaller 
scl?Jllent of the manufacturin~ sy!>tcm than that 
represented hy the entire factory floor. An e~1mplc of 
such efforts is the research being carril·d out hy 
Aggarwal ' anJ his as">ciateio at \ktcut Rc~an:h 
;\\soci;11l·~ on '"bpti\"C rnntml of grinJin~. f>a,t 
efforts on s111:h controls ha\·e typically employed only 
a single scn">r. The \ktcut approach is to monitor 
four different t} pcs of ~ignah, namely, an>ustic 
emission, grin,lin~ power, whcd-workpiece normal 
force, and vihration. This relmires fusion of the 

output of all four of these sensors. .-\ neur.tl-network 
conl'l:pt is therefore being 1.·on~dl.'n.-d. and is one 
which. if kasibk, shoulJ also be tran::.portable across 
the whole field of m.11..·hining proc.--esses. 

MANAGERIAL TRENDS 

.-\lthough. again_ there is a great \·ariety or managerial 
trends at work in the Jen·lopm~nt and 
implementation of n\t, my obscn-ation of the 
intc.-rnational scc.-ne has led me lo conclude that the 
most important of these are of four main types, 
namely, tn.'tlJs in the organiL.ati1.. ... nal structure of 
manufac."luring companies, tn.-nJs in the professional 
role of manufac."luring c.-ngina."l"S, trends in education 
and training of manufacturing cngim~rs and work1.."T'\. 
and trends in the justification of Cl\1-rclated cap;tal 
in"·l.'stm\.'flt. 

Organizational Structure 

The prime factor which must he kept in mind 
conc.-cming Cl\1-related organi7.ational trends is that 
computcr-ink-gratc.-J manufacturing is a wholly new 
approach to manufac:uring - a systems approach -
and so requires a systems approach to the 
organi7.ational structure of a manufacturing company. 
In the past, in the absence of computer technology 
and its tremendous capability to prO\ide on-line 
communication of data and information throughout a 
company, we were all dcpemicm on direct 
human-to-human \·crbal and written communication 
- with all its difficulties, inefficiencies and errors -
to operate manufacturing. As a result. the 
organi1ation of conventional manufa'-1uring has 
tended to he made up of "walled-in·· loc.·al "empires." 
With the arrival of computc.-r-bascd capahility for 
flexible automaticn of both the hard and soft 
components of manufacturing operations, this 
organi1.ational structure led to the creation of "islands 
of automation" based on the local "empires," with 
almost no comidcration being gi\·en to how these 
.. islando;'· could he mterfaceJ and integrated with each 
other. lbis situation has created a real impediment to 
integration' 

Ways of surmounting this impediment have. however, 
now been found. Companies which arc most 
suci:essful today in carrying out lrue manufacturing 
systems integration ha\'e found that the 
.. loc.1h·mpin:, .. type of orl!ani1ation j, in.-omp;1tihk 
with accomplishment of such integration. tn .. tead, 
they have found that what is required, ;is stated ahovc, 
is the cst;1hli .. hment of a systems approach to 
organi1ation. hirthcr. they have found that the key 
ingredient of such an approach is the u:.c of tt>am 



m:ma!?Cmcnt and lt'clm-bcued operations. foundt-d on 
the c~tahli~hmL·nt of co-opt·r11til'e rt'lt1tioruhips among 
all of the eompan} ·s pcr:.onnd. Thus the major 
organU.ational trend being pursued today by t~ose 
manufacturing companies ~tri\·ing to implemi:nt Cl\1 
cffcrtivclv is that toward establishment of a systems 
approad~ to organv.ation and towanl utilization of 
team manairement and team-hased operations. 
foundt-d o~ i:stablishmcnt of co-operative 
relationships. 

In pursuing the dcwlopmcnt of such relationships, 
they have found the most useful technique to be the 
creation of project teams made up of representatives 
of the various departments that contribute to the 
m·erall manufacturing acti\·ity \\;thin a company, form 
product design to finished product. ~e 
co-operative-relations approach is necessary, and 1s 
also cfTL"l.'livc, hccausc of the fact that, in a true 
systems approach to manufacturing through Cl:\I, the 
action~ of each department (and, in fact, of each 
indi\·idual) interact with those of all the other in the 
systm1 to pn>dul·e the big payoffs_ "Inc trend toward 
application of this systems approach to organi7.ari.-.n 
and its team-centered h:chniques is a growing one 
throughout the world today, in progressive companies, 
and is certainly a salutary developr.icnt. 

Professional Role of Manufaduring 
Engineers 

In recenl years it has become increasingly evident that 
the overall international trend toward implementation 
of full Cl\I in practice is generating a major change in 
the role of the manufacturing engineer in all of his or 
her professional walks of life. This lrend has recently 
been rhe ohject of a study hy the Society of 
\fanufacturing Fngineers. lhc finding~ from which are 
conlained in a 1988 report. ~ The principal fm~ings 
fall mainly inlo two categories, namely, lhc nature of 
the newlv developing role and rhe rhan1:ing emplrasiJ 
in rhe m~nufacruring engjneers's marmer of working. 

The S\1E study secs the nalurc of the newly 
den·loping role of the manufal"luring engin~er :1s 
consisling of rhrec dislinct and different roles, with no 
one individu;1l pcr!l<lll ahlc to ploiy all three. ft 
identifies and chanctcri.1.cs these roles approximately 
as follows: 

I. Techni.:al Specialist. The "com·entional" 
manufacturing enginl·er ;1s we'\"e known him or 
her in lhl· pa~I. focusing on a specific 
terhnologiral a\pcct of the manufarturing sy\tem 
in considerable detail. 
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2. Operations Integrator. Pla~mg a central role and 
interacting with almost all functions within the 
manufacturing sy~tcm. 

."\. \l:mufacturing Strat('gi5t. Influl'ncing the entire 
manufacturing system to implement worldwide 
strategics. 

While this characteri7.ation of the nature of the newly 
de\·cloping roles or role of the manufacturing engineer 
corresponds \\;th my own, my experience and my 
observation of that of others around the world has led 
me 10 the conclusion that the three are not separate 
career paths, with no one person able to follow all 
thn."e. Instead, a truly professional manufacturing 
engineer is, more and more today, finding that he 
must progress through at least the first two roles 
during the course of his career, and in many cases, 
through all three. 

lbe S:\1E study sees the changing emphasis in the 
manufacturing engineer's manner of working to be 
mainlv of three types. The first of these is a shift from 
worki~g individually to working as a member of a 
team of people having various types of hackgrpcnds 
and responsibilities in the organizarion. "Ibis trend, of 
course, corresponds precisely to that of the trend 
toward creation of the multi-disciplinary project teams 
descrihcd in the preceding section on Organi1.ational 
Structure The second type of changing emphasis seen 
by the study is that of a gradual broadening of the 
scope of the manufacturing engineer's work so as to 
encompass not only technological factors but al§O the 
human factors and human consequences of 
application of that technology. "Ibis is. of cou~sc. a 
natural consequence of the broadened horv.ons 
prm·idcd hy a systems \·iew of manufacturing in place 
of a "bits and pieces" view. lbe third type of 
changing emphasis seen by the S\1E study is an 
increase of the use of outside services by the 
manufacturing engineer to supplement his or her 
capabilities. This trend, which I do not find to he as 
signifiL·ant as the othC'f two. is nevertheless. aho a 
nalural consequence of the manufacturing engineer's 
hroadened horizon pro\·ided by a systems view of 
manufacturing. 

Education and Training 

Thl prime Cl\t-rclated trend affecting the education 
and training of manufacturing engineers and workers 
today re~ults from a new trend in the nature of the 
work to he done in Cl\1 factories. Today. this work 
i\ beginning to consist more and more of ~he 
intt'//1•rtually rha//enging, satisfying type which 
computer-integrated and automated systems offer -
and less and less of phyJira//y taxing manual work. 



Thus what is inrn:asing.ly n:quireJ Mc: skillc:J 
kn<•h-ft·<~l{t' \\urkc:r~ rJth.:r than !-lilk-J n!,1m1.1! \\urll·r~
FJul·atillll anJ training for Cl\1 11..:.:J~ Ill l'I\: targ.:kJ 
at proJul.;ng ;m aJ1.-quatc= supply of sul·h. fww 
t.:dmil.·ians to high!~ qualili.:J ..:ngin..:L·rs. 

:\ significant rnns.:qu.:nc.: of this tn:nJ is a gfll\\ ing hy 
very mark.:•I l·hangc in the uniwr,i1y .:dm:ational 
programmes for manufacturing cnginc.:rs. worlJwiJl·. 
Hies.: induJe not only th.: prngramm.:s for initial 
.:Jucation. hut als..> the equally import;mt pr-,gr.unm.:s 
nf continuing cJucation so necessary to kl'l'ping up to 
Jate with the rapidly aJvancing technology. T oJay. 
all of thc:.c an: rapiJly crnh·ing into programmes of 
manufacturing systt•mf engineering cJucation. or 
education for Cl\1. The dewloping characteristics of 
these reflect all aspects of the tn:nJs in the 
Jevclopmcnt and application of Cl\I discussed in this 
papcr. First of all. as impli.:J ahow, th.:ir focus is 
,hifting away from the "hits and picL·cs·· view of 
m;.nufaL·turing toward a systems \·i.:w. in k.:c:ping with 
the owrall trend occurring in that dcwlopmcnt. 
disrnsscd early on in this papcr. Sl'condly, they arc 
incorporating more and more of the changing 
manufaL1uring systems technology disrnsscd earlier. 
~Ul'h as simultaneous .:nginccring and artiliL·ial 
intelligence - particularly the closer-in facets of the 
latter such as cxpcrt systems and smart ~nsors. They 
arc also being tailored to reflect the changing role 'lf 
the manufacturing engineer anJ the n.:.:d for him or 
ht:r to be ahle to progress from the role of technical 
spccialist to opcrations integrator and manufacturing 
strategist during the course of his or her carl.·cr. They 
arc also beginning to focus on the manufacturing 
engineer's need for capability to work clli:ctivcly a~ a 
memhcr of a multi-di~iplinary team and to deal with 
the human factors and human conscqurnccs of the 
application of Cl\I, discussed in the previous section. 

Justification of Capital Investment 

Today, many manufacturing companies arc 
experiencing incrc:1~ing dilfo.:ulty m sati,factorily 
justifying capital in\'cstmcnts as they move into 
implementation <lf Cl\1-rclah:d tcl·hnology. Sud1 
dilliculty arises primarily from the fact that, in the 
past, the approach to justification of investment in 
capital equipcmcnt has been to rely very hca\'ily on 
calculation of return on in\'cstmcnt (ROI) ba~d on 
Jiscounted cash flow (DCF), using expcricrn·e-tcstcd 
techniques. l 'nfortunately, howc\'cr. when this 
traditional approach is used a~ the sole ha~is for trying 
to ju~tify investment in Cl\1 harJwarc and software, it 
can often lead to false conclusions. The basic reason 
for this is the fact that Cl\f technology is quite 
Jifferent from conventional manufacturing technology 

anJ 54.l requin:s Jcparturcs from the traJitional 
nll·th0Jlll1Jg~ of ju~tification. Thi.' rL·quircJ Jcpartur.:s 
arc primaril) of t\\O 1.inJs. l"~t. as IX'intcJ llUt b~ 
Kaplan. ~ the traditional D<T analysis n1.'Cds to he 
lllll<lili.:d in many ways from the L'X(-'l\:riC1Kt:-tL''tL·J 
tt.'L'hniqucs of thL' past to take account of the rl.'alities 
of ROI obtainahk with Cl\l's unique kinJs of pa~uff 
capahilitiL's. S1.·~·lmdly, however. ewn thL' hest such 
clforts at moJili..:ation of ROI tt.--chniqucs have not 
bt.-cn able. as y.:t. to finJ a way of quantifying all of 
the suhtlc payoffs which stem from Cl'rtain 
pcrfonnance factors \\ hich play a much larger role in 
computc:r-intcgratcd manufacturing than in 
conventional manufacturing. Such factors induJI.': 

I. 11.'ad tirPe rt."\luction 

'l capability to ,·conomically produce great varieties 
of products in small - e\·en one of a kind - lot 
si1:cs (process flexibility) 

3. capability to easily accommodate product design 
changes (product flexibility) 

.J. insurance of high and rcproducihle product quality 

5. greatly increased capability for on-time shipment 

b. greatly rt•duad uncertainty in O\'crall opcrations 

7. gfl'atly inlTcascJ ability to fonnali;c, employ. and 
retain expert knm,•ledge in manufacturing 

8. cnhanceJ ability to meet em·ironmcntcJ/ cJnd 
ocrupcJtioncJI lzcJ:cJrd requirements economically. 

,\II of these, and more, are much more readily 
ohtainahlc through computer-integrated manufal'luring 
than in conventional manufacturing. All can offer 
major economic payoffs. They will result in: 

I. ability to respond \'cry swiftly to changing m.1rJ..t·t 
d1•mcJnds 

2. ability to economically custamize produ('l.f to 
match a \'ariety of customer needs and desires 

.'- increaSL·d ('Otnp1•titil'rnr.u 

.J. increased market share 

5. reduced wcJrrcJnty cJfld scJ/es costs. 

I low docs one '~"ci.ntify the relationships hctwecn such 
factors and such results, or even the specific payoff to 
he expected from them? In some cases, they arc just 
not quanliliahle. Yet such factors anti results can he 
ahsolutcly critical to the economic well-being and 
sur\'ival of a manufacturing company today. Thus 
the bottom line is that justification of in\'cstment in 
Cl\1 cannot always be arrived at by purely 
quantitative means. In such cases, justification of 
investment must be arrived at by .rtrategic 
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decision-m11king inrnhing both quantitatin: and 
non-quantitatiw factors. ;\ wmpany must thc:t. in 
such instanl·es. prepare its uwn li~ting. prioritl/.cd. of 
the strategic factors, both quantitatiw and 
non-quantitative, most critical to its own e"·onorruc 
well-being and SUl"\ival. for u~ in the 
strategic-del-ision-making process of justification of 
im·estment in f'l\1. That listing should then he uSt.-d 
as the basis for arri\ing at its Cl\I inwstment 
decision. The trend towarJ utilization of such a 
strategic approach to justification of im·estmcnt in 
advanced manufaduring technolob'Y is one which is 
gro\\ing rapidly throughout the world today. in 
progressive companies, and is paying them handsome 
dividends. 

CONCLUSION 

[~:spite its enormous potential to i.mpm\·e 
manufacturing capability and cost-dTectiwncss in 
world industry. the reduction to practice uf the 
concept of compuflT-intcgratcd manufacturing has 
mo\·eJ disappointingly slowly in the more •han 20 
)"l'ars sinn· it l·arne into :lCing. llmwn.-r. the: n1m:nt. 
newly-den.-loping trmd in world manufacturing 
industry toward realistic and suh:.t:mtial 
accomplishment of full compull-r intq?rJtion of the 
s\stem of manufact1·nng )hows great ·promise of 
changing that situatiuu significantly for the hctter. 
The two-pronged nature of that trend, resulting in the 
gem·ration of both technological and managerial 
corollary trends of a very substantive nature. lends 
great strength to that promise. Therefore, I bclie\-e we 
can look forward with renewed confidenl-e to St.'Cing 
that reduction to practice march ahead considerably 
more rapidly and confidently than in the past. This 
indeed bodes well for the future economic and social 
well-being of the world's people. 
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PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING THE INTRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL 
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES IN THE CAPITAL GOODS PRODUCTION OF 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

by L. Pineda-Serna and D. Chudnovsky, United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization, Vienna, Austria 

The dewlopment and diffusion of new inJu!'>trial 
automation technologies has started a new industrial 
rcmlution. the impact of which is already felt and 
which will hccumc inrn.:asingly strong in the years to 
come. Bccau:>c of the linkages that exist in the world 
economic system. this will ha\·e a profriund effect on 
the indu~triall/.;11ion process in all developing 
countries. ·1be new technologies, espc1..;aIJy those 
based on microelectronics and informatics, affect 
industrial development in two ways: through their 
impact as a manufacturing sector on ib own and 
through their difft1sion to other manufacturing sectors. 
,\s a sector of industry, the manufacture of 
microelectronic components and equipment and of 
machinery operated and controlled by electronic 
devices constitutes one of the key and most dynamic 
segments of th,· capital goods industries. Given the 
high research and development expenditures, the quick 
technological progress and the concentrated nature of 
the supplv of many segments of the electronic and 
electronically controlled equipment industries, the 
barriers to entry into and to successful operation of 
developing countries in these segments should be 
analyzed in depth. 

But. even without considering the issue of entering 
into the production of these technologie'. it is 
extremely important to analyse in depth the imp;ict of 
new inJustrial automation technologies on Jifferent 
manufacturing sectors. Given the fact that the new 
industrial automation t1..-chnologies arc esp!..-cially suited 
for the production process of capital goods, it is very 
imtx1rt:mt to pay attention to the impact of these 
technologies in the capital goods producing industries 
in dewloping countries. 

The production process of capital goods, especially 
those made in small hatches, may he ~trongly 

influenced by the diffusion of industrial automation 
technologies based on microelectronics and 
informatics. These technologies not only tern! to save 
labour, but also to provide other substantial hcnefits 
to firms applying them. If this diffusion is faster in 
industrialized than in developing countries. then the 
existing technological gap will widen and the 
competitiveness of machinery producers in de\·eloping 
countries will be reduced, in which case the 
anticipated share of ~cvcloping countries in the global 
capital goods production is likely to be cvt.11 smaller 
than current perspectives suggest. 

• The designations e: .. p!c~·~~ ~~rt the presentation of material in this paper do not imply the expression of any 
opinion whatsoever on the part <•f :he secretariat of the United Nations Industrial Development Organizatio:. 
(li~IDO) concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the 
delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 

'.\-fcntion of company names and commercial products docs not imply the endorsement of lJ!':IDO. 

Tiais paper has been prepared by the Industrial Planning Branch in collaboration with D. Chudnovsky 
(Argentina), a consultant to U:\100. 

The views expressed in the present paper do not necessarily reflect the views of the UNIDO Secretariat. 



The actual and potential con~-quenccs of the new 
inJu~tri;tl automation technologies for the 
international Ji\ision of labour and location of 
production an: not well known. Still, there are 
reasons to heliew that automation in many ca..~s is a 
threat to further inJustrialiLation of dc\-dcping 
countries and e\·cn to their present production of 
capital goods. due to factor-sa\ing biases and cost 
reductions associatc..'\l \\ith the use of the new 
technologies. On the other hand. gi\·cn the 
skill-sa\ing character of some industrial automation 
technologies, they probably prm·idc new 
opportunities, for the countries opportunities which 
they should try to exploit. 

On the whole, relatively little is known about the 
specific threats and opportunities of the new 
automation technologies for developing countries. 

The rationale for the present paper is actually to 
increase the knowledge on tl.cse issues in order to 
guide country and enterprise strategies and t:!'IDO 
support activities. 

As a basis for the formulation of responses and 
strategies of developing countries, it is crucial that the 
impact of new automation technologies should be 
identified in very specific terms. It cannot be done at 
a general level, simply because the impact of the 
technologies differs between themselves as well as 
between the engineering branches for whose 
production they are used. 

I. THE CONCEPT OF INDUSTRIAL 
AUTOMATION 

With the tremendous progress made in 
microelectronic~ in the 1970s and 1980s, industrial 
automation has rcce1\ ed a great push and entered into 
a phase of rapid technological change. In contrast 
with the traditional automation in which a 1.hain of 
inflexible, special-purpose equipment was in:.tallcd to 
deal with the mass production of relatively 
homogeneous products (e.g. motor cars), the new 
automation technology (called computerized or 
programmable) is flexible and applicable to a wide 
range of machine-building operations. Given the fact 
that the bulk of capital goods arc made in small and 
mcdium-si.1.e hatches, flexible automation ha~ widened 
the scope 0f automation in the capital goods industries 
in a signifkant manner. 

Rapid advances in microelectronics are the main 
driving forces in the new industrial automation 
technologies. The computer is a tool which is 
increasingly being applied in both the production 

process and production planning. The challenge of 
the future will he to utiliLe mmputer technology in 
the manufacturing process from the moment of 
produ~'"t conceplion, according to market information. 
to its final delivery to the customer. The success of 
this new concept of industrial automation v1till depend. 
to a large extent, on the capability and reliability of 
the information system and of the management which 
controls and supeniscs all processes. 

A. Main components of the industrial 
automation technologies 

Flcxihle automation includes a number of 
technologies such as those embodied in computerized 
programmable logical controllers (PLCs), 
computerized numerically controlled machine tools 
(C~CMTs), computer-aided design and manufacture 
(CAD/CAM), industrial robots and Oeuble 
manufacturing units (FMU), cells (FMC) and systems 
(FMS) that have been developed or drastically 
improved in recent years and are being diffused in a 
significant manner in the industrialized and in some 
developing countries. 

Although the aim of computer-integrated 
manufacturing (CIM) is to link and integrate these 
diffcn:nt technologies to achieve system gains and, 
eventually, a factory in which the main functions arc 
going to be fully automated, so far the main progress 
has been made in developing individual technologies 
and achieving partial integration, leading to "islands of 
automation" (C:'\CMTs assisted by robots; 
CAD/CAM for programming CNCMTs; linking 
several c:-.:cMTs and robots in elementary FMS, etc). 

While there is no doubt that PLCs, CNCMTs, 
industrial robots, CAD/CA'.\f and FMS are crucial 
components of Oeuble automation, in some studies 
other technologies are also considered. 

Sensors and actuators among process control 
equipment, automatic testing equipment, automated 
guided vehicles (sometimes included in FMS), 
production management systems (master production 
scheduling, material production planning, etc.) are 
sometimes considered components of industrial 
automation. Although some information is available 
on these technologies (see Camagni, 1988) attention 
will be paid below only to the leading flexible 
automation techriologies, excluding PLCs (because 
they arc mostly applied ouhide engineering industries). 

On the contrary, automatic machines that are used in 
specific industries (like computerized textiles machines 
or NC sewing machines) are not generally included in 



~ncral studi\.·s of indu,trial automation. although they 
m;iy ~ n11l·i.1I for Spt.."l·ifi\.· ~"l·tor.11 'tuJic~. In "r'l"··ifi\.· 
studies (for instam.-e in the garments industry) the use 
of CAD applications are particultrly n:le\·ant. as 
analyzed by Hoffman and Rush (1%4) and :'\lody and 
\\ lu.-ckr ( I 'Jl\ 7 ). 

The technologies indudl-d in flexible auiomation are 
!,'Cnerally prOl·css innm·ations and are appli\.-J as such 
in the user industries. I lowewr. they are pfoduct 
innm·ations for the firms making the l'qUipml.'1lt. 
The5e farms are generally engineering enterprises 
coming from a m\.-chanical tradition but increasingly 
als.:> industri;tf ck'\.1ronic produl.-crs. 

1. CNC machi11e tools 

In a C~C machine toe!. the information needed for 
operating and controlling the machine is provided by 
an electronic unit (the Cl':C) rather than by the 
machine operator, as is the case \\iith a conventional 
machine tool. Although the technology was developed 
in the 1950s, it was the introduction of the 
microprocessor into the control unit in the mid-1970s 
that led to massive diffusion of C:'\C:'\1Ts. The use of 
microelectronics has not only widened the range of 
functions that can be automated (e.g. tool changing, 
diagnosis of faults) but also led to a significant 
reduction in the: prices of the C:'\C units (the price of 
a C:'\C unit in 1985 was four times lower than a un~t 
developed in 1978, in constant prices and with similar 
functions (Ch11dnovsky, 1986) and, jointly with the 
changes in the economics of production of the 
machines, in the prices of c~c machine toob. 

C:'\C machines arc mainly metal-cutting machine 
tools and especially lathes, boring machines, milling 
machines. drilling machines and machining centres. fn 
the case of metal-forming machine tools, ari•lications 
have been limited mainly to punching and shearing 
machines. 

The share of C:'\C\1Ts in the total production of 
metal-cutting machine tools increased from about 
25% in 1976 to 76~o in 1986 in Japan and 55%1 in 
Italy. 

The diffusion of C:'\C\1Ts is e:itplained not only by 
the maturity of the technology hut alID by the 
significant e:itpansion of the U!ier market. Small and 
medium firm~ have ht-L·n adopting thi~ technology as a 
result of its increasing reliability and declining relative 
cost. This is the case especially in Japan (Watanabe, 
1910) and Italy (Camagni, 1988). 

C'\C\ITs are mainly u~"\f in the machine!}· ~-ioJs 

rnlJtKing indmtries ( Spl"l'ially in thc hr;tnl·ht'' that 
proJUl-e in small and medium-sue batches). in 3.in.1..Ct 
production. in shipbui!Jing and in motllf car and auto 
parts manufacturing. 11le adoption of C~C\ITs 
gn:atly increases lahour prodlll."ti\ity and in some ca"'-"S 
c.:apital prodUl1i\ity als.> riSl.-s. lbe applil·;uion of 
C:'\C\H s mfill-es the numhct- of ~killed workers as 
well as the skills n.-quin-J for operating the machines. 
Although some new skills arc n\."l·,k"\f for 
programming, operating and repair and maink-nancc 
of C:'\C\1Ts, the net effect of introducing this 
tl"Chnology has dearly been to saw skilled lahour 
(Jacobsson, 1986). 

Of the technologies under consideration. C:'\C\ITs 
are not only the most mamre and diffuSl.'tf but a)<;0 the 
tl'Chnology of greatest economic imponance. 
However, if only the CNC unit is considen.d, they are 
of lower economic imponance than Pl .Cs 
(programmable logical controllers), for instance. 

C:'\C\1Ts have already being diffused in de\·eloping 
countries and, in some of them, local production is 
quite imponant Estimated of the stock of C'.'\\1T s in 
a numhcr of deve!oping countries (Argentina, Br:vil, 
India, the Republic of Korea, \lerico, Sin~porc and 
Yugosla\·ia) arc provided in Edquist and !acobsson 
( 1988, p.130). 'lbe largest ~ock in 1985 was that of 
the Republic of Korea (2,680 units in 1985). Gi\'en 
the high gro\\1h of that country's economy, increasing 
impons and local production of C:'\C\ITs, it is 
e\·idcnt that the stock has incrca~d in a \ignificant 
manner since 1985. 

In Rr:v.il (whose stock was 1,711 units in 1985), local 
production rose from 413 units in 1985 to about 800 
units in 1987 (Tauile, 1987). In Argentina (whose 
total stock was estimated at 500 units in 1985), local 
production rose from 20 CSC\ITs in 1985, to 34 
units in 1986 and 109 units in 1987, of which 31 C~C 
lathes were e:itported, mainly to Brazil (information 
pnJ\'ided by AAF\lllA, the machine tool producers' 
association). At the same time, imports grew from 13 
units in 19R5 to 20 units in 1986 to 44 units in 1987. 

In the case of \ferico (whose stock was estimated al 
500 units in 1984 in F.dquist and Jacobsson, 1988), 
another study (Casalet y :'\.forales Gao.a, 1986) 
estimated a total stock of about 1,000 units in 1985. 
It is \'Cry likely that many more units were 
incorporated in the more recent period. In Colombia, 
a recent study found that 61 C'."C:'\.fTs had been 
incorporated up to the end of 1987 by twenty 
surveyed firms (~orcno, 1988). 



In other I atin American count!Xs "ith local 
proJudion of capital goods. like \'enczuc:la. Chile anJ 
Peru. it is likdy that C;\C\Hs an: also k"ing diffused. 
A similar situation 1113y be found in Asian countries. 
not only in China and the ~"iY industrialized 
countries (;\ICs). but abo in the ASEA~ member 
countries and in other countries as wt.-0. 

Further infonnation on C~C\IT diffusion and 
production in industrialized countries and in some 
00.-doping countries is found in the studies made by 
Edquist & Jacobs.son ( 1988). Jacobs.son (1986). 
Chudnovslcy ( 1985, 1986. 1988), Tauilc ( 1987), 
Fransman (1986), Usalct y '.\lorales Garu (1986), 
Watanabe ( 1983) and the Boston Consulting C.roup 
( 1985). 

2. Compuf.w-aided design 

CAD is an electronic aid for draughtsmm and &k.'Sign 
engineers. A CAD system is composed of a graphic 
workstation and some type of electronic processing 
device. t:sing these facilities, an operator can construct 
highly detailed drawings on line. CAD can be used in 
manufacturing industries but has wider applications in 
other acti\'itics like: architecture and construction 
engineering services. 

CAD systems arc: used to increase: the: producti\ity of 
designers and draughtsmen, shortening the lead time 
from order to delivery or from conn-ption to 
production, and to perform work which is too 
complex for manual design and drawing (as is the: case: 
in the: electronics industry for the production of 
integrated circuits) (Edquist &. Jacobsson, 1988). It is 
clear that CAD systems mostly save skilled labour. 

While at the beginning CAD systems were only hased 
in large mainframes, in 'he early 1980s 
microcomputers and personal computers (PCs) started 
to be used in CAD systems. With PCs. CAD systems 
can be obtained at very low prices and hence this 
segment of the market will grow quickly and will 
include many small and medium-size fums. Prices 
have also been falling in big systems (from S.W0.000 in 
1980 to $250,000 in 1985 (C.S. Department of 
Commerce:, 1987). 

In 1982 there were about I0,000 Cr\() installations in 
the world, of which half were in the Cnited States and 
one third were in Europe. \fost recent information 
(Electronic.f, January 1988 issue~; Camagni. 19RK) is 
quoted in value~ of shipments and, hence, it i'i difficult 
to have an idea of the number of installations. 

CAD systt."1115 are u~-d ~y in the ck.'\."trical 
IT13Cbirk"fy S(."\.'tor {parth.-ubrly Ilk: ck.""Ctroni<."'j inJustry) 
:and to a kssc:r extent in transport '-"qUipnk-nl anJ 
non-ek.'\.""trical ouch~·. With the n"\."l:nl n:Ju .. ""tion in 
prices. it is likcly that applKations in other industries 
will gro,.· as 1A.d. 

In robotics ;mJ C~C\ITs. the early l "niteJ States 
k."ad was lost to Jaran. which is the leaJc.."f in 
proJuction and we. In contrast. in the C3SC of CAD 
the supply is completely dominated by l "nitcd Statt.-s 
L-ompanac:s. "ith a rclatiwly high Jcgrce of 
COOL~tration. 

CAD systems arc being JiffuS(.-J in the '.'ICs. 
cspccially in the: Republic of Korea. Sinpporc. India 
and Brazil. In Argentina and \lexico there is also 
some diffusion of these: systems and in Bruil. in 
addition to imported equipment, local proJUL"tion of 
both big and small systems has hem fostered by the 
C.10vemrnent. 

In the: available studies, little information exists on the 
most recent patterns of diffusion. especially since the 
development of CAD software "ith a personal 
computer. (further information in Edquist & 
Jac<'bsson, 1988; t:S Dt.-partmcnt of CommL-ro:, 1987; 
Camagni. 1988; Tauilc, 1987.) 

3. Industrial robots 

Although there arc several definitions of mhots. that 
of the International Organv.ation for StandarJl/.ation 
(ISO) is the most precise one: 

The industrial robot 1s an automatic 
position·controlled reprogrammable 
multi-function manipulator having SC\"cral 
dcgrt.-cs of freedom capable of handling 
materials. parts, tools or sp."CialU.cd dc\ices 
through variable: programmed motions for the 
performance of a varidy of tasks ... 

While this definition of pro~ammablc (by means of 
software:) robots is similar t<' those used by the 
F.uropcan and Vnited States robot associations. the 
Japanese Industrial Robot Association (JIRA) uses a 
much wider concept including other automation 
devices like manual manipulators and sequence r<>bots. 
In the narrow definition of robots playback. 
numerically controlled and intdligent robots arc 
included. The in1elligen1 robots differ from the 
previous ones by their !ICnsory ability and capability to 
react lo changes in the woril.ing em·ironmenl. 



The 11.-orld population of programrmblc robots 
incn:ascd from 30.000 units in l«JSl to 130.000 units in 
1986. aL"CORling to the ECE estimates (ECE. 1988). 
Although the annual gro"1h r3tcs in some 
industrialized countries ha\""C bcm ''nY high. in Olhtt 
countries, like the L" nited States, gross new orders of 
robots actually dccreascd in 1986. after a stagnation in 
1985 {l111erna1iOlff1! llera/d Tribune, 17 February 
1989). Gi\'Cfl this situation. 50mc of the orig;nal 
fon:casts (e.g. one million robots in use by 1990) ha\""C 
pro\-00 unrealistic. 

Robcts can be di\idcd according to applications in: 

I. Parts-banUiing robots; 

2. Process robots (e.g. •'Clding and painting robots); 

3. Assembly robots. 

Process robots account for more than half of the 
installations in the Fcdcral Republic of Germany. half 
in the L"nitcd Kingdom and one fourth in the United 
S~. In the latter country almost thnc quarter of 
the robots arc parts-handling. Spot wdding is the 
leading process application in the Fcdcral Republic of 
Gcnn.any and injections moulding is the leader in the 
United Kingdom and Japan. 

Assembly robots, once tcchnically relatively 
undcrdcvclopcd, recently started a process of quick 
diffusion once some technical problems were solved. 
(f:dquist &: Jacobsson. 1988, p.50). 

Robots arc being adopted for doing dangerous or 
unpleasant ta5l:s. for imprm.-inJ? quality and for 
upgrading the technological level of the fum, cspccially 
when other flexible automation technologies arc used. 
In terms of labour, robots largely replace unskilled and 
semi-skilled labour. There arc large international and 
interindustry diffcmlCCS in the diffusion of robots. 
Japan has the largest population (both in ;1bsolute 
numbers and in proportion to manufa~1uring 

employment) followed by Sweden and other European 
countries, like Italy and the federal Republic of 
Gcnnany, and the Vnited States (in proportion to 
manufacturing employment). 

Although the automobile industry is the major user of 
industrial robots in the Organi7.ation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, 
robots arc also used in a number of other branches. In 
Japan, for instance, the most intensive user of robots 
(though a small user in absolute terms) is the bicycle 
industry, followed by automobiles, plastics, 
metal-processing machine')· and electrical machinery). 
In the L"nited States, in addition to automobiles (by 
far the largest user industry), electronics, foundries, 

.. , 

and non-metal light manufacturing arc the largest user 
br.anchcs of robots. 

Gi\""CD the fact that robots arc nWnl~· an 
unskilled-labour sa\'ing technology. the diffusion of 
robots in the <la-doping countries is still ''nY limited. 
Acconfin(; to ECE. about 4.000 robots were irulallcd 
in 1986 outside Asia (including Japan). ;o\orth 
America. •""Cstcm and eastern F:un;rc (including 
l:SSR). Presumably a number of them arc in 
Jcvdoping countries. 

It is known that ~ than JOO robots were instaJJcd 
in Singapore in 1985 (f.dquist A Jacobsson, 1988). In 
the Republic of Korea. YUfll>Sla,'ia. India. Brazil, 
Argmtina and '.\lcxico, proass robots arc already 
being used in some factories and for educational 
purposes. Subsidiaries of trmmational corpor3tions 
(T"."Cs) producing motor CU'S bolh for export and the 
domestic marte1 arc already using robots in their 
factories in dc\'Clopiag couotrics and robots arc also 
being applied in the production of consumer goods 
(like TV sets and refrigerators). 

A proportion of the robots used in dc\·cloping 
countries arc loally made and, at least in B1azil, the 
indigenous production is explicitly encouraged by the 
Govcmmcnt (as is the case with c~c units). 

Further information on robots diffusion is available in 
studies ma:1c by OECD (1983), ECE (1985, 1988), 
Flamm (1986), Camagni (1988). Tauillc (1987), and 
f:dquist &: Jacobsson ( 1988). 

4. Flexible manufacturing systems 

"."o agreed definition is available on 1:'.\IS. While 
Bcssant ( 1985) considers that FMS is "an appro3Ch to 
a particular set of manufacturing problems rather than 
any single technological configuration," both Edquist 
and Jacobsson (1988) and the ECE (1986) have 
attempted to dcfanc it. 

According to ECE ( 1986, p.13) a F'.\IS "an integrated 
computcr-controllcd complex of ~C!\iTs, automated 
material and tool-handling devices and automated 
measuring and testing equipment that, with a 
nurumum or manual intervention and short 
change-over time, can process any product belonging 
to certain specified families of products within its 
stated capability and to a pmldcrmined schedule." 

Sc\·craJ l}pcs of systems arc defined. Hcxihle 
manufacturing unit (f'.\IU) (usually one machine 
s)slem). flexible manufactunng cell (l<\IC1 Uwo or 
more machines) and 1:Ms (two or more F'.\fCs). 
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system). flexible manufacturing cell (F\tC) (two or 
mon: machines) and F\IS (two or more F\ICs)_ 

According to ECE. there 111;-m: around 350 F\IS 
instalkd in the world in 1984 85. In a study made in 
Italy about the diffusion of F\1Ss in six industrialized 
countries. it is stated that then: wcrc 182 at the end of 
1984 and 250 at the end of 1986 (Gros Pietro 1987). 
Eighty-six 111."Cn: irnlallcd in Japan and 66 in the 
L"nited States. The iaJgcst gro"A1h occum:d in the 
t:nited Kingdom (from 16 to J6) and in Italy then: 
~ 17 F'.\ll:s at the end of 1986. 

In a study of the distribution of 129 F\ISs by user 
industries. it was found that more than half "·ere 
located in the non-electrical machinery sector and 
more than one third in the transportation equipment 
industry (F.dquist &: Jacobsson, 1988). 

It is clc3r that FMSs arc in the early stage of their 
diffusion and further technological oo;elopment and 
cost nxluctions arc nccdcd for a wider diffusion. 
E\ll:s hardly exist in developing countries. although 
in the Republic of Korea then: arc a few. However, it 
is possible that some F\ICs or f\ISs arc already 
being used. 

Further information is prmided in ECE ( 1986), Gros 
Pietro (1987), Camagni (1988), Edquist & Jacobsson 
(1988). 

B. The diffusion and production of 
industrial automation technologies in 
developing countries: issues for ihe 1990s 

From the brief rcvie"' made above and the available 
literature, it is possihle to reach ..ome preliminary 
conclusions and sug.:st a number of issues that 
deserve close attention: 

1. A number of n~w industrial automation 
technologies (e.g. C~C'.\ITs. CAD systems, 
process robots) arc already commercially available 
at reduced prices and with an increasing reliability, 
while other technologies (e g. FMS) arc still in the 
development stage and are expensive and not very 
reliable. 

2. Technological progress in this field is very quick, 
making possible new de,·clopmcnts like assembly 
robots or CAD systems for personal computers 
that will facilitate further diffusion of the 
technologies. However, the process of integration 
of the several industrial automation technologies is 
net without major problems and, therefore, 
predictions about commercial applications of these 
systems have to be carefully evaluated. 

3. IA-spite the ttthnological maturity. reduced prices 
and increasing reliability of these technologies. the 
process of diffusion, though ,~- significant in the 
last ten )"CalS or so: 

(a) Is not as rapid as originally expected; 

(b) Is \"CJY WlC\'CO at country, industry and user 
fum le\-el; 

( c) Has been implemented "ith a ,.aricd degree of 
success. 

These fc.atun:s of the diffusion process are mostly 
explained by diffcn:nces in country and firm 
expcrienccs, though the UOC\"en maturity of the 
technology in question also plays a role. 

However, when successfully implemented, 
industrial automation technologies have proved to 
be an extremely ?>werful instrument to increase 
labour, and in some cases capital productivity. 
'.\lorcover, they arc useful in adapting the 
manufacturing assets and the product mix of the 
fums to the changing circumstani.:·;; of the 
en\ironment in which business is conducted, as 
well as in increasing the international 
competitiveness of the industry and fum in 
question. 

.i. The successful implementation of industrial 
automation technologies requires not only the 
incorporation of the relevant technological 
hardware and software. It also, and 
fundamentally, requires the de\·elopment of an 
"industrial automation culture" through a number 
of organi7.ational changes at the plant lcwl to 
rationalize the production process and the 
relationship with suppliers and clients. \lorco\·er, 
training of the relevant blue-collar and white-collar 
personnel to take advantage of the new 
tc~hnologics, adequate maintenance and repair 
skills and an expected market for the products to 
be produced with these technologies, allowing a 
relatively quick amorti.7.ation of the invc~tmcnt in 
question, should be carefully planned. 

If the introduction of industrial automation 
technologies is not done as part of a process of 
restructuring of the production management of the 
firm, the technology as such will not lead to any 
significant increase in labour productivity. When 
introduced as an integral part of a process of 
serious plant reorganization and industrial 
rc~tructuring, however, industrial automation 
technologies can be a powerful tool to facilitate 
the reorganil.ation process and increase the 
production effJCiency at the task, shop, plant and 
industry levels. 
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5. Despite the redu1..""Cd pnCl.--s of inJustrial 
automation t1..-chnologj.."S, the adoption of these 
technologies is nonnally an cxpensi\-C in\-estmcnt 
(when compared \\ith com-cntional l1l3Chincs 
anJ or labour costs). Furthermore, these 
tcchnologi1.."S require considerable repair and 
maink-nan'-"C skills that arc not easily a\-ailable, 
especially in Je\-eloping countries. Therefore. it is 
more likely that big farms \\ith adequate financial 
resources will be the early adopters of these 
technologies. lluwe\·cr. small farms "ith an 
adequate market for their product (e.g. 
subcontractors) arc also likely adopters. 

It is true that one of the great advantages of 
flexible automation is that it makes the production 
of small batches in discrete manufacturing as 
economic as was the production of such batches 
with com'Clltional machines. It is also true that 
user firms need to have a substantial aggregate 
volume of production to be able to amortize the 
higher in\"CStmcnt. 

6. Although industrial automation technologies arc 

adopted for many reasons, such as reduced lead 
time. quality consistency of the product, greater 
possibilities of product variety, and better 
management control of the production process, 
there is no doubt that cost reduction through 
labour saving is an important consideration for 
adopting these technologies. In the case of 
developing countries with low wages for skilled 
and, or •.:,skilled personnel, it is extremely 
important .o examine the extent to which reasons 
other than reduction in labour costs per unit of 
output can have a greater influence in the 
adoption process of these technologies. 

On the other hand, the impact on the skill 
structure is an important variable to be taken into 
account. In countries with skilled labour 
shortages (of machinists, design and draughting 
technicians). the introduction of, for example, 
CSC:\ITs and CAD systems may be used for 
leap-frogging in the field of machining and 
especially of designing (Edquist & Jacobsson, 
1988). 

7. Given the rapid diffusion of some industrial 
automation technologi~s and the importance of 
having a local supply of these technologies to 
facilitate after-sales service and hence reduce repair 
and maintenance skills, the entry into the 
production of thc!IC technologies is quite 
important for countries undergoing a substantial 
Jevclopment of the engineering industries if they 
wi~h to partil"ipate in the most dynamic segments 
of the industry and remain competitive. However, 

despite the availability of tcdmology SOUfl-CS :mJ 
cheap da.""tronic components, the barriers to entry 
into the production of the most mature and 
diffused inJustrial automation technologies arc 

significant. leading to higher production costs and 
less 1eliable equipment in the case of indi~'tlOusfy 
prodU&."t.-J equipment and hence hinder the 
diffusion prottsS itself. To o\-crromc such entry 
barriers, not only wdl-trained personnel and 
adc..-quatc Jcsign, production and marketing skills 
are na.>Jed. but a careful analysis of the degree of 
domestic integration of mechanical and electronic 
hardware and of the software must be made. as 
well as a determination of the minimum volume 
of production in competitive products rcquiml to 
be supplied to the domestic and, en:ntually, to 
export markets. 

Thus, the impact of industrial automation 
technologies in the capital goods producing industries 
of developing countries is a very important issue that 
should be carefully considcftd. 

The adyances ahcady made by developing countries in 
manufacturing engineering products will become more 
f~ and will not be sustainable in the long run. At 
the same time, the entry into the production of more 
complex capital goods will become more diffacult 
unless these industrial automation technologies are 
applied. Hence, -to remain outside this crucial 
technological development will only contribute to a 
further marginalization of developing countries from 
the key manufacturing activities. 

From the typology of developing countries worked 
out by U1'100 ( 1985), it appears that this is a crucial 
issue for near forty developing countries ha\·ing a very 
large and medium-to-large capacity for capital goods 
production (group A and 1J countries). For the 
remaining developing countries (group C) that hardly 
produce any capital goods, the mtry into capital goods 
production may be even moR difficult, though in 
some cases the skill fonnation process is less 
time-consuming. 

The advantages of developing countries in the 
production of capital goods based on low wages for 
skilled and semiskilled labor can easily be eroded by 
the introduction of flexible automation technologies in 
the industrialized countries. 

While it is true that industrial automation technologies 
do save labour and hence may have a negative impact 
on the employment of Cl.irmit engineering production, 
it i5 also true that in many caSC"s such production will 
remain competitive and thus viable in the long run 

L...------------------------------------ ---
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only if th1..-:< technolo~-s are ~U.."\."\.-s~ully 

implenl\."nt1..-d. On the other hand. anJ tiling into 
OK"\.-OUnt the slillcJ-bbour-intensin~ nature of 
engineering proJu.."tion, skilled labour released from 
proJu.."tion of the 1..'1lginc..~g ~lOds most aff1.."\."l1..-J by 
the tcchnolot?k-s in question may c\-1.."lltually be 
employed to fostcr the production of other capital 
goods. 

llic k.-ss rapid Jiffusion of these 11....:hnologil..-s than 
originally CXJlC'-"tcd should not lead to the conclusion 
that the impa..."l is slo~-ing down. On the contrary. 
this less rapiJ diffusion is an opponunity for 
dcwloping countries to remain competitive in the 
production of cn~g products and to bcndit as 
soon as possible from the introduction of these 
technologies. 

Despite the unc.""-m diffusion process of these 
technologies in the engineering industries of 
industrialized countries. there is no doubt that their 
application in the manufacturing process of many 
capital goods is impcr.ltr.-e if the manufacturer is to 
remain compctiti\"C in this segment of the world 
economy. It is a fact th3t a gro\\-ing numhl..-r of finns 
in developing coun.tries are beginning to acknowledge 
and tf)-ing to act according to the ~- circumstances. 
llowC\-cr, rebti\-cly little is known about the diffusion 
process of these new technologies in developing 
countries other than the :'\ICs. 

It is unknown. for example. who the main users arc, 
the rea~ns for the adoption, the factors accounting 
for the successful and unsuccessful incorporation of 
these technologies, the conditions and issues related to 
entry into production of these technologies. and the 
consequences of indigenous production for the 
diffusion process. 

Only careful consideration of the factors affecting the 
diffusion and the e\·entual production processes of 
these new technologies will pcnnit a Jiagnosis of the 
problems faceJ by scn.-ral developing countries 
producing capital goods, at different levels of 
dcwlorm~·nt. On that ha"i" it will he ro""ihl" to 
formulate policy recommendations to deal with 
industrial automation technologies anJ lead to 
L'.\llX> suppon programmes in the fonn of advice 
anJ technical assistance. 

II. OUTLINE FOR A PROGRAMME ON 
INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION OF THE 
CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY 

llic main objt."\."li\·c of a rrogr.unme on industrial 
automation should be to fostt.-r the JewlopIDl..'Dl and 
compctitin.'111..-ss of the c;1pital ~s produ1..'ing 
industries thnlugh an :kkquatc and rrogr.un1111..-J 
introdu...1ion of new ta:hnologies in the cr.ginc:ering 
br.mchcs and an dfacicnt entry into the den:lopm1..'1lt 
and production of these automation t«hnologies. 

t.:~100 1..-;m assist dc\·cloping countries in reKhing 
this objecti,-e through the dc\-clopmcnt and e1CCUtion 
of technical assistance progr.unmes uilor-rnade to 
O\"Cl'\.-Omc the problems prcniling in differmt 
countries. 

ln-dq>lh know-ledge of the diJTcn.-nt situations 
pra-ailing in de\-cloping countries regarding t • ...: 
diffusion and production of these technologies is 
nccdcd in order to be able to fonnulate policies aimed 
at creating the domestic capabilities in the fonn of 
stillcd resources and managerial capabilities on the 
basis of which an industrial automation culture may 
flourish. 

The above-mentioned objective could be 
operationalized through a t.:~100 support 
programme, which should be basl.-d on, among others 
things. the following activities: 

I. Field analysis should be uD<k.rtaken in the fonn of 
several country case studies aimed at shedding 
light on the factors accounting for the diJTu'lion 
and eventual production of industrial automation 
technologies in a number of dc\·cloping countries. 

To ha\'c a good selection of relevant experiences. 
twelve countries should be selected w-ithin groups 
A and 8 (lJ:'\I00, 1985). 

:!. On the bJsis of the findings of these country case 
studies, a typology should be prepared in which 
an attempt should be made to find cenain 
common features :md policy i~sues ahout the 
introduction, implementation and evenru.ll 
production of industrial automation technologies. 
Thes.-.: common features ~hould take into accnunt 
the peculiarities of the various developing 
countries in renns of their recent macro-economic 
and inJustrial dewlopmenr. particularly in the 
Jomesric production and exports of engineering 
~ooJs; their inJmtrial. trade and technology 
policies fr.1mework; the cmplo} ment anJ ~lill 

formation expc:ricnn:s; the \"arious "Ucl·es"ful and 
unsuccessful expcricm:es ar the enterprise and 
industry le\'cls regarding the adoption and 



production of the k-chnologic.."S Wkkr study, 
paying Sf''\.;aJ atk'lltion to the skills in\-olwJ and 
mana~'rial bcha\iour; the impact of the adoption 
of these ta:hnologics upon the oompetiti,·mcss of 
capital goods production, etc. 

3. On the ba."~s of the ccuntry case stooics anJ the 
a!xm:-mentioned typology, specific areas should 
be suggested on which de\"eloping countries 
should formulate concrete policies to facilitate the 
adoption and production of industrial automation 
technologies in the context of fostering the 
dc\'dopmcnt of the capital goods producing 
industries and the role that L":'\100 ~uld play 
in this COIUlC\.'"lion. Tbcsc policies should take 
into account the pcculiaritics of each country 
situation and gi\'C appropriate attention to the 
production and managerial skills requimt for 
successfully implementing industrial automation 
technologies. 

4. A capacity should be set up in Ul\100 for 
SUDCr\'ismg the above-mentioned studies and for 
~viding technical assistance and spcciali7.cd 
professional services to dc\-cloping countries 
intcn.-sted in .-dopting and producing industrial 
automation technologies and to enterprises that 
decide to incorporate these technologies. In this 
way, U~IOO should assist developing countries 
in this field through sprcifJC knowledge of the 
requirements for successfully adopting these 
technologies with particular emphasis on 
implications for management skills, training of 
human resources and know-how requirements. 

S. A capacity should be set up within t:NIDO to 
monitor the tcchno-economic de\'elopmcnts in 
this field, both in industrialized and de\'eloping 
countries, and the expcriences at the country and 
entC1prisc levels in the diffusion and production of 
indutrial automation technologies. 

A. Methodology to undertake a 
programme on industrial automation 

1. The technologies to be analyzed 

From the abovc-Jes;;ribcd technologies, attention 
should be paid to C~CMTs, CAD systems and 
industrial robots and eventually to PLCs, within 
process control equipment. The different types of 
CSCMTs and CAD systems should receive priority. 

It can be assumed that these technologie~ arc mo~lly 
diffused independently of each other and 1ha1. al least 
al the heginning. they will replace com·entional 
technologies (i.e. an '.\C lathe replacing a 
conventional lathe) or simply reduce the amount of 

slilkJ labour (of machinists, Jc~igners. wdJers I 
needed to pn.>Jucc an engineering item. 

l"nless sun-cys of the diffusion of these technologies 
are already a\-ailabk, a lot of _work is inmh·eJ in 
obtainin2 data n-latcd to the number of units installt.-d. 
their unit value (ciJ and included tari'!'s and other 
ddin~ry expenses) and the country of origin. 
Sometimes, information on imported item" can be 
obtained in trade statistics if the required technology is 
shown separately (for example. ~C l.ii~-s arc 
compiled as a separalC category within lathes). This 
information can be supplemented by export 5gures 
from the supplying industrialized countries. 

Data from 1rac.·~ statistics should be supplemented by 
information t 1 be provided by commercial 
distributors of the imported equipment. These 
distributors can also provide the names and activities 
of their customers and details of the after-sales and 
training activities that they engage in. 

It is \'Cl)' important to try to have not only the stock 
of the technologies installed in the country but also 
flow information. Such infonnatio!l for a number of 
years will pc:nnit an assessment of the time dimension 
of the phenomena under study. 

2. De~eloping countries to be chosen 
(typology) 

from the st•Jdics and ~vities of L"~IOO and of 
other agcne~ and experts in the capital goods sector, 
the count•ies belonging to group A (Republic of 
Korea, Siugaporc, India, China, Argentina, Brazil and 
Mexico) arc not only the countries with a fairly 
well-developed capital goods sector but also countries 
where the technologies under study are bci:1g diffused 
and, in some cases. locally produced. 

Very relevant faeld work can be undertaken in these 
seven countries, laking into account the already 
available studies and information for a deeper 
understanding of the issues involved in both the 
diffusion and production of these technologies. The 
most relevant experience in Asia is that of the 
Republic of Korea. However, given the importance of 
its capital goods sector and ils current technological 
1ransfonna1ion, China should receive priority. 

In I alin America, Brv.ii is lhe most relevant 
experience 10 be studied, especially laking into account 
the amount of local production of the technologies 
under study. Argentina is also an interesting ca~ 10 
he further analysed. Despite the poor economic 
performance, the trade agreement with Orv.ii has 
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induJing th:: proJUL'1ion of C'."'C\ITs. and the trade 
and co-operation agn."\."111L'flt uith Italy has fal.-ilitatL-J 
:mports of these technologies anJ the setting ur of 
joint ventures between Italian anJ Argentine firms tfl 
manufacture C'.'\C\ITs. Taking into account what is 
already known and the importanl.-e of the issue unJl.-r 
considL-ration. it would be aJ\isahle to con ... '\.'fltr.ite 
efforts uithi.'l group A countries in China. 1\rgl.'fltina 
and Br.v.il. In these thn-e countries the studil.-S should 
pay attl.'fltion to both the diffusion and the proJUL'1ion 
processes of these technologies. 

From the studies made by {;:"'JOO in the capital 
goods sector. in aJJition to group A countries, the 
thirty countries in group B "A-ere considered to ha\"C a 
medium market, medium-to-large technological 
capacity and some development of the capital goods 
sector (U!'\100, H85). 

The most rcle\"ant dc\'Cloping countries '<>'ith potential 
for industrial automation would be those in which 
the economy has performed rather well. investment 
ratios ha\·e been signifacant (hence, imports and local 
production of capital goods ha\"c gained momentum) 
and exports of capital goods ha\'C not only increased 
their importance in production but also been 
increasingly including more technically sophisticated 
products. The increase in local labour costs or the 
difficulties in finding skilled labour would be another 
factor encouraging the use of automation technologies. 
llowe\·er, industrial automation also has a potential 
for adoption in countries with a poor recent economic 
performance. In cases where industrial restructuring 
schemes arc taking place due, for example, to import 
liberali7.ation policies, domestic firms may need to 
adopt automated equipment to be able to face import 
competition. 

-
In the Asian region, countries like Thailand, ~alaysia, 
Philippines, Indonesia and Pakistan arc priority cases 
to be anal)-Led within group B countries. 

An additional consideration for the inclusion of the 
member counll'ies of the Association of South-East 
Asian Nations (ASEAS), is the growing importance 
of Japanese direct foreign investment in these 
countries since the yen revaluation. Although the 
reduction in labour costs is an important motivation 
for Japanese direct investment in some ASEA'.11: 
countries, it is also possible that some sort of 
horizontal division of labour has been established 
among the parent companies and subsidiarie5 located 
in developing countries by which intr.!l·industry trade 
will he developed and exports not only to third 
countries but to Japan will gain importance. 

In this. scheme it is likely that Stlllle oi the:;c 
produl'1ion fal.-ilities have to prodm-e rnmponenh at 
quality k\·els that rL-quirc automation IL-.:hnologies in 
some stages of the proJUL-tion pr.ll.-ess (e.g. ma.:hining 
operations) to meet the requirements of the joint 
prod~ction. Giwn the experience of the hpan~·~ 
companies in the IL-chnologies undl.'f stuJy. it is . alt 
unlikely that Japanese din."\.·t in\·estmL'flt could hL-.:or.-. .: 
a \-chide for diffusing industrial automation to 
de\·cloping countries. This qul.-stion. howewr, shoulJ 
be verified in the field work. 

Within group B countries in 1.atin America. it would 
be ad\-is;ible to concentrate efforts in Cuba, Colombia, 
Pl.-ru and \'l.'llezuela. The list of African countries 
might include Algeria., \torocco, ~igL-ria, Tunisia, 
Kenya and Zimoob'<>''C. 

While in the studies on Argentina, Orv.ii and China 
both diffusion and indigenous production trends and 
modalities will be studied, in the remaining developing 
countries priority should be given to the diffusion of 
imported flexible automation technologies, though 
some local production may also take place. The 
studies on group B countries will fill an important gap 
in the a\·ailable literature on the subject and will 
permit an assessment of the possibilities of these 
countries to foster indigenous production of more 
technologically advanced engineering goods. 

From the eighteen developing countries (six in Asia, 
six in Africa and six in I .atin America) mentioned 
above, a list of at least twelve should finally be agreed 
upon as the subject of country case studies. 

(3) Industries and user firms to be selected 

From the studies already made in industrialized and 
developing countries, it is known that the industrial 
automation technologies are diffused mainly in the 
engineering industry or capital goods sector broadly 
defined (ISIC 38) and, more specifically, in 
non-electrical machinery, electrical machinery and 
transport equipment. 

The priority subsectors wilhin engineering production 
where the user firms should be selected arc as follows: 

I. Motor car production and spare parts and 
accessories; 

2. Agriculture machinery, including tractors; 

3. Cutting tools, pumps, valves and compressors; 

4. '.\tachine tool!.; 
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5. Special industrial machinery, especially 
construction machinel)·, food-processing 
machinery, textile machinery. clothing machinery, 
leather machinel)-, printing machinery, etc.; 

6. llea\"y ck"Ctrical equipment; 

7. Oil industry equipment; 

8. Shipbuilding; 

9. Railway equipment; 

10. Aircraft and parts; 

11. Electronic components. 

In the countries \\ith local production of the 
technologies under study the main producers 
(generally also users of the technologies) should be 
included in the sample firms to be surveyed. 

If possible, the same subsectors should be chosen in 
different countries, in order to facilitate intercountry 
comparisons. If the same furn has affiliates or has 
transferred its technology to enterprises located in 
other countries to be included in the field work, both 
companies should be included. 

Within the chosen subsectors, user fums to be studied 
should include as far as possible large-, medium- and 
small-size enterprises, both nationally and 
foreign-owned, that have incorporated and have 
substantial experience "ith one or more of the 
technologies under study. Subcontracting firms should 
also be included. For comparison purposes, when a 
specific firm is selected in a ~ubscctor, it would also be 
very useful to interview competitors that have not 
adopted the technology under study to try to assess 
the advantages and disadvantages gained by the 
adopting fums. 

It is advisable to concentrate the study efforts within a 
few engineering branches and to have more than one 
finn in each branch, in order to be able to learn the 
specific situation of the subscctor under consideration. 

The selection process of the fums to be surveyed is 
not easy. It is rather advisable to ha\·e a longer list of 
fmns and send a postal questionnaire with a few data 
and then to choose a reduced number of fums as the 
object of a thorough survey that should include 
detailed visits to the plants for interviewing the 
relevant manag-.;:rs. 

Distributors of imported equipment, local producers 
(if they are available) and industry experts should be 
used to select the sample. The sample caruiot be a 

r.mdom one but efforts should be made to include a 
good representation of the country situation. 

B. Structure of the country case studies 

1. Macro-economic aspects 

(a) Recent macro-economic performance 

Information on the growth rate of the economy and of 
the manufacturing sector, the share of fixed investment 
(and especially of machinery and equipment) and of 
public investment in GDP, on unemployment, the 
inflation rate, the real rate of interest, the real rate of 
exchange evolution, exports and imports, external debt 
senices, the balance of payment situation, etc. should 
be given in order to have an idea of the 
macro-economic environment of the country being 
studied. Special attention should be paid to fixed 
investment trends in the economy and the likely 
prospects for productive investment in the years to 
come. The a\"ailability of domestic and external credits 
(including subsidies like debt equity swaps or other 
subsidies on interest rates or special conditions for 
acquiring equipment) for productive investment is an 
important variable to be looked at. 

1be current situation regarding the labour market is 
also a relevant question. Analysis should cover not 
only unemployment rates in the economy anJ in the 
manufacturing sector but also the e\'olution of real 
wages in the manufacturing sector and indicators of 
labour unrest. 

(b) Recent industrial development, especially that 
of the capital goods producing industries 

Information on the main structural features of the 
manufacturing sector and of the engineering branches 
(ISIC JR) should be given (gross output, \·alue added, 
exports, total employment and, if a\•ailable, 
employment by main categories, labour productivity 
gro\l.1h, size distribution of establishments). 

The evolution of wages and salaries paid in the 
engineering branches should be given and, if possible, 
the relationship with productivity evolution. The 
degree of local integration of the production of 
engineering goods should be indicated as precisely as 
possible. 

Product composition of exports of capital goods, their 
importance in production and the main destination of 
the exports should be given for at least three years. 
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Product comoosition of imports of capital goods. the 
share of imports in appan:nt nmsumption or total 
in\·estmmt and the main origin of capital goods 
· -nports should be also given for at least three ~t:ars. 

The recent performance of the manufacturing sector 
and of the capital goods producing industries should 
he analyzed, not only in terms of tht:ir gr0\\1h but also 
of their ability to meet investment requirements of 
goods of different levels of technological complexity. 
The physical and technological in,·estments made by 
capital goods producers should be especially taken 
into account and the size and importance of technical 
departments in these firms should be pointed out. 

Information on the degree of participation of 
subsidiaries of transnational corporations in the 
manufacturing sector and in the capital goods 
producing industries should be gi\·en, as well as 
indications of the branches in which local firms are 
predominant. 

While for the manufacturing sector and the capital 
goods branches the above data are needed in order to 
ha\·c a proper understanding of the context. in which 
the case study is made, "ithin the capital goods sector 
attention should be focused on the branches where the 
surveyed firms are included for studying the adoption 
of new technologies. The focus of the analysis in 
these specific branches should be on the 
competitiveness of locally made products and the 
factors explaining such competitiveness. ~ot only 
wages of unskilled and skilled personnel are key 
variables to be studied but also the prices of 
important inputs (steel. foundry, electrical 
components, etc.). 

A rclc\·ant consideration in the analysis of capital 
goods production is the type of production process 
tbat prt:vails (i.e. the si1.e of the hatches) and the 
de!!fee oi product diversification of the capital 
producers. 

(c) The policy framework 

In a.ll!ition to the macro·ci:onomic framework in 
which industry operates. it is important to point out 
spccific areas that may influcnl·c :h•· hu~incss 

environment m which tinns to he ~urvcycd have hccn 
opcrating. 

If they an: spl·cific indu\11) re!!ubtions promoting the 
prod11cti11n !If thl' l.!OOd' in l(lll''lion thrllll!!h fio;ral 
and or tinann.11 inrenllvcs. t.1riff and non-tariff 
protective mea~ures. etc .. the} have to he L·arefully 
rnnsiJcrcd 

It may also be the case that, due to restructuring 
policies undertaken by the G1.)\·errunent. the capital 
goods branches m which the sur\'eyed tinns opcr..1.te 
arc strongly affecteJ by changes in the policy 
environment. 

E\'en if no spcL-ific industry regulations or restructuring 
schemes are in force for the capital goods producing 
industries or for the branches using the machinery 
made by such industries, general ~gulations go\·erning 
the follo"ing should be taken into account: 

I. Procurement of capital goods by public 
enterprises; 

2. Tariff and non-tariff protection to imported 
equipment andlor imported parts and 
components, including tariff exceptions to imports 
of capital goods when they are made by public 
enterprises or by firms included in industrial 
promotion schemes; 

3. The degree of local integration of domestic 
production of machinery and equipment; 

4. Credit facilities to purchase locally made 
equipment; 

5. Fiscal facilities for undertaking research and 
de\'clopmcnt activities; 

6. Direct foreign investment policies, including those 
of export processing zones; 

7. Relevant imports of intangible technology. 

(d) Training and educational situation 

The availability and quality of skilled peoJ -: needed to 
operate conventional and computerized equipment is a 
key aspect to be considered. Information on the 
curriculum of vocational schools, technical schools 
and universities for the training of adequate personnel 
to deal with the op.:ration, programme and 
management of these techniques should he gathered. 
Programmers, mechanical and electronic technicians 
for repair and maintenance and other skilled p.:rsonncl 
arc going to be needed in any policy to foster the 
introduction of automation technologies. Although 
learning on the job is extremely impl>rtant. there is no 
doubt that the educational system should play a key 
role in thi~ area. Scientists, engineers and 
management consultants arc also required for any 
sy~tematic effort in this field and their training and 
retraining is an area of utmmt importance. Thus, it is 
very important to obtain information 0n the country 
,;, 11.1t 1011 in tl11, n:~pci:t. 
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2. The diffusion process of industrial 
automation technologies at the enterprise 

level 

(a) General information on the enterprise 

The following general information on the enterprise 
shoulJ be taken into account: 

L Year of founJation of the firm as a manufacturing 
enterprise; 

2. Origins of the firm (as a distributor of imported 
equipment, as a repair and maintenance shop, 
etc.); 

3. Juridical situation (family owned, joint stock 
company); 

4. If it is a subsid:ary who is the parent company? If 
it is a joint venture who is the foreign partner? If 
it is a licensee who is the licensor. what are the 
products made under licence and what features 
docs the agreement have (know-how, patents, 
trademark, export restrictions, tied inputs, royalty 
payments, duration, etc.); 

5. Total employment and employment by main area 
(administration, sales, production, technical 
department, research and development) and by 
skill (unskilled workers, skilled workers.supervisors 
technicians, engineers, programmers, etc.); 

6. Total production andior sales for domestic market 
and exports; main orders; hrcakdown hy main 
product category; 

7. \larkct share in the domestic markets for the 
main product categories; 

8. Value (at imurancc cost if possible) of the fixed 
assets of the firm, divided in buildings and 
machinery and equipment; 

9. Brief description lh.irdw1rC and software), origin, 
year anJ value of acquisition of the existing 
industrial automation technologies installed in the 
enterprise; for comparative purposes. an indication 
of the number of conventional machine tools that 
exist in the enterprise and of the computers used 
for different purposes; 

JO. Specific proJucts for which automation 
technologies arc used; si1.e of lhe hatch production 
in which the products arc made; frequency of 
repc:tl runs; 

11. The extent to which the automation technologies 
arc linked to the other production processes in the 
factories; island~ of automation; 

12. \lain customers of the enterprise products; if it is 
a subcontractor. the name of the contral·tor and 
type of arrangement and its duration; 

IJ. \lain competitors of the enterprise; type of 
compt!tition prc\·ailing in this spc..-cific market 
(pril"C. quality, after-sales sen'ice): the extent to 
which imported products play an important role 
in the competition process; 

14. Export pt!rformance and expt!rience of the firm; 
products with better export performance; 
advantages of the products in terms of price, 
quality, technology embodied in the export 
market; main customers abroad: competitor firms 
in the export markets. 

(b) Reasons for adopting the technologies 

lbe reasons for adopting the technologies should be 
considered. These may include the following: 

I . The technology was adopted as part of a 
reorganization or rationalization process carried 
out by the firm or it was an isolated decision; 

2. The main specific reasons for adopting each 
technology: 

(a) Reduction in labour 
machinists, draughtsmen, 
painters, etc.); 

(b) L.1.ck of skilled personnel; 

costs (of which 
designers, welders. 

(c) Quality and technical features (c .g. complexity, 
preci~ ; standards) of the product or component 
that the technology is used 10 produce; 

(d) Reduction in machining and designing tim·:s; 

(e) Changing and upgrading of the produ.:t mix 
and greater possibilities of product \'aricty 
(economics of scope); 

(f) Reduced lead time; 

(g) Dangerous or unpleasant tasks (for robots); 

(h) Better management control of the prodt .. ·tion 
process; 

(i) To be aware of the tcdmology for long-term 
considerations 

(j) Other reasons (specify). 

1. In addition to the existing cquipmrnt. 
introduce additional technologies; 
technologies and purposes; 

plam to 
which 

.i. \umhcr of workers or technicians displaced hy 
the introduction of the technologies; reasons (if 
any) and the extent of :abour displacement due 



specifically to the application of the technolc.gy; if 
the technolo~·y had not bt.-en introducl·d, would it 
have 1-een possible lO keep the workers involved 
in tht: production pnx.-ess anyway'!; 

5. If workers were not displaced but retrained, an 
indication of how the retraining programme was 
implemented and by whom; salary modifications 
due to the lower skills needed for operating the 
equipment in question; 

6. ~cw skills incorporated to deal with the new 
technologies; previous training and the actual 
training of the new skills; who took care of the 
training and for how long; shortages of skilled 
people for the new l~hnology and which skills; 

7. Wages for the new skills compared with those of 
the pre\"ious employees operating conventional 
equipment; 

8. Person in charge of programming the equipment; 
package software used; software adaptation, 
modification and improvement; acquisition of 
additional software packages to deal \\lth the 
several applications of the technology; handling 
and management of software needs and updating; 

9. Experience regarding the repair and maintenance 
of the equipment (skilled people in the fmn, by 
specialized fmns, by the vendor); actual costs of 
repair and maintenance and comparison with the 
actual costs of repair and maintenance of 
conventional equipment; advantages or 
disadvantages regarding repair and maintenance 
when the equipment is made by a local producer. 

(c) Assessment of the impact of the introduced 
technology 

Although it is very difficult to isolate the results of one 
specific factor (the introduction of the technologies 
under study) among various factors accounting for the 
industrial and commercial performance of an 
enterprise, an attempt should be made to shed light 
on this crucial issue on the basis of the findings of the 
country case study. 

When these technologies are successfully incorporated 
into the production process of the user enterprise, the 
growing labour productivity and the ability tb make 
new products of g.>oJ quality should be reflected in 
the performance of the firm in the domestic and 
export market. In other words, the adopting fmn will 
gain price and product competitiveness on the basis of 
genuine technological and organizational changes and 
will be able to respond in a flexible and quick manner 
to market requirements. 

However, although the technologies under study are 
especially suttcd for producing in an economic manner 
a variety of goods made in small batches, the demand 
for all the lino's products has to be sullicient to pay 
off the costs of the investment. Hence the question of 
the market for the products made becomes a crucial 
one that cannot be underestimated. It is for these 
reasons that the peculiarities of the country 
macro-economic and manufacturing situation have to 
be spt.-cifically taken int.J account in asscs~ing •he 
impact of these technologies, including: 

1. Preparatory work done for deciding the adoption 
of the technology; feasibility studies made before 
acquiring the technology; main conclusions; 

2. How the specific equipment and the software were 
chosen and by whom, once the decision to acquire 
the t::chnology in question was made; 

3. AfteMales service offered by the vendor; 

4. Role played by customers or sub-contractors in 
the decision to introduce the relevant technology 
in a production process; 

5. If a C~CMT was chosen instead of a 
conventional machine tool, concrete l'Xamples of 
the investment calculations assuming one- and 
two-shift operation, the actually paid labour costs 
and the costs of both machines and other fixed 
investment. 

Examples for investment in other automation 
technologies should also be given if possible (e.g. the 
pay-off for introducing robots of CAD systems) 

In cases where these calculations were not actually 
made, it would be interesting to learn why. 

(c) Actual experience with the technologies 
adopted 

The actual experience with the adopted technologies 
should be examined. This may include the following: 

I. The c..:gani7.ational changes made in the firm to 
take advantage of the application of the 
technology regarding: 

(a) Factory layout; 

(b~ l\lethods and organization office; 

(c) Quality control at shop and factory level; 

(d) Management of stocks of spare parts, 
components and work in progress; 

(e) Relations with ~ubcontractors; 

(f) Product planning; 
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(g) Design department; 

(h) Other activities (specify); 

2- Any specific computerized system used in the 
acti\ities mentioned above; external management 
consultants or specialized personnel used to 
introduce the required organizational changes; 

3. Ex-post productivity gains achieved by the specific 
application of the technologies undl.T study; time 
needed to achien: these gains; 

4. The specific modification made in the software or 
hardware of the equipment and.'or a beginning of 
a process for integrating the various technologies, 
with a view to achieving the productivity gains; 

5. Gains other than the reasons mentioned above 
obtained by the ex-post application of the 
technology; ways in which gains were the result of 
integrating the various technologies. 

One way to assess the net eff~t-of the introduction of 
these technologies in the same country framework is 
to compare in the same subsector competing firms 
successfully adopting the technology with firms that 
have not made such a decision and to try to examine 
their comparative performance in the domestic ar 
export markets. 

In addition to assessing the impact of the introduction 
of these technologies in successful cases and the 
factors accounting for such a success, it is extremely 
important to indicate the main factors accounting for 
the lack of success in the introduction of these 
technologies. 

The findings of the survey will be very relevant in 
pointing out the main areas at the enterprise and at 
industry levels on which spcciali7.ed technical 
assistance should be given to facilitate the adoption 
process of these technologies and the policy measures 
best suited to promote an efficient adoption of 
automation technologies in the engineering industries 
of the countries studied. 

Finally, on the basis of the findings of the case study 
and infonnation from distributors, an attempt to 
forecast the future Jiffu~ion patterns of these 
technologies in the country can eventually be made. 
If the market for these technologies seems promising, 
there will certainly be room for indigenous production, 
an issue that should also be investigated. 

3. Issues related to the production process to 
be investigated in the field 

In developing countries like China, Argentina and 

Brazil (not to mention the Republic of Korea, 
Singapore anJ India), some of these technologies arc 
alreadv made bv local companies, under liCCO\..--c from 
firms based in ~dustrialiLed countries by aJliliates of 
foreign finns through their own dr.sign efforts. 

Jacobsson ( 1986), Fransman ( 1987), Chudnovsky 
(1985, 1988) ha\·e studied some of the issues involved 
in the produL-tion of C;>\C:\fTs, including the 
production of the C:-\C unit. ;>\o studies on the 
development and production of robots and CAD 
systems are available, though in Brazil at least there is 
already some production encouraged by specific 
government policies. The picture is, however, 
changing so quickly that further studies are needed to 
have a good assessment of the situation, especially in 
China, Brazil and Argentina, where production has 
gained momentum, at least in the case of Cl'C~Ts. 
In other developing countries to be studied, it is ,.cry 
likely that the issue of local production may arise as 
well. 

To encoutagc local production of these technologies 
will certainly mean higher prices (higher than those of 
imported equipment), at least in the short and 
medium run, and hence it may hinder the process of 
diffusion of these technologies among user industries. 
While in the short and medium run a conflict between 
indigenous production and local diffusion may arise, 
in the long run, when local production becomes 
competitive, it will certainly facilitate a further 
diffusion. However, even in the short run there are 
certain benefits that can compensate the higher prices 
to be paid for locally made equipment. The most 
important benefits that user firms may derive from 
indigenous production of the relevant technologies are: 

I. Better after sales services; 

2. Retter and quicker assistance for repair and 
maintenance of the installed equipment; 

3. Better facilities for personnel training; 

4. Adaptation of the hardware and software to the 
specific country situation. 

Against these benefits (which should be verified at the 
country level). the main costs m:iy be higher prices, 
less sophisticated equipment (though this could 
sometimes be an advantage) and difficult access to the 
latest technology. 

These benefits and costs of indigenously made 
equipment versus those of imported equipment should 
be discwscd with the user fanns interviewed in the 
diffusion study, when there is of course local 
production. 
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Regarding the ~tudy to oe made ahout the entry into 
the dcwlopmc.:nt and production l'f industrial 
automation technolo!!ies in dcn:loping countries. all 
the quest;ons and issues referred to ahove apply to the 
producer~ of the cquipmc:nt in qucstilm hccauSt: il is 
wry likely that these firms thcmsdvcs have already 
incorpor.1tcd these tl-chnologies. In fact it would be 
surprising to find a local producer of these 
technologies that has not used at least one of them 
for designing or pruJucing thc..-m. 

The specific issues to be further in\·estigated among 
firms producing in developing countries are as follows: 

l. I low the technology is acquired and upJatcd; if a 
licence agreement is in forc..-e, it would be 
important to learn the details of the agreement 
(whether basic and detailed design is included, 
whether hardware and software is included, etc.), 
how the licensor was chosen and what was the 
actual experience in terms of tech11ology transfer 
of the mechanical and electronic know-how. lbe 
same questions apply in cases of joint ventures or 
subsidiaries obtaining the technology from the 
foreign partner or foreign owner. 

2. "lbc role played by the Government in the 
negotiation of the technology to be inco~.ated. 

3. If the technology was developed by the firm itself, 
the human and financial resources involved; main 
sources of inspiration (visits to fairs, requirements 
of clients, imitation of imported models); months 
of design activity of senior and junior personnel 
required; 

4. Source of hardware and software if not the 
licensor or foreign partner; 

5. In the case of Cl'CMTs. units used and their 
source; an indication of whether suppliers of the 
electronic units have local sales ancf tr<.1ning 
offices. 

f.. If there i~ local produi:tion of the electronic items, 
the details of how these technologies were 
obtained. 

7. Degree of local integration for the mechanical and 
electronic parts; evolution of production process 
over time; govcmmcnt regulation~ regarding lm:al 
integration; 

R. Extent to .,\ hil·h domestic suppliers for parts and 
.:omponcnts exist in the country or have been 
developed to reach higher levels of local 
integration; thl· role playl·d hy the producing firm 
in this regard. 

9. In addition to the design ~kills, how the 
manufacturing skill~ for producing the relevant 

technology were acquired and devclopc..-d within 
the firm; 

Ill. \tini·n·1m annual le\'el of production for hoth the 
mcl·h:mical '.'ide and the ck·l'lronil· unit to n·a~·h 

competitive pricc..-s for the final produc.:t; how far 
from the minimum lcwl the: lim1 in quc:-tion 
started the production process and where it is 
now; 

11. In addition to raising the lc\·d of pruduc.:tion. 
other ways in which the learning proces~ in the 
producing furn can be measured and asscssc..-d; 

12. Extent to which the firm in question is subsidV.ing 
1.1.ith profits made in other lines of production the 
entry into production of the relc\'ant automation 
technologies; an indication of whether there is a 
government subsidy for undc..'ltaking this 
production or whether if the acquisition of the 
locally made equipment receives a subsidy to 
facilitate the purchase. 

13. Price evoluti(.ln of the equipment made locally 
over time and relative to conventional equipment; 
how far the gap is vis-a-vis prices of imported 
equipment; 

14. Specific experience exporting the locally made 
products; niche to be served by the firm; markets 
of export successes; main sources of competitive 
advantage in these products. 

(c) Operational activities to implement the 
worl< programme 

The irnplem'!f?tation of the country case studies and of 
the consolidate.I report is not an easy task. It can be 
roughly estimated that each country case study will 
require at least six months to be completed and the 
consolidated report cannot be undertaken until all 
studies are done. The consolidated report will require 
nine months of work for a senior consultant with a lot 
of experience on the subject and ideally one that has 
already made one of the country case studies. 

Once the countries to be studied and the consultants 
to undertake the case studies arc chosen, it is very 
important to have a meeting of all the people in\'olved 
in the project (including the consultant who will 
prepare the consolidate report if he or she is not 
already in charge of one of the country case studies, 
which is highly ad\·isablc), including the L':"IDO 
officials, to discuss in detail all the methodological 
reasons for doing the country case studies and the 
~urvcy of the enterprises. 

The first meeting should be convened once all the 
consultants in charge of the studies have collected 
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pn:liminary infonnation on the diffusion of 
tcdmologic~ to Ix :.-tuJi,·J. han: a tentatin: list of the 
firms to Ix intcn·iewed. haw made a pilot inteniew 
and haw a cnncrcte proposal on the firms to be 
~un·c) ,·d. 

In addition to discussing all the relevant 
methr•dological pmhlcms. it is important to decide in 
the meeting which arc the subscctors finally chosen to 
allow further comparison. 

A st.-cond meeting should be called out once the first 
drafts of the complete country case studies arc ready 
and evaluated by the ccnsultant. On the basis of his 
suggestions and those of the t;'.'IDO officials working 
on the subject, the second meeting ·will address the 
tasks remaining to complete the case studies. At the 
same time. an exchange of views should take place on 
the policy issues found and on the successful and 
unsuccessful experiences at the country level. 

lbe last meeting should be convened to discuss the 
first draft of the consolidated report and to receive 
suggestions from some of the consultants participating 
in the country case studies and from external experts 
on how to finalize the consolidated report. 

The country case studies should be .:ntrustcd to an 
experienced consultant (senior industrial economist), 
assisted by a part-time engineer in the selection of 
firms and in conducting the interviews and by some 
junior staff collecting the data, in conducting the 
interviews and preparing the report. 

Ill. UNIDO TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION 
ACTIVITIES IN INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION 

The work of t:'.\IDO falls broadly under three 
categories: 

I. Technical co-operation with Governments in 
developing countries (and through them with 
industry). 

2. Studies, meetings and symposia in support of 
industrialization, for example studies of industry in 
a particular country or a particular sector such as 
machine tools and CAD CA\.1. 

l Promotion of co-op1.'ration and im·estment in 
developing countries. 

This section is concerned with the fir~t and second of 
these activities with I ''\IDO technical assi~tance in 
the field of m;ll'hinc toob and CAD. CA\.I in 
particular. 

T 1..'Chnical co-operation in support of industriafu.ation 
inrnlvcs the use of \·oluntary funds to as:.-ist a 
gO\·i:mment, or through the gowrnment an industrial 
organV.ation such as a manufacturer or industrial 
support-imtitution. lbe rnluntat)' funJs come from 
donor countries, largely by way of the l"nited '.'ations 
De\'clopmcnt Programme (L'~DP). but increasing 
directly to l "~IDO \la the Industrial De\·elopment 
Fund. These funds enable t:~IDO, \\ith the 
go\·i:mment, to draw up projects that mol-i.lize 
expertise, equipment and services such as tr.sining, to 
solve an identified industrial problem. The size of this 
part of (;~100 business is indicated by the total 
value of liXIDO technical assistance in 1990: $130 
million. 

Assistance specific to machine tool design, 
development and manufacture, including applications 
and tooling, falls within the responsibility of the 
Enginec..'l'ing Industries Branch of the Department of 
Industrial Operations of UNIDO. The type of 
assistance is always determined by what the 
Government wants. Generally this reflects the level of 
development of the local machine tools industry. 
More advanced countries looks to UNIDO for help in 
upgrading production md use of 
numerically-controlled (NC) and computerized 
numerically controlled (CNC) equipment, and in 
design and use of advanced tooling. Less advanced 
countries want to improve the capabilities in building 
conventional machinery, for example by increasing 
local content. The examples below illustrate lJNIDO 
projects that help the whole industry by means of 
direct assistance to govenunents, by support of a 
national machine tool institution in the form of 
planning and feasibility studies. Other projects 
directly assist manufacturers with specific problems, or 
that focus on tool and die technology. 

A. Direct assistance to governments 

In China, t I~IOO a~'li'ltance i~ directed at developing 
and implementing progranunes that inter alia will help 
the Government modernizing a numhcr of machine 
tools manufacturing plants and foundry machinery 
industry. 

In '.\'igcria tJ~IDO assisted the Government in the 
preparation of a detailed techno-economic study for 
the manufacture of conventional machine tools. lu 
outcome was positive and lead to a decision to 
establish a machine tool manufacturing complex for 
con\'cntional machine tools. However, l ''.\'IDO was 
not required to participate in its actual construction, 
which proceeded under technical co-operation among 
developing countries (TCDC) arrangement with India. 
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L'nJer a bilatcr.J collaboration agrttnk'nt bl.!tw"~n the 
Government of :'\igaia and one of the largest machine 
tool manufacturers in Asia, Hindustan '.\lachine Tools 
International in India (IJ:\tTI), India is pro\-iding 
design and manufacturing know-how and training 
national experts. The Go\'CffilJlcnt of India is 
participating fmancially in an agreed production 
programme invoh-ing a multimillion-dolbr investment 
in machinery. 

B. Building up institutions 

Hindustan '.\lachine Tools International in India 
manufactures many different types of machine tools 
under license. Its management decided in the early 
1970s that there was a requirement for research and 
de\'Clopment work, design and prototype manufacture 
to be carried out by an independent institute. Thus 
CMTI, the Central :Machine Tool Institute was 
established and with it a co-operation with U~IOO 
that so far has lasted 15 years. During the lnstitute's 
establishment and implementation U~IOO assistance 
was furnished in areas such as applied metalcutting 
research, analysis of mechanical structures of machine 
tools, utilization of C'.'\C machining teclmiques, and 
C1'C training for users from ;ndustry. C:\1TI also 
introduced CAD/CAM tcclmiques and their 
application in industry. further assistance from 
U~JOO is new being discussed for introduction of 
Cl'.\I in C'.\ITI. 

Another institution-building project, for the 
Democratic People's of Korea, was successfully 
completed at the end of 1987. As a result the 
country's industry now offers third generation 
equipment featuring its own control system. Prior to 
the project, the Democratic People's Republic of 
Korea manufactured conventional machine tools such 
as various type of lathes, milling machines. radial 
drilling machines and grinding machines, at a rate of 
approximately 6,000 machines per annum. This 
capacity was traditionally a key export item and 
foreign exchange earner. With the introduction of l"C 
and C'.'\C machine tools the sale of conventional 
machinery dropped, however, and it became essential 
to de•:clop a national capability to design and 
manufacture ~C machine tools. To that end, 
lI~IDO provided assistance to thl' Institute of 
Controlled '.\lachincs within the Academy of Science 
over a few year period. lJ!'\IDO supplied, installed 
and commissioned equipment valued at $1.5 million, 
organized 250 w/m of fellowship training and provided 
77 w m of expert scn·ices. C~IDO trained the 

national counterparts of the Institute at all lc\·ds. 
enabling it to transfer its acquired know-how to 
industry lllo-ith a \-iew to modernizing the local machine 
tool manufac..-turing programme. 

Institutional-building of a different sort was carried 
out in Indonesia, where the machine tool industry is 
still in the infant stage. The machine tools produced 
(mainly by J.~bly) are of conventional type and 
useful for traming and light machining repair P'- · ;><>scs. 
P.T. Pindad in Bandung has licences for centre lathes 
and milling machines; P.T. IMPI, the other public 
enterprise situation at Cilegon, has a collaboration 
agreement \llo-ith '.\londialc of Belgium for 
manufacturing conventional lathes. The local 
manufacturing content of both of these manufacturers 
is only about 50 per cent. Imported components 
include lead screws, hardened and ground gears, main 
spindles, clutches and precision engineering parts. In 
addition to these two major machine tool 
manufacturers "there are seven very small 
manufacturers producing small drilling machines and 
press brakes, some of which are somewhat inferior 
copies of simple machines. 

It was in this context that Indonesia recently created 
the :\1achine Tool Association (ASJ:\tPI). Together 
with lJ'.\100. it now intends to establish \llo-ithin 
existing premises an autonomcus '.\tachine Tool 
Ucsign and Development Centre for the benefit of the 
Association. Its objective is to increase local 
manufacturing content, develop a local design and 
manufacturing capacity leading gradually to indigenous 
manufacture of more versatile machine tools. In this 
phase a number of national experts will be trained in 
trouble shooting, identification of machine tool user's 
problems and providing solutions. 

Some institutional building is likely in China, where 
the Government is presently e:i;ploring the possibility 
of seeking U?\100 assistance aimed at building up the 
capability of the Beijing '."uml'rical Control Tcrhnical 
Development Centre at the Reijing '.\1achinc Tools 
Research Institute to develop C~C systems that suit 
China's conditions. 

Some institution building is likely in China, where the 
Government is presently exploring the possibility of 
C:\IDO assistance aimed at building up the capability 
of the Beijing '.\umcrical Control Tcclmical 
Development Centre at the Beijing Machine Tools 
Research Institute to develop CSC systems that suit 
China's conditions. 



C. Direct assistance to enterprises 

China is also seeking direct assistana: to indi\idu.il 
machine tool works wishing to build up their 
capabilities in modular design. dc\-clopmcnt of a C'.'\C 
control unit for machine tools, strengthening the 
foundry machine industry, use of independent 
manufacturing islands. '.'C turret design and 
technology. Substantial preparatory work ,.;ah 
U'.'100 in\-olvemcnt •"aS carried out. 

AS'Sistancc in the introduction of modern machining 
techniques through the dc"mpmcnt, manufacture and 
application of modem tools and dies is rcndcml by 
USIOO through the establishment of appropriate 
institutions/or through existing institutions factories. 
Such assistance is being pRSCDtly rcndcrcd on a large 
scale to the Engineering Design and Tool Centre in 
Ethiopia, and on smaller scale to a great number of 
countries. 

Since the mid 1970s USIOO has been assisting (vi.a 
de Govcmmcnt of Trinidad and Tobago), the Metal 
loJustrics Company (\UC) to develop a local tool 
design and tool manufacturing capability. L':'\100 
provided sophisticated conventional tool-making 
machinery and related expertise to create a 
well-qualified local cadre of engineers and technicians 
within MIC. By means of extension services and 
training, this benefits local industry. \fore recently 
MIC recognized the need for boosting its capabilities 
for moving to a higher level of sophistication utilizing 
CA'.\1 and C'.'\C techniques for tool design and 
manufacturing vi.a L':'\100. MIC has acquired 
equipment, such as a CNC boring and milling 
machine (Maho \fH 100 c;K). a C~C electro-erosion 
wire-cutting machine, a mini-computer with work 
stations. li~IOO will also provide the expertise and 
training to properly utilize and maintain this 
equipment. 

In China, special assistance has been sought from 
U~IOO in the field of fine blanking technology in 
order to make better use of capital-intensive fine 
blanking presses already installed in a number of 
enterprises, which are underutili7.cd and arc currently 
producing inferior precision parts and components. 

In other context, at the recommendation of the l..atin 
American and Caribbean Group (GRL'LAC), 
UNIOO is undertaking a Regional Co-operation 
Programme for the Industrial Recovery of Latin 
America and the Caribbean. In the framework of this 
request, U~IOO has proposed to carry-oul a special 
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n.-gional programme for the capital goods industri~s. 
which should be oriented to promote the 
modcmiution of this sector. 

Th~ establishment of a Regional Progr:unme on 
Industrial Automation of the Upital Goods Sector of 
Latin America "ill permit to the pri\-ate sector 
counterparts to: 

L Set up a capacit)" in the countries to pro\iJe Jin.-ct 
technical assistance and speci.alizcd professional 
services to enterprises which decide to introduce 
automation technologies, strategic management, 
and total quality control systems; 

2. Pro\;dc Jccision-makcrs in enterprises at different 
le\·els of the public and pri\-ate sector •ith the 
necessary information for a rational automation 
policy through: 

(a) Knowledge of the technical requirements for 
upgrading the capital goods industry, to improve 
the use of installed capacity and inc:rcasc 
productivity; 

(b) Knowledge of the impact of industrial 
automation on specific branches of the capital 
goods industries with particular emphasis on the 
implications for training human resources, 
management skills and know-how requirements. 

The objective of the Regional Programme "ill he to 
foster development of the capital goods industry in 
Latin American countries through an adequate and 
programmed introduction of industrial automation 
technologies, strategic management, and total quality 
control. This requires the formulation of sound 
strategies and policies to create the necessary domestic 
capacities in the form of human resources and 
managerial capabilities. 

'lbe Regional Progranune will consist of one unit of 
administration and the following four 
sub-programmc:s: 

I. Entrepreneurial aJ\·ice; 

2. Training; 

3. Institutional support; 

4. Studies and promotion of research and 
development. 

Specific outputs at the regional and national levels will 
be obtained. The Regional Programme is oriented to 
the pri\'ale sector organizations of the capital goods 
industry in Latin American countries. 



D. Studies and reports 

:\ :;tud~ fo\.·u:;sing on the h."1.·hnologjGt.l n."quin:~nts 
for the machine tools industr} in developing countries 
was prepared for a meeting on proJuction and use of 
machine tools in the cngint.-cring industry of 
developing countries of the honomic and Solial 
Commission for Asia and the Palifil" (FSCAP). This 
was jointly orgaO.V.ed by l "'.\llX> and the 
FSCAP L"'IOO Oi\ision of Industry, lluman 
Scttkmcnts and ·kchnology, and hdd in Singapore in 
,o,·cmbl-r 1986. That work, subSt.-quently issued in 
the L"'IDO Sector.ii Working P.iper Series, focussed 
on the teehnolo~cal requirements in developing 
countries for entr} into the machine tools industry. It 
co,·ered the criteria for sck-cting machine tools, the 
inputs, required, designs and standards, li\.-ense deals, 
human resources, repair and maintenance, the 
economics of machine tools and a strategy for fonning 
a machine tool company. It also claboratt.-d the 
technological requirements :md the possibilities for 
upgradin~ the existing machine tool industry in 
developing countries. For example. the feasibility of 
upgrading was found to depend on the basic 
configuration, the primary dri,·e-specd selection. axes 
operation and accuracy and the economics involved. 
In addition to the enormous advantages, the study 
underlined the enonnous difficulties facing developing 
countries in catching up in the field. Its 
recommendations included drawing up a market plan, 
establishing a Government-level working party 
R'Prescnting finance, industry and education in a 
classic delta system of project management, making a 
skills audit relative to C:'\C machines and computer 
aids such as CADICA~. setting up a modular pilot 
scheme comprising several modem C'.\C machines 
and their associated computer-aided productive 
systems. Planned improvements should be 
implemented under a formal project management 
team. It was pointed out in the study that good 
project management was expensive but rarely as 
expensive as a failed project. 

Ret.'l.'nt t ·'\11)() puhlil-:ition cntitk-d Pl11nnin:! ,uul 
Progr.unmin_, the Introduction of CAI> CHI Systt•tns 
- . .f Rt'f;-r.•n<Y Guidt• for l>t•n•l11pin,1! Cmmcri.-.t. prcx-nb 

in a systematic way the factors that dc\·cloping 
countries should consider when dt.'Ciding to introdu.:c 
industrial automation ll-chnolo~es in the produ.:tion 
pnx-cs:1es. mainly in the capital goods indu~try. 

With the ad\·ent of the new k-chnology as-...xiatcJ with 
CAD C\\1, the pi..'tformam.--e of small and 
mt.odium-size t-'1liriot."l-ring iAdustrics in many 
de\·doping countries has been remarkably cnhanct.-d 
since the early 1<180s. In Jevdoping countries. small 
and mt.odium-scale enterprises have become aware of 
tht..-ir technological deficiencies in turning out 
competitive products \\ith respect to produ'-"1 design. 
cost and delivery dates. 

The t:"'.'\IIJO publication presents thR-c main topics 
covering: 

I. The technological aspects of CAD C\'.\1 with a 
description of the most advanced computer-aided 
design and computer-aided manufa\."1uring 
technologies explaining hardware, software and 
systt.-ms including work stations, displays. plotters, 
computt.-rs, Jata bases and networks; 

2. E\'aluation of available CAD,CA\I systems 
through a detailed and clear e"planation of how to 
compare systems and suppliers. the ramifications 
of purchasing turnkey sysll-rns, how to determine 
CAO·CA\1 needs and how to prepare a financial 
justification; 

3. '.\1anagement approach for implementation of 
C:\O·C A\1 systems. with indications of the 
changes at organiLational level, and applications in 
solid modelling, group technology. 
computer-aided process planning, artificial 
intelligence, and personal computers applications 
of CAD,CA\1 for the small metal-working 
industry. 
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF FMS DIFFUSION IN THE WORLD 

by I. TCHIJOV, International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Luenburg, Austria 

The Rc:Uhlc manufacturing system ( f \IS) is a key 
ek.'llk."llt of the CJ\1 com."l.-pt. It plays the main role in 
the production pron-ss. umk.'rtaking mctakutting, 
metalfonning. joining. assembling and often quality 
control Opcr:ltions. Otht.-r Cl\1 clements, like 
c.-omputer-aitk."d lk.-sign (CAD), computer-aick"d 
planning (CAP), computer-aided engineering (CAE), 
computer-aiJc:d logistk.-s (CAL), etc. sup">Ort E\IS 
production processes and incn:asc their efficiency, but 
r.ot producing goods. 

llo¥Oever, the efficiency of F'.\IS, or its economic 
pmfitability, cruc.;ally depends on the use of these 
supplcmc.-ntary dcmmts (f\IS en\irorunent) and their 
compatibility "ith a system. Roughly spealting, an 
F\IS could be economically beneficial if it is installed 
in an appropriate place (niche) at the appropriate time 
and is compatible with other computerized and 
com·entional clements of its c."llvironmcnt. '.'aturally, 
the system must be operated by personnel with 
adequate skilTs. All of these aspects ~ill be anaJ)7.cd 
in this papcr, and in the context of an f;\IS diffusion 
study basc.'11 on the World F'.\IS Data Bank (Tchijov 
89,1)) (developed in llASA's Cl\1 Project). 

1. FMS DRIVING FORCES 

When looking at the history of more than 100 years of 
industrial production dc\·elopmc."llt, one can clearly 
follow the dialectics of major production methods. At 
the first stage, the goal was to increase production 
volumes of quite limited numhcrs of goods (largely 
primary 1,'00ds). didatcd by the need to reduce the 
cost of one-off unit production. 

The main !iOlution to the problem was pcrcei\·cd as 
being through deepening the Ji\·ision of labor, where a 
worker of relatively narrow specialv.ation could 
repeatedly ca~ ·· · out lhe simplcsl operations 
demanding low ;kills. Only the final operations -
assembling, quali1y control, tuning, etc. - were the 
privilege or more highly skilled workers pcrfonning a 
variety of difTcrerit and more complex operations. 
This trend was accompanied by standardi.7.ation of 
goods, production unification. growth in the number 
of parts to be as:.cmhlcd. and an increase in the 
number or operations in final goods production. 

Prodlk:tion was ~ both in space and time. 
\lanufacturing industries were turning from unit to 
sc.-rial production and from serial to mass production. 

By the middle of this century, these tendCOt..;cs of 
industrial production gan: rise to numerous new 
factors, whose mm'CIDCllts inaitably put an en<! to 
such de\·elopmcnts. First, the demand structure 
changed. After primary nc:cds had been satisfied at 
certain b-els by the mass production of major goods. 
the differentiation process of demand for the variety of 
goods and DnpID\'CIDClltS in their quality began. 
Structural changes in demand and fashion called for 
more frequent changes in the design of goods. 
Differentiation of goods production due to their 
quality anJ other specific features grew. "Product 
cycles arc shortening dramatically. Car models, once in 
production for 12 years or more, are now being 
replaced every six years. Electronic· gadgets no longer 
remain in production for three years, but three 
months" (Valery 87). 

For example, Ford Motors produced one car model in 
1915, three in 1953 and 13 in the mid-1970s. For these 
13 modds, five types of bodies and nine types of 
engines wen: produced simultaneously (Abernathy 78). 
Similarly, the number of variants of BMW can 
increased by a factor of four over a five-year period 
( 1982-87) (Rcitzlc 89). 

The shorter life cycle of goods demands a higher cost 
of production lines re-equipment. This is true for 
stand-alone machines, but is much more important for 
fixed automation lines. The growing cost of model 
changes, combined "ith the statistically obscrwd 
decline of the economic benefits of the change is 
known as "Abernathy's dilemma" (Abernathy 78). 
The introduction or F\IS may help in reducing the 
cost of model changes, and allow clearer dcci~ions on 
the problem of produit innovation. 

One can observe such a trend in the production of 
other consumer durable goods, and a similar tendency 
is discernible in the production of industrial 
equipment. Currently, 60-10°1. of all metalworking 
industries output in developed countries is or a small 
hatch si1.e, thus. a shift from "economy of ~ale" to 
"economy of scope" becomes unavoidable. 
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One of the factors which caused a rejection of the 
concept of mass proJu.:tiun has been dcmanJ changes. 
These clarified the potential perspecti\'CS or advantages 
of flexible industrial production. 

.-\t the same time, within the production itself, new 
factors came into being, and brought to life a new 
style of industrial production. One of the factors came 
from the technological side. l;nit cost gro\\1h took 
place due to the increasing needs for intermediate 
control when parts prodm."tion is spread over space 
and time. As the number of parts ;n each car 
increased to 20-30 thousand and their processing was 
dispersed, the role of intermediate control and the cost 
of providing the necessary quality of the final product 
incrcascd enormously. 

The process of quality improvement as well as the 
creation of products satisf}ing new customer needs 
includes a fundamental internal conflict: "Every design 
engineer would like to achieve a functional superiority 
and therefore often complex product, but the 
production engineer ... wants to manufacture products 
from components which are not too numerous and 
complicated and which involve the simplest possible 
assembly processes" (Rcitzle 89). 

F\tS facilitate smoothing these contradictions through 
so-called "redesign processes" (mutual iterative 
adaptation of product design and the technological 
process), but also through providing appropriate 
technological means for one-off production in the 
multistep procedure of creation and testing of new 
products. From the quality viewpoint FMS 
implementation leads to highet product quality 
standards and to a narrower quality spread. 

Higher demands on product quality and technological 
sophistication, which require the precise following of 
technological process norms, as well as the need to 
reduce the control processes and inventory costs, are 
leading to the substitution of computer control for 
human control. But only flexible equipment can 
replace the flexibility and adaptability of human 

beings. This means that quaEty factors create an 
additional possibility for flexible equipment with 
computer controls to further penetrate industrial 
production. 

Finally, a third group of factors, which drives flexible 
COtllputerized manufacturing, is in the 
socio-psychological sphere. The tendency to the 
division of labor, simplification of operations 
performed by a worker and the introdu.:tion of mass 
production, and conveyor systems, determined the 
pace of operations and led to a gro\\1h in the share of 
unskilled workers performing the simplified operations 
repeatedly and monotonously_ 

From the middle of the twentieth century, a tendency 
has emerged when the wages of employees engaged in 
these productions grew rapidly. A dichotomy came 
into view whm unskilled (but unattractive) labor 
became similarly paid (sometimes, even higher) as 
complicated and skilled labor. 

In an attempt to overcome these contradictions, in 
some cases human labor in monotonously repctiti\'e 
and unattractive operations was replaced by 
automated tools. This took place first in mass or in 
large-batch production. However, in cases of small
and medium-si7.e batches or. technologically 
sophisticated production, where decision or choice 
making is important, automated tools cannot replace 
the human being. Only flexible manufacturing can fill 
this role. 

The skill demands in operating new technologies are 
very high, and personal responsibility increases owing 
to the extremely high cost of human error. According 
to Japanese data, 60% of all F!\IS failures arc due to 
operators' errors, 25°/" to engineers' errors and only 
15% to tool problems (Sata 85). 

The interrelations of the driving forces generated in the 
process of replacement of mass by flexible production 
are shown in Figure L 
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Figure 1. Driving forces of computer integrated flexible manufacturing 
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2. FMS DIFFUSION 

The assessment of F\1S diffusion in world industry 
fl-quires statistical support. lbat was why scver.t.I 
gcm:rJtions of the World E\tS Data Bank wen: 
developed within llAS:\'s Cl\1 Project. The lirsl 
\·ersion of the bank was baSl.-d mainly on l":'\ 
infonnation (ECE 86) and (0-JJTow 86), and the first 
analysis of the F\1S data bank was publi~hed in 
(Tchijov & Shcinin 89). 

Later wc were supplied 1.1.ith additional data from th:: 
collaboration network of the project. \1any additional 
cases and figures were taken from scientific journals, 
books, occasional papers, etc. \\'hen the data had 

h\.-cn collected we askL-d national i:xpcrts from 11:\S:\'s 
l.'Xtcmal collaborJtiw network to d11."ck the data. We 
f"C\.-ci\·l-d many \"aluahle comments and additional data 
from colleagues and we should like to express our 
appreciation for the support prmided by \'. 
Gano\"sky. B. llapmod. 11.-U. llau~tein. R. 
Jaikumar, Z. Ko1.ar, P. Lindberg. \1.E. \tcrchant. J. 
\lieskoncn, S. \tori. \1. Ollus, \'. RakhmankulO\·. J. 
Ranta, G. Tondl and 11.-J. Warnecke in the 
development of the F\1S data bank. 

As a result. the fourth version of the hank (Tchijov 
89,1) contains 880 F\IS installed in 29 countril."s (Sl.'e 
Table 2) and dcSl.-rilx.-d with 33 indicators (the most 
important of them arc sho\\TI in Table I). 

Table I 

~umber of cases with the main f\1S indicators 

Indicators Version 4 Share in total, % 

I. Technical complexity (TC) 
2. Product variants (PV) 
3. Batch size (BS) 
4. lnvcstmcnts (INV) 
5. Pay-back time (PBT) 
6.1.ead time reduction (I.TR) 
7. Set-up time reduction (SVT) 
8. In-process time reduction (IPT) 
9. \1achining time reduction (\1T) 

IO. Inventory reduction (l~R) 
11. Work-in-progress reduction (\VIP) 
12. Personnel reduction (PER) 
13. :"umber of MT reduction ('.'!OM) 
14. Productivity increase (PROD) 
15. Capacity utilization increase (CAP) 
16. l"nit cost reduction (UCR) 

·111erc arc several directions for 1:\1s diffusion -
geographical distribution, in-time diffusion. allocation 
by industries and application areas. Of cour~e. the 
geow-aphical distribution among 29 countries in the 

784 
525 
259 
314 
98 

107 
45 
90 
46 
53 
80 
87 
94 
88 
84 
68 

89 
60 
29 
36 
II 
12 
5 

10 
5 
6 
9 

21 
11 
10 
10 
8 

bank (sec Table 2) is not an exact copy of the real 
diffusion, owing to a difference of availability of 
information from the respective countries. 
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Table 2 

Geographical distribution of F\IS installations 

Country ~umber of F\1S installed Share,% 

I. Austria 
2. Belgium 
3. Bulgaria 
4. Canada 
5. Czechoslm·alcia 
6. Finland 
7. Frani.:e 
8. federal Republic of Germany 
9. German Democratic Republic 

IO. Hungary 
11. India 
12. Ireland 
13. Israel 
14. Italy 
15. Japan 
16. r\etherlands 
17. r\orway 
18. Poland 
19. Romania 
20. Singapore 
21. Republic of Korea 
22. Spain 
23. Sweden 
24. Switzerland 
25. Taiwan, province of China 
26. Cnited Kingdom 
27. Cnitcd States of America 
28. L'SSR 
29. Yugoslavia 

Total East 
Total West 
Total 

It is obvious from Table 2 that there are two leaders 
among the countries - Japan and the United States 
of America (24% and 16% cf the total F:\IS 
population, respectively). The second group includes 
those countries with a share of 5-11 % - France, the 
f=cdcral Republic of Germany, the Cnited Kingdom 
and the CSSR. Czechf)slovakia, the Gennan 

6 0.7 
6 0.7 

15 1.7 
4 0.5 

23 2.6 
12 1.4 
72 8.2 
85 9.7 
30 3.4 
7 0.8 
I 0.1 
1 0.1 
2 0.2 

40 4.5 
213 24.2 

8 0.9 
1 0.1 
5 0.6 
I 0.1 
I 0.1 
4 0.5 
2 0.2 

37 4.2 
6 0.7 
5 0.6 

97 11.0 
139 15.8 
56 6.4 
I 0.1 

138 15.7 
742 84.3 
88u 100.0 

Democratic Republic, Italy and Sweden own 2.5-5% 
of the total F~S population each. Tie share of the 
CSSR looks underestimated due to a lack of 
published data. The share of all other 19 countries is 
10% of the to!al. figure 2 shows a correlation 
between the number of F'.\1S installed and the gross 
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national product (G~P), measured in billions of LS 
Jollars. 

As is shown in Figure 3, 80% of the 755 systems 
(where year of installation was reported) wcr.: 
installed in the 1980s. In reality this share is even 
higher, as the main sources we used were prepared in 
l 9S6- l qs7 anJ the information on the sy~tems 

installed in 1986-1988 is incomplete. According to our 
estimates, the total f\IS population in the world was 
around 1000 in 1988 and more than 75°'0 of all f\IS 
in the world arc now less than five years old. 
According to our forecast, the world F\IS population 
will reach 3000-3500 units in year 2000 and it will 
grow mainly owing to the widening of the "user's 
club" and to new areas of application (assembly, 
continuous processes, etc.). 

The F\IS distribution by industries shows that about 
half of the systems are used in the transportation 
equipment industry, mainly in car and tractor 
production and in aerospace. The second main user is 
non-electrical machinery, mainly machine-tool 
building, and the third one is electrical machinery. 

The technological processes in car components, large 
electrical machines, and machine-tool production, a.~ 
very similar. This is why there are only two aggregated 
industrial sectors shown in the bank: 

I. Transportation cquipm<"'lt, non-electrical mach
inery, large electrical maca.ines (l"Dl); 

2. Electronics and instruments (Jl'\02). 

Approximately 90% of 870 FMS are allocated in the 
first sector and only 10% in the second. The share of 

the latter reaches 16~;. in Japan (according to \llTJ 
88 - 18%). But the process of the real F\IS diffusion 
in the second ~or began only in 1982.'83. 

On a\·crage, 76~. of F'.\IS are in\•ol\'ed in machining 
(metal-cutting) processes (APP2), 84!~ in 
manufacturing (non-machining processes, like plating, 
combination of different pfO\.-esses like machining anJ 
assembly) (APPi), 8% of F'.\1S form metal sheets 
(APP3) and the other 8% are used in welding and 
assembly (APP4 + 5). 

For the systems installed in I"02, the shares differ. 
Only 24% are used in machining, but 29~o in 
metal-forming and 32°/o in welding and assembly. 
Chronologically, assembly f\IS as well as combining 
machining and assembly processes appeared much 
later than pure machining systems, but the growth rate 
of the former was higher, on average, during later 
years than the gro\\1h rate for FMS as a whole (see 
Figure 4). 

It means that the future growth of FMS technologies 
will be based not only on th~ spreading of their 
implementation in traditional niches (metal-cutting 
und metal-forming) but on a rapid growth of new 
niches (assembly and manufacturing), and especially in 
electronics and instruments. 

In reality, the total FMS population is a "mixed 
salad" including systems of different technical 
complexity, producing different types of parts by 
different modes. As a result, they have different 
economic advantages (lower co:::, :.;~her flexibility 
etc.). The figures given in Table 3 demonstrate 
examples of FMS used in different areas of 
application. 
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Figure 2. Number of FMS installed 

versus GNP by main countries 
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Table 3 

The a\'cragc F'.\tS characteristics by areas of application 

Indicators APP2 APP3 APP4 + 5 Total 

:'.'umber of :"C-machines (:'."C'.\IT) 3/10 6.9 3.9 18 7.1 
:'.'umber of robots (ROB) 1-2 3.1 1.7 29 6.8 
Technical complexity (TC) .. 3 4.4 1.9 9.4 4.6 
Operation rate (OPR) 3 2.7 2.3 2..4 2.6 
!'umber of unmanned shifts (U~M) I 1.0 0.8 1.6 1.0 
1'umber of product variants (PV) 1-50 163 1138 88 216 
Batch size, units (BS) 1-50 207 71 324 188 
Investments, SUS mill. (1?1.'V) 2/16 5.7 3.1 5.9 5.6 
Pay-back time, years (PBl) 3 3.8 3.1 3.6 3.8 

C'ha.ngc by a factor of: 

LA:ad time reduction (LTR) 2/10 5.1 9.5 IO.I 5.4 
In-process time reduction (IPl) 2/IO 7.3 4.0 4.1 5.9 
Inventory reduction (11'R) 2/4 3.9 ••• ••• 4.2 
Work-in-progress reduction (WIP) 2 3.7 ••• ••• 4.0 
Personnel reduction (PER) 2 4.2 1.8 4.1 3.9 
Number of machines reduction (NOM) 3 4.0 ••• ••• 4.1 
Aoor space reduction (FI-c;) 2 3.1 1.7 2.2 2.8 
Capacity utilization increase (CAP) 1.5 1.8 ••• ••• 1.8 
l!nit cost reduction (UCR) 1.3 1.7 2.4 2.4 1.8 

• A peak of the FMS distribution over the indicator. Slash means that there are 
two peaks in the distribution. 

•• Index TC == 0.7 MC + 0.3S NC + 0.J ROB + 0.3 TRT, where: MC - numLer of 
machining centers, !'C - number of other 1'C- machine tools, TRT - type of 
transportation system (I or 2). 

••• Number of observations is not enough for averaging. As the average figures 
arc more or less shifted due to the presence of several untypical FMS in the samples, to 
present a "portrait" of a typical FMS it is reasonable to take the distribution 
estimates (APP2•) into consideration (Tchijov 89). To ar.alyi.e some tempcjral tendencies 
in changes of typical FMS figures the whole sample was clustered into several subsets 
(generations) according to the years of installation. Thus, the analysis will be based on 
a comparison of average figures for each generation. 

One can observe that metal-forming FMS (Ai'P3) 
have a lower average number of ~C-machines, a 
lower technical complexity index, and a lower 

operation rate, batch size, investment cost and 
pay-back time. They have higher numbers of product 
variants and lead-time reductions. On the other hand, 
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welding and assembly F\IS (APN + 5) both contain 
more :'\C-machincs and industrial robots. lbcy are 
also ux-d longer in unmanned regimes. for production 
of smaller numhers of product \"ariants, but by larger 
hatchc:;. and \\ith \·cry high lead-time rcducti0ns. 

In order to amid mixing different types of f:\IS 
applied in different areas in the analysis of dynamic 
tendencies described below, we ha\'e chosen machining 
systems and manufal.-turing f:\IS, where machining 
processes dominate, as a background sample. In total, 
there are M9 such systems in the bank where the year 
of installation was reportoo. 

The changes of technical complexity (TC) ova time 
are sho\llon in Figure 5. One can observe a gro\\ing 
tendency of the average txhnical complexity index 
from 4 at the beginning, up to 5 in 1986, and a 
certain decline afterwards. This result confirms the 
information that today the main F'.\fS ""CJldors arc 
simplif.>ing F'.\fS in order to standardize them and 
malce them more marketable and attracti\'e for new 
adopters. The same tendencies are demonstrated in the 
United Sbtes and Japanese cases. The former passed a 
technical complexity pealc in 1986, while the latter had 
pas:;ed it in 1983 (Tchijo\' 89,3). 

Among the reasons for such a tendency in TC changes 
is a disti'lct decline in the number of 1'C-machincs per 
FMS (~C'.\fn. which is shown in Figure 5. At the 
same time, the shar! of machining centers in NCMT 
is increasing, while the average number of MC in a 
system looks relatively stable. For the FMS where 
robot use was reported, a strong growth of the average 
number per system w;u observable: from 1.3 to 3.0 for 
the period. The share of F'.\'IS served by flexible 
computeri7.ed transportation sub-systems increased 
from l0% in the first half of the 1970s up to 60% in 
the second half of thf- 1980s. 

From the data analysis it· is possible to derive the 
following cond1ision. In the 1980s the tendency 
towards a higher technical complexity encountered a 
number of obstacles. First of all, the experience in 
F'.\IS u~ge indicated that from the economic 
viewpoint some expensive sub-systems were not viable 
and increased the pay-back rime. Secondly, certain 
limits to the growth of the number of machines arc 
connected with hyperbolically increasing software 
costs when the number of pieces und.!r computerized 
control is increasing. The third reason for TC 
stabilization, or even decrease, is the gro~1h of the 
F'.\IS world market. Highly sophisticated FMS could 
be invested in and managed by big companies 
sufficiently experienced in high-tech use. But in the 

1qs0s m.:my new F'.\IS adopters came on the market. 
and some of these were rclati\·cly small companies, 
often subsidized by go\·emmcnt organizations. lla\ing 
no experience in F'.\IS use, they demanded relali\·dy 
simple and incxpcnsi\·e systems. 

F:\IS investment cost (see Figure 6) was going up 
until the ~ginning of the 1980s, tht.'11 down anJ up 
again in 1987i88. Roughly, it could be treatt.-d as a 
stable cost equal to $CS 5 million. But the deflation 
of the indicator by the · industrial equipment price 
i.ndex shows a definite decline of FMS investment 
costs from 4 to 1.7 million 1967 dollars. This process 
is a result of the growing sophistication of F.\1S until 
the middle of the 1980s, compensated for by a relative 
price decrease for its main elements, especially 
computer hardware. 

In order to avoid disturbances in flexibility averaging 
causerl by several cases where extremely high PV and 
BS values were reported, these values were restricted 
to IOOO. After these changes, we obtained some PV 
fluctuations in time, but around a horizontal axis at a 
level of 120 product variants. A certain increase of 
F'.\1S flexibility over time is demonstrated by a 
decrease of the average batch size, as well as by an 
increase of the PV/BS ratio (see Figure 7). 

The relative FMS advantages were reported in a 
minority of the cases in the bank This is why we are 
able to assess the trends only for aggregated time 
intervals. Results for the selected indicator are shown 
in Figure 8. 

The really strong growth in lead-time (LTR) and 
work-in-progress (\VIP) reductions, when F'.\1S 
replaced conventional technologies, is clear especially 
from the beginning of the 1980s. Finally, FMS 
implementation led to iead-time reduction by 80-90% 
and to WIP reduction by 75-80% in 1985-1988. 

Definite positive tcndencie:; are demonstrated for fixed 
capital indicators, namely the number of machines 
reduced and an increase of capacity utilization. lbe 
analogous figures for the personnel and floor space 
reduction do not show any increase of the indicators 
in time. The n:sults stress the relatively low 
importance of floor space saving in the total cost 
reduction. Labor saving was more important when 
the first FMS were installed. That was why their 
implementation provided personnel reductions by a 
factor of 4-5. Later thi~ driving force played a less 
important role, and the cost of a further increa~ of 
the indicator made additional labor saving 
unreasonable. 
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Figure 4. Trends in FMS distribution by 

areas of application (APP), % 
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Figure 6. FMS investment trends (M.US$) 
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The unit cost reduction (CCR) is more moderate by 
nature than the abO\-e-mentioned indicators, but a 
certain tendency towards growth of the indicator is 
observable. In the 1970s, the cost of a unit produn-d 
by an F'.\IS was 80% of the mst of the same unit 
produced by a conventional technology; later it 
dropped to 50-65~'0. As a result of F'.\IS de\·dopment 
and improved usage, especially connected \\ith better 
management, the pay-back time displayed a distinct 
tendency to decrease: from 4.1 to 3.5 years (see Figure 
8). 

F'.\-IS diffusion expanded rapidly in the 1980s, and new 
industries (electronics, instruments) as well 
non-traditional areas of application (assembly, 
welding, ED'.\1, plating, etc.) have become new niches 
for F'.\IS implementation. ~evertheless, the majority 
of the current F'.\IS population is installed for the 
traditional machining of prismatic case-type or 
rotational parts in non-electrical and electrical 
machinery, as well as in transportation equipment 
production. 

Each new F'.\IS generation has had a higher technical 
complexity than its predecessor, due to more 
machining centers and robots included in the new 
FMS generation. This has been supplemented by 
more intelligent transportation, storage and inspection 
systems. This was a natural way of technological 
development until the middle of the 1980s. 

After the peak, a certain stabili7.ation of sophistication 
processes is observable. We fmd that one of the main 
reasons for such a change is the following. At that 
time FMS left the embryonic phase of their 
introduction, when the main focus was on technical 
problems. The first adopters had passed through a 
learning curve and FMS appeared on the market. 1he 
FMS user's club became w nd in this situation 
economic, managerial and so. 1actors began to play 
a much more important role in the success or failure 
of FMS than technical factors. 

Looking through the trends shown above, one can see 
that there were two periods of significant 
improvements of FMS relative advantages: at the end 
of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s and in the 
period 19R7/88. The first wave could be explained by 
passing through a learning curve and coinciding with 
the first period of mass FMS implementation. The 
second one reflects a certain overcoming of software 
and socio-managerial prohlcms, though the latter still 
exists in some companies and countries. 

3. INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF 
FMS DIFFUSION 

lbe F'.\IS data bank now contains considcr.ihlc 
information. enough to mak quite substantial 
international comparisons possihle. ·111is can he u~:d 
in different ways: to mak.: comparisons hetwcen 
sc\'Cral leading countries, like the Feder.ti Repuhlic of 
Germany, Japan, the L nitcd Kingdom and the l.' nitcd 
States; and for the purposes of East-West 
comparisons. '.\lore detailed comparisons arc a\'ailahle 
in (Tchijov 89, 2). 

It is fairly clear that, in gcner.tl, technically complex 
svstems must cost more than the simpler ones, and 
thls is statistically confinned by our data. But the 
technical complexity (TC) - in\·estmt.'1lt (l'.\V) 
relationship depends significantly on the count!')' 
where the F'.\IS is installed. For the main national 
F'.\IS users, we have obtained the linear regression 
between investment and technical complexity index. 
(shown in Figure 9). lbis result is also confirmed by 
the data, showing that Japanese f~IS have a 
development cost approximately o . .i million yen lower 
than corresponding systems in other countries 
(Furukawa "86). 

The relatively high investment cost of United States 
FMS could be explained in four ways (see also 
(Akamatsu 88), (Baranson 87), (Furukawa 86), 
(Jaikumar 89), (Merchant 85-88), (Yarnashina, et al. 
89)). The first reason is cormected with diffen:nt 
systems of calculation. FMS in the United States are 
usually bought as ti.;mkey systems, while in other 
countries some of the investment components are 
covered within the company (e.g. software or 
>upporting sub-systems development) and arc not 
included in the investment t.ost. 

The second reason is the installation strategy. Japanese 
companies spend up to two years over extremely 
careful pre-installation planning, choosing optimal 
FMS architectures and future operational modes. The 
systems arc usually started from a 7.ero level and 
consequently are compatible with the enterprise 
environment, while in the t.:nited States some F'.\IS 
were integrated into existing infrastructures and 
production processes. 

The third reason is connected with the use of 
extremely expensive r:\IS hy military-oriented giants 
of the Cnitcd States and CnitcJ Kingdom inJustric~: 
I 'IV, General Dynamics, l.ockhccd. 
McDonnell-Douglas, llriti~h Aerospace, Rolls· Royce. 



The fourth reason is the use of different automation 
polil-ies. One of the m:Un Jri\·ing force~ of F'.\1S 
imtallation m Japan is the imprO\·enu.-nt of 
compet1tn·e pos1hons through production cost 
n.-Juctions. In the Lnitl-J States. quality i:npro\"ement 
plays a more important role. Its F'.\1S are more 
expcnsi\·e (ha\"ing the saml TC) owing to the high 
share of in-process quality control systems. while their 
use in other countries is relati\'Cly rare. 

Figure IO ::.hows that Japanese F.\IS h;m: the highest 
Hexibility (measured as an average number of product 
\·ari:mts (PV) hatch si7.e (BS) ratio). followed by the 
l. nitt.-d States, Ft.-deral Republic of CA.-rmany and 
t:nitcd Kingdom. Higher Oexibility pro\'ides a larger 
lead-time reduction. which is 20~8 greater in Japan, 
than in the L"nitcd States, and about 50~. larger than 
in the Federal Republic of Germany and L" nitcd 
Kingdom. lbe super Ocxible and super inflexible 
systems (PV,'BS is more than 5 or less than 0.1, 
rcspccti\'cly) demonstrate lower efficiency indicators 
than the F'.\IS with medium Hexibility (PV/BS = 

0.1-5). lbis is true for lead-time, work-in-progress and 
personnel reductions. 

Among the rclati\'e F'.\fS advantages, lead-time 
reduction plays one of the most important roles in the 
context of Oexibility. The average figures for this 
indicator, shown in Figure 10, display the highest 
Oexibility in the case of Japanese F'.\IS. Lead time 
was cut by a factor of 6.8. 'lbe lowest record among 
the four countries was registered in the British industry 
(4.4), but even this figure might be regarded as a 
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considerable impro\-emcnt. The higher Oexibility. 
mc.tsun.-J as the ratio of a number of proJuct \·ariants 
to the a\'erage batch si7.c. corresponds to a higher 
a\·crage lead-time reduction. 

lbe othc..-r F'.\IS ad\'antages. namely work-in-progn.-ss. 
penonnd, and unit cost n.-Juctions. arc shown in 
Figure 11. lbe highest ad\'antagcs in WIP arc found 
in the t:nitcd States F\fS (hy a fal1or of .i51. while 
the a\·erage WIP reduction reached only 3.5 in the 
1 · nitcJ Kingdom and 2.3 in Japan. 

lbe highes: record in labor saving is dc..'1Tlonstratcd by 
Japanese companies. They reduced personnel, in 
comparison "ith previous lt."Chnology. by a factor of 6. 
while Lnited States companies reached only 4.7. On 
the other hand, the reduction of the number of 
machines is the highest in the t; nitcd Stat by 
approximately a factor of 8, while its main 
competitors decreased the number of machines only 
by a factor of 3 lo 4. 

The rerluction in these different cost clements is finally 
reOected in the unit· cost reduction (t:CR), and 
uerage values of the latter for the four countries arc 
also shown in Figure 11. Owing to the rclati\'ely 
small number of national cases where the CCR value 
was reported, the cross-country comparison is not 
considered very rcliabk-. lbe average reduction lies 
between 1.5 in the FeJeral Republic of Germany (for 
11 cases) and 2.5 in ttae L:nited Kingdom (but for four 
cases only). lbe rar~ing shown in Table 4 generally 
reflects the real situation in the main user countries. 

Table 4 

Ranking of main FMS usen (I = best) 

Country TC PDT PY/BS WIP PER S0:\1 LTR VCR 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 

Japan 2 3 3 2 3 

United Kingdom 4 3 2 4 3 4 

L" nitcd States 2 2 2 2 2 
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Figure 8. Trends in FMS indicators, PBT 
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Figure 10. Average LTR versus PV /ffi 
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Th,·r,· ;1r•· ;1~mt -5n \\",·,1,·m r\IS ;mJ ;1l'xnit l:'O 
Eastern F\IS in the data hank now, which makes 
East-West comparisons statistically rd1ablc in spite of 
the lack of some indicators in one or other sample. 

Th,· ,f.1ta ;1\·aibbility a' \•:di :t' ;1h•r;1:;•· \·;1lt1;> of th.: 
main indicators arc demonstrated for Ea-;tern and 
Western countries in Table 5. 

Table 5 

East-West F:\IS data comparison. 

Indicators East West 
:'\umber of cases Average !'\umber of cases Average 

I. ~umber of machining centers per F'.\IS ('.\IC) 74 5.4 469 4.6 
2. !'umber of ~C-machincs per FMS (XC'.\IT) 119 8.5 635 6.8 
3. ~umber of robots per F'.\IS (ROB) 40 5.0 186 7.2 
4. T cchnical complexity index (TC) 123 5.0 661 4.5 
5. '.'umber of product variants (PV) 88 199 437 149 
6. Average batch si7.e (BS) 67 183 192 127 
7. lnvestmcnts,SLS mill( l~V) JO• 4.2 284 5.7 
8. Pay-back time.years (PBT) 29• 4.8 69 3.4 

Reduction by a factor of 

9. I.cad- time (LTR) 21• 2.9 86 6.0 
10. In-process time (IPT) 32 3.6 58 7.1 
11. Work-in-progress (\VIP) 17 3.3 63 4.2 
12. Personnel (PF R) 61 2.8 126 4.4 
13. Lnit cost (LCR) 14 1.6 54 l.7 

Increase by a factor of 

14. Productivity (PROD) 45 2.8 43 4.0 
15. Capacity utilization (CAP) 20 l.8 64 l.8 

• '.\tainly Czechoslovak installations 
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In the technical complexity block (indicators 1-4), 
Eastern f\IS have a certain advantage, measured in a 
greater a\·erage numbt.'T of machining centers and total 
number of '.\C-machines. The lower number of 
robot; reflects a smaller share of assembling systems in 
the Eastern sample. In total, the technical complcxit) 
index is slightly higher in the Eastern countries, but 
the difference is negligible and much less than between 
the main Western users. 

The operation rate (2.4-2.6 shifts a day) and number 
of unmanned shifts (0.9-1.0) are almost the same in all 
the samples, but with regard to the flexibility 
indicators (5 and 6) there is a difference between the 
samples. In the Western cases, the average number of 
product variants and also the average batch size is less 
than in the Eastern cases. This could be interpreted in 
the following way. 

There are two possible areas for the replacement of 
conventional technologies by FMS (for more detail, 
see (Ranta & Tchijov 90)). The first one is 
small-batch production of a large number of different 
products. The second one is big-batch production, 
where several production lines are replaced by an 
FMS. In the second case, the average batch size is 
much higher, usually amounting to several thousands. 
The share of the second type of substitution is much 
higher in the Eastern countries. Generally, the Eastern 
FMS are more flexible than the Western FMS in 
terms of z higher number of product variants, but less 
flexible in terms of larger batches. 

The average costs of the Eastern FMS are lower than 
in the Western countries, but almost all the Eastern 
cases giving investment data came from 
Czechoslovakia. In spite of lower average costs, the 
Eastern FMS demonstrate a longer pay-back time. 
This could be explained by differences in pay-back 
time calculation in Eastern and Western systems or by 
a lower efficiency of FMS in Eastern countries. 

The second condusion is confirmed by the relative 
advantage indicators for FMS (9-15). The average 
lead-time and in-process- time reductions arc two 
times lower for the Eastern countries, which reflects a 
certain organizational lag behind the Western 
countries taking place at the shop-floor level. l.abor 
saving is lower for the Eastern industry. At the same 
time, there is an almost equal floor :.pa.:c, 
work-in-progress and unit cost reduction, as well as a 
capacity utilization increase. 

Furthermore, thi.: Ji~tributions of scvi.:ral indicators for 
Ea~tern and Western cases were also analyzed. We 

found that there are some differences in the 
distrihutions ~hind the almost equal a\·erage figures 
for some indicators. 

For example, the share of simple F\IS (with a TC of 
I to 4J i:. the :.;um: in both :.;.unpk:. anJ i~ ~qual to 
60%1. In the Eastern countries the systems \\ith a TC 
of 3 to 4 dominate in this group (21 % ). whilf" the 
Western systems \\ith a TC of I to 2 have the highest 
share (22%). However, the main reason for a higher 
average TC in the Eastern sample is its higher share of 
the systems with a TC of IO to 20 (7.5% versus 4.2% 
in the Western sample). 

As can be seen from Figure 12, the longer pay-back 
time for Eastern FMS is due to the absence of cases 
\\ith a PBT of less than two years and to the 
extremely high share of the systems with a PBT of 
more than five years (all of the latter belong to 
Czechoslovak cases). 

Approximately 640/o of the Western F'.\tS produce up 
to 50 product variants. The analogous share of the 
Eastern cases is only about 44%, but the share of the 
Eastern systems producing more than I 00 product 
variants is above 56%, as compared with 36% in the 
Western sample. The average figures are sensitive to 
the difference between the shares of FMS producing 
more than IOOO product variants (7% of the Eastern 
cases versus 3% of the Western cases). Some 12% of 
the Eastern FMS (probably replacing conventional 
transfer lines) produce more than 1000 parts per 
batch, while only 3% of the Western systems have the 
same production mode. 

The higher average number of product variants in the 
Eastern countries could be explained by a lower 
average part complexity. As was shown in (Tchijov 
89,I), the ratio of the number of machining centers to 
the total number of ~C-machincs could he used as an 
indicator of the part complexity (a higher ratio means 
a higher complexity). This ratio is slightly higher for 
the Western FMS. 

Another example of the distribution analysis is shown 
in figure 13 - for personnel reduction. In this case 
one could observe extremely high shares of the 
Eastern systems with relafr,dy low reductions (60% 
with a PER of 1-2). Alnost all of them belong to 
Czechoslovak cases. lbe r.1ain reason for this Jagging 
behind of the fastcrn F~fS in this indicator is the 
relatively low share of t~.e systems with a high 
efficiency. In only seven E.istern cases was the PER 
reported to be more than 4. 
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Figure 12. East-West comparison of FMS 
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Dealing with th.: indicator time trends we found some 
difforenci:s bctwcrn the Eastern and \\'estern patterns. 
A certain grm\1h of the :'\C-machine tools number 
per F\IS (:'\C\IT) is obscn·a')le for the Eastern F\IS 
3ftcr IQR2. whk this indil·ator loob rather stable in 
the Western cases (see Figure I~)-

The a\·erage Western F\IS cost had a slight tendency 
to decline (in money terms), while the Eastern FMS 
co~t was decreasing faster (see Figure 14). Again. in 
the pay-back time dynamics a certain converging 
tendeni::y takes place. After 1982 an average PBT 
decrease is dearly shown for the Eastern sample in 
contrast with a PDT gro\\1h for the Western systems. 
We suppose that the first tendency could be explained 
by the efficiency growing from one F'.\.IS generation to 
another. The second tendency, for the Western cases, 
is probably connected with the growing share of F'.\.IS 
equipped \\ith more sophisticated supplementary 
systems (transportation, storage and inspection). 

The F'.\IS of both East and West demonstrate a 
growing effiL;ency in terms of the set-up time 
reduction, b'.Jt the Western curve is significantly higher 
than the Fastern one. Western F'.\.IS installed after 
1985 reduced set-up time by a factor of 7 in 
comparison with their predecessors. Eastern systems of 
the ~~I:! generation reduced the indicator by a factor 
of 3. The probable reason for this could be connected 
with organl/.ational or managerial factors. 

On the other hand, one can observe converging 
tendencies in some indicators. such as personnel 
reductions (see Figure 14). An efficiency decline takes 
place for the different generations of Western F\IS in 
contrast to the growing efficiency of Eastern systems. 
The values of the indicators arc very close to each 
other for the most recent F\IS generations in both 
samples. 

The above analysis of the international comparison 
allows us to draw some conclusions which arc based 
on s•atistical averaging and which consequently show 
probabilistic features. Among t:1e user'I of J;'.\.1S in the 
world there arc two clear leaders, Japan and the 
United ~tates. Each of these countries have more 
than 200 FMS with a high average efficiency. These 
are followed by four other important users - the 

federal Republic of Germany, France, the l"nitcd 
Kingdom and the CSSR with about 100 f\IS each. 
But the technical and economic records of these 
cot.ntries are t•sually lower than in the first two 
countric::. though sometimes f\IS in~t:illcd in .;mall 
but experienced countries, such as Finland or Sweden, 
demonstrate signi'icantly higher efficiency. 

Some important differences in f\IS use in the leading 
countries exist. For example, the l" nitcd States 
systcn.s are more expensive than the others, even if we 
take tl;,.ir higher complexity into consideration. Out 
their pay-back time is relatively moderate due to the 
high efficiency of their use. 

The Japanese FMS are more strongly oriented 
towards higher flexibility than those of the other 
countries, and they show the highest average lead-time 
reductions. Japan is also the leader in F'.\IS use in 
more progressive areas, with 36% of the Western 
systems installed in electronics and instrument 
industries belonging to Japanese companies. and 31 % 
of the F'.\.1S used in assembling operations being in 
Japan. The Japanese FMS also provide the highest 
average personnel reduction, while the L"nited States 
fMS are leading in the reduction in work-in-progress 
and number of machines. The Federal Republic of 
Germany is close to the leaders in technical 
complexity, while the United Kingdom has a good 
record in achieving pay-back time and unit cost 
reductions. 

The Fast-West comparisons show some advantages of 
the Western F'.\IS in some efficiency indicators, e.g. in 
reduction in in-process time, personnel and the 
number of machines and, as a result, in pay-back 
time. At the same time, Eastern F'.\IS show results 
almost equal to Western FMS with regard to technical 
complexity and capacity utilization incr~ase, as well as 
to unit cost and floor space reduction. 

The operation modes for the Eastern and Western 
F'.\IS arc different. The first produce more product 
variants but in larger average batch sizes. This could 
probably be explained by the higher share of F'.\IS 
replacing conventional transfer lines in the Eastern 
countries. 
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Figure 14. Fast-West comparison of NCMT 
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COSTS, BENEFITS, USER CHARACTERISTICS AND SUCCESSFUL 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES OF FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS: AN 

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON AND SURVEY 

by J. RANTA and I. TCHIJOV, International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, 
Laxenburg, Austria 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Flexible manufacturing systems are usually associated 
with many benefits, such as labor and capital sa\ings, 
decreased lead and delivery times, increased flexibility 
and the ability to adapt to changes as well as 
impro\·ed quality. Conventionally it has also been 
thought that F\IS play a role between scmi-r,anual, 
small-batch production and high-volume fixed 
automation and transfer lines, being some kind of 
mid-range systems which provide medium etliciency 
and medium lkxibility (FCE ( 1986). Jacobsson el al. 
( 1988)). 

However, the conclusions in the literature seem to he 
rather contradictory. The benefits and the costs 
associated with achieving the hcnefits arc rarely 
expressed There arc no clear data on how different 
benefits are associated with each other and how lhe 
benefits depend on the manufacturing and business 
environment. Some studies emphasi.7.e F\1S as a 
possibility for small-batch production to achieve the 
technological advantages of mlss production (Ranta el 

al. (I 989b ), Johnston et al. ( 1988)). On the other 
hand it has been :.:)aimed that F\.1S is not feasible for 
small-batch production at all (Kelley el al. (1988), 
Darrow ( 1987)). \fany case studies emphasize the 
difficulties involved in making realistic cost-benefit 
analyses and in assessing the economic risk associated 
with poor design, underestimated costs and too 
optimistic benefit assessments (Meredith ( 1987 a, b, c), 
ECE (1986), Jaibmar (1986), Ranta et al. (1988c)). 

\.foreovcr, the F\fS applications arc still technoloi,'Y 
driven, i.e., the technology is not yet mature, there are 
few standard systems, and a lot of customizing is 
needed to develop application-specific control anrl 
communication software. All these add their own 
components of unccrtccinty and risk (Ranta ( 1989)). 
Thus we can claim that the real situation is not so 
easy and straightforward as stated in many optimistic 
prognoses. Therefore we can expr,ct that there arc 
many factors related to technology, application area, 
implementation and design practice, as well as the 
cultural and institutional environment, which explain 

the uneven diffusion of F\1S and many unintended 
impacts related •o production economy and husincss 
strategies (st.-c Krafcik (1988), Leppanen (1989)). 

In order to understand the diffusion factors of F\tS 
and how the conventional systems are substituted by 
F\1S, llAS.·\ started tC\ collect, for its Cl~t project, 
empirical data on costs, benefits and relative 
advantages as well as on the implementation and 
design practice of FMS. The project was an attempt 
to undeNand what the typical systems and user 
characteristics were, how different hcr.efits and 
a1.hantagcs ••.:re associated with each other, and hC''\" 
different alh·antages were dependent on the application 
and the hu,incs' em·ironment. "lbese basic an;ilyscs 
would th~n be used to understand the factors behind 
successful applications and implementation practices, 
they would also be used to project future applications. 

Currently 11:\SA has data on 800 FMS in the world 
and 60 thorough case studies in different countries. 
These data can be used to analyse the characteristics 
of relative advantages and the interconnections among 
the advantages. Technolo~cal characteristics and 
factors behind costs and benefits are then studied and 
their role with regard to the benefits and the type of 
substi•ution of conventional systems is explained. We 
are mainly interested in understanding and explaining 
the impact of systems software on the costs and 
application ch;iractcristics, and whether there is any 
empirical evidence that software and other technical 
obstacles arc the factors behind the hrn typical 
categories of successful systems. We are also 
interested in assessing the typical benefits in different 
manufacturing environments, and how the benefits arc 
dependent on the way in which the conventional 
system is replaced and on the goal of the system 
implementation. \foreover, we arc interested in using 
the case study data to evaluate the key obstacles and 
risks in F MS implementation. 

The second part of this paper gives the background on 
the project's databases as well as on the case studies 
done for the project. The third part of this paper 
explains the cost-benefit characteristics and alsc• 
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describes typical substitution paths of com·entional 
systems. The fourth part of this paper looks at the 
relationships between different benefits, and the fifth 
part of this paper explains different successful 
implc:mcntation strategics. The more comprehensive 
statistical and economic data can be found in earlier 
llASA publications (Tchijov (1989), Tchijov el al. 
( 1988), Tchijov (l 989a, b ), \laly ( 1988), Ranta 
( l 989a, b), Ranta et al. ( l 988a, b ). 

2. COST-BENEFIT INDICATORS AND 
FMS DATABASES 

In order to analyse achieved benefits and related costs 
of FMS, to see how different benefits arc interrelated 
with each other, as well as to find possible regular 
patterns and tendencies in benefits, a FMS database 
was built up by the llASA CIM project. This 
database deS«..ribes FMS by 32 key indicators, see 
(Tchijov el al. (1988), Tchijov (1989a, b), Tchijov et 

al. ( 1989)): 

I. Identification and application data (company, 
vendor, industrial sector, application data); 

2. Technical data (number of CNC-machines, of 
robots, type of transportation, etc.); 

3. Economic and operational data (investment cost, 
number of shifts in use, number of unmanned 
shifts, pay-back time); 

4. Data on benefits and advantages 

Time reductions (lead time, set-up time, 
in-process time, machining time) 

• Capital cost reductions (inventory, 
work-in-process, number of machines) 

• Productivity and unit improvements (labor 
reduction, capacity increase, productivity, unit 
cost reduction). 

The data have been collected through public sources 
and with the help of llASA's collaborators. The data 
have been checked by our collaborators in different 
countries. 

As of March 1989, the databa!IC consists of 800 FMS 
(see Table I). The number of systems i!; already so 

high that it allo1o1.'S correlations to he made between 
indicators and dcp-:ndencies and regular patterns to be 
looked for between indicators. 

In order to get ;. more detailed and thorough picture 
and to support the statistical analys;s, the project has 
conducted guided case studies on F\IS 
implementation. The project prepan.-d a frarr.cwork 
for a questionnaire and interviews, and the project's 
collaborators in different countries ha\"e conducted 
intervie,,,.,-s with company managers, operators and 
systems planners. The project now has 60 cases in its 
database, describing technical characteristics o~ 

systems, investment costs and cost shares, 
implementation goals, expected and achieved benefits, 
organizational and work environment changes, 
training and training methods, managerial, planning 
and logistic issues of FMS applications. In total, the 
questionnaire consists of more than 300 questions. 
These questionnaire data can be used to test 
hypotheses and verify conclusions drawn from the 
statistical analysis (Maly (1988), Ranta (1989b)). 

In the following sections these databases arc used to 
assess cost-benefit relationships, to describe typical 
applications, and to draw conclusions on the 
successful implementation practice. 

3. ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND MAIN 
APPLICATIONS OF FMS 

Table l shows the estimated growth rate of the 
cumulativ1: number of implemented systems. 

In the spring of 1989, it was estimated that there were 
around 1,200 systems world-wide, which had at least 
two CNC-machines or machining centers, automated 
material handling devices and equipment, as well as a 
systems level central control to co-ordinate and to 
operate the systems as a whole. The growth rate of 
the new installations has, in recent years, been around 
20 per cent. If this growth rate continues, there will 
be several thousand systems in the world by the year 
2000; and even though a saturation of the Jiffusion 
process and many application barriers are expected, it 
is safe to say that there will be 2,500-3,500 systems in 
use at the end of the century or a 15 per cent annual 
growth rate of the FMS population in 1988-2000. 
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Table L 

Implemented F~tS and future systems 

High 
Total Compact Efficiency 

Year !':umber Systems System 

1980 80 20 60 

1988 (()()() 800 200 

2000 3()()() I) 1600 2) 1400 3) 

I) Estimated: 
2) Estimated: 

The annual growth rate of the total number of FMS is estimated to be 15 per cent. 
The annual gr.Jwth rate of compact systems is expected to be 12 per cent. 

3) Estimated: The annual growth rate of high capacity systems is expected to be 20 per cent. 

The future patterns for the traditional applications of 
FMS (electrical and non-electrical machinery, 
transportation equipment, instruments and electronics 
production) in industrialized countries are relatively 
clear now. But the potential imp:tct of new areas 
(such as furniture, wood, <;lothing) as well as new 
potential countries in the total FMS population are 
rather indefinite yet. This is why the forecast is 
mainly based on the extrapolation of the current 
tendencies and may be underestimated. 

In any case, it can be concluded that the strategic and 
the major part of the production of the metal-working 
industries in the industrialized countries will be 
produced by FMS or other cell-like systems. 

A direct correlation betw~ the costs and the effects 
(benefits) usually showed indefinite clouds of points, 
or rather contradictory tendencies. This necessitated 
the use of fMS subclasses to obtain a reasonable 
correlation and explanations. Several variables were 
used for classificaLion: investments, industries of 
application (machinery and transportation equipment 
versus electronics and instruments), types of FMS 
(machining, metal-forming, assembling, etc.) and in 
some cases countries, when we were not quite sure of 
the reliability of the investment or exchange rate data. 

The FMS distribution over the investment costs 
shown in Table 2 demonstrates that the total FMS 
population can be divided into two large groups: 
"cheap" systems costing lesl! than four million dollars, 

and "expensive" ones costing more than four million 
dollars. 

The distribution presented in Tabie 2 reflects, of 
course, the technical complexity of the systems in 
terms of the number of CNC-tools and the systems 
control architecture. The analysis of the distribution 
of the systems over the number of installed CNC-tools 
indicates that the correlation exists. However, the 
number of CNC-tools alone does not explain the 
investment cost distribution, we also have to look at 
the systems architecture and software costs for the 
explanation. 

A typical compact, "cheap" system (see Ranta et al. 
(1988b), Shah (1987)) consists of 2-4 C~C-tool or 
machining centers, conveyor and/or automatic storage 
and retrieval system and two robots for material 
handling and has a programmable controller for 
systems control. Usually the costs of the system are 
les., than 3MS and the cost break-down is 
approximately the following: CNC-machines 50-55 
per cent, material handling an~ robots 15-20 per cent, 
control, communication and other systems-level 
software 20-25 per cent, planning and training JO ix:r 
cent. 

It is also typical that the systems architecture of the 
compact system is closed so that it is hard to extend 
and to add new features without major new 
investments. This can also be a major economic risk 
of investment. The technologies used for the system 
realization, as e.g. programmable controllers or small-



t.·:ipat.·ity computers with a simpk communication 
solution as wdl as limitcd capacity for transportation 
and shlragc. maki: thi: syst•·m dil1icult ll• expand 
i:o.:onomically. l ·malty a majo.lr revision is nt."t.-..lt-..1 as 
well as :i ni:w solution for the systems control. 
Therefore the system can bt. calkd dose - it has a 
limiti:d i:xpandahility anJ aJaptahility. On the other 
hand. the systi:m has rclati~·ely low starting 
inn~-.tmcnts. 

.-\ typical large-scale, ··expcn-.-:\·e" system consists (~-e 
Shah ( l<lS7). Bose ( l<lSS)) of 15-]0 C'\C-tools. 
atJtomatcd guided \·chicles (AGV) and an automated 
storage and retrieval system for material handling. a 
local area network and distrihuted microcomputcr
hascd cdl and machine control systems and usually 
two \'.-\\'.-type computers for co-ordination, 
schi:duling and database management. It usually has a 
backup computer system to sccuri: the availability of 
the system and advanced algorithms and a software 
:;vstcm for thl· co-ordination of the system. The 
average costs arc 10-15 \IS and the cost break-down is 
approximately the following: C:'\C-machincs ]5--m 
per cent. transportation and material handling 15 per 
cent. control and communication and other system 
software 25- _\() per cn1t, ;md planning .llld training 
15-20 per ci:nt. 

It is also typical that the systems architecture is open 
and systi:ms can he extended in a step-wise manni:r 
and ni:w features can be addl"d without a major new 
dl"sign effort. Because of the tt.-chnology uSt.-J, thl"re :s 
usually some reserve capat.;ty to expand the system: 
some new features, like machining l-cnters, more 
AGVs. can also be added. lbe communication and 
computer system prO\ides support for ·such additions. 
as conunon interfacing is used. Of course, this open 
system structure and expcndability has bt.-cn achieved 
by rdati\·cly high starting in\·estments. 

Thus we can see also that the expanding systems 
structure will typically lead to an incrcasing software 
complexity and a more complex control an:hitet."lurc. 

We can call those systems, which arc hctwccn these 
two basic categories, mid-range systems. Typically the 
in\'estment costs an: hctwt.-cn 4-8 \1S and the system 
consists of 5- IO C:\C-machines. and mo~t likely also 
of automated guided vehicles for transportation. The 
on~rall control is based on super-minicomputers and 
the system may cwn have a local arc:a nl'twork for 
co-ordination and communication. The systems arl· 
relatively expensi\c, the total cost per C'\C·ll)OI rate 
is quite high, hut their cfficimcy lies only in the 
mid-range. 

Table 2. 

F\IS ,Ji,trihution over in\estments (2'H c;i~s documented) 

------ ------------------------ ---------------------

0-5 
18!! 

64% 

5-IO 
68 

23% 

Investments, in :\-1. LSS 

I0-15 
17 

6% 

- . --~- ----- --- ------ -·~ ------------

15-20 
17 

40' 
lo 

> 30 
9 

30' 
10 
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Figure 1L Efficiency Md investment costs of FMS 

Relative advant~ -

Pay-blck time ---

INV 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 '2 13 14 15 MS 

je Efficiency gap ~ 

- Total costs 3MS 
-CNC 50-55% 
- Material handling 15-20% 
- Cont,commun. software 20-25% 
- Planning + training 10% 

AU these three basic categories also show different 
cost-efficiency figures, which will be explained in more 
detail below. 

Table 3 and Figure la summarize the characteristics of 
the system as well as the different cost-benefit figures. 

These figures demonstrate a typical V-shaped form of 
the relative benefit mesures. Thus it seem~ that: 

• the compact and small-scale systems have the best 
cost-benefit ratio; 

• the medium-range systems arc inefficient from the 
viewpoint of their economic justification; 

• only relatively large invrstment! and relatively 
complex systems provide the same efficiency and 

- Total cost 10-15 MS 
-CNC 35-40% 
- Transport+ mat. handl. 15% 
- Cont. commun. software 25-30% 
- Planning + training 15-20% 

roughly the same cost-benefit ratio as the compact 
systems. 

From Figure I b it may be seen that the increased 
capacity of systems and the increased complexity will 
increase the systems cost/machining unit in a step-wise 
manner. This is due to the need for more efficient 
machinery when a certain level of complexity is 
reached. In small-size systems it is enough to have a 
compact-type material handling system, like a 
cor.veyor, and simple systems control based on 
programmable logic. When the complexity increases, 
a more sophisticated material handling system is 
needed, like automated guided vehicles, and the 
systems control has to be based on computers, 
distributed databases and integrating communication 
systems. These changes in systems complexity tend to 
change in a step-wise manner. 
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Figure 1b. Technological factors of relative costs of FMS 
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Table )a_ 

The Typical Char-.ictcr!:.tic:> ufllm.-c D01:>ic Gruup:. uf n.1s 

Total costs c~c 

(miIEons of 
VS dollars) 

A.Compact 3 50-55 
systems 

B. Mid-range 4-9 40-50 
systems 

C. High 10-15 35-40 
capacity 
systems 

A. Compact 

B. Mid-range 

C. High capacity 

Costs, percentage of 

'.\.laterial System Planning ~umber 

handling Software Training ofCNC 

15-20 20-25 IO 2-4 

15 25 IS 5-15 

15 25-30 15-20 15-20 

Table 3b. 

Relative advantages of systems 

Relative 
benefits• 

3-7 

1-3 

3-7 

Pay-back 
time 

1.5-3.5 

5 -

1.5-4 

Control 
architecture 

Oosed 
centralized 
1-2 

Semi-open 
distributed 
2-3 levels 

Open 
distributed 
LAN-based 
3-4 levels 

•1 Work in progress reduction, lead-time reduction, labor reduction or 
capacity increase, etc. The figure expresses the relative reduction factor x. 
( l/X · A) or relative increase factor x (x · A) 
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Algorithms 

·simple· 
scheduling 

Complex 
scheduling 
& tool 
management 

Complex 
scheduling 
tool 
management 
& diagnostics 
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FitUn 2. Productivity ov• number of unmanned shifts 
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On the lower end of the applications modest benefits 
can be achieved by a compact system and by low 
investment costs. There are also many standard-type 
solutions fo.r the compact systems. This brings the 
software costs down and improves the software quality 
as well. lf the basic software is no longer customized, 
but can be reproduced for many applications, the 
costs of single software modules will drastically 
decrea..c, or "scaled" down. Also the quality and 
rcliahility of the single module~ can be "learned" 
through many applications, which make the system 
design and realization shorter and cheaper when the 
standard structure is re-applied. 

On the upper end there arc possibilities for substantial 
savings and benefits, although the investment costs as 
well as the complexity of the system are high. The 
potential benefits usually justify the higher 
investments. The second factor, which generally 
confonns with the use of complex systems, consists in 

a real learning curve effect or economies of scale in 
software production. Basically this is the same "scale" 
and "learning" effect as already explained in the case 
of the compact systems, but for different reasons. 

When the level which necessitates the changes in the 
basic systems architecture has been reached, there arc 
many possihilities to repeat (or simply copy) the basic 
software modules and use the same basic modules in 
different interf accs and in systems co-ordination and 
ttmmg. The larger the scale of the system under 
design, the more immediate are the benefits of 
software repetitiveness. This helps again with regard 
to the high costs of customizing. The repetitiveness of 
the basic modules of the software "scale" down the 
unit cost and also help with "learning" to improve the 
quality and to make the realization cheaper and 
shorter. However, the increasing overall complexity of 
the systems control and timing usually conflicts with 
these trends. 
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Figure 3a. Productivity growth (PRG) over batch size (BS) 
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Figure 3b. Productivity growth (PRG) over technical complexity (TC) 
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Figure3 c Lead-time reduction (LTR) over batch size (BS) 
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The medium-scale systems arc critical from the 
economic point of view. It might happen that a 
sophisticated systems architecture based on distributed 
databases and communication is needed, but the 
potential benefits arc not high enough to justify the 
system investments and the system complexity is not 
high enough to draw the benefits from the economies 
of scale effects, however the software is fully 
customized. This remark is also consistent with the 
empirical data above, which show that compact, 
small-scale systems and very complicated, large-scale 
systems clearly have a shorter pay-back time than 
medium-scale systems. This also leads to the 
following conclusion: a critical technical issue for the 
future applications is the possibility of a module-type 
control structure and a transportation device, which 
allows for a soft extendibility of the system without 
drastic architectural changes. 

This prohlcm can also he called a complexity 
dilemma. The higher numhcr of C~C-machines 
combined with a large part family usually results in 
such a complexity of systems co-ordination (e.g., 
routing, scheduling, tool management) that high 

100 120 140 160 180 200 

BS. in units 

software and planning costs cannot be avoided. The 
only way to get the relative costs down is with a 
modular systems structure and standardized software 
modules. 'lbe benefits of standard systems structures 
arc already clearly visible in compact systems. It is a 
common practice that the same basic system layout 
and architecture is usable in many ai'plications, 
providing learning curve advantages for different 
applications, as explained before. 

"lbus, if there arc no real technical breakthroughs in 
realizing systems controls and all-over architectures, 
which guarantee module-based design of systems and 
an easy extendibility, it is rcasonablr~ to expect that the 
basic diffusion paths of the flexible manufacturing 
systems will be of the following two types: highly 
efficient, high-capacity, complex systems replacing 
rigid transfer lines, and, on the other hand, compact, 
small-scale systems replacing conventional 
semi-manual, '\C-tool-bascd production. 'lbe 
economy an" .. pplicability of the middle-range system 
will be highly dependent on systems control and 
communication software as well as on flexible 
transportation devices. 
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Thus it is ob\ious from the pre\ious ~iscussion that 
there arc two basic implementation strategics of 
fle:<ihle mandacturing systems: highly effil-ient 
systems replacing transfer lines and fixed automation, 
or highly llc:<ible, compact systems replacing 
semi-manual, small-batch production. 

The starting point for the first implementation strategy 
is usually a fixed automation or transfer line in the 
mass production of a big comp:my. lbe main goal is 
to increase flexibility, save capital and decrease the 
lead times as well as to cope with the changing 
environment and demand in the future. As f'.\IS is 
replacing the highly automated lines, labor savings 
play only a minor role in this case. 

The starting point of the second implementation 
strategy is usually semi-automatic or even manual 
production in small or medium-scale companies. lbe 
strategy is a simple capacity increase and quality 
improvement strategy, while sustaining the already 
existing flexibility. 

4. FACTORS BEHIND THE RELATIVE 
BENEFITS 

Above we have used technological factors and 
application characteristics to explain the differences in 
the empirical data on application and system cost 
patterns. It is reasonable to expect that these factors 
will also be seen as explanatory factors for different 
relative benefits and for independence between 
different indicators. for example, it can be expc:cted 
that there are relationships in the statistical data 
between increase of production capacity, productivity 
gro\\1h, labor education, batch size, lead-time 
reduction, technical complexity al)d investment costs. 
Also, the V-shape of the relative advantage curve still 
needs more explanation. The pay-back time and 
general cost-benefit features can partly be explained by 
technological factors and by investment cost 
characteristics of the systems. 1 lowever. for some 
indicators, such as lead-time rcductinn, capacity 
increase, etc., other explanations arc needed to clarify 
why these also follow a V-shaped form with regard to 
systems complexity and investment costs. 

In order to support the analyses, a special indicator 
describing the technical complexity Cf'C) of F\.1S has 
been formed. OI course, it is difficult to obtain a 
universal mea~ure for .;omplcxity, reflecting the 
mechanical part of the system5, the software and 
control structure as well as the layout of the system 
I lowever, in the database there exist several indicators, 
which can be used to measure complexity (Tchijov et 
al. (1988a), Tchijov (1989a)). 

Among them are: the number of machining ccnter5 
('.\IC), the number of :'\C-machine tools (~C), the 
number of robots (ROB), anJ the types of 
transportation (TR), storage (Sn .llld inspection 
(l:'\S) systems in the F:\IS. The last thr'"!! variables 
were indicated as dichotomic: ( 1) fr-, simple systems 
and (2) for sophisticated ones (Tchij<'V et al. ( 1988b)). 
The following formul.. was found by st:itisticaJ 
analysis (Tchijov (1988)). 

TC % 0.7 MC + 0.35 :'\C + 0.3 ROB + U.3 TR 

lbis distribution shows that 58 per cent of the cases in 
the f'.\.IS sample set can be treated as rather simple 
systems with a TC of less than four. 36 per cent of 
the F'.\.IS arc in a middle range and their technical 
complexity is between 4 and 10. And only less than 6 
per cent, or 18 systems, belong to a technically 
complex type with a TC of more than JO. According 
to this analysis (we should like to remind the reader 
again), a most typical FMS includes 2-4 machining 
centers, or 2-7 :'\C-machine tools (including :\IC), and 
60 per cent of 64 F\.1S, where the use of robots was 
reported, have 1-3 industrial robots. 

Increase of productivity and production capacity are 
two possible indicators, on which the above explained 
two main categories of systems have an impact. Thus 
the relative capacity increase can be expected to be 
higher in the case of compact systems than in the ca~c 
of complex systems. It can also be expected that the 
labor reduction will only partly explain the 
productivity increase. 

From the statistical data it can clearly be seen that 
there is a tendency for the increase of the capacity to 
be higher in the case of small and compact syst~ms. 
This gives some evidence to the hypothesized driving 
forces of different applications. 

It is, of course, interesting to try to explain the factors 
behind capacity increase. The only conclusion we can 
make on the statistical rate is that the capacity increase 
is not neces.rari/y explained by productivity gT0\\1h. 
On the other hand, those few cases for which data on 
the operation rate (the number of shifts in use) and 
unmannc:d opaation arc availahle show a gcnc:ral 
tendency: the hi::,~cr the operation rate, the higher the 
capacity increase seems to be, and the higher the 
number of unmanned shifts, the higher the capacity 
increases. In general we can conclude that there arc 
more than two (2.5) shifts in use and all the detailed 
cases (60) so far investigated indicate that all case 
study systems have gained at least one additional shift 
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in use (on the average 1.2). This means that the 
utilization rate of the production system has, on the 
average. increased from SO per cent (pre-F\1S) to 83 
per cent (HIS)_ 

lbis fact might indicate that the impro\'ClllCDt of the 
utilization rate could be a critical factor behind 
capacity increase. The same tendency also exists 
between producti\·ity and operation rate, as well as 
between productivity and the number of unmanned 
shifts. Thus, apart from the technological 
inno\·ations, the organizational innovations play a 
critical role in guaranteeing an exploitation of the 
system's possibilities. 

It is also understandable that the transformation from 
the semi-manual and functional production to the 
automated and cellular production has more potential 
for capacity increase or for improvement of the 
utili7.ation rate than the transformation from highly 
automated tran'ifcr lines. 

The abo\·e conclusion can be even more strongly 
supported. If we analyse pay-back time over 
operation rate and number of unmanned shifts. it can 
be concluded that the operation rate alone does not 
explain the high benefits. It is necessary to combine 
the use of unmanned shifts with a high operation rate 
to achieve economic benefits (sec Figure 2). 

The productivity gro'w\1h is highly correlated (nearly a 
linear depmdence) with labor redu .. tion, lead-time 
reduction and set-up time reduction. This proves that 
the management 4 time or the unit time producti\·ity 
is more critical than the clas;,ical variable cost~. This 
is unJerstandable in view of the high fixed capital 
costs (sec Jaikumar (1988), Ranta et al. (19R&). Stalk 
( 1988)). Also, the better tt.e lead-time reduction, the 
shorter the payback time. 

It is thus well undastandable why F'.\IS can be a 
SUC\."Cssful strategy for capacity increase in :i small
batch production, because. again through the 
organizational and system changes, there will be more 
room for lead-time reduction and a gain in capacit} 
than in the case of transfer lines. 

I lowe\-er, there are some \'CT}" interesting relationships. 
Producti\ity gro'w\1h over batch size and technological 
complexity is presented in Figure 3. 

Figure 3a shows that a small batch size will result in a 
high relative increase of productivity. At first sia?ht 
this seems to be contradil."tory to conventional 
thinking. Also, Figure 3c shows that a small batch 
size seems to result in a high lead-time reduction. 
Figure 3b also shows that the compact systems (low 
technological complexity) tend to have a higher 
productivity increase than highly complex systems. 

I low can this be explained? One explanation is that 
the compact systems are used to replace semi-manual 
production in order to inl.-rease the production 
capacity and to reduce the lead times of the 
production. The complex systems, on the other hand. 
arc used to replace high capacity transfer lines in order 
to provide flexibility and capital sa ... inS!>- Therefore. 
sinl.-e a small batch sil.c is connected to small-scale 
compact systems, a small batch size is usually also 
connected to producti\-ity growth and lead-time 
reduction. Thus the small and compact systems seem 
to keep their flexibility and complex systems are 
looking for flexibility. An interesting case is. however. 
the mid-range systems. They seem to be 
medium-capacity and medium-flexible systems. 
Furthermore, the large hatch sv.cs are typical of these 
mid-range systems. This is also in agn."Cment with 
above prc5'..-nted co!tt-cfliciency figures and pay-back 
time figures. 
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Tlble 4. Economic impact of advanced production automation 

Conwentional NC functional FMS 

Cue 1. Conatant production capacity 
Number of machines N 
Production capacity 
Price 

c 
A 

1-N 
3 

c 
tA + 

extended design 

1-N • c 
1.A + • extended design + 

extended software 

Cue 2. Constant number of production units 
Number of machines N N 
Product.:>n capacity C 3C 

N 
(~IS)·C 

Price A 2-A + 2-A + 
extended design + 
extended software 

5. A FRAMEWORK FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

Facing the fact that there seem to be two clasi-.es of 
beneficial systems, it is worthwhile classifying some 
typical implementation strategies whieia arc swxcs~ul 
and also associate different benefits with different 
strategies. 

\Ve can call the basic dilemma a capacity and 
productivity im;rcasc problem and a complexi1y 
management problem. Thi~ facl has already been 
presented elsewhere (see Ranta ( 1988), Ranta ~' al. 
( IC}88b)), and it has also been demonstrated quite 
clearly by Jaikumar ( 1988), in his case study. We can 
now start with Table 4, which is a general presentation 
of two extreme cases. 

It can be seen that ii the system can be dcsign<"d in 
such a way that capital is released or that the number 
of machines is decreased, then there is no need to 
increase the volume of production. This can typically 
occur in a situation when an investment for rmewal is 

extended design 

made and this is again a typical situation occurring in 
bigger companies. Also, wht.'l there is a need to 
increase production capacity, modem production 
technology offers very efficient ways to do so without 
necessitating investment in new building and factory 
space. This is usually applied as one economic 
approach of small and medium-scale companies, as 
discussed above. 

In other cases a remarkable increase of production 
capacity "ill result, thus necessitating a guaranteed 
high demand for the company·s products in order to 
justify the investment. 

In a medi11m-si7.c production it can be extremely 
difficult to meet the above requin.mcnts because of the 
rda1ivcly high basic investments and the already very 
cxtcnsi\·c design process. 

l "sing the above extreme ca!>Cs as a starting point, we 
can draft several a!tcmative implementation strategies. 
Figure 4 and Table S give an overview of such 
possiblr. candidates. 
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F;,ure 4. eap.city-ftexibility problem of different sb'ategies 
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Strategics A and B correspond to those two 
substitution patterns of the old sy)tcms already 
<kscribcd above. Strategy A can be called the capacity 
increasing strategy. Table 5 shows the starting point 
for the successful implementation of the strategy: the 
capacity can be incrcascd \\ithout increasing labor 
costs and with a rclati\'Cly slight increase of fixed 
capital. Thus the benefits result from tlie increase of 
both, the capital and the labor productivity. Also a 
clear reduction of lead times and work-in-progress 
should be a result of :i successful implementation. 
llo\\'cvcr, these arc only prerequisites for achie\ing 
benefits. The system has to be designed in such a way 
that it can meet these goals. Typically, this kind of 
manufacturing cnviroruncnt is a small batch 
production, where the transformation of a 
semi-manual process to an F'.\fS-like process satisfies 
the cha.racteristics of the implementation strategy. To 
be successful, however, the implementation process 
also has to overcome some problems which arc 
described in Table 2 by the columns "costs" <".nd 
"risks." 

Usually the renewal process as well as an expanding 
capacity can be realized without any extra shop floor 
or new factory buildings. The modest increase of 
fixed capital is due to more cffacicnt machinery and 
increased software costs, although the F'.\IS can be 
regarded as a compact system. 

Usually the software part of the system \\ill also be a 
risk clement, because software quality and reliability 
arc critical for the system utilization rate, and because 
the realization as well as the maintenance require 
knowledge, skills and a way of thinking, which is 
different from the conventional system. Thus the 
management of the implementation is a critical factor. 
It is critical as a systems cost factor and as a factor of 
the utilization rate. 

This is evident because of.the multi-system nature of 
the manufacturing process and because of increased 
fixed costs necessary to keep the system in use. 
Therefore the knowl~dg~ and skills of the operators 
and their capability to cope with complexity, to make 
prognoses and diagnoses and to develop the system 
further arc more essential than in the case of 
conventional manufaeturing sy~tems. Thu'.\ rhe whole 
management of change, including training and 
organizational issues, is critical for the success of the 
project. 

An interesting fact is the increased capacity as such. 
As noted above, ii this is a goal in itself, e.g. because 
of the growing d:rnand, the necessary conditions can 
usually be met. However, there is always the 

possibility of excess capacity, which. to some extent, 
can be an economic risk. In any case, a company ha" 
to ha\'C a strong marketing capability to a\·oiu 
O\'Crcapacity. As noted by Jaikumar (1988), if there 
arc stable markets and a stable demand for the 
respective products, then there will be an imbalance 
~tween supply and demand, followed by a 
technological renewal process and a considerahle 
producti\·ity increase. Then only the most cllicicnt 
producers \\ill survive. 

(; sually the systems architecture corresponds to a 
compact system. Thus the system is, to some extent, 
closed, and it may be diffJCult to extend or change it. 
This can be an economic risk in a changing 
,m.-ironmcnt. 

This strategy is also an implicit labor-saving ~ratcgy, 
because an f.\IS can offer a considerable increase of 
production capacity \\ithout requiring r.ew labor force 
or building new shop-floor space. The second 
subcategory is used for capital sa\ings, e.g. to decrease 
work-in-progre'"..S and to dccrcasc delivery times. This 
corresponds to a situation where the design flcxihility 
is already in existence and the basic strategy is 
extended and cnforu.-d through modcmil.ation of the 
manufacturing system to guarantee rapid customiling 
and introduction of new products on the shop-floor 
level. As it is also evaluated as a capacity extension, 
among other alternatives, and not as a machine 
invei;tmcnt, usually also a broader evaluation of 
investments than ROI, or the expected cash flows, is 
used. The compact architecture of the system - a 
small number of C~C - makes it possible in this 
case to manage the systems complexity in spite of a 
large part family, i.e. a high number of product 
variants. 

Strategy 8 can be called flexibility increase and future 
potential strategy. The economic benefits result from 
the increased ca~ital productivity and the potential to 
make new product variations, which ar;.: usually 
associated with decreased lead times and 
work-in-progress. All these can lead to the acquisition 
of new market segments, due to the ahility to 
customize products. These condition~ arc u~ually met 
when a transfer line is changl:d to an I; .\IS-type 
production without lo'.\ing its high capaciry. t ·,ually 
the technological solution is a high-capacity solution, 
with a sophisticated architecture and a complex 
control and software system. Thus the major ri~ks 
come from the complex system structure itself, which 
is managing rhc software production and managing 
rather complicated overall planning. Because of rhe 
high price of the sy~tem, the utilil.ation rate is even 
more critical than it was in the case of Srratcgy A. 
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Thus. all that w-as said abo\·e on training and 
knowledge of operators is e\·en more e\-ident for case 
B. 

.-\ typical example of the strategy is a company which 
is producing engines and has three fixed automation 
lines to manufacture 5-8 different types of cylinder 
heads and h:as an armual vo!ume of 20,000 pieces 
The company replal.""CS those fi:'(CJ automation lines by 
a F:\IS ha\ing the same annual capacity but 
producing all those Jiffc..-n."nt cylindl.-r heads and ha1oing 
the theoretical flexibility potential of about 100 
different heads and e\"CO some other parts. The 
system thus pro,idcs a considerable potential to meet 
the future changing markets and demands. The 
achic,·ed benefits anight be a ~ase of the lead time 
from four ll."CCks to one week, a work-in-progress 
reduction of 70 per cent, more rapid customizing of 
enFs. and fewer but more expcnsi\"e machines 'Aith 
a clearly in'---reased software share. At farst sight the 
system might seem to be inflexible: the part family 
only numbers 8. But it is flexible enough to cover the 
nCt."rls of the company and al:so to decn:ase potential 
risks of changing demands. Thus the flexihility 
potential is used to cope ll.ith long-term changes, such 
as yearly product (model) changes, or to rapidly 
introJuc.: new products without changes in 
production. lbe question therefore. is one of product 
and production flexibilities. The small part family 
helps to manage the systems complexity :.nd related 
software issues in spite of the high number of 
C~C-machines. 

lbe third potential strategy is case C. a strategy which 
can be called modcmV.ation strategy. (;suaJiy the 
stat1ing point is a conwnlional, functional layout, 
including the prohlcms of lead time and 
work-in-progress. In this case the main benefits result 
from different souri:es: consiJcrahlc lead time and 
work-in-progrcs.s reduction. quality improvements and 
a rather high increase of both labor and capital 
productivity. "lbc old system as well the new system 
- to some extent - an: medium-capacity and 

meJium-flexihility systrms. Th.is means that the 
system design has to meet numerous goals just to 
!?Uarantcc enough hcnefia. as dcscrihcd above. 

In some case\ a compact systems architectun: is not 
cnoug.'l. but a rather complex control and software 
structure is necessary. This may be a source of 
techno-economic n~k; it docs, however. put more 
emphasis on planning and designing for bmdits. 
Other sources of risk arc as50eiated with the costs and 
the complexity or design The change will be rather 

big. The management of this change is challenging, 
because a completely new way of thinking is nn"dt."d in 
manufacturing. This necessitates again a spt.'Cial 
concern 'A-ith regard to training and organizational 
de\·elopment. Therefore the btowlcdgc of opt.-rators 
and personnel is again a critical success factor. 

It is furthermore interesting that there is not 
necessarily any '--apacity increase or lie:Ubility increase 
a~.ated 'A-ith this strategy. All those benefits come 
mainly from ··intemal" sa\·ings. llowe1o"t.T, in some 
cases the product profiles and product structures ha\"e 
to be changed - a group technology has to be used 
to adapt the products to an F:\IS-typc produ'--rion. 
lllls is an additional source of o..-onomic risk. 

The most successful systems seem to have a constant 
complexity, i.e. the product C~C x PV x ~T (C~C 
= number of C'.l\C-machines in the system; P\' = 
part family, number of variants; ~I = total number 
of tools nccdcd in the system) seems to be constant 
(sec Figure 4). This means control, scheduling and 
related software can be managed. On the other hand, 
it ~-ems n~;1rly impossible to meet the goals of a lar~'C 
part family and a high numtcr of C~C-machincs 
(high capacity) in parallel. This is Jue to the 
exponentially increasing complexity of scheduling. 
The empirical data show that nearly all sptems an: 
below a certain complexity sum (straight line in t=igurc 
5). 

What was stak"d above conflicts, to some extent, with 
the conventional theory of f'.\IS, which usually 
didates that the proper use of F'.\IS is that of a 
miJJle·rangc system be1wccn highly efficient transfer 
lines and ~mi-manual, highly flexible production 
prO\iding medium-scale flexibility and medium-scale 
efficiency. According to the empirical studies abo\·e, 
this docs not ~"-'ffi to be true. but those medium-scale 
systems an: the most critical systems in economic 
terms. The technical and economic reasons for this 
fact have alrcaJy been explained above. In order lo 
be beneficial, these systems have to provide aU those 
possible hcndits usually associated with F'.\IS: high 
relati1o·e labor 5avings, high reduction or work m 
pro~ss, fixed capital savings. high reduction of 
delivery and lead times and increased market share. 

Thus we can finally present Figure (, as a conclusion. 
The unit cost and different trade-offs oJicy different 
patterns than usually hclie\·ed. Out these two faces uf 
F'.\fS seem to be e\idcnt in the light of empirical and 
statistical data as discussed above. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

After an:ily~ing t1.'Chn0-1.'Conomic features of fk:Uble 
manufacturing systems in the world. we can draw a 
hypothetical conclusion that there are two broad 
classes of beneficial flexible manufacturing systems. 
Tills conclusion is also supported by 1."0ncrctc case 
studies. At the one end there are highly efficient and 
expcnsi\·e systems, which are associated \\ith capital 
sa\iogs and customizing in the case of fixed 
automation and transfer lines, and :it the other end 
there arc compact and small-scale systems, which are 
associated with a capacity-increasing strategy and lead 
time reduction. In between these two systems there is 
a moJcmi7..ation and work-in-progress reduction 
strategy. which can result in a complex or a compact 
system, depending on the starting point. 

The basic typology can be explained by technological 
and economic fa1.'lors. Because of technological 
limitations, there are two kinds of systems reali7..ations, 
which also represent different economic barriers, 

benefits and planning issues. A successful 
implementation is usualh- associated with a hiclt 
utilization rate of the systems: the management ~f 
manufacturing time is critical for success. This is 
understandable in \iew of the increasing share of fixed 
capital, and it also causes the design. as well as the 
training and capabilities of .be pcrsonnd. to be llitic:U 
factors. 

Based on the above facts. different implementation 
s!rategies can be proposed, in which bcndits, systems 
properties and costs \\~ meet. The implementation 
strategies can also explain some contradictory results 
obtained from the statistical data. 

It can 1'e foreseen that the technological factor will 
still he critical in the near future. If, due to the 
standardization efforts, a modular type of systems 
software as well as a mechanical integration 
k"Chnology becomes available, it will be possible to 
achieve stcp-\\i:;e implementation strategics and a 
\\ider range of beneficial systems. Then, of course. the 
diffusion of FMS can be \\idcr than proposed above. 
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Figure &a. Unit costs according to the conventional theory 
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Figure 6b. Unit costs according to the revised theory (n-number of products) 
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES OF CIM - AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON 

by M. MALY, University of Economics, Pragu~. ~echoslovakia 

It has lx--come increasingly evident now that the 
successful adoption vf Cl\I is by no means a purely 
technical question. Its success is to a great ex:ent 
dependent on strategic. managerial and organizational 
issues as well as economic and social issues, solved in 
different pha5es of its adoption. 

This contribution concentrates mainly on the analysis 
and results, dra\\n from experience, of existing flexible 
manufacturing systems. This analysis wee. started at 
HAS.-\ and is currently being continued at the 
Department of ln:Iustrial Production \tanagement, 
L'nivcrsity of Economics, Prague. 

Driving Forces 

The main driving forces behind the strategic decision 
to adopt Cl\1 can be classified, from thl' economic 
point of view, into the following main groups. 

L Cost reduction; 

2. Production increase; 

3. flexibility ir.crcase; 

4. Quality increase including service. 

From analysis and from other literature indications, 
one comes to the conclusion that Cl'.\1 can attain 
many different goals, depending on the strategy a furn 
prefers. Cf.\f is multi-objective and the goals can be 
changed in the course of time. In many cases Cl'.\f 
fulfills not only one but different goals. If the 
company strategics arc divided into a defensive and an 
offensive one, or according to Lim (Lim, 1987) into a 
survival and a gro\\1h strategy, the Cl~I goals can be 
combined with these strategics. It can logically be 
concluded that the dcfcnsiv:: strategy is wnnectcd 
mostly with rationalization investment, while the 
offensive strategy corresponds to strategic investment, 
flcxihility and significant quality increase. \foreover, 
higher and more expansive stages of production 
automation and integration also aim at mc::ting the 
offensive strategics. 

'lbc h} pothcsis regarding the tendencies in strategy 
goals development is represented in Figure I. 

Figure .2 gi\·es a survey of the preferential strategic 
goals :.1 Finnish (Sf) and Ct:echoslo\-ak (CS) 1:\ls. 
It dearly shows the combination of str.itcgic goals. i.c. 
mainly flexibility (expressed in such factors as deli\-ery 
tune mostly in Czechoslovak F\IS), quahty 
(expressed in delivery scn·ice - mainly in Finnish 
F\i~) and cost reduction (expressed in labour 
redi..,tion - mainly in Czechoslovak F\IS, and 
labour anJ inventory reduction in Finnish r\IS). 

In Finnish E\IS the main emphasis is on quality 
increase (delivery senicc). In Czechoslovak F\IS the 
practical absence of quality increase as a priority 
strategic goal is ~omewhat suprising. This factor 
appears in only one FMS, the most sophisticated one 
in Czechoslo\"akia. This example supports our 
hypothesis about the tendency of strategic goals in 
connection with t!le leve! of automation and 
integration. The opposite example can be found in 
the case of F:\IS consisting of only ~C-machines, 
where the priority goal is cost reduction (inventories 
and buildings), which supports our hypothesis. 

The factors have different weights, which range from I 
to 5 in one system. In one case, only I factor of the 
highest (dominating) priority (4 or 5) is presented 
(inventory decrease). Three F\tS have a comb;nati~m 
of 2 factors, in two systems there is a combir.ation of 
3 factors, two systems show a combination of 4 
factors, and one FVIS presents a combination of 5 
factors. In Finnish F'.\IS. the average number of 
Jominating factors is 2.75, and in Czechoslovak F\fS 
the corresponding numbcr is 3 00. 

From the abo\·c one may assume that there arc no 
substantial differences between the strategics chosen in 
planned and in market economy systems. One Cdfl 

say that the companies combirie offensive and 
defensive strategics. Even in the mo:.t ~oph1~ticated 

systems, the same comhination exists. But the ways 
of realizing the offensive strategy arc different. i:innish 
F'.\1S stress mostly quality and C1.cchoslovak F\IS 
stress increased flexihility (for more detail sec '.\laly. 
1988). 
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Figure 1. Strategic goals 
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Economic issues 

It is e\·idcnt that for a cross-count[)· comparati\·e 
anah-sis the main methodological pmhlem is to specify 
the bst of signwcant and comparable indicators. For 
this comparison, the iudicators were gathered into 
thrl'e main groups of variables: 

• I .ahour s;n·ing; 

• Capital j\·ing: 

• Flcxihility inl.tease. 

From the data collected (for more detail sec \faly, 
1987). one may analyse similarities and differences of 
economic benefits in each of the different economic 
svstems, market and centrally planned economics. 
Cloe mav take into account that the percentage 
illustrates. the comparison of real value of indicators in 
conwntional and F\fS systems in e.tch group of 
countries. i.e. comparison is not of real values but of 
the \·aluc of changes. 

The first piece of knowledge is that the ~tatistical basis 
of western F\IS is much richer and wider than that of 
the ca~tcrn F\IS. From the total of 33 indicators, 
ooh· I.' arc availahlc in .:astern countries. This means 
that in the group of'.-ariablcs IABOLR S.·H"flVG one 
can rnmp•ire ..J indicators, in the group Cf PITA/_ 
s..r 1 '/.\"(j 6 indicators and in the group of 
FU:.\/ illl.rrr I\ CRl:ASf 3 indicators. 

In the group of !cJhour r .•ing the rcsuhs arc almost the 
~me with regard to the indicators operating rate and 
lahour costs. ·111e average value of the indicator 
lahour (manufacturing) productivity increase in eastern 
F\IS i' only ahout 70 per cent of the value in western 
countries and the higgc~t difference is in unit costs (25 
per cent of the western value). 

In till' group of ,·,1rir.1/ .r\ll·in1: almost all indicators 
have wry similar average values. The difference is not 
p-l·;1tcr th;m 10 per (Clll. llighcr JifTcrrnces can only 
he oh-.crvcd in pay-hack time (however, the eastern 
value of 2.2 year> is only an estimate) <ind in 
throu)!hput timl' (thl· western value amounts to 75 per 
cent of the eastern value). 

Thl' h1ggest differences can he seen in the group of 
flcxihility ir.m•cJ11•. The western values arc much 
higher (higher llcxihilitY) than th.: eastern average 
values. The hi~cst difference is in hatch si1.e, where 
the l';1,tern v;1l11c i' o\'er 1500 per cent higher (n:vcrsed 

relation!). The eastern country indicator of product 
\·ariety is onl) 28 per l.-Cnt of the western country 
indicator and the eastern country reduction of new 
product lead time as a result of F\.IS adoption is 40 
per cent compared with 96 per cent of the western 
country \·alue. 

From the abo\'e-mentioned results, one can conclude 
that the main differences are in the group of flexibility 
variables, both in product flcxiblity and production 
flexibility. In production flexibility the difference is 
more distinctive (batch size, product variety) and these 
results illustrate very convincingly that the western 
country F .\IS arc far more flexible thilll the eastern 
country f\IS. 

The main reason is probably the lower dri\'ing force of 
market conditions md competition, together with the 
strict long-term targets in the centrally planned 
economics, which cannot fit the real short-term 
consumer needs. One of the main goals of economic 
reforms in all eastern countries nowadays is to increase 
the speed of response of suppliers to consumer nl.-eds. 

A graphic survey of the similarities and differences in 
indicators of hcncfits in cast and west is given in Table 
I. 

Social issues 

In the social area one can follow many indicators, 
characterizing the changes as a conscq11cnce of the 
adoption of automation, e.g. division of labour, 
educational level, ratio of direct-indirect workers, ratio 
of changes in professions and work contents, etc. This 
paper will take a closer look at only one social issue, 
the so-called technoccntric or anthropocentric 
approach in the man-machine architecture in Cl\.1 
systems, today very frequently discussed in the 
literature. The problem has two main etngles. Some 
authors stress the qualitative angle and regard the 
technoccntric approach as "technology controlling 
man" and the anthropocentric approach as "man 
controlling technology." In the first case, the 
tcchnocentric approach keeps man subordinate to the 
system and place:, no higher 1cquircments on human 
qualifications. The antJ.ropocentric approach puts 
man in control of •he system and needs the 
multi-skilll'd operator who, with a \'cry wide, 
open-ended repertoire of skills, will manage the :;ystcm 
despite unforeseen disturbances. From this angle, the 
J=innish and Czechoslovak F\.fS both tend towards 
the anthropocentric approach. 
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The St.-ronJ. quantitati\·c angk of thi" probkm stems 
from th.: i•k.1 tlut m;u1 .:.tt1 ll\: r.:-pl;a .. ·1..-J b~ nwdum.·s 
and control dt:\"iccs. The role of the system opi..T.ttor 
will be to fill the g:.ips with the thoroughness of a 
dcsign1..-r. Thus. one logical conclusion is that the 
more expansiw and complicak-d the syst1..-m, the few1..-r 
people it \\ill n:.-cd. 

figure 3 shows the ri..-sults of 19 Czechoslovak and 6 
•=innish F'.\IS. The interi..-onncction betwet."11 
r.crsonncl reduction ( ir: pi..-r 1.."\.'flt) and in\"CStffil.."1lt 1..""0SlS 
(in million l "S $1 is prcscnll-J. On the hasis of these 
results, one could conclude that, assuming only the 
second angle of the tcchnoccntric and the.· 
anthropoc"\.."11tric approach (personnel reduction), the 
Finnish F\IS distinctly tend to the technocentric and 
the C7.cchoslovak F'.\IS to the anthropocentric 
approach. However, another explanation of this 
phenomenon could be that the economic conditions 
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in C11..-ct...>slo\·akia ka\-e little room for personnel 
n:Ju.:tion. The ligun.·s on the graph inJi .. ·ah: th.: ~1..·;ar 

of installation of e\-et)" system. from which it bi..'l..·omes 
clear that this fa1..""tor docs not ha\-c any intlu1.."111..-e on 
this phcnoC01..""110n. 

Condusion 

This papi..-r aimcl :i! presenting decision m;al.;1..-rs with 
dctaik-J infonnation n.ic\·ant to the system 
connections of the adoption of Cl'.\1 kchnologies. 
The goal is to create and ,·erify the hypothesis from 
the managerial, economic and social pcrspecti,·c and 
thus to contribute to a better understanding of the 
mechanisms through which Cl'.\1 "..\ill influence 
different firms and industries. The dccpcr the level of 
understanding, the more bcnc:ficial the adoption of 
automation \\ill be. 

Figure 3. 
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NATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FOR AUTOMATED 
MANUFACTURING 

by J. BARANSON, ITI Research Institute, Washington, D.C., United States of America 

Comparisons between United States -
Japanese Business Strategies 

There arc significant difTen.'1lces bctwet.'11 the 
manufacturir.g strategics of Lnitt.-J States con:panies 
and other western ttonomy firms, !:ipan in particular 
(FEROOWS)_ Automated manufacturing strategics in 
Japan arc now focusing upon abilities to continue 
cutting produc..'1ion costs and to respond rapidly to 
product and process design changes dic..'tatcd by market 
conditions. :\mc..-rican and European manufacturers, 
on the other hand. arc still playing catch up \\ith 
Japanese competitors; their emphasis is upon 
improved quality and delivery performance. and they 
are still preoccupied with upgrading their 
manufacturing technologies_ 

One rea'iOn why Japane!le firms manufac..'1uring 
CAD:CA'.\f equipment arc in a stronger poliition to 
cut costs and respond to competitors (relati\·c to 
t:nitcd States and west t=uropean competitors) 1s 
bc..-causc of their strong linkages forward to 
customer-users and their strong hackground linkages 
to their component suppliers (BAR:\'.'\S0'.'\-83: 
17-24). t·nited States and European firms ha\·e hecn 
relying more heavily upon mergers and acquisitions to 
shore up their competitive manufacturing capahilitics; 
they arc also preoccupied with the cost-profit squee7.c 
that has resultcd from rising materials and owrhead 
costs. on the one hand. and an inability to raise prices 
because of intensi\·e glohal competition, on the other 
hand. Global rnmpctition is al)Q being driven by 
dramatically shortened product-life cycles that 
necessitate e:\pandc:d ctfons to redesign products and 
adapt process engineering to new dc~igns and new 
materials. 

Another essential feature of Japanese management is 
that it emphasizes human resource development and 
management as the essential ingredient of maintaining 
manufacturing systems, in contrast to its competitors' 
practices. Whcrea' :\ml."rican finm are still 
preoccupied with the painful and costly task of 
adjusting labor-management relations. the Japanese 
are able to concentrate their energies on adjusting 
work rules and broadening the range of jobs the 
factory worker can undertake. in order to increase the 

flexibility of response of their labor fon-e and the 
m·erall efficienq· of their manufac..-turing operations. 
With much more stahle and mutwlly reinfoffing 
labor-11l3Jl3gmlcnl relationships, the Japanese arc able 
to concentrate on impro\·cd just-in-time production 
and in\·entory managoement, which ha\·e ht:come 
csscnti-'ll to CA'.\I operations. By way of contrast. 
American fanns are relying to a much more int1..'1lsi\·e 
degree upon the development of software c..-mbodying 
information data and expert systems to raiSc: the lc\·ds 
of manufacturing pcrfonnance. With the Jll..'Ople and 
organi7..ation ingredients already in place and 
functioning at relati\-ciy high levels of pcrformanc..-e. 
the Japanese are able to concentrate thc..-ir efforts upon 
irnprm·cd F:\IS and robotics. European firms are still 
hea\-ily cncumbctai by the people-rnanagcmc..-r.t 
problc..'111, due to cntn"OChcJ c..-uhural and political 
factors that und1..'T11line production rationalv.ation 
efforts. 

If you were to c.omparc the prevailing western 
enterprise approach ~ith the prc\·ailing practices of 
their more aggrcssi\·e Japanese competitors regarding 
the design, production and marketing of a new 
product. you would find the following contrasting 
differences: 

I. Sequential ~-ersw Tandem Appr11i1cl1. The 
Japanese farm is able to complete the innm·ation 
cycle in one-third the time or less by working in 
tandem both within the company and with its well 
integrated family of component and parts 
suppliers. Among Japanese firms, the product 
manager has an integrative role in comhining rhe 
design. production and marketing functions into 
an integrated whole. Wcste;n firms work in 
sequence; product designers do not take 
manufacturability into adequate account and there 
is often insufficient regard for the details of 
customer usage in terms of performance and 
servicing characteristics. 

2. Cmu-funrtinnal Trainin.~. The Japanese arc 
willing to invest in the cross-functional training 
and work assignments of their employees so that 
the subcultures of design. production . ·1J 
marketing can more effectively harmonize design 
features. This applies both lo changes in 
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1."0n,.um1.-r prckn.-nces anJ to flexibility in 
manufacturing. .-\mong \Wstcm farms. 
manufacturing prohkrns oftrn cmc.-rge at a later 
cri1ical stage because of inadequate inmhnnent of 
manufa1.1uring cngill\.'CfS at the prOOUl.1 dl.-sign 
phase. 

3. l"on.:iJTd tUJJ B.xl.. .. ·iJTJ l.ink.igt·s. ForwarJ 
linkages to customers and backward linkages to 
supp~n arc taken mu.:h mon: seriously by the 
faJXtn1.-.;c m:mufactun.'TI lhan by their wt•sk-rn 

rountl.-rparts. Their linkages att rcgarJcd by 
fapan1.-sc firms as inJispcnsable relationships in 
the con1.'l."J'lion and introduction of products into 
the mad.ct-place. \\'bcrras most western finns 
plan tooling only aft\.T the product design has 
bct..-n fro;r.1.-n, Jario1.-sc farms typically release 
tcntati\·e designs to tool suppliers. '.\lost 
American firms in particular ha\"C a low regard for 
the discernment and judgment of consumers. 
They also treat parts suppliers on an advcrsarial 
basis, rather than cultivaling loyalty as an 
inJisPl.-nsahle clm1cnt of high-performance results. 
The exceptions ha\;e been firms such as Xerox 
that have drastically cut back the number of 
suppliers down to a tight-knit family of dedicalcd 
companies. 

4. fr.im Spirit i·ersw .-fdl·ernuial Cultures. There is 
an •mdcrlying difference in "corporate cultures" 
\·alues. attitudes. and social relationships which 
ultimately contribute to the Japanese ability to 
n:pealcdly beat American and European 
competitors lo the market-place. Among western 
1.'1111.-rpriscs, then: is perpetual rivalry and 
juxtapositioning among marketing, manufa1.1uring 
and design people. For example. marketing 
people will re)ist design changes that imply 
rc-cJui:ating the customer to a new or diffen.'11t 
mode of proJu1.1 u1ili1.a1ion. There also is a 
fundamental lad: of trust and rapport among the 
)Ulx:ultuR·:. of m;1rkcting. production anJ de)ign. 
\\11al i-. rn:edeJ is a harmoni1.ation of lhl.! 
sulx:ulturl.!s. which may ~ achieved through 
cro-.s-funi:tional expt·rience. In Japane:\C culture. 
there ;ire strong pres~ures for individualism lo gi\·e 
Wa} t(I th.: (,>lledi\e interc~I. ..\mong we)tem 
so1:ietics. ii is only in certain team ">P<>rts or 
.. good .. w;1rs that th!.! collective will to win and 
survi\e j, hrought lo bc;tr 

5. lnrr1•m1•ntdl ~w1m Ri.~·l.r.ip ChtJnxrs. Japanese 
comp;mi,·s rel} llfl'>n continuing small inc..·n:ment;u 
eh;mges in n·-.pon-c lo shifts in comumcr 
Jem;md:.. ·1 he 'mall ini:remcnl approach aho 
applie\ to emcr~iing manufacturing technology 
opportunities related lo materials. tooling. anJ 
process lel·hnology. 

~n-Jk-ss to sa\· there ~ cx'C!llions to the ahm-e 
g-:ner.iliLations on huth sides. But lhc fact remains 
that the "iJ1.-spn:ad and p«"\-ailing tcnJc..'111.;cs in Japan 
docs g:i\·c their manufacturers a tmncnJous t3l.1;:.:aJ 
aJ\·antage O\'-'f the nst majority of western farms. 
The fint stq> toward rcdrnsing Japan's comparati\·e 
disad\"3Jlla~ 11.-ould be for •-estem farms 10 recognize 
the dc:cp differences that exist and fmJ rnlturally 
compatible ways to \l\"Cfromc the resulting 
disadnnta~. 

Experience of the Federal Republic of 
Germany (ICMA) 

The Federal Republic of Gennany machine tool 
manufactun.n in the flexible automation field Sl."C the 
need to intensify contads bet\li'CCO users and prod•.11.-cn 
and between marketing and manufacturing functions 
in order to be more effccti\-e in designing and building 
automated manufacturing equipment and systems. 
1l1e widespread introduction of microelectronics has 
resulted m radical cha.-iges in machine tool 
n:quiremenls in terms of labor-sa\ing and 
capital-saving characteristics. These f\.-Juctions in 
m-.n-hours and capital input per unit of production 
have been made possible, despite the increase in the 
unit \'aluc of automated manufacturing equipment, by 
the substantial increases in machllv: producti\'ity 
deri\·ed from additional automation and the possibility 
of using machines on a larger number of shifts. As a 
result of the described shifts in the demand for 
automated manufacturing equipment, the mlume of 
outside purchases from component and systems 
suppliers has increased, thereby necessitating the 
inclusion into machine systems or components, 
accessories and other machines which cannot he 
produced by a particular manufacturing company. 
This has added lo the logistical burden of 
manufacturing automated equipment. 

lnnO\·ation and spcciall/.ation ha\·e come lo ~ viewcJ 
as the "weapons" which. \·ia optimi1.ation of products 
anJ systems for manufacturing them. will allow the 
Furopcan industry lo emphasi1e its ahility to offer 
customiJ:ed products lo match spei:ific user 
requirements. In nwcting these new JcmanJ~ hy the 
hderal Repuhlic of Germany (and other European) 
manufactur~Ts. suppliers of llexihlc manufaduring 
system:-; ha\·c had lo deal with the following 
shortcomings or Jiflicullies: 

I. S1·cd jilf .spai.ili.w: Prowrcmcnl of quahlicJ and 
experienced personnel is problematic. tlue lo short 
supply of (ll'rsonncl. Personnel procured 
externally often arc in conflict with their 
contractor and their employers. 



.::!. Cmnpuur K~·rt.Jhi/ity: Sp.-ci.31 nk:asun.-s an: 
lk.'\."\.~~ ai,.ain::.t 1.."0mpukT nulfulk.1ion anJ for a 
quid• n:start. To O\"Cn"OmC this. the TA:\Dl'.\I 
fail-53fe system is used. which leads to a n:J111.""tion 
of ~'tfomuno.·. but not to a sroppagc of the 
system. 

3. S.-1,·ction of C111nputt'n: IA.'\.;sions for 1.."llmput. .. T 
technology are prone to .. boomeranging.·· for 
inst31k.--C, the TA:\Df.\1 ta:hnology is not mass 
pmdt11.'l.-d anJ only a f1..·w p."Oplc arc in mmrnanJ 
of this know-how. In addition. the T:\:\DE\1 
tc.-chnology is not suitable for din.-ct Pf°'"\."SS 

COiltrol anJ nccJs a philosophy and softwaK that 
arc totally Jiffcn.-nt from the 18\1 computas. 

4 . .\laclrinirrg of PcJTts: The reduction of s.:tup ar..' 
batc.ii-changc times is one of the moSI importan• 
1.-onccms in the automation of a.-rtain parts. It 
for this reason that the automation prod111.""tion 
control system initiates the new batch as soon as 
possible. 

5 . . \lanaging Co-nrdinotion: Production automation 
requires specialists working in scgmcnl.:I! !;l.!as 
and management of m·crlapping tasks, which in 
tum have lo he properly co-ordirutcd anJ 
integrated. 

6. Process desixn and organization to include 
man-machine-computer re/<1tiom: 

I. The rigiJity of computer-aided systems 
dcmanJs a flexible attitude: toward computer 
appli~ation anJ the unamiJablc constraints of 
organl/.cd efforts. 

2. The logic of the computer is not adc.-quate lo 
the logic of man. I lcm.-c the need for 
understanding the reactions and bcha\iour of 
colleagues. Also information must he given 
frc."C of "computer chincsc ... 

J. :\owl!y of aiJs such as rompulers. screens. 
and printers requires information and 
instruction of Jll:r:.<>nncl, well in aJ\·ance, in 
order lo gel people accustomed lo the 
operating user manuals. 

4. lllx:umcnlalion of organi/.atil>nal prO\:eJures 
and data processing requirements in the fonn 
of reference books available on the scene arc 
an ab50Ju1c necessity. 

7 . . Vnn-tn·ailahility nf Smrnrs: lligh technology. 
spc,ilically ··~nsor lc,hnology ," is nc:cJed for 
automated proJu.:tion. especially in large-scale 
proJu,tion. Although appropri:11e ~n'l(1rs arc nol 
yc.-1 available for c\·cry procc:ss parameter. 
production monitoring sy:1tems arc already 
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op.-r.11io·na1 tod:ly. a.:counting for marl1..-J 
impro~ l.."llk."tltS in prodUL'"li\il~ anJ quabty. 

S .. \l«lriM l"ti/C.Jlion:. The palods in "hich 
rnxhincs an: in operation are &.,....-n&.-nt upon 
staffs "urking hours. bn.-als sripulak-d by 
colk."\.'"li\-c agl'tcmcnts and Jo"n rime due lo 
t;."\:'hnical reasons. JifT1.-n.-n1ia:ing hcl\\ 1.."'l..-n 
scheduled and unanticipated Jo"-n time. 
OptimiLing madlinc utiliation. :is "·eD as 
pn:n-nli\-c rnaink"ll3Jl&X. innikc.-s dun~ng tool" 
only during~-

In I~ face of the foregoing difficultic.-s anJ in onb to 
med the new compc1iti\-c chalk-ngL-s. the Fakr.d 
Rcpuhlic of CA.-nnany's automatal cquipntL-nt 
mamibcturtn ha\-c adoplcd !M follo"ing polick."S and 
str.dcgics: 

I. S trn·e /or Quality of Product r- r «lurili. ·· J 

The fedcnl Republic of Germany has a n"f}· high 
n:gard for tcchnik leading to quality ('l'Oduction 
achie\-cd through technical competc.-ncc on the 
factory Roor. 

2. Pl.inning for IN D.iy after Tomorr°""· 

lkcawc of IM ncccssity of the consensus-seeking 
decision proccsscs for installation of industrial 
plants. delays ~ult tic1wccn the time a Jn;~ion is 
made and when it is implcmcnlcd. This mulls in 
a long span of time hc.'"lwccn today's iJcas anJ 
so~alkd "factories of the future.·· 

3. /.onx- Tum Precedence over Slrort-T um 

To compete effectively in the future. the Fcdcral 
Republic of Gcnnany"s single-mindedness as a 
national stereotype has to be hoth accurate and 
effective. This is achic\·cd hy focusing auenlion 
anJ rc~um:s on a sin!:~lc inJustry and nol hc.·ing 
distracted by gJCc!llCr pastures. Thc."tC 1s no 
conC'c:pt of the "cash cow"; the Federal Rcpuhlic 
of CJCmWJy keeps investing back inco the s.1mc 
business. 

4. llixh Quality 

In order to aC'hicvc a C'onstanlly hi!!ft quality of 
parts, production processes arc kepi repclili\·e. and 
material compositions the same. 

5. Orx.ini:ationa/ Continuity 

To change and adapt the organi1.a1ion of the ptio: 
in accordance with the- rcquiremcnls of 
manufacturing anJ infonnalion t1·l"hnolo~·y. in 
:m,·h a way so a~ lo assure lhe fonl"lions for lhc 
slarting pha~. These indispcn~1hlc funcrion:\ arc 
laid down and arc binding for c.1ch departmenl in 
lhe ::ntirc organil.ation. 
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East-West Comparisons (BARANSON-87: 
11-25, 127-130) 

In the SO\ic.:t l "nion as in the we~c.-rn c."Conomic."'. 
hum.m anJ org;iniational f;k."tor.; arc on-rriJinl! 
Jc.:t1.-nni· .ants in the rate of intn>Jlk:tion of the nc~ 
automatru ITWlufac."!uring t1:dmologic.: .. anJ. c."\1:11 more 
importantly. in the results ac:b."\·c.-J in t.:nm of 
ilk.'Tt"asc."ll pruJuc.-ii,·ity. quality anJ n:li.ahility of 
output. In the: t ·ssR. as in the l "nitc.-J Statc.-s. the.: 
hasK inhibitors to the rapid anJ dfc."\."ti\·c.: intn>Juc.-tion 
of autom.:ation arc - risk a\·c.'T'..~n an.I ..-. m'l."r\·ati~m 
on the part of the industrial manag\."11lc.-nt. weal: 
lmLlgo bctwc."\."tl automatc."11 cquipmc.-nt suppliers anJ 
users .and hl."lv.n:n component su(lplic."r'S anJ 
c."quipmcnt proJuars. and n.-luctancc on the part of 
bc.1ory wodc.n to accept automation (for Jiffc."rml 
reasons in the l "nitc.-d Stales anJ the l "SSR1. Chhc.T 
c.:har.M..1cristics of the SO\ic.:t "'command c."C\mom>-"" that 
ha\e rctanlcJ the rate of diffusion of automation 
'c."\:lmology in the t:SSR arc: priority alloc:ation of 
produc.1ion n."SOurcc-s to military. O\"l.T c.-i\ilian, nccJs: 
onT-ambitious production goals and '"taut"" economic.: 
planning; emphasis on quantitali\·c output. rather than 
imprO\-cd proJuc.1i\·ity and diffusion of innovation; 
ilk."l."flti\·cs basc."11 on fulfilling prodlA1ion targets, rathc.T 
rhan reducing costs, or imprO\ing produc.1 quality; and 
in the absence of pricing mc."Chanisms and c.:onsumcr 
:;on.-n.-ignty. failure to raise produc.-iion efficiency and 
pmmotc impmn"Tllc.'tlts in the quality anJ utility of 
c.:onsumc.-r proJuc.-is and intcrmc.:diary industrial 
rrn,111 .. 1s Hll:\I FR: 6-7). In the ah:;cncc of 
c.:onsurm.-r so\·en:ignty and the compc.:titi\·e forces of a 
buyers market. the principal attraction or automJtcd 
manufac.-iuring tc.-c.:hnologics (and forces to drive thci:
introc.luc.:tion) is lost in the ··:1eller"s market" th;it 
pn:vails in the t ·ssR. A major ad\·antai.,oe inherent in 
the new gc.:m:ration'\ or computc.T·aiJcd dc.:sign and 
manufacturing (CAI>, CA~I) is jl~xihi/i1y or rcspon:1e 
to changes in consumer demands and to thc 
c.:ompctition of c.:hc.:apcr. better pro<locts entering the 
marl.:et ·place. 

The rc'li'lt3nl·c or Sovic.·t fa,·tory m:m:-tl,!l"r"' to th,· 
introduction of automated manufacturing systems is 
lraccahle in lar~'C part to the tautness of Sovict central 
planning, whic.:h in effect pcnali.1.es failure \,> meet 
production targets. inadequately rewards improwd 
pcrfonnance, and docs not compensate for the added 
risks involved in innovation. But many of the 
technical difficulties that Soviet factory m;snagcrs arc 
encountering with robotic equipment arc mirrored in 
American enterprises. In the l.'SSR. Sm·ict factory 
managers have resisted the introduction of robotic.:s 
into their factory operations because of the di .. localing 
effects of restructuring production to fit around thc 

n,flt,ti.: l"\lU;pment and coping with '\hort;i~"\.~ in 
n."'luin.-J illk.~ C."\lUlf!lk'tll or ··nnulc."\.'1ing S) :.tc.:m~. ·· 
Fn:quent hreal:Jov.n of rot.ots (c.:i)upkJ v.ith the 
Jc.:arth of 1113intmanc.~ pasoruad anJ repb."t."1Tic.'tlt 
partsl h.;m: compounJc."ll the Jilflc.-ultic."S. nae: Jmrn 
time connc."\.'1c."ll v.ith these 30.·omnao • .btions sc:riou~ly 
jc.·opanli1c.-s Rll."\.'ting pmJuction quota,,._ \1on: 
fundunc.'tlfally Smic.:t mana~T" haw founJ that the 
intmJ1Ation of rohl>tics and rdatc.-J autonwt1.-J 
1TW1ufac."turing c."quipmc.'tlt is diffa..-ult to Jo 
ptc."\.-c·'Y -.tc."111. but may t""\.'tl rc."'tuirc n.-Jc.~gn of the.: 
pm.Jud to ac.-commoJate the new l"\lllipnll.'1lt 
!iOmc.:thing cspc."Cially Jiff1c11h to achic."\-e iu a taut. 
c."\.-ntrally pbnnc.-J c."\:onomy. 

In its ongoing dforts to intmJuc.-c mhtltic.: cquipmc."fll 
al the fac.1ol')· lc."\-cl. Soviet ministric."S arc hcllc.T al 
agitating than in sc.Tiic.-ing clients. Ra-um-nt cycles of 
c.-nthusia..tic campaigns g\."flc.-ratc."11 by the: planning 
authoritic.-s ::ire follmn"ll b)" the hard nun.:h of trying 
to liw v.ith recurrent shortages of mah:rials. 
c.-omponc."11ls, ancillary cquipmc."nl and c.-ritical support 
sc.T\iccs. Often cited are Jcftcic.-nc.-ic.-s in cxpc.-ric.'1ln"li 
operators for automatc.-J machinery and maintenanc.:e 
skills and related technical support :1ervi"--cs for 
computc.T-inlcgratc."11 equipment. :\lso citc...J arc 
shortage'\ of components such as ckc.'1ric dri\·c 
mc."Chanisms, sc.-nsors, control devices. and computer 
soliw;irc for roht1tic c."'tuipment. 

·111c.: shortages chara.:ti:ri~tic of the ci\·ili;m ~idi: of 1hc.: 
Soviet economy arc rt-inforced by the prc\·;1iling 
.. :1elk·r"s market,'" as distinct from the economic.: for~·cs 
at rl:ty in the markct-dri\'cn. we~tem economic:; (in 
signilic.:antly \·al')ing degrees - highly dri\'Cn in Jap;in. 
less so in the l ·nited Sutcs. anJ mu,·h k"" so in thc 
l ·nited Kingdom. for example) (BAR:\~.;so'\-S7: 

11-17). \farkct fol'l"e'.'I compel cnterpri:1es ir. \n·sti:m 
c1:omnnic.:s lo l;ike lhc.: aJJc.:J ri~b of inlro<lucing 
autom;llion in order to survive. In the ahsc:nce or 
the:.c m;1rki:1 mi:d1;mi,m:o1, •here is no compelling lim·c 
to on-n·ome Sm·ict managers risk a\'crsion toward 
innovation within the So\'iet system. The SO\·iets arc 
by no mcans unique in this rcJ,?ard. Different \'arictics 
and degrccs of risk aversion on the part of industrial 
management arc found in western economics. whi:rc 
mmagcrs also respond to their rc.:spccti\'C economic 
environments. (BARA'."S0~-87: 54-57. IO.:!- I05). 

The conservatism on the part of SO\·ict fac.:lory 
man;1~oers is of a special \'aricty and i'\ tran·ahk to 
structures and conditiom de~bcd earlier. hr'\t and 
forcmo:<.t. enterprise autonomy is se\'erdy con~lrainc.:d 
under the central planning system. On the supply 
side, So\'iet factory managers manufacturing for thc 
civilian sector must lal..e what is supplied to them. 
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whet~"f it ~ 1."quipmcnt, components or maro.."ri.lls. 
;uK( li\-e with the Jdil;l"Th.;cs in mall-rials and 
OWlpowcr a\·aibblc to t~-m- On the lk'fll3lld side. 
they are not 1."0mpdkJ to Rk."ct so\·cn:ign consWlk.T 
dcnwlds and face competing produttrs. as they ·would 
be under 1.-ompctitin~ conditions in a mukct-dri\"Cn 
l"C"onomy. to lk.'\.-n:ase proJUl-tion costs and 
continuously impron: proJu .. -i Jc..-signs. for the So\·ict 
OWlagt.'1', the pmSpt'\.-t of automation is attracti\'e only 
to the cxll'1lt that it will help him in .. "JCa.se his 
quanti•ati\1! output. 111:i1lrou1 incurring the concomitant 
risk. pain and palalty for failure. In a word there is 
no ''in\"isible foof' that compels tfte SO\ict enterprise 
OWlagcr to incur the added risk and pain of 
innm.-ation in onk.-r to sunive. 

There arc also dramatic differences m the risk and 
rewards to factory management related to increased 
producti\ity and impro''cd quality of production. 
Profit dri\-cs the American cnteaprisc; in the t:SSR the 
inccnti\-cs to excel arc rr.odcrate as compan:d to the 
penalties for failure to meet (quantitati,-e) production 
targets. The foregoing instills wilk.-spn:ad conserntism 
toward the high-risk that is associated with e\'en 
modest changes in manufacturing methods. 

The deep-seated contrasts between the planned Sc.\ict 
and market-dri\'en American economies ha\'e 
profound implications in the demand-pull for 
automated manufacturing equipment Oslld systems. 
These systems require dose linkages ~tween design, 
engineering and productioc functions, and close 
man;tgcment control o\'er material and parts suppliers, 
if they are to achieve acceptable levels of proficiency. 
The two very diJfon:nt enterprise environments in the 
USSR and in the CS engcr.der fundamentaUy different 
evaluations by industrial managers of cost-benefit 
ratios and risk factors related to the introduction of 
automated technologies. 

Another fundamental problem in the Soviet system 
not entirely unique to the So\icts - is the weak 
linkage hetween research and design institutes and the 
production operations levels. Among the cited 
deficiencies arc the following: designs that arc not well 
co-ordinated, equipment that has not been pn:-tested 
for factory operation, and ancillary equipment that is 
not in place. At international meetings, Soviet 
scientists engaged in research associated with 
automation and related fidJs such as artificial 
intelligence (used in programming automated 
equipment) are on a par with their western 
counterparts. It is in the area of application and 
utili.1.ation. mcluJing the design of prototypes that fit 
effectively into factory operations, where the Soviets 
have experienced considerable difficulties. 

The SO\iet approach to lk.-sign 1."0gin .. -ering of military 
c.."quiprnent re'iponJs in part lo the shorta~'l'S anJ 
Jeficit."Th.;cs experienced in a 1.-ommand Cl"<momy. 
This is achic\·1.'lf by designing dm\n to the lc\·d of 
manufactur.ihility in the industrial sccto:- and tc the 
op..T.lbility and maintainability of products in hoth the 
military anJ ._;\ilian sectors. In the Cnit-.'li Stat1.'S, a 
!:'Ood pt.)rtilln of rhe high cost of dcfemc procurement 
(and n:latcJ national budgetary deficits) is attributahle 
to an indu~:rial philosophy that an) thing the 
IA-partm1..'1lt of Defense en\is:tges as a OCl'li (including 
the Str.1tcgic Defense lnitiatin: systems) can be 
designed. and an~1hing that the cngin1.-crs design can 
~ manufa1.-iun.'li. The So\iet approach rc\·erscs the 
process and tries to taiior the design of produ1.'ts to 
meet the new customer requirements and emerging 
producti\·e capabilities, both in terms of resource costs 
and manageability of industrial operations. The key 
word in So\·iet military design are "operability, 
maintainability. and manufacturability." 

The paradox of high perfonnance in the military 
procurement .1rca, contrasted ~ith low p..'l'formance in 
the ci\ilian Sl'Ctor. can be explained in terms of the 
priority placed upon defense-related production o\"er 
industrial output for ci\ilian production. The seller's 
market that prc\·ails in the ci\ilian sector is completely 
reversed to a buyer's market, where defense 
procurement is inrnlvcd. In the procurement of 
military equipment, the So\iet Defense '\finistry is 
able to demand high performing products, insist upon 
quality standvds and cost dTcctiveness, and get 
whatever product configurations arc required. Equally 
important, the Defense ~finistry is able lo allocate 
essential materials, components and industrial 
.:quipment lo special industrial facilities manned by 
the top cn_i;neering and technical skills available in the 
l"SSR. In the Soviet economy, "residual" human and 
physical resources arc allocated to the civilian sector. 
In short, in lhe defense procurement area, there is an 
effective demand for the features that automated 
production tcdmology can dcli\'er - flexible response 
to changing demands and supplying high-pcrfonnancc 
products based upon quality and reliability 1lUilt into 
the production process. 

Implications of CIM for Business and 
Society 

Business Enterprise Organization and 
Management 

The new systems will require a profound restnicturing 
of enterpri~ organi1.ation in tcnns of creativity and 
flexibility of response to change; in external linkages 
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(with cu:-totr.cr; a•1J suq+er:-). anJ in intern;•) 
interal·ti,1m (anlllng & .. -..ign. C";1ginl"l.·rirg ;-ro<luction. 
and marketing unibl. '.'cw combinations of haniwarc. 
St iii ware anJ database man.;ig-.:m •. :nt .mJ 
Cl)mmuni .. ·ation k-chnologies will he n.-quin.-J to 
fa .. -ilitate dyr.;1mic co-onlination am,mg funl·tional 
units and rcallOl.·ation of rcsour .. -cs in rcfcr.:m.-c to 
marl.ct d1anp.::- anJ nunutJ.:turing cm ih111m .. :nts. 
Japanese multinationals ha\·e found that there is a 
lxbic conllil·t bchl."l."t.·n stanJanli.J.ing Clllllponents 
world\\ide and the nen.·ssity to l"St:iblish scparak 
l.-Cntcr.; in western l'uropc and '.'orth :\mcrica to 
design anJ enginl"l..'T products for different customer 
m."1..-Js an.I market demands. One solution is to link 
CAD CA:'\t designers through a common computl'T 
network (FT-\\'llY). 

Internal linkages are indispensable to the nCl.-J to 
design. cnginl-cr. produce and market more complex. 
di\"ersc and high-quality products in much shorter 
time spans anJ still n.-rnain competitive. \ta.rketing is 
the leading link into expanded earnings anJ returns, 
but manufacturing is central to corporate stratcg)·. 
Capturing higher-priced, low-\"olumc demand niches 
cml-rge as a mainstay of comparati\"c advantage. 
Fxtcrnally. marketing. production and design people 
need to interact more intcnsi\·cly with customers, and 
production-design people need to interact more 
intensively with suppliers. '.\farkcting is a key linkage 
into su~'Csting new products for the manufacturing 
clusters to produce. Product design people wiil nCl-d 
to be able to con\"l'Tl market potential into produl.1S 
that the in-place manufacturing complex is capahlc of 
producing. In some cases, R and D "failures" may be 
turned into successes by crc·.1tive and aggressive 
markc!crs. .-\ classical example of the foregoing is the 
ycllC'w stick-on tahs that 3-:\if now markets; the R and 
D people had come up with a paper adhesive that 
would not dry. and this was turned into a new market 
opportunity. 

The new manufa..:turing technologies ;J:-u require 
direct external contacts with customers to tailor 
prodm:h to end-user demands and to ser\"ice and assist 
customers in the use of increasingly complex 
equipment and systems. Since on-lime delivery of 
components and parts is an integral requirement of 
Cl'.\.f systems, nucleus plants and their vendor 
satellites will need to locate where transportation and 
communication nctworh provid~ the required market 
access. Another critical consideration is locating 
where labor is willing to accept new work rules and 
new factory disciplines (sec hclow) as'iociated with 
1.cro·defcct production and fle~hility in joh tasks. 
Hence the movement in the t:nitcd States lo Sunbelt 
regions of Tennessee, the Carolinas, Arkansas and 

Texas. \".:nJors surplymg enJ-pmJuct plants abo 
will ha,·e to rc-organiLe ;md rdo .. ·ate to ml"t.·t the~ 
new n.-quirements. This implies a regrouping oi 
proJu .. ·t mix. moJd sprcaJ. anJ \crti,;al ink·gration ,,f 
o(l\.-rations so as to t>..--come compctitin: operational 
within the fr.um:work of factories under the new Cl\1 
ll"\:hnologics. 

Industrial firms may dc\"Clop in-house capabilities or 
use outside firms to Jo the de:-ign work for them. 
CSt.-r firms may purchase turnkey systems or custom 
design and integrate: the \·arious componenb 
thcmsd\"cs. lbc ad\·antagcs of in-house dcwlopment 
arc cost sa\·ings. maintaining confidmtiality of 
company's software algorithms. and adapting designs 
that arc tailored to a particular company·s nl-cds. ·inc 
disadvantages of out-sourcing lie in the design 
~·nginl'Cring problems of intcgr.iting hardware ;md 
software from diffl-rcnt suppliers and suhscqul·ntly 
ha\·ing to scn·ice and maintain the systems. In the 
t:nitcd States only a few companies have the in-house 
capabilities to design anJ enginl-cr their own systems. 
·1nesc firms. inl-idcntally. also Sl'f\·icc Japanese and 
west Furopcan clients. 

Cl'.\.t ll--chnology loi;jcally moves in the direction of 
clusters of acti\ities that can produce bundles of 
products in well integrated factory facilities. Whereas 
it was previously necessary to ha\"c large central 
facilities to take ad\"antagc of economics of !>Cale. it 
will now be necessary to cluster activities to achic\"c 
economies of scope. "lbe tendency will be initially to 
integrate metal-shaping and machining functions and 
to choose \·endors that can function in close 
co-ordination with central plant requirements for 
on-time delivery and strict quality control stand.i:ds. 
Satellite facilities will be smaller replicas of central 
clusters in terms of f'.\.fS, robotics and CAD CA'.\.f 
linkages; they will have to be closely integrated to 
central plant opcratiom in or<!er to be ahlc to respond 
to successive changes in component design and 
production lot requirements. 

·n,c potential efficiencies of the new machining centers 
and totally integrated manufacturing centers lie in their 
abilities to respond to market changes rapid!)'. and cost 
effectively. nut in order lo rcali.1.c these potentials, it 
is necessary that manufacturing becomes an integrated 
p311 of overall corporate planning, and this may imply 
profound changes in corporate management and 
operational practice. Cl'.\f technologies inmlvc 
substantial investment outlays and risks and require 
lorigcr-tcrm payback pcrspccti\'cs. A~ a con~qucncc, 
the risk propensities of indu~trial manager~ and 
corporate commitment to long-term gro\\1h and 
technological development are critical. Also important 
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is thc imp;Kt llf gl1wmment policics and n.-gulations 
upt1n Glpital marh·ts. hank knding. and corporate risk 
man:1gcmcnt ( BAR:\'.\SO'.\-S3: ()-S). 

Thc ncw Cl\I tt·l·hnologil·.; will rl·quirc fcwcr p..:ople 
with hi,!!hcr skills at hi,!!hl·r salaries and internal 
rr-ogani.i:ations th;1t not only tolcr.1te hut encour.tgc 
crrati\·e and inmwati\·e p..:l1pk \\ho arc gih:n rnorr: 
discretion anJ autonomy to perform thcir tasks. The 
forcgoing implics Jiff.:n:nt pt>licie~ ;u1J ohjci:tiws in 
training. ml1ti\·ating. sup..:rv1smg. and rrwarding 
employees for ad1ie\·cmcnts. Cl\I tcchnclogies will 
haw important siJc i:lli:cts on lahor force composition 
and on husinl·ss inwstml·nts. ·inc downward tn.nJ in 
factory hands p..:r unit of output will accelerate 
(anywhere from JO per i:cnt or more below prc\ious 
lewis). '.\cw johs will he generated in the dcsign and 
enginecring. tcl·hnical marketing, and customer 
St:n·icing an.·:1s and in the :mcillary communication and 
office automation (information systems) tidds. 
lnw<>tmcnt lewis will decline per unit of output in 
inJu~trial equipment. hut will rise in the factory and 
office autom:1tion areas of computer software, 
communication equ:pment, maintenance and 
customer scn·icc areas. and in human resource 
devc:lopment. Factory lahor will require more 
advanced skills and greatcr flexibility in adapting to 
new job tasks and work rules. One of the principal 
reasons that Japan is in the forefront in effectiwly 
introducing factory automation lies in enterprise 
capahilities to m:m:1ge and motivate the labor force -
in contra~t ta less surcessful efforts on the part cf 
Amcrican aml west h1mpean management based on 
counterprnducti,·c philosophies and practices. 

Adjustments in the Economy and Society 
(BARANSON-83: 11-:!t;, 63-90) 

The rate of introduction of factory automation, and 
the ultimate wntrihution of automall:d manufacturing 
to the productivity and competitiveness of industrial 
~·ctor!'>, will dl'pcnd to varying degrees, on the 
ernnomic environment in which the industrial facilities 
operate. I !us i~ hccamc inve~tments m fat:tory 
automation involve considcrahlc rish (as profiles on 
General \fotors and General Flectric demonstrate), 
and thcn:forl· )!O\Wnml·nt. fin:mcial 'tnirttm·s. and 
govemmcnt rc:lations play on important role in the 
financial risks husiness fim1s arc willing to take. The 
Sovil·t expc.·ril'IKC rkarly inllirates that thC' economic 
environment i?. ;111 •>verriding determinant. In Japan, 
it is the comhination of the national crnnomic 
environment, along with a hroad-ha'iCd proficiency in 
the managcmrnt of indu,trial enterprisco;, that has 
given Japanese firms a competitive edge in world 
markets (sec below). 

In thc CniteJ Statcs and in western Europe. the 
proficiency of enterprise management is the principal 
dcterminant of a rapid and effective introduction of 
automated manufacturing tcchnolog). hut cer<ain 
dcmcnts in the l'COnomic cmironment act as 
dctl·rrcnts to enterprise willingness to introduce factory 
innovation and implement it cllicicntly. In ?-Orne 
rc~pt:i:ls. the em·ironmcntal conditions prc\ailing in 
the l .nitcd States and most of the west furopcan 
countries arc the exact opposite of what charactcriLes 
the Japanese husiness cmironment, where "\·ision and 
consensus" bring together the business, gm-ernment. 
labor and finance communities inrnlved in or 
impacting upon, the grow1h and expansion of factory 
automation It is highly probable that the absence of 
\·ision and consensus in the {,' nited States has 
contributed to a reluctance on the part of American 
manufacturers to taice the finan ... -ial risks associated 
with introducing factory automation and has 
neccssitall..-d a more piecemeal approach to 
automation. For an extended period beginning in the 
late 1960s. American fmns in the consumer electronic 
and automati\'c parts industry chose to move to 
offshore manufacture and procurement in low-wage 
countries, as an alternative to in\'estmcnts in 
upgrading factory automation in order to meet import 
competition. 

,\ major insight that emerges from the international 
comparisons of factory automation efforts is that the 
Japanese are in the forefront of successful application 
on the new generation of manufacturing technologies. 
The ability of Japan to manage technological change 
in a dynamic world economy has been an oustanding 
feature of Japanese society in the post-war period. 
Contrihuting to this success arc their philosophy and 
practice of industrial managcm.:nt and the national 
economic environment in which Japanese firms 
operate. The major clements underlying their 
indu'llrial management achievements are I) a strong 
reliance on long-range planning to think through and 
manage technological and marketing adjustments to 
e ·onomic change; 2) in-depth capabilities in process 
engineering applied to the progressive rationali1ation 
of factory automation in managcahlc increments; 3) a 
core emphasis upon the development and 
management of human resources as a key to sucrcssful 
operations; and 4) carefully structured forward 
linkages to customers and hackward linkages to 
componrnt and materials suppliers, both of which arc 
considered cs~ntial to cost·cfTccti\'e production and 
responsiveness to customcn needs and preferences. 
These: philosophies and practices arc applied hoth to 
f.1rtories in Japan and lo industrial facilities located in 
l\orth America and western Europe. 
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Japan.:sc: finns abo ar.: in th.: forefront of forging 
tr-.msnational sfratcgic alliancr.:s with forr.:ign cnkrprise 
partners. Thr.:se strategic alliances add to the 
1.:ffccti\·eness of Japanese firms in pcnetrahng owrscas 
markets through the marketing, production and 
tt·chnology complimcntaritics pro\·idcd by furcign 
partners. They also prO\·idc an added competiti\·e 
cJg.:. by ~IKlfkning the tim.: fram.: for thc run-in of 
manufacturing and marketing operations. (The 
Toyota-General \lotors joint \"Cnture in California is a 
classical case in point). Business operations in Japan 
are further enhanced by distinct advantages in the 
Japanese national cm·ironmcnt, as compared to 
prevailing gov, uncnt policies and economic 
structures in the Cnitcd State~ and most west 
European economics. The two most important 
characteristics in the political economy of Japanese 
society arc '\·ision" and "consensus" - vision to 
anticipate and plan for change and an intricate 
political and economic structure and consensus among 
business, government, financial and labor 
communities. This combination of vision and 
consensus gives Japanese enterprise a strong 
competitive edge in the continuous technological 
adjustments to economic change. 

The combination of vision and consensus networks 
abo arc supporti\·c of thl" high risks associated with 
in\·estments in factory automation. lbe higher risk 
propensity in Japan is reinforced by the longer-term 
view of returns on investments and the reinforcement 
provided hy financial institutions and tax structures 
that encourage such investments. Tax structures anJ 
consumption patterns in Japan arc conducive to the 
high levels of personal savings, which in tum arc 
channeled through the banking system to producti\·c 
investments that include i.idustnal rationalization and 
modernization. The cduc:-tional systl"m in Japan also 
contributes to factory automation efforts by producing 
the highly likratc and skilled lahor force that io; 
required to design, engineer, manage, operate and 
maintain the new tc1:hnologies. lkginning at the 
grade-school level. future entrants into ind•1strial labor 
fon.:i: arc instilled with values and attitudes 
fundamental to the effective implementation of total 

quality control and just-in-time systems associatr.:d 
with the factory automation. Included here are pride 
in workmanship and indi\-idual responsibility for 
quality sta..,darJs. 

The Japanese experience particularly demonstrates the 
importarce of education levels in factory automation 
!>~ ~tcms. The ~uhstantial inl.'.rca~ in the quantum ;mJ 
complexity of production management that is inherent 
in factor} automation requires highly skilled cadres of 
engineers and technicians to design. engineer. managl.' 
and maintain factory automation systems. It also 
requires a high degree of intcrdcpendr.:nce among 
trained technicians and operators that can handle 
computerued information interchange among design 
engineering, production anJ marketing functions. A 
broader spectrum of the labor force, ranging from 
engineer-managers to technicians and operators, 
requires a higher le\'e) of basic literacy in order to man 
the more complex and highly in,egrated systems 
associated with factory automation. 

The intensified pac:.: of technological change and the 
telescoping of the design-engineering production cycles 
imply deep-seated adjustments from traditional 
pre-employment education to continuing educational 
systems than can respond to ongoing adjustments to 
change. Industrial enterprises may have to take on a 
larger share of the continuing educational function. It 
is significant to note in this regard that most Japanese 
finns assume that new employees, on a\·cragc, bring 
only 20 per cent of what they need to know to 
function within the industrial enterprise (Ol 1\1:\E). 
In the t:nitcd States, the impression is that most 
Amer.can firms expect that all new employees will 
have at lea~t 80 per cent of the training and skills 
necJed to perform their jobs. This accounts for 
corporate attitude~ leading to low inve~tments in 
human resources development and a general attitude 
that all employees arc readily replaceahle. This view 
point is generally inimical to the inherent characteristic 
of the new factory automation systems that rely 
heavily upon individual re:sponsihility for total quality 
control ;md just-in-time systems (\VSJ-EX:\J. 
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FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION IN THE CONTEXT OF STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN A 
MODERN ECONOMY 

by S. Y. GLAZEV, Central Institute for Economics and Mathematics of the Academy of 
Sciences of the USSR, Moscow, USSR 

Diffusion of flexible automation 
installations in market and centrally 
planned economies 

Formal indicators of the production and use of flexible 
automatiC'n ( f A )I equipment - industrial robots and 
'\C machine tools - show a similar picture of FA 
diffusion in the centrally planned and market 
economies. I lowe\·er, beneath the superficial 
resemblance therr arc deep and fundamental 
differences. 

In market economics, as we know, the diffusion of 
new technologies generally follows an S-5haped curve. 
FA installations arc no exception. As ca..1 be seen 
frofl'l the results of many empirical studies, including 
those of the International Institute for Applied 
Systems Analysis (llJ\SA) project on 
computer-integrated manufacturing (see list of 
references), the diffusion of basic flexible automation 

L'qUipmcnt is following the traditional S-shapcd 
life-cycle curve, ha~ing now completed the initial 
phase of slow grm,1h. 

The studies by Dmi (1984), Freeman ( 191\7) anJ Pen:t. 
( 1983) suggest that the new technological p:1radigm 
(TP)2 is now fully developed and that m·er the ni:xt I 0 
to 15 years a rapid increase is to be cxpccteJ in the 
efficiency and diffusion of its constituent proJuction 
units. Technical progress has taken on a .. nonnal"' 
cumulative character and, consistent with the 
regularity detecte~ by '.\lens.ch ( 1979), i.e. shortening 
of the innovation cycle as each new long waw 
spreads, the gestatton period of innovatio... is si:cn to 
be contracting (table 1). The diffusion ot proJuction 
units of the new TP in this phase is dctcrmini:d by 
demand which, as it grmn in response to more 
effccti\'e use of the new technology, in tum promo ks 

a further reduction in costs per unit measure of 
effici~ncy. 

Table I. 

Time span of gesta:ion period for some basic technologies of the new technological pattern 

Manufacture of computers 15-20 years 

'.\1anufacture of ~C machine tools 10-15 years 

'.\lanufacturc of imlustrial robob I0-15 years 

'.\1anufacture of microprocessors 5-10 years 

'.\1anufacture of pcnonal computers 2-3 years 

I Stm1nar P•P<• I·.,,;" Ir ~l·.\f g R. h. 1>ngmAll7 prrp.irrJ '" Russian I hr full Ir)(! "rr"''" of lhr PAP<• compn"'' low "''"""'· ,,f 1<>h1.h lhr l.1·.1 
lw<> Mt prtstnlrd hrrc. •hndgtd And tunsl•lrd 

rhc nt'\4> lcrhn11lng;Jr.d p..tr .. ttJIVJfl ff P) I\ U»Cd 10 lhr U10IC'X't ,,( lht Mt~ Jnfr1m1.trJ1Jn .mJ (r.mmun1c\lJftO tc:rhnol11Y,Jt~. h.t"'1J 11n m1ur1rlf, fr, •OI• ', .in.I 

d1gJ1aJ l<chnroJ1>g>. ·1h11Art•"1<Jrnllf1td •<!ht 1mpr!m fr•r tht f1flh Sil CAJlrd l\<ondrdbtV i"nY, IU>t ups .. 1ngtt<to"'•m1C C;cJr\ ,,f •,.,mr 1'1 "·""' 
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l ·lllllpkh: ti.1rm.1ti,1n llf thl· nc\\. TP at the xune tim.: 
·1~ifie, thl· est:ihlishment of an em·ironment 
.:onducive to rapid expansion of the carrier branches. 
This process is exactly what is now taking place in the 
,fiffusion of r-A installations. which. as the rmpirical 
'tudics l·itcJ in the references show. haw passed from 
a lcn~'lhy ~'Cstation period into the ~0\\1h phase. 

During the gestation period of FA dilTu:;ion, which 
lasted roughly a decade (from the second half of the 
1%0s to the late IQ70s). suffo.;ent industrial experience 
was gained and "natural .. market selection was made 
,,f the most effceti\·c technologies, which were adapted 
to the needs and potentialities of related production 
units. 

Illus. as the structure of economic appraisals changed 
with the displacement of the dominant TPs and was 
rdlccted m the sharply reduced cost of 
mformation-intemive technologies in relative terms, 
the scope for effective application of FA installations 
began to widen rapidly. fA diffusion entered the 
phase of ··increasing yield, .. characterized by steady 
potenti;tl gn1\\1h. In view of this, it is to be expected 
that the comhined effects of training. scales of 
production and ~adual changes in organizational and 
mana)!erial institutions will be lo increase the potential 
for F ;\ market penetration. O\'er the next 15 to 20 
~cars. rapid and sustained diffusion of flexible 
. mtomation l'quipmcnt is likely in various branches of 
rroJucti<lO. 

I:\ tlitlmion in a centrally planned economy i-; 
~uh,tanti:tlly dif1erenl. Changes in the formal 
indicator-;, e~pccially those constructed for the purpose 
of long-r;sr1ge planning, show that in the t:SSR, too, 
there has hcen rapid and sustained growth in the 
diffusion of FA installations. However, this gro\\1h is 
i.:'.\plained not so much hy the increasing efficiency of 
F ,\ installations as by the concern of Government 
Jl·partments to showcase major achievements in the 
m.mufacture and use of new technology. This was 
c'pccially apparent during the campaign launched 
under the eleventh five-year plan for the introduction 
;ind use of robots in industry. 

. \l·.:ording to ~une} s conducted at that time, as well 
as official ~t;ifotics (Pravda, 26 January 1986 and 18 
January 19"7; Vokhkcvich, 1987), no less than a third 
of the 50.llt10 industrial robots produced hctwecn 198 I 
and 1985 had not JX'rfom1ed even one hour's work. A 
'ample in,pcction made hy the People's Control 
Committee of the LSSP. in 1985 showed that the 
annual retum on introducing 600 robots, at a cost of 
more than I 0 million roubles, was a mere 18,000 
rouhles ( Sot.riali.rtirhr.rkaya /ndu.flriya, 16 ;\ifarch 

l lJSS 1. I kn: an: some more reCl'nt tigun:s: the 
number of imlustrial robots brought into ~n·in~ in the 
first thn.-c months of 1988 fell by a quarter compared 
\\ith the corresponding period of the pre\ious year 
(although robot production is continuing to increase), 
and the pay-back period for these robots is l l years 
(/z:rt'Jt~r<J, q June (1)88). There is ever; reason to 
suppose that the: situation will he the same in the: 
current five-year period following mass production of 
expcnsi\·e means of flexible automation - flexihle 
manufacturing systems and flexible manufacturing 
modult:s. \' olchkevich ( 1988) reports that with some 
FVfS down-time accounts for up to a third of working 
time and that precision of machining is not adequate 
to prmide ready-to-use components, which have to be 
finished on general-purpose machines. 

~o less significant is the fact that, with flexible 
systems, production co~ls are generally three lo four 
times higher and capital productivity 12 lo 15 times 
lo·ver than for conventional metal-cutting machinery. 
In this context it is interesting to note that, as 
estimated by D. '.\1. Poltcrovich ( 1987), eight times 
more flexible manufacturing systems and 16 to 17 
times more flexible manufacturing modules are to be 
installed in the CSSR between 1986 4lld 1990 than 
will be produced in the t:nited States over the same 
period according to predictions made by American 
specialists . 

·1nus, the relatively fast diffusion of FA installations in 
the LSSR cannot be explained by their increasing 
efficiency. This i!> not surprising, given industry's 
general aim to comply with formal output rnlume 
indicators and bearing in mind the current pricing 
system in the centrally planned economy. Combined 
with absence of competition and a user monopoly, 
this trend means that thr cost of new equipment will 
continue to grow relative lo that of the analogues it 
displaces at a rate estimated by Sclyunin ( 1985) at lO 
per cent per year. Hence structural changes in a 
centrally planned economy cannot be brought about 
by price changes or by the higher relative efficiency of 
new TP production units, as in a market economy. 

Present price rciationships are basically governed by 
the repfClduction of the oldest of existing technological 
patterns, fonned back in the industriali7.ation period. 
This explains why, in the present price system (if 
projected on lo the reproductive structure of the new 
technological pattern now forming). prices for fuel, 
energy and many type~ of raw and partly-procc~~ed 

materials, as well as labour costs, arc substantially 
lower. At the same time, the prices for instruments, 
electronic equipment, high-quality raw materials and 
supplies and high-:z~chnology engineering goods are 
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high.:r. Th~·:-..· J..:\ittions of pri..:1.·~ fwm th.: :-1xially 
necess..1ry bht)cJr costs that would he consisk•nt w;th 
an ad\·a1Ked n:prodUl'ti\'e structure of the economy 
have a negati\·e effect on the nominal efficiency of 
automak'l.i production facilities, since the d~\'dopment 
of such facilities means foregoing rdati\·cly cheap and 
accessible economic gcods and drawing more upon 
high-quality expcnsi\·e resources whose prices are 
inflated. '.\leasurcs of the nominal efficiency of 
fa1.-ilities of \·arious IL-chnological patterns are thus 
simply not comparable. 

In a centrally planned economy, the key role in 
economic appraisal is played not by prices but by 
centrally established priorities. Thus. to e\·aluate the 
nature of diffusion of new technologies one must rely 
not so much on measures of their nominal efficiency 
as on tho~ technical par.unetcrs which make it 
possible to judge the real efficiency of the motive 
forces of this process. 

Despite the relatin~ly large scales of production 
attained, automation equipment produced in the 
CSSR is charactcCV.ed by low reliability (mean time 
hctwecn failures of an F'.\1S in engineering branches is 
often no more than a few hours, and it sometimes 
t:ikcs months or even years to trace all the faulty 
components and make the F'.\fS fully operational), a 
fact which can he explained by the unsatisfactory 
quality of '.'\C systems, electric drivcs, low-voltage 
apparatus. digital display devices, bearings. polymer 
materials and other components - many of which, 
furthermore, arc produced in obviously inadequate 
quant1t1es. The actual conditions of production of 
automation equipment indicate that the requisite 
combination of technologica!ly interrelated production 
facilities has not yet been fonned. I." ~rs arc also not 
ready to operate the new technical systems effectively. 
I ligh-productivity equipment is quite often introduced 
unsystematically (or not installed at all) and docs not 
operate automatically. According to figures provided 
by Vokhke\·ich ( 1987), for example, in the first half of 
the eleventh five-year plan period no m1lrc than half of 
the industrial robots produced were actually 
introduced. '.\foreover, 95 per cent of floor-type IRs 
(the most common category of rohots in the VSSR) 
each scr\'ice one unit of equipment, i.e. replace one 
worker; and in one well-known case 600 IRs replaced 
R5 workers. Only 54 per cent of IRs operate as part 
of roboti.lcd complexes and the remaining 46 per cent 
arc not integrated. Only 45 per cent of IRs operate 
with tool changes and the remaining 55 per cent arc 
tooled for only one product. 

Iii.: fogi1.:al 1.:1.111~quc11..:e of builJing up proJul·tion of 
automation equipment without rnrresponding 
technological ad\'ances in related sphen.-s of the 
economy is to produce still greater disproportions in 
the et."Onomic structure. I etting the production of 
automation equipment run ahead like this without 
good reason puts exccssi\'e pressure on subcc...,tractors. 
who, in order to meet the growing demand, 
cor.ccntrate on expanding the mlumc of output rather 
than improving its quality and reliability. In their 
anxiety to n-port that they hu-e fulfilled the major 
.argets set hy the Government on ti~, the prodlll-ers 
of component parts do not bother about production 
rnsts. As a result, the pril-e per unit of pcrformam.-c of 
automatl-d equipment rises from one year to the next, 
contrary to acl-cptcd notions about the efficiency of 
technical sy~tems increasing as experience is gained in 
their manufacture and use. According to D. 
Paltero\'ich's figures ( 1986), fitting metal-cutting 
machines with ~C de\rices increases their cost by 7-8 
times, but their productivity increases only by 15-2 
times. According to government plans, pril-es for 
automated equipment will continue to rise in the 
future. It is expected that by the year 2000 the price 
of an '.'\C machine tool "iU have doubled again; thus 
the average price of a mctal·cutting machine will have 
increased sixfold by comparison \\ith 1983, but there 
wiU be a .>uhstantially smaller inn-ease in its 
producti\·ity. In the long term, the plans provide for 
the improwment in the consumer qualities of new 
equipment to he some JO to 20 per cent greater than 
the increase in its price - an insignificant figure. We 
may note that the margin is 90 per cent in the l:nitcd 
States and, much grca;cr in the basic indu:.tries of the 
new TP. 

Thus a brief analysis of the diffusion of f A 
installations in a centrally planned economy confirms 
the conclusions of empirical studies as to its 
ineffectiveness. This incffecti\·eness is long-term in 
nature and is due to t~e institutional structure of 
social production in such an economy. For the time 
hcing, expansion of the production of unprofitable 
automation equipment is being financed out of the 
budget. But this means that resources arc in fact 
being reallocated from traditional industries to boost 
the output of equipment that is not fully developed, 
with the result tha1 production costs do not come 
down, hut increase - a state of affairs which cannot 
continue indefinitely. To maintain high rates of 
gro\\1h with an increasing volume of unprofitable 
output is becoming a very expensive business, which 
means that costs absolutely must be brought down 
(sec table 2.). 
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Table.:!. 

Rates of gl'0\\1h of production of automation equipment in the t;SSR 

1970-1975 

Gro~1h in production of equipment: 

Computers x4 
~C machine tools x 1.5 

1975-1980 

x 2.2 
x 2.4 

1980-1985 

x 1.7 
x2 

1970-1975 1980-1982 1982-1984 1984-1986 

Robots x 14 x3 x 2.5 x L3 

.Vou Calculated on the basis of figures from the Central Statistical Office's statistical yearbook on the 
economy of the t;SSR and reports by the CSO (which comes under the State Committee for Statistics of 
the Council of :\linistcrs of the t;SSR) on fulfillment of the State plan for the period 1970-1985. 

In the immediate future, we must expect a further 
decline in the rate of FA diffusion in the VSSR. If 
the administrative command system of organizing 
social production is retained, the new technology will 
soon be operating on a basis of simple reproduction, 
and the introduction of FA will be confined to a 
narrow sphere of high-technology industries supported 
by State suhsidies. If radical economic reforms are 
put through successfully and market-economy 
institutions arc established in the CSSR, the new 
technical pattern can be expected gradually to replace 
obsolete industries, and after the appropriate 
c-.·~ditions have been established, there will be further 
diffusion of FA as its eeonGmic benefits become 
e\·ident in practice. The conditions in question, in 
addition to the cstahlishment of supporting industries 
and the fonnation of new TP technological chains, 
imply diange~ in the pricing structure. indu,ling a 
reduction in the prices of control devices and 
ekctronic componenh and a ri~ in the cost of cner~'Y. 
raw material,, environmental protection and lahour. 
Gre;1t impor!ance will he altat·hcd to rnm·,pomling 
changn in the organi1.ation of pro,luction and elTort'i 
to rai..c latl<mr ~tandard<o. 

FA diffusion models 

The intermediate pos1t1on of FA equipment 
production as one of the carrier branches of the new 
TP gives rise to a number of difficulties in modelling 
and forecasting its development. On the one hand, 
that development will depend on the effectiveness of a 
key factor which is cmbodid in the equipment but 
produced in the moti\·e branches. On the other hand, 
the diffusion of such equipment will depend on the 
demand for new methods of production from other 
sectors of the economy, which will in tum he 
determined t-.y a variety of conditions, including such 
unknowns as social and managerial innovations. 

It has to be said that the evolution of the 
technological structure of an economy is a highly 
rnmplcx, non-linear ·and unprcdictahlc pr<>1:ess 
influenced by a \'ast number of factors and by various 
fcedhacks. The Jailer must, in our view, scr\'c as the 
hasic material for mathematical modelling of technical 
and ernnomic development pmres~s. In addition. 
the e\olution of any tn·hnology. and l'\·en of a 
complex of related ind1.stries, cannot he represented in 
i'\C1btion. The modelling process has to he preceded 
hy a thorough analysis of ih place in lhe lcl·hnological 



:-tructurc of th.: i:co1\llm~ .mJ of ih im.:rrdation:. \\ith 
the economic anJ social 1."tl\irorunent. 

The formal tl10ls for simulating the diffusion of FA 
instalhtions ha\·c lo be flcxibie enough to take 
a1.-count of these 1.-ircumstana:s. In modelling this 
process. the approach to be adopted is. in our \lew. as 
follows: All inh:rrdationships between the ,-ariablcs of 
the process ren~aling reasonably constant paltcms and 
correlations have to be formaliz1.-d and then combined 
in a single model \loith the aid of dccision-tal:ing 
procedures. Such procedures also lend thcmsel\-cs to 
partial formalization, given precise specifications of 
criteria and limitations. 

Technological adnnces in the modem economy 
comprise three types of proccsscs which are dcs.:ribcd 
in diffc:rcnt ways. The first is reproduction of the 
traditional technologies of the pr'C\ious TP, which 
fonn the emiron."llCllt for the diffusion of FA. They 
ha\'C already reached maturity in their development 
and their technical and economic parameters can be 
rcga:rdcd as constant. Traditional econometric 
methods can be used to Jcscribe them. 

Secondly, there is the ernlution of new TP industries, 
including FA installations. As has already hl.."Cn said, 
this is an unstable and unpredictable process, and can 
be described by means of learning curves, production 
functions with disembodied scientific and 
t1.-chnological progress and other familiar methods. 

As has already been stated, FA installations fall into 
the category of earner branches of the new TP. In 
order to model their diffusion, technological progress 
in the moti\·e branches must also be taken into 
account. For this purpose we can use autonomous 
models of scientific and technological progre'ls in the 

I ?5 

lidJ of d"-ctronic componcnh and :-oft\\;irc lor L\ 
installations. For d1.~bing various non-linc:ar t~tx-s 
of fccdbad: hl.."tlA.l."rn the n·olution of FA installations 
md scientific and technical progress in other areas of 
the new TP, the systems dynami'--s approach is highly 
suitable. llo1A.-e\·er. to apply it t."lltails CUT)ing out 
empirical studies of dim:t links and feedbacks between 
.. b·d .. ,-ariablcs in the diffusion of the new TP. and 
c\-aluating the parameters of Oows bl.-twcen thl.'111. 
including \-arious time-lags, multipliers, scale anJ 
learning effects. 

ThUdly, t~ are the processes of interaction between 
the new and traditional TPs, which in the present ~ 
means the repbccment of traditional metal-working 
technologies by FA methods. I lerc we can use the 
well-kno~n S-shapcd curves. The problem is that, 
because of the irregular way FA diffusion procC\.-ds 
and the short time-series. normal statistical methods of 
evaluating parameters do r.ot gi\·e reiiable results. A 
thorough analysis has to be carried out to dctcnnine 
possible saturation la'Cls, the speed and timing of 
ups~ings, and other parameters of the displacement 
processes. One of the most Jifficult problems is to 
~etcnnine when an upswing is likely to occur in the 
Jisplaccmcnt of traditional technologies by FA 
processes in various industries. For this purpose. 
forecasts ha\·e to be made of the diffusion of FA 
installations and of the decisions to be taken with 
regard to in\·estment and cost-benefit assessments of 
alt1.-mati\"e technologies (new and traJitional). 

Fach of the processes examined abo\"e can he 
described mathematically. The problem of combining 
them into a single macro-economic model can he 
~lved in various ways. the final choice ,lf simulat;on 
devices depending on modelling requirements. 
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USE OF FM-TECHNOLOGY IN THE SMALL OPEN ECONOMY - CASE STUDY 
FROM FINLAND 

by J. MIESKONEN, SITRA, Helsinki, Finland 

PREFACE 

This paper is based on the data collcctcd in Finbnd 
bctwcm autumn 1987 and spring 1989. Data for 
analpis has k"Cfl gathcn:d ,..-ith a large F'.\IS 
Questionnaire, ,.,-hich •-as prcpan:J by llASA in 
co-op.T.ltion with the Finnish TI:S program. Filling 
in the questionnaire in the companies using F'.\f 
technology •-as done by the author. l1ac method U5Cd 
v.-as a guided intcnn·. Tbc persons intcnn-ecl ,.,~ 
in responsible positions in production (e.g. production 
managers). Data were collected from eleven FM 
sysums in eight different companies in Finbnd. 
Additional data wen: also oblaincd from four other 
systems in three companies. Companti\-c data from 
other countries •-en: gathcml by llASA. l1ac 
n:fcrcncc countries cho5CD wen: Sweden (S cases), 
Austria (6 cases) and Czechoslovakia (S cases). l1ac 
author took part in the data collection in Austria. 

:\lost of the figures presented hen: arc based on elc\-cn 
t=inajsh cases. Wht."IC a larger number of cases was 
anibblc from Finland, it is indicated in parenthesis 
e.g. (n = 15). The ele\icn Finnish cases rq>rCSCDt 73 
per cent of E\I systems in that country. Five Swedish 
cases CO\-cr only about 13 per cent, fi\·e Czechoslovak 
cases about 20 per cent and 6 Austrian cases about 7S 
per t.i..'Dt of total installations in each country. 

Conclusions from a large FMS data bank ha\"C been 
uSt.-d as additional rcfon.'DCC matcriaJ (Tchijov 1989). 

"Ibis work h3s hcen done as part of the Finnish Tl:S 
pro.,-arnme (ITS - Technology, Ecc-.nomy, Society) 
which is financed hy the Finnish :"ational Fund for 
Research anJ IJcvelopmcnt (SITRA). 

1. DIFFUSION OF FM TECHNOLOGY IN 
FINLAND 

l:sc of the system-level production technology in the 
Finnish metal products industry started at the 
beginning of the 1980s. In 1982, two systems wen: 
built by cwo JifTcrcnl companies. During che next 
two years, lhe number of systems increased by one per 
year. These four syslcms were developed more or less 

in-house and •-en: installed in big di,-crsificd 
multi-industrial companies. 

During the next two yars, six systems 111.-cn: installed. 
One new phenomenon was compact turnkey systems 
which consisted o( two machining centres, a 
warehouse foe- paJlcts and transportaeion equipment_ 
Another new ph:nomcnon •-as the growing interest of 
mcdium-u companies in flexible automation. Four 
systems inst~lled in 1987-1989 111.-cn: also for big 
companies. 

:\Ion: than half the profd ccntn:s where the F'.\IS is 
located an: of medium size. However, in nine out of 
eleven cases, the mother company is big_ While none 
of the systems mentioned hen: is located in small 
companies, some flexible manufacturing units arc in 
use in advanced smaD companies_ 

Altogether there arc IS FM systems in operation in 
1=in1and. In addition, then: arc six systems in research 
and education apptications. A rough estimale predicts 
that there will be slightly more than twenty FMS 
instalbtions at the end of 1990. The estimate is based 
on infonnation about planned ir ..-~mcnts. 

These systems an: located in the southern ar.:f central 
parts of Finbnd, which arc tradicionally the most 
industrialized areas. So far then: is only one F'.\1 
system in the Helsinki area. 

Altogether then: arc 49 numcrically-conlrolled 
machine cools in the Finnish FM systems. This 
corresponds lo less than 2 per cent of che whole 
population of SC-machines in Finland and to about 
2.S p.-r ecol of culling SC-machines (drilling, milling 
and Cuming machines and machining ccncrcs)_ ·111cn: 
are 31 machining ccnlrcs in lhesc syslems which 
corresponds to about 6.0 per cent which corresponds 
to the whole MC population. 

The lolal number of industrial robots in Finland is 
S4S. Deducting those in cducacionaJ applications (69), 
there are 476 in production application. Thirteen of 
them an: in F~ systems, which corresponds to 2. 7 per 
cent. 
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These figures expressed as a pcn:cntagc do not give a 
perfect picture of the importance of F:\I systems, 
because the production capacity of a system consisting 
of three machines is greater than the capacity of three 

stand-alone machines. Howe\tt, the figures show 
some diffusion rates compared \\ith single 
i\C-machines. 

Table L 

Size scale of the Finnish companies and diffusion of F'.\t-systems 

Big company in Finland 
Medium-size company 
Small company 

~umber of employees 

over 500 
100-500 
under 100 

~umber of cases 
Corporation Profit centre 

9 
2 
0 

5 
6 
0 

Profit centre 
Corporation = 

A factory or separate production unit where the FMS is located 
The mother company of the group 

2. TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE FM 
SYSTEMS 

A typical Finnish FM systcrr. is rather small, i.e. 
compact production equipment consisting of less than 
four :'liC-machines, in most cases ~ithout industrial 
robots integrated into the system. The magazines for 
tools in the machines are large. On average, more 
than 120 tools are reserved for each machine. 

Planning and realization 

The majority of the Finnish systems were planned by 
a system vendor. The vendor has also realized most 
of the systems. It is worth mentioning that in IO out 
of 15 cases, the integrating parts (warehouse, control 
software, transportation) of the system were made in 
Finland. Only two systems are imported as a whole 
and three systems are of mixed configurations. 
NC-machines are mainly imported. Only two out of 
the 49 machines were produced in Finland. 

In Sweden every case system was planned and realized 
by the user company. The Czechoslm·ak cases were 
mainly planned by the user and realized half by the 
user and half by the system vendor. All the 
Czechoslovak cases are of local de\·elopmcnt. All the 
Austrian cases were planned and realized by the 
system vendor. ~one of the system vendors for 
Austrian cases is Austrian. This is peculiar, because 
there are system vendors in Austria, hut for some 
reason they have ·only export references. 

Machining functions 

'.\lost of the Finnish systems produce prismatic parts. 
Only two systems are for rotational parts and two 
systems produce both prismatic and rotational parts. 
~one of the systems is used in sheet metal 
applications. A couple of sheet metal F:\IS arc now 
in the investment phase in Finland. 
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The machining functions of the 11 Finnish systems 
are di\"ided as shown in the table below. 

Table 2. 

Distribution of machining functions in the ele\ren 
Finnish FM systems 

\lachining fum.""tions 

Drilling 
\tilling 
Turning 
Thread cutting 
Grinding 
Boring 

Other functions 

Washing 
De burring 
Heat Treatment 

10 
10 
5 
4 
2 
I 

7 
2 
I 

Almost two thirds of the machines in the systems are 
machine centers. Other machines used are lathes, 
grinding machines, sawing machines and milling 
machines. As mentioned before, there are only a few 
industrial robots in these systems. Altogether seven 
robots are integrated into the systems. Two of them 
arc in deburring and five are in material handling 
application. 

Transportation, warehousing 

In all but three f'.\f systems the internal 
transportation is based C'n pallets. On average, there 
arc 53 pallets in each system. That is more than in 
the ~wedish and Austrian cases, although they have 
more machines per system. In most cases pallets arc 
stored in a high storage (pallet stacking). A high 
storage is usually, however, only two or three shelves 

high to avoid the extra safety de\"ices required by strict 
elevator regulations. 

Transportation inside the warehouse is done by a 
stacker crane which also loads and unloads the 
machines. Only one system of the l l participating in 
this research uses automated guided vehicle (AGV) as 
a transpor .. ation device. 

Parts, products 

The average machining time for parts or part pallets is 
about one hour. This shows that the parts machined 
in the systems arc rather complex and that simple 
small parts arc fixed on group fixtun:s. On an:rab'C. 
the size of a part family is 13-t parts. Typical parts 
produced in the systems arc gearboxes. gear axles. 
flywheels for diesel engines, cylinder heads for diesel 
engines and hydraulic parts. 

Materials 

The most usual raw material is cast iron. Six of the 
systems use only cast iron as raw material, one uses 
only steel. Two of the systems use both cast and steel 
and two of the systems use also aluminium and brass. 
'.\laterials are critical for smooth unmanned operation. 
\tany disturbances occurring during night shifts are 
caused by difficult materials and \\TOng cutting 
parameters. Cast iron is the easiest material for 
unmanned operations. 

The end-products of parts made in fifteen Finnish F\I 
systems are shown in the table below. 

Table 3. 

End-products of the parts machined in the Finnish 
F\1 systems 

'.\lachines 
Diesel engine 
Axles 
Machine tools 
Transportation vehicles 
Instruments 

5 
4 
3 
I 
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Figure 3. An example of common FMS configuration in Finland (Valmet FASO) 

Figure 4. FMS distribution over pay-back time 
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3. OPERATION OF THE FM SYSTEMS 

Finnish F\1 systems are not only planned for a large 
part family anJ a small batch size hut also opcrateJ 
according to these goals. The average number of parts 
the systems prodm.'C is IJ.I (n = 15) which is a little 
more than the a\·crage planned part family ( 129). The 
smallest part family consists of 11 parts and the largest 
of more than 300 (n = 15). Two CzechoslO\·alc cases 
have a part family of more than the.- average planned 
part family (129). The smallest part family consists of 
II parts and the largest of more than 300 (n = 15). 
Two Czechoslovak cases have a part family of more 
than 1000 different parts. 

The average batch size is as low as 8.8. Three systems 
are operated ~ith one part batch size. The highest 
batch size is about 40 parts. One reason for this is 
certainly the high diffusion rate of JIT production 
(JIT - just-in-time) among these user companies. 
The average batch size varies considerably among the 
three countries compared. Among the Swedish cases 
there are some serving the automobile indu~ry which 
partly explains the large average batch .,j·rr . 

The correct use of an F\1 system is essential for 
gaining the expected benefits. ·Don't buy a sports car 
if you arc afraid of high speed.· Realizing that is one 
success factor of Finnish installations. Of course there 
is still a lot to do to improve the operation. e.g. 
improving utilization rate. 

• Case: 

Operation of one of the case companies is based 
on the produc.:tion of the series of one product. 
The company makes about 5000 different 
end-products from five ha-;ic modules. The fj\·c 
modules each have 10-]5 different variations by 
sit.c, shape anJ material. The whole production is 
or!?anit.cd to support a continuous flow of 
material in one-part batches. The F\1 systems 
also support this. Even if there were orders of e.g. 
20 idcntic.:al products, the production control 
system would hreak down the order into single 
parts. Actually the capacity of the whole 
production would collapse if there were a large 
order for the s;1mc product, because the pallets arc 
tailored for specific parts. 

\lost of the F\1 systems in Finland arc operated 
in three shifts. ·inc avc1agc shift rate is 2.7, while 
it is 2.8 in Sweden, 3.0 in Austria and 2.1 in 
Czechoslovakia. ~faximum unmanned time is on 
average 11.2 hours, which is much more than in 
the other cases. Only two Vinnish systems use no 
unmanned night shifts. Only one of the Austrian 

:.>:: ~i.:ms i~ opcrateJ umna1mcJ. One n:awn for 
this could be the lower Austrian salary levels 
compared \\ith Sweden and Finland. There could 
also he some cultural rea~ms behind this 
phenomenon. 

4. ECONOMIC FEATURES OF FINNISH 
SYSTEMS AND COMPARISON WITH SOME 
RELEVANT COUNTRIES 

Most of the Finnish FM systems seem to be 
economically quite successful. t: nfortunatcly there is 
a lack of information concerning ROI and IRR figures 
(ROI - return on investment, IRR - internal rate of 
return), which are the most typical parameters of 
profitability. Information of pay-back times (which 
describe the fmancial effects of the investment better 
than actual profitability) is however available. On 
average, the pay-back time is three years, which is 
rather short compared with Austria and 
Czechoslovakia. Although it should be noticed that 
Finnish systems are not only smaller by number of 
machines but also by size of investment. International 
data show mostly longer pay-back times (Figure 4). It 
should be mentioned that the 76 cases covered in the 
figure include 13 1:innish cases. When comparing the 
si.t.e of investment per number of machine tools, it 
may be seen that the Swedish systems are most 
expensive per machine and the Czechoslovak arc the 
cheapest. 

One of the most important reasons for f\1S 
investment is the aim to reduce capital tied to the 
invrntorics. That has also been the aim of JIT 
production and OPT production (OPT - optimized 
production technology). According to the cases 
examined, Finnish systems have on average reduced 
inventories 80 per cent and work in process 75 per 
cent. Swedish systems have also reduced these 
parameters considcrahly. This indicator of technical 
development is of course connected with a starting 
point. Rut when one looks at the decrease in per cent 
it is quite reliable. 'Ille large F\1S data bank gi\·es the 
average per cent for inventories and WIP reduction 
(WlP-work in progress) as 64 per cent. 

·inc other important reason for investment is to save 
one expensive labour force and to replace it with 
automatic functions. Our cases show that even when 
the average absolute reduction of the labour force is 
quite small (because the F\1 systems are small 
compared with those in these countries), the relative 
labour saving is almost the same in Finland, Sweden 
and Austria - about 53 per cent. The large data 
bank gives a higher average percentage figure (77 per 
cent) which could be because there are some large F:\-1 
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systems (almost unmanned factories) included in that 
data bank. 

5. HINDERING AND ACCELERATING 
FACTORS FOR THE DIFFUSION OF FM 
TECHNOLOGY 

The following aspects were raised ""hen factors 
accelerating diffusion of FM technology were 
discussed: 

• Technical: 

o know-how of :'\C technology 

o earlier experience of FM technology 

o starting with JJT philosoph} 

• Economical: 

o need to increase profitability 

'J need to decrease unit costs 

• :Marketing: 

c need to raise capacity 

o investment as a reference 

• Organi7.ational: 

o lack of skilled workers 

• Strategic: 

IJS 

o earlier experience of unmanned production 

o construction changes in product 

o strategic dcctsion to invest in system 
technology 

Table 4. 

Average technical indicators of FM systems in Finland, Sweden, Austria and Czechoslovakia. 

COU1'TRIES SF s A Czechoslovakia 

~T'.\IBER OF CASES II 5 6 5 

~umber of l'C-machines 3.3 5.8 4.16 13.8 
Number of robots 0.64 1.6 0.83 0.6 
!'lumber of tools per machine 124 59 80 66 
Total number of tools 339 347 459 87 
:'\umber of pallets 53 40 28 
Number of pallets per machine 16 6.9 6.7 
Size of part family 134 20 103• 1338 
A \·crage batch size 9 1063 439 151 
Average set up time, (minutes) 8 62 
Cutting time per pallet, (minutes) 53 41 20 
Throughout time of prod. (h) 41 37 
Type of part produced: (%) 

prismatic 71 60 60 20 
rotational 29 20 20 60 
sheet metal 0 0 20 20 

• Sheet metal case has been excluded because of irrelevant comparison. 
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The most im[l\.)rtant re;ison for ;iccder;iting the 
diffusion of f\1 technology is earlier experience with 
'.'C technology and urunanm.-d production in gener.ll. 
The n;itural n-a"<m for diffusion is impm\·ing 
productivity. Some companies have made strategic 
decisions to invest only in system technology. The 
following factors hindering diffusion were mentioned: 

• Technological: 

o lack of technical support from vendors 

o lack of CI\f knowledge at every level of the 
company 

o vendors do not ha\·e practical references 

o the old products do not fit automated 
production 

o components for automation arc too unreliable 

o too many different parts for f\IS 

o quality of the electric current too low for 
computers 

• Organvation:i.l: 

~ difficulties in finding Cl\1 cxpcrienccJ people 

' adoption of new production philo"<1ph~ t:.kt·s 
a lot of time 

• \1arketing: 

o difficulties in finding vendor 

o vendors have difficulties in fulfilling what they 
have promised 

As can be seen, the problems run from philosophy to 
the quality of electric power. The pionet.-rs have faced 
most difficulties concerning lack of \·cndors and 
unreliable system components. \lany of the case 
companies seem to ex~'Cl too much fmm the 
vendors. It was a surprise that none of the companies 
mentioned lack of capital or too high investment as a 
hindering factor. Also, none of them mcntiom:d 
unsatisfactory investment calculation methods :-s a 
barrier. lbere seems to be more lack of know-how 
than money. 

Table 5. 

Average economic indicators of F'.\IS in Finland, Sweden, Austria and Czechoslovakia. 

COUNTRIES 

~U'.\rnER OF CASES 

Size of investment,( USS) 
Pay-back timc,(Yl 
Change of stocks 
Change of \VIP 
Labour savinr:;, ..:· olutc numb. 
I zbour savings, rdati . ( % ) 
Change of unit cost, (',o) 
'.\fax. unmanned time 

SF 

11 

1.8 
10 
-R0°1o 
-75% 
6.9 
52.3 
-7.5 
11.2 

---------------

OTHER l:\DICATORS 

Average installa1ion year 
Export rate of production 
Investment per machines (CS$) 

1985.6 
60.6 
0.54 

s 

5 

5.1 

-77°10 

-76% 
17.8 
56.8 
-25 
5h 

1982.8 
62 
O.R8 

A Czechoslovakia 

6 5 

2.2 5.5 
5.3• 5.2 
-25°1

0 ~ 5";. 
-43% -15~o 

14.5 
5.15 ·'').0 

-15 
1.3 5.6 

--·----

19R6.5 
80 
0.52 

1'>82.6 
46 
tU9 
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6. TYPICAL USER COMPANY 

:\s shown in Table I, most of the Finnish F\1 
systems arc installed in big metal product companies 
which ha\"e a worldwide market area. The export rate 
of the pmducts made in F\IS is much higher (61 per 
cent I than the average in the rnetal product industry 
(46 per cent). 

A typical charach.-ristic of the enterprises using f\1 
technology i~ that they are more or less pioneers in 
dc\·cloping production with other means e.g. JIT 
philosophy, group technology, cell-based production, 
.1.cro im·cntorics production. Another common feature 
is long experience with '.1-:C-tcchnology and the use of 
unmanned production with single '.'\C-machines 
(F\1C - flexible manufacturing unit), in some 
companies several years. 

f\I technology is also relevant to small companies. 
'.'\one of the small companies has so far invested in 

Figure 5. 

system-level F!\1 technology. One reason for this is 
the lack of fixed product structure or strong own 
products. lney cannot invest in a production system 
in which the parts are fixed on rather expensi\·e pallets 
and fixtures if they do not know what they will 
produce next month. 

The fifth figure shows that the ccmplexity of the F:\1 
systems has a correlation to FM products of the same 
company. The more complex system components 
(sensors, robots, machine tools, control equipment, 
system programs and F'.\!Ss) the company is 
delivering the more ad\'anL""Cd (complex) production 
systems it uses in its own production. The two cases 
in the low right comer can be explained as rcfcrc-:.,:e 
and Rand D cases for the system vendor. Companies 
which do not have any system products themselves 
tend to invest in compact turnkey systems. Ten out 
of fifteen ca~s are in companies which also have some 
system components as a product. 

Correlation between the complexity of the FM technology used in the Finnish companies 
and the level of FM technology components as a product for the same company or corporation 

COMPLEXITY OF 
FM-TECHNOLOGY 
IN PRODUCTION 

Complex (big) 
FM-system 

Medium 
FM-system 

Compact (small) 
FM-sy&tem 

• 

• • • • 
No system 
products 

Not• ( t) 1ndica1n fifteen different case FM-sv11ems 

• • 

• • • 
• 

Component 
vendor 

• • 

• • 
System 
vendor 

FM-TECHNOLOGY 
AS A PRODUCT 
FOR USER COMPANY 
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PREREQUISITES FOR IMPLEMENTING CIM - MOVING TOWARDS CIM :N JAPAN 

by H. YAMASHINA, Kyoto University, K. MATSUMOTO, Nippon Denso Co., Ud. and 
I. INOUE, C & C $ystems Research laboratories, NEC Corp., Japan 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Japanese manufacturing technology is based on 
the integration of high quality and low manufacturing 
cost in the time horizon. The reason why it is 
efficient to integrate those targets in the time horizon 
is because the superiority of a company depends not 
only on monetary matters but also on "the practice 
policy" i.e., to plan quickly and to put it into practice 
quickly, to look at the whole production from the 
\iewpoint of time, to practice plans with the best 
timing and to minimize the tum-around time. In 
Japan CIM is cxpa.-tc..-d to play a key role in quickly 
developing, producing and distributing products in 
order to gain :t fur ner competitive edge. 

This paper first reviews economic environments 
surrounding "manufacture." The second section 
presents some comparisons between Japan and the 
West on Cl'.\1 concepts and approaches. The thUd 
section reports on the current status of Cl'.\1 
implementation in Japan. The fourth section deals 
with CIM in large-volume production, in which Japan 
seems to continue lo be ahead of the rest of the world, 
stresses the imponance of quality assurance and 
maintenance and points out the necessity of 
de\·eloping suitable interfaces among computers, 
machines, proJucts.'workpieces and operators for the 
success of CIM. The last section presents three 
examples of CIM which have proved to be very useful 
in Japan. 

2. ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTS 
SURROUNDING "MANUFACTURE .. 

2.1 Trend of supply and demand relation 

In the current mature economic climate, market 
demand is highly variable. 

Figure I sho\lr'S a conceptual rdationship between 
demand and supply from the time before the first oil 
crisis to the present. During the high growth period 
before the first oil aisis, there was ample demand in 
the market and various products were developed, 
produced and sold mainly on the initiati\-C of the 
manufacturer. Howna, all markets e..-cntually 
become saturated, and ~-idencc of market saturation 
began to appear after the first oil crisis, as shown in 
figure 2. 

2.2 DiYenilication theoty 

There is a theory in economics about the effect of 
diversification on sales ( I). Figure 3 illustrates this 
theory. In this graph, curve S1 sho\l.'S the $2les 
volume over time of a given product. If this product 
could be produced with many variations in such a way 
as to meet every kind of need, then sales could 
possibly be increased to level S1. Lilccwise, if there is 
a product that sells at level S2, sales could be increased 
to level S4 with inacased variations. 

2.3 Growing need for products matching the 
individual person's circumstances, personality 

and tastes. 

In the saturated market, manufacturing companies 
wen: forced to face intensified competition. In order 
to maintain and hopefully to increase sales, they tried 
to create a new market. For instance, in the case of 
consumer durables, once it was a "must" to have, say, 
one air conditioner in each house, but then the 
manufacturers succeeded in creating the feeling that 
each room needed an air conditioner. 
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llowc\·1."f. en.-~ room has a Jiff .... "tl'lll ca~;ty. SJ'31.-C 
and wall colour. To put an air conditioner on the 
•-all. on the ceiling or on the floor dcpmding on the 
condition of the mom. JiffC'mlt kinds of units must ~ 
pro\n~ to fit the Jiffamt needs. As the standard of 
li\-ing has impro\-cd, consumers •-ho hue bcc\lmc 
more afllU\.'tlt ha\"C \\illingly acttpt~-d such 
manufacturer's cnJc:n-ours. As a matter of course 
there has bccn a gro•-ing nttd for products matchin~ 
indi\idual p..-rsons· circumstances, personality and 
tastes. 

If manufacturers sell only their main products, they 
arc liable to lose th\.-ir mark.ct share. In order to mt.-ct 
the diR"l"Sity of customers· needs, \-arious types of 
products must be produced. This tcndcncy will 
become more intcnsiftcd in the future. Thus. after the 
first oil crisis. products rul\'C come to be dc\-clopcd in 
considc..-ration of the needs of the consumer. 
Therefore, the period before the oil crisis is callc:d the 
··Fr.a of Product Out" and after the oil crisis, the "Era 
of '.\tarkct In," as shown in figure 4. 

2.4 Product life cyde 

Figure S illustr.atcs graphically product life-cycles 
during the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1970s, product 
life-cycles •-ere relatively longer. But product 
life-cycles have become increasingly shorter with 
multiple variations, because of new demand creating 
activities based on the policy of built-in obsolcscencc 
by manufacturers. In part, these activities have been 
supported by m:cnt technical innovation. This trend 
is expected to increase markedly. Accordingly, when 
formulating a new production system, we must think 
of, f&rSt, the production volume, secondly, the number 
of variations and thirdly, the product life-cycle. 
Depending on those figures, we thc!l have to develop 
a suitable production s1stcm. 

2.5 Three most unfavourable conditions 
influencing manufacturing 

\Ve face three mm• unfavourable conditions to 
manufacturing, which arc: diversifacd demand, great 
difficulty of forecasting demand, and shorter product 
life-cycles, as shown in figure 6. 

Table I summaril.cs the problems generated by those 
conditions and the major issues to be considered. 

With the conventional manufacturing system and 
production control method, it is becoming almost 
impossible for the manufacturer to cope with the three 
most unfavourable conditions to manufacturing. 

2.6 CompetitiYe factors in the marl<ef 

What mainly counts as compditi\"C factors in the 
mad.ct for manuf;K1uring rnmpani1.-s arc: 

• Price 

• Quality including ~"f\ln-S 

• Delivery date 

In what order these items count ~-pends heavily on 
the product. It is nonnally the case that when a 
customer wants to buy a a."flain product from a 
company, he wants to place his onl~-r with 
specifications at the latest possible day anJ that once 
he has made a decision, he wants to have it dcli\-en:d 
immediately or on a certain fixed date. If he has to 
wait for a long time until he gets it, most probably he 
will lose his desire to buy it. If he finds a similar 
product made by another company, if the price and 
quality are almost the same, and if that product can be 
dcli\-crcd much faster, he may buy it. Therefore, 
delivery dates are surely a very important factor for the 
company to be competitive. 

2.7 Two solutions flexible enough to meet 
customers' demand 

To meet £Ustomcrs· demand, the company can take 
the following two steps: 

I. To keep a very high stock of finished goods. 

Then, whatever demand comes, there is no danger 
of losing the customer since the company can 
meet the demand immediately. This solution is 
very attractive for the company since it enables 
the company to have stable production. 

In fact, in the \Vest there arc many companies 
which employed or arc still employing this 
solution. But, in such companies it often happens 
that they do not have the very items customers 
want although they have a high stock of fmished 
goods, and that the customers ha\·e to wait for a 
long time until they get them. 

The drawbacks of this solution arc: 

• Tied up capital in the fmishcd stock can be 
dangerously high. 

• Some of the finished stock may become dead 
stock because the total demand is limited and 
because the product life-cycles arc getting 
5hortcr and shorter. 
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T1ble 1. Problems generated by three difficult conditions 

Unfavorable conditions Problems in production Major i11u11 to be considered 

• Decrease in efficiency of personnel and facilities 
Change in demands • More complex control • Flexibility 

- • Lower degree of manning 

• Decrease in efficiency of personnel and facilities • Built·in quality at the process 

• Lower quality • High Investment efficiency 

Diversification • Many changes in types • High spice utilization 

• • Rapid capability at the start of production Increase in part space 
• • Production mix More complex control 

• Less maintenance cost 

• Increase in investment of new facilities 
• Increase in rebuilding costs of old facilities n Model change • Increase of idle facilities 
• Increase of changing time from one type to the next 
• Decrease in investment efficiency 

CIM 

• Facility introduction to cope 'Nith 
the start of production 

New product • Increase in investment of new facilities 
• Increase in personnel 
• Increase in the plant space 
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• Retailers. whoksakrs 3lld manufacturers haw 
in many cases only limited spat.--c for kt."Cping 
in\·entory. Thus, it is very difficult for them 
to store all the stock. 

For these reasons, this does not seem the ri~ht 

solution. 

2. To ha\-c \"Cry short lead times to replenish the 
stock of fmishcd goods. Then. whatever demand 
comes, it can easily be met. This is surely the 
right solution. 

One function of in\'cntory is to act as a buffer between 
sales and production and between production and 
purchasing. In other words, it separates the sales 
function and the purchasing function from the 
production function and enables them to function 
independently. The mass produt.-tion and mass 
distribution system was made possible thanks to this 
buffering function of inventory, as shown in figure 
7(a). But the present mature and diversifit.-d market 
has made this solution unfeasible. Oi\·ersification is 
liahle to im·oh·e waste caused by the imbalance 
between production and sales activities: '.\fore 
precisely, waste caused by excessive production of 
products and waste not in demand caused by losing 
sales opportunities because of the shortage of 
demanded products. Thus, if the production system 
cannot cope with the market needs quickly enough, 
obviously shortage of products an.! .:lccssive inventory 
results. This will be foUowcd by a decrease of sales 
and the loss of the company's reputation. 

Thus, it has become very important to be able to 
provide customers with the products meeting their 
demands at the right time and at reasonable prices, in 
other words, to implement "just-in-time" 
manufacturing and '"just-in-time" dcli,;ery. To mt.'Ct 
the demand of just-in-time manufacturing and 
delivery, the Japanese have found as a solution the 
shortening of lead-limes. If lead-times arc short 
enough, any demand can be met whatever it is and 
redundant :.tod: can he eliminated. Few ~tod. can he 
accepted between sales and production and between 
production and purchasing. In principle, with few 
stock, production must confront directly the diversified 
and unforeseen market, as shown in figure 7(b). This 
means that only minimizing manufacturing cost is not 
a sufficient criterion to operate the manufacturing 
system. A new element - flexibility - has become a 
crucial concern for operating the manufacturing 
system. 

l.&7 

2.1 Vital elements to meet marlcet demand on 
time 

The following arc the major elements required to mc..-ct 
market demand right on time: 

I. lm·estigation of market demmd 

, Flcxihle production 

3. Purchasing of the no.-essary materials just in time 

4. Integration of sales, production, purchasing and 
distribution functions 

In other worJs, the compctiti\'e powcr of the 
manufacturing company increasingly depends on the 
spcl.'d of obtain. ng market information. The longer 
the time require.I for obtaining the information on 
market demand. the higher the stock lc\'el and the 
bigger the risk of manufacturing products not in 
demand. leading to lost sales due to shonagc of 
demanded products. Corr.petiti\'e power also depends 
on the spt.'t.-d of procuring the necessary materials, of 
manufacturing the right products in the right quantity 
and of distributing them to the right place at the right 
time and at the right cost. In Japan, Cl\1 is expt.-cted 
to play a key role in these processes - from market 
investigation to customer delivery. 

Owing to progress in microelectronics, data base 
management and networking, it has become feasible to 
implement Cl\' in the following ways: 

I. Software : speed up of information processing by 
computns. central control information and 
autonomous information control in the local areas 

2. I lardware : flexible manufacturing facilities 

3. Production management : synchroni1.ati m of the 
flow of products and the flow of inform;.tion. 

3. CIM IN JAPAN 

Table 2 presents some comparisons hctwcen hp:mcsc 
strengths and Western strenb'1hs in production. 

Owing to those different strengths. there arc ob\·iously 
differences between Japan and the West regarding 
Cl\f conct'pts and approaches. 

One feature of Japanese Cl\f is that Cl\1 tends to be 
understood in a broader sense. It may mean 
Computer lntcgrared Management inmlving various 
processes from market investigation to customer 
ddivcry. Cl\I is oftrn understood in a n;:rrowcr sense 
in the West, limiting its application to 
manufacturing (2) 



Figure 7. Production must confront directly the diversified and unforeseen market 
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Table 2. 

Some comparisons between Japanese strengths and western strengths 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

lO. 

Japanese strengths 

Applied R &. D 
Standardized, mass volume 
Process and production technology 
'.\lanufactming 
Generali7.ation 
Jlardware 
Practical approach 
Incremental improvements 
Performance 
Quality assurance 

Cl'.\1 is understood in Japan to mean the application 
of information technology to all aspects of 
manufacturing, but when it comes to the precise 
definition of Cl\1. there has been no consensus yet in 
Japan. Many people discuss CIM from different 
aspects of CIM and confusion often occurs because of 
the lack of a precise defmition of Cl'.\f. 

from the lesson of the failure of \US (Management 
Information System), CIM is assumed to take a 
hierarchical, dccentralU.cd, autonomous and 
co-operative form with the standardi7.ation of 
interfaces among system components. Figure 8 
illustrates autonomous and co-operative aspects of 
CIM, while figure 9 shows hierarchical and 
decentralized aspects of Cl'.\f. 

\V estcm strengths 

Basic research 
Customization 
Innovative product de\-elopmcnt 
New product design 
Specialization 
Software 
Theoretical approach 
Breakthroughs and inventions 
Function 
New functions 

The configurations of CIM would depend on the 
characteristics of products to be produced 
(manufacturing volumes, the numbers of variants, 
product life-cycles, the si7.es and weights of the 
products, the number of parts that constitute the 
products, etc.) and also the state of the company (the 
size of the company, the available human resources, 
the relationships with its customers and suppliers, 
etc.). Even in cases of comparati~ely sir.War 
companies, the CIM of one company would not be 
the same as that of another. In other words, there is 
no ready-made CIM. Each manufacturing company 
must develop its own customized CIM. The 
technologies of CIM are partly well known, but they 
are still evolving. Thus, CIM would require long-term 
commitment and strong leadership of top 
management. 
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4. CURRENT STATUS OF CIM 
IMPLEMENTATION IN JAPAN 

In order to cope with the current mature economic 
climate which generates three unfarnurable conditions. 
di\·crsified demand, greater difficulty of forecasting 
demand and shorter product life cycles, Japanese 
ad\·anced manufacturing companies have introduced 
step by step various tools such as :'\C machines, '.\IC, 
E\1S, robots, automatic warehouses, AGVs, etc., and 
recently FA. FA makes it possible to rationalize its 
direct labour which covers only a portion of the total 
manufacturing cost. Among those Japanese 
manufacturing companies who could afford to 
implement FA, the direct labour cost cm·ers, roughly 
speaking, only about 7 per cent of the total 
manufacturing cost. The major parts of the cost arc 
the material cost (more than 60 per cent) and the 
overheads (more than 20 per cent). Such companies 
have found that FA has ob\·iously a limit in 
rationalizing manufacturing and arc now moving 
toward Cl'.\1. It must be noted that such companies 
arc just a handful of the first-class manufacturers. 
There arc many companies who arc not yet ready at 
all to introduce Cl:\f. 

J:\1A (Japan '.\lanagement Association) conducted a 
survey on the "Current Status of Cl'.\1 in Japan" in 
1988 by sending questionnaires to 800 Japanese 
manufacturing companies listed on the first sections of 
the Tokyo stock exchanges. Of the 800 companies, 
277 companies answered. The definition of CIM used 
by J'.\1A is "a highly efficient and flexible integrated 
system covering various functions from order receipt 
to delivery hy unifying all the information flows with 

the assistance of computer technology.·· This section 
presents some of the survey results. 

4.1 Situation of CIM implementation (figure 10) 

About 30 per cent of the companies claim that they 
have partly implemented CIM. 

4.2 Who decides to introduce CIM (figure 11) 

It is well knovm that Japanese manufacturing 
companies improve the level of automation from the 
bottom to the top. step by step. But when it comes 
to Cl'.\1, top management needs to take the initiative 
in carrying out the implementation of CIM. This is 
because CIM requires long-term commitment, radical 
changes. strategic; investments and internal "order." 

4.3 Areas of CIM implementation (figure 12) 

"lbere are many manufacturing companies who 
consider it useful to implement Cl'.\11 in the areas of 
manufacturing, order, receipt, production design and 
production preparations, material procurement, sales 
and distribution. 

It is worth noting that the Japanese manufacturing 
companies are not expecting CIM to play such an 
important role in 1' md D. 

4.4 Purposes of implementing CIM (figure 13) 

The purposes of CIM implementation in Japan arc 
mainly to shorten lead-times, to automate 'mall·batch 
production, to strengthen co-operation between 
production and sales, to lower the overheads and to 
reduce work-in-progress. 

Figure a. Autonomous and co-operative aspects of CIM 



Figure 9. Hierarchical and decentralized aspects of CIM 
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4.5 Changes in job content by CIM 
implementation (figure 14) 

The major changes in !ob content arc standardi.7.ation 
of operational scqucni;cs anJ rules and unification of 
receiving information at each function. 

Production 

control control 

Assembly Inspection 
Finished 

stock 

4.6 Problems encountered in the process of 
implementing CIM (figure 15) 

TI•e major problems to implement CJ\1 arc 
insufficient personnel to develop in-house software, 
insufficient staff who have strategic views on CJ\1 
implementation and difficulty in evaluating 
investment. 
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Figure 10. Situations of CIM implementation 
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Figure 11. Who decides to introduce CIM? 
(Source: JMA 1988} 
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Figure 12. Areas of CIM implementation 
(Source: JMA 1988) 
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Shaner lead times 

Small batch production 

Strengthening co-operation between 
production and sales 

Reduced i11ventories 

Reduction of dirr.:t labor cost 

Improved product quality 

Proper marketing 

Reduction of material cost 

Internationalization 
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Fi .. re 13. Purposes of implementing CIM 
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F"..,,_ 14. Clwlges in job content by CIM implementation 
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Filllre 15. Problems encounlen!d in the process of implementing CIM 
(Soun:e: JMA 1988} 
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5. CIM IN LARGE-VOLUME PRODUCTION 

In Japan, comparati\-cly more applications of Cl'.\I 
can be found in largc-\·olumc production. 1lUs is 
because Cl'.\1 becomes more cffccti\-c when it has been 
arplicd to large-volume production. This section 
di5'.'"USSCS actl\lhes mo\-ing tm~.-ard Cl'.\I m 
largc-n>lumc prodlll.'1ion. 

5. f The history of automation in Japan and 
CIM 

The fundamental purposes of production 
management in Japan can be summarized in the 
following fi\-c points: 

I. To minimize manufacturing cost 

2 To manufacture only quality OK products by 
establishing a furn quality assurance system 

3. To make lead-times as short as possible by 
minimizing inventory 

4. To meet dcli\"cry dates 

5. To malce the worl.:shop happy and bright in such 
a way that it is satisf)-ing for the operators to work 
in it. 

Basically, automation will be pursued by satisfying 
some or all of these purposes. 

From 1950 to the first half of 1970 when there was 
ample demand in the market, Japanese advanced 
~anufal1uri_ng comp.-.nics mainly sought scale mcrih 
~ automation, by automating step by step from a 
sample _process (this is sometimes called point 
automation), a production line (line automation) and 
a product line (plane automation). Automation aimed 
at reducing the manufacturing cost by scale merits and 
assua-ing stable quality. In other words, it aimed at 
reducing or eliminating direct manual work as much 
as possible by creating a flow of products. In the 
course of automation, consistency and integration 
were constantly pursued. Shops of different functions 
~uch ~ machining and assembly were COMectcd by 
mcrcasmg the reliability of each shop by L'ie following 
steps: 

I. Shortening ph)"Sical distances between diffl!f"Cllt 
functions 

2. Synchronization bctWttn different functions 

3. Direct connection. 

After the farst oil crisis, companies started to look for 
flexibility to cope \Jltith the new situations. They an: 
now trying to obtain flexibility by synchronizing the 
material flow and the infonnation flow. This 
automation (called solid automation) has basically the 
foUowing two purposes: 

I. Reduction of total manufacturing cost 

2. '.\tinimization of lead-times from receiving onlers 
through production and to delivery in order to 
achieve quick response to the market demand or 
the divenifacd market. 

The lead-times can be shortened mainly by proper 
hardware arrangement such as product-oriented 
layout, one-piece flow production and short set-up 
times. It is said in Japan that, roughly speaking, 80 
per cent of the total productivity at the shop-floor 
level can be achieved by providing good reliable 
hardware while the remaining 20 per cent can be 
achieved by good software. f A covers the former 80 
per cent and CIM is expected to take care of the rest. 
In the We.~. there arc many reports of reducing 
manufacturing lead-times, say, from three monlhs to 
one month, by implementing Cl'.\1. It may be worth 
mcntio~g that Japanese competitive manufactua-ing 
comparucs who can afford to implement Cl'.\1 talk of 
lead-times in terms of higher hours or days, but not 
weeks. They arc now trying further to reduce 
lead-times by implementing Cl~. FA is mainly 
featured by laying stress on the automation or the 
workshop, but CIM makes it possible to unite 
different functions such as order receipt, production, 
dcliv~ry. facility maintenance, quality and safety by 
~tang . a flow of information with the help of 
mformataon technology. Cl'.\1 will eventually involve 
suppliers' networks as well. This could lead to further 
advanced CIM. 

Figure 16 shows the ranking of various advanced 
manufactua-ing systems developed so far in tenns of 
automation level. 
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lnciJcntally. figure 17 shows the general tn"llJ of 
organizational change together \\ith the various 
manufacturir~ tools introdll\."Cli to rationalize 
manufacturing after the Second World War. From 
this figure it can be seen that Japan is focusing more 
and more on the importance of production tt.-chnology 
in order to ha\'e efficient and flexible manufacturing 
on the shop fl\)()r. As is easily understood from the 
figure. the strength of Japanese Cl'.\I lies in reliable 
manufacturing. 

5.2 Quality assurance for CIM 

In order for Cl'.\I to function properly, it is important 
for the manufacturing system to tum out products of 
stable quality. If the quality lc\1:1 is in tcrms of 
percentage, establishing a highly efftcicnt Cl'.\1 would 
be difficult since such Cl\1 would in\·ol\'c much waste 
in ordt.-r to take care of quality problems. Therefore, 
the quality assurance system plays a key role in 
establishing and operating Cl\1. Table 3 illustrates 
necessary acti\itics for quality assurance from the 
design stage through daily proJuction and up to the 
aftcr-scr\'icc stage in the market. Companies having 
ext.-cllcnt manufacturing techniques in Japan ha\'e 
already adopted such a quality assurance system and 
accumulated much know-how for establishing new 
manufacturing systt.'11ls for new products. 

The problem that has been left to further de\'clopmcnt 
of Cl\1 is how to introduce new products into the 
existing manufacturing system \loithout causing big 
problems. This is because it has become difficult to 
depreciate thc 5) st...·m within thc life-cyclc of the 
product owing to the shorter product life-cycle. Thus, 
the establishment of Cl'.\I that can be used for 
products of several generations and how to put new 
products into such Cl\1 have become a crucial 
concern in Japan. 

5.3 Good maintenance for CIM 

The success of automation also depends hea\·ily on 
maintenance. If the level of maintenance is \Cl} low 
and if equipment cannot sufficiently be maintained 
because of bad maintenance, establishing a highly 
efficient Cl\I woulJ be excruciating since ~uch Cl\I 
would inrnlve too much wa~te to take possible 
machine breakdowns into comideration. 

The currently med timc-ha'-Cd maintenance io; 
becoming too costly as the Jegrcc of automation 

ad\·ann-:;. A more efficient condition-haSc..-d 
maintcnan1..-c has come to be dcmanJcJ. Wh1..'ll a 
breakdown takes place, it is quite important to detect 
the machine which caused the breakdown, repair it 
and recover the system promptly. llowc\"CT, the 
dctet.""tion of brcakdo~ns of facilities still must rely 
mainly on personal expcricncc at the moment. 

5.4 CIM to cope with diversification 

Diversified demand will a'Clltually lead to "production 
tv order of mass-produced items with many 
\'ariations." Although flexibility is required to meet 
di\-ersificd demand, it is not realistic to produce, say. 
from refrigerators to color 1V sets by the same 
system. In other words, flexibility is rcquin.-d in the 
fr:uncwork of a specific product, say, \'TR to the 
extent that as far as VTRs arc concerned, they should 
be produced by the same system. This systt.'fll takes 
advantage of flow production of high efficiency. makes 
each process flexible, and produces only required 
products based on orders. In the production to order 
of mass-produced items with many variations, an 
operation at a machine or of an opt.-rator differs 
depending on each workpiece. lbus. it is \ital to 
establish a proper operational control system to 
deli\'cr infonnation on when and what operation must 
be done to every part of the: system. In the case of 
this control system, the "time" element plays a more 
critical role than in the case of lot production. For 
producing various products, if disorder occurs betw1..-cn 
processing information and the actual product flow it 
will cn:atc a serious problem. In this sense, reliable 
operation at each process and the information network 
system arc very important. 

To justify such a system economically and to operate 
it efficiently, standardil.ation of design is essential. 
This starts in\"cstigating the market trend and 
establishing the basic models which \\ill lead the 
market for a long period of time. Appropriate analysis 
of users· demand and standardil.ation based on the 
analysis arc vital. What users arc after arc only design 
anJ functions of products. Design of the new product 
must be made based on clear recognition of those 
parts whicn can be standardi7.cd and also by taking 
into consideration additional functions which would 
be in JemanJ in the future market. 

lbe s.tratcgy of "standardil.cd design" means that 
each fini~hed product is different. hut that it mainly 
consists of ba!iic standard parts. 
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Table 3. 

:'\ccessary acti\itics for quality assurance 

(a) Quality control of design 

•Reliable quality fWlCtion 

•Reliable quality assurance 

•Reliable quality confumation 

(b) Quality control of manufacture 

•IJcsign of reliable manufacturing 

•Reliable quality assurance 

•Total inspection of the critical 
procCS!ICS 

•Reliable workforce 

(c) Evaluation of quality control acti\·ities 

·~valuation of product quality 
(Evaluation of the r~su/r) 

•Fvaluatio11 of the quality assurance 
organi7.ation 
(Evaluation of the quality assurance proc~u) 

Quality function dc\-elopmcnt system 

Specifications of parameters, 
spccifJCations of tolcranccs 

Design review, F:\fEA, FT,\ control 
of imponant points 

Reliability testing 

Specification of parameters, specification 
proccs~s of tolerances, in\-estigation 
of process capability 

Process F~EA, quality assurance over 
the entire process, control of important points, 
reliability testing during production preparations 

Automatic testing, fool proof processes 

devices, screening system, debugging system 
QC circles, evaluation of skills 

QC diagnosis 
QA meeting 
Quality auditing system 
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ProJuct Jcwlopmcnt in such a ca~ is not possihlc hy 
the product Jc\dupmcnt Jcpartmcut alunc, but 
requires. from the stage of Jesign. do~ co-operation 
among Jilkrcnt Jepartments. such as the proJuction 
technique. quality assurance :ind pnldul·tion control 
departments. With such close co-opcr.ition, it 
becomes possible to make drawings of pmdu.:t shapes 
that fal-ilitate production and the achie\cment of high 
accuracy, to irnpro\·c quality, to adopt new material 
for rcdul.-ing weight, to n.-duce the number of processes 
and to de\"clop new methods to n-Jm."C material 
wt.-ight, etc. 

·1nerc SL-ems to exist strong sectionalism between 
different dt.-partml"tlts in western mmpanies bt.-cause of 
indi\·i·lualism. Pt."Ople tend to see problems only from 
the \iewpoint of their department where they want to 
be n.-cognized as specialists. Because of this 
Sl."Ctionalism, many good co-opt.-ration schemes must 
he ahanJon .. -<l. '.'ewly appearing industrial products 
arc getting more and more complicatl-d and highly 
\·alue addt.-d. To produce such products, it is vitally 
important to organV.e people efft.-ctin:ly and make 
them co-operate with each other. 

Computer-aided systems like CAD and D'.'C display 
their abilities mainly by standardv.ation that can be 
put into the data hasc. 'Ibis will maki: _it possihlc to 
launch on the market new products matching the 
market nt.-cds just at the right moment. 

55 Interfaces 

To synchronize the material flow and the information 
flow rc.:quires the exchange of infonnation among 
operators. machines, products workpieces and 
computers. Such exchange can be achien:d by some 
kinds of input-output devices as shown in fii..'llrc 18. 
It is not too much to fia)" that the suci:c!is of Cl\1 in 
large volume produi:tion depends on interfan·s among 
v;irious clements of the Cl\1. Good interfaces require 
reliability and minimum material handling if labour 
needs to be inrnlved. This reliability meam that no 
mi,t;1kes take pbcc and tlJat e\"Cn if they take place 
prompt countermeasures can be taken. 

Currently available input output de\'ices a~e listed m 
table ..J. 

Although the bar code. OCR and magnetic cards arc 
~ing u~d mun: anJ mon.: a~ input Jc\i.ce:> in Japan, 
more sophisticated techniques such as the \·oice 
m:ognition techniques and the image-processing 
tc.-chniqucs are expcctt.-d to be used in the near future. 

6. EXAMPLES OF CIM IN JAPAN 

This Sl-Ction introduces three good examples of Cl\1 
which pro\·cJ to be very useful in Japan. 

6.1 CIM fOT Minimal Inventories 

6.1.1. Pull system (Kanban) and push system (MRP) 
for .J/T manufacturing 

Table 5 gi\·es definitions or Kanban and \1RP systems 
and figure 19 shows a comparison between Kanban 
and '.\1RP systems concerning order fixed timing. 

lkcausc of the difference of order fiXL-d timing betwt.-cn 
Kanban and '.\IRP systems, each system has a 
drawback as shown in figure 20. 

I. Pull system (Kanban) 

With this pull system, there are buffers before and 
after each manufacturing line. Thus, if a 
manufactunng line has to process many different 
parts, then the total stock level before and after 
the line becomes unacceptably high. For 
example, C\"cn if the line has tn produce of a 
certain part only one unit per month, this unit 
mi.st still be stocked in the form of an 
unprocessed unit before the line and a prO\:esscd 
unit after the line. Thus. the pull system can 
mainly be used for repetitively used items. 

., Push system (\1RP) 

With this push s}sti.:m, if the production ~h1:Julc 
changes. then the items which have already been 
p;1rtl~ proi:e~~J and \\ hii:h turned 11ut to he 
unnecessary must be stocked. Actually, many 
rnmp;mies in Japan after using an \1RP S)stem. 
have experienced the following problems: 

• Dead stock and work-in-process will increase 
because of schedule changes needed to meet 
market demand. 

There arc more rrussmg parts at as'iCmbly 
because of schedule changes. 
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Figure 18 Exchange of information via interfaces 

Main System 
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OutpUt 

Device 

Input 

Device 

Table 4. Input - Output Device 

Optical 
display device 

Voice 
responding 
device 

Indication meters 

Lamp 

CRT display 

Plasma display 

Liquid crystal display 

Composite voice device 

Output 
printing 
<kvice --c Printer 

XY plotter 

--C
Switch 

Contact point 

input device Key board 

Optical input 
device 

Magnetic device 

----[ 

Bar code scanner 

OCR 

Image processing device 

----- Magnetic card 

Voice input device Voice recognition device 
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Table 5. 

Kanban and :\IRP systems 

Item Kanban 

Definition (content) A kind of tool to manufacture or 
buy as many parts as have been 
withdrawn (sold) just in time 

I. Difference in 
philosophy 

2. Difference in 
method 

3. Control time unit 

Dominated by the levelled production 
schedule based on market needs 
with adjustment possibility 
(:\larket - in) 

Pull system from assembly 
(the process close to the market) 

Daily production and ordering 
method based on the weekly 
assembly schedule 

MRP 

Weekly order method of unfixed quantity 

Dominated by the production schedule 
(Product - in) 

Push system to the 1st process 
(in the workshop) 

Weekly (or every ten days) ordering 
method based on the master schedule 
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FiFre 19. Order fixed timing 

.. Kanban delivery ... 
:! .,, .. 
~ 50 ... .. .,, 
c5 

-10 Timing -5 (hours) O 

~ ... 
:! .,, .. 50 -~ -t .,, 
0 

-10 Timing -5 (days) 0 
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Figure 20. Drawbacks of Kanban and MRP systems 
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6 r 2 Possible combinations of Kanban and MRP 
systems for minimal inventofles 

I. Ca5e I : \\ ncn the production schcJule is made 
based on n:al orders. 

2. Case 2 : \\lten the production scht.-dule is made 
baSt.-d on a cont.-rete sales plan. 

In these two cases. '.\1RP could be used for 
purchasing necessary raw 11l3tcrials and 
components which can be stocked in the 
warehouse. Kanban can be used for 
manufacturing orders and delivery information 
\\lthin the plant. 

3. Case 3 : When produ .. -tion lead time is short 
enough and when the production schedule is made 
based on the minimal delivery unit. 

In this case, it becomes possiblt: to combine pull 
and push systems to minimize buffer stock and to 
acconunoJate for sudden changes as shown in 
figure 21. 

An auto component supplier in Japan has already 
implemented this combined pull and push system for 
proJucing raJiators anJ succeeJed in meeting the 
demand on time and at the same time minimizing the 
finished stock for the customers. This type of Cl\f in 
the factory needs a reliable network to connect 
Jiffercnt branches and careful consideration for the 
iuierfaccs among man, machine, product and 
computer. as discussed in the previous section. To 
develop such Cl\1 requires goo<l human resources to 
establish the data base and to make the system 
:-oftware. ·1 he company says that the keys to the 
success of the system arc the maintenance and the 
incremental improvements of the system. 

6.2 CIM for customer-oriented production 

Customer-oriented production mczns production not 
based on dealers' demands but based on real 
customers' orders with short dcli\·cry time. 

I ,ct us look at an exoimplc from the automobile 
industry. h~'Urc 22 shows the possible combinations 
of hody types. hody colours, engine types. scats. 
transmission and so forth. ror one basic model of the 
car, there arc nonnally SC\'eral thousand possible 
comhination,_ Thus. to forel·ast each real customer's 
needs precisely is impossible. Some Japane:.c car 
makers alread} carry out customer-oriented 
production: the production s1:hedulc is made based 
on the saks forecast hut the real production is made 
ha,eJ on customer~· orders. They make monthly 
production whedulc concerning production \'olumc 

and h:lsic models to be produced h;iS('J on the sales 
fon.'l:ast. This is maJc thn.-c months ahead. Then the 
schedule is adjusted every month. They O\ide each 
month into thn:c ten-day production periods. Ten 
days before each ten-day production period. they 
make the master production schedule for the period 
and in a way freeze the schedule, but still accept 
changes of specifications if the changes are made four 
days before the production day, as sho\\n in figure 23. 

Figure 24 gives three conditions for customer-oriented 
production, i.e., manufacturing based on customers' 
orders, shortening of production lead-time and timely 
procurement of purchased goods. Cl'.\1 involving 
order entry system, synchroni7.ation and multi-deliwry 
system is the solution to materialize this 
customer-oriented manufacturing system as shown in 
figure 25. The configuration of this Cl'.\1 takes a 
hierarchical, decentralized, autonomous and 
co-operati\·e form with the standardiT.ation of 
interfaces among system components. Some Japanese 
car makers use this Cl'.\1 to achieve production 
efficiency. 

6.3 CIM to integrate production. sales and 
distribution system 

6.3. r Investigating market demand 

Generally, based on the forecast of demand, a saies 
plan is established. The sales plan is the starti!"g point 
for making all the other plans such as pruJuctior: 
plan, distribution plan, inventory plan, material 
procurement plan, etc. There will be a mountain of 
good~ if demands arc lower than estimated and there 
will be a shortage of goods if demands arc higher than 
estimated. ·1nus, it is \rer-y important to establish a 
good and firm sales plan. In other words, 

I . The accuracy of the forecast of demand 1s very 
important. 

2. lbe gap between the sales plan and the actual 
sales results must be checked as early as possible 
(preferably daily, if this is not possible, then 
weekly). 

Since companies carmot control the market, 
estimation errors are liable to take place. Distribution 
infonnation can play an adjustment role bet·.1.·een 
produ.:tion and sales. Its major roles arc to ascertain 
the sab situations of the company's products in the 
market as early as possible, to clarify the gap between 
the sales pl.ltl and the actual sale.; results and to feed 
hack the information to the production and sales 
di\'ision:;. 
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Figure 22. Possible combinations for producing cars 
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Figure 23. Production schedule for customer-oriented production 
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6.3.2 Two requiremen!s for the distribution system 
to investigate market needs as early as possible 

In orJcr for the Jistribution system to play this role, it 
is required to satisfy the following two requimncnts: 

I. To haw an organization which grasps the dcli\"ery 
information, the in\'cntory information and the 
shortage information in order to sec •he market 
movement. 

2. To grasp such pieces of information on each 
product. 

Based on those pieces of information, 

I. Production of the articles in poor demand must be 
stopped and new articles must be developed. 

2. Production of the articles which sell better than 
estimated must be increased. The cause of the 
high sales must be pursued and new products 
based on this investigation of the causes must be 
de\'Cloped and launched on the market as early as 
possible. 

3. If some article sells well in certain areas and not in 
others the reason must be pursued. It may be 
that the sales acti\ity in the poor demand areas 
must be strengthened, or it may be necessary to 
limit the sales cucas of the article. 

6.3.3. Integrated producticn, sales and distribution 
systems 

When the distribution system can play such a role, it 
become~ possible to integrate production, sales and 
distribution into a system. In order for the system to 
function properly, it is vital: 

I. To be able to grasp the delivery information, the 
inventory information and the shortage 
information daily or weekly. 

2. To have a firm sales and production plan as the 
base. 

3. To ha\"l~ a system in which is is po5siblc to take 
proper measures immediatdy. 

If any of these arc missing. the integrated system \\ill 

not function. 

6.3.4 Case study 

In Japan, the iron and steel industry and the textile 
industry is ad\·anced in Cl'.\f to integrate production, 
sales and distribution. 

As an example of an integrated production, sales and 
distribution system, let us examine one of the biggest 
sanitary goods malcers in Japan. 

This company has a head office in Tokyo, eight 
operation centres and about 110 distribution centers in 
various places in Japan as shmm in figure 26. There 
are about 300,000 retailers which sell their products all 
O\"cr Japan. Between the retailers and the distribution 
centers, there are daily orders and daily deliveries. The 
company says that \\ith this system a customer can 
get any product within 24 hours. 

The delivery quantity and receiving quantity of each 
artidt" are input daily to the computer terminal of each 
d1s ... J..ition center. The host computer at the head 
office collects on the same day the data on these 
pieces of information and checks for major items the 
difference between the planned sales quantity and the 
actual sales quantity regarding every article at every 
distribution centre. If the difference for any article 
exceeds more than 30 per cent, the computer gives a 
warning. Concerning this article, a meeting among the 
concerned production, sales and distribution people 
takes place. When they sec the possibility that the gap 
will increase, they change the predetermined 
production plan and also the material procurement 
plan. The distribution plan will also be adjusted. As 
for those items whose gaps stay within their limits, 
production and delivery are made based on the 
predetermined schedules. 
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Figure 26. Integrated production, sales and distribution system 
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input to the computer terminal of each distribution center. 
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rhc ho~t COffiJ'U[1..•r LJkUlJk•s for lllh..:r articks the 
stod; kn:ls of thox: iti.-ms anJ compares them \\ith 
the pn.'lli.-h:nninc..-J stock len:ls. If the ~tock Jen:) of a 
1..·\."rtain it..:m h..-com..::. lmwr than the pn.'ll\."tcrmim.'ll 
stock lewl. th\."n its stock "ill he n:pli:nished \\ith a 
certain fix1..-J quantity. 

In this way. the plan and al1ual result are compared 
Jaily for c\·cry article at ..:wry distribution centre. 

Ba:.c..-J on this inw:.tigation. the host computer giws 
orders d.'.lily to produl1ion in the follo\\ing way: 

X pallets of dc:tcrgt.'flt to ,\ distribution centre 
... Y pallets of shampoo to B distribution Cl..'fltre 

The company. by ha\ing this kind of integrated 
production, sales and distribution system, has 
sucu"t.-J1..-J in meeting the market demand on time 
while minimiJing the finished stock between 
production and sales. l"nlcss production. sales and 
distribution arc integrated properly, delivery of any 
goods within 2-1 hours would be extremely difficult. 
The company increased its sales by 1.4 times over the 
past 5 years and !ts profit by I. 7 times. This is said to 
be one of the most successful implementations of 
Cl'.\f in Japan. 

SUMMARY 

The major findings of Cl'.\I in Japan can he 
su1~unariL1..-J as follows: 

(I) In ord1..-r ·to rope with the cunrnt mature ec.."Onomic 
di.nate, Japanese advanced manufacturing comp:mies 
cxpc.."t.1 Cl'.\I to play a key role in the processes from 
market in\·estigation to customer delivery. 

(2) "lbere arc differences between Japan and the Wes. 
regarding Cl'.\I concepts and approaches. One feature 
of Japanese Cl'.\I is that Cl'.\t tends to be understood 
in a broader sense to mean Computer Integrated 
Management. 

(3) '.\fany Japanese manufacturing companies consider 
it useful to implement Cl'.\t in the areas -.f 
manufacturing, order n:ccipt, production design cdld 
production preparations, material procurement, sales 
and distribution. 

(4) Cl'.\t is assumed, from the lesson of the failure of 
MIS, to take a hierarchical, decentralized, autonomous 
and co-operative fonn with the standardization cf 
interfaces among system components. 

( 5) The prerequisites for implementing an efficient 
CIM arc good quality assurance and maintenance, 
together with suitable interfaces among computers, 
machines, products/workpieces and operators. 

(I) II. J. Ansoff- "A Mode/fur Diversification*, ~lanagcment Science, Vol. 4, ~o. 4, p.99. 

(2.1) Hackstein, R.: "Cl'.\1-Begriffe sind Verwirrende Schlagworter - Die AWF - Empfehlund schafft 
Ordnung"! Tagungsband des A\VF-Kongresses PPS 85, Boblingcn 1985. 

(2.2) CAM-I: "An Architecture ofCIM*, R-88-ATPC-OI, 198~-

(2.2) CIM-Wlrul by S\IE. 
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MANUFACTURING ORGANIZATION FOR COMPUTER-INTEGRATED 
TECHNOLOGIES 

by P. SIMMONDS, Brighton Polytechnic, Brighton, United Kingdom 

Introduction 

Companies in the t: nitcJ Kingdom like those in most 
other European countries. ha\·e placed much emphasis 
on the introdu"-tion of adnnced manufacturing 
k"Chnologies in order to "-nhan"-c compctitiwncss and 
ultimately stimulate the regi.-ncration of bcleagucn.-d 
manufaL-turing sectors_! But, despite the a\·ailahilit~· of 
sophisticated systems and an apparent "-illingness to 
in\·cst, the majority of British engineering farms ha\'e 
found implementation problematic and the promised 
benefits slow to materialise. 

This is a message borne out by Europe-wide research 
and perhaps more interestingly in the latest reports of 
several international management consultants. 
Organi.7.ations such as Booz Allen & I lamilton and 
AT Kearney, who talked , -ily of system integration 
five years ago, arc now ad\ising companies that their 
in\·estments in Cl:\1 need to be complemented by 
extensive S<'cio-structural investments. 

This does not negate the need for change or for 
technological development. It does, however, suggest 
that the trend towards computer-integrated 
manufacturing systems is incremental rather than 
revolutionary and \'cry much dependent on people. 

The economic rationale behind the need to de\'clop 
more human-centred systems was summed up in the 
statement by the President of the giant \fatsushita 
Corporation, Konosoke \latsushita: "we are beyond 
the Taylor model... the survi\'al of firms ... depends on 
the day-to-Jay mobili1.ation of e\'ery ounce of 
intelligence. For us the core of management is 
precisely that art of pulling together the intellectual 

resources of all... in the scmce of the furn... ·1 he 

intelligence of a handful of technocrats... is no longer 
enough (to take up the new technological and 
economic challenge) \\ith any real chance of success."2 

Human Fadors and Integrated 
Manufacturing 

It has become dear that simply in\'esting in what we 
euphemistically call Computer-Integrated 
'.\fanufacturing (Cl\f) ~echnology is no guarantee that 
a company "'-ill be better able to cope in an 
increasingly global and highly differentiated 
marketplace. This is, in part, because the 
development and exploitation of technology is in itself 
a dynan1ic process fraught "'ith risk for the innovator. 

However, earlier work carried out at the Centre for 
Business Research. on Computer-Aided Engineering 
(CAE) and Flexible '.\lfanufacturing Systems (F:\IS), 
concluded that some of the most inunediatc reasons 
for the limited commercial success were structuraJ 
rather than technical. Figure I details some of the 
barriers to implementation that we came across during 
the course of our research. 

Conclusions from th" F\IS studies were that the 
majority of benefits accrued from what has been 
termed the '·computeri.7.ation effect" . lbe process of 
self-reflection and the use of more human-centred 
methods, ~uch as JIT, had brought the biggest 
benefits. Expectations that the "hard technology,'' 
with its inherent re-programmability would lead to 
greater product innovation and rapid customer 
response, had not materialized: companies. for the 
most part, did not even re-program systems.1 

I Manuracrunng Organ17.abon for Compultt·ln1cgra1cd Tcchnnlngm (\IOCIT) 1s a collaborabvc proJ«l bclwttn Ult Cen1rc For Business Research 
(CRR) 1n Rnghlon and lhc Change \lanagemen1 Research lru1 (CMRl) m Sherfield. The CBR 1s 11'.c lllwnns rese,mh arm or lhe Rn&hlOn 
Business School; and lhc C'.'.fRU carnes out a similar runcbon al Sherfield Polytcchruc. The two year proirammc 1s bcms fonded by a 
1nm1-comm111ec or lhc Bnbsh Science and Eng1nccnng Rcwarch Cowic1I (SF.RC) and lhc F.conon~c and Social Research Council (ESRC). 

l Personal commwi1cabnn quo1cd m John Rcsi.anl and Altc Chislho!m's "'lluman Fac1or; m Compuler·lnlegrakd Manuracrunng"' 1n Tom Fnrtsler's 
(ed) CompUlm m lhe lluman Con1exi. 1989. 

J Sec Dill llaywood and Jnhn Rcssanfs "'F\fS and lhc Small lo :'-.hdJum Sized Firm"' and 'The Swedish Approach IO lhc lsc or FMS,"' 1987. CBR 
Occasional Papers no~. 2 It l rnpccbvely. 
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Figure 1. 

Manufacturing Organisation for Computer-Integrated Technologies 
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Our r.:x-.ud1 ;1!'4.l founJ that m.111;1!,~ment h;1,I 
comish:ntly unJcrcstimall-J th;: m.1gnituJe of the 
problems inrnln.-J in the tran"ition from an 
''l:,'..tlli/ati.in tun .. :J hl ..:l>m~·nti,,nal 111~·dunv..11i,,n ll> 
one using inll·grall.-J. computer-based systems. The 
management consultants .-\T Kearney came to a 
roughly "imilar wndusion in their 1989 sur;ey of 
3000 l"nill.-J Kingdom manufacturing comp;tnies. 
Figure 2 is drawn from this study and illustrates the 
idea that the greater the 11 .. -chnological change th1.. 
greater the structur.il uphea\·al and the cost and time 
inrnlvcd in making that change. 

There is widespread n1..-cd for organiLational change. 
Our experience is that the majority of Cnited 
Kingdom manufacturing companies are ch.uacteril.ed 
by product-based management and functional 
fragmentation: the e:Ustcncc of separate departments 
for development. production, finance, marketing etc. 
mediated by people and materials appears 
inappropriate to the information-intensive nature of 
Cl\1.. In simple lt.'rms, it would St.'CIIl that 
computer-based, information-intensive technologies 
require more integrated and information-sharing 
organl/.ational forms. 

While there is now a considerable body of anecdotal 
and case-study evidence which suggests that some 
degree of organi7.ational and administrative adaptation 
is necessary~ the majority of practitioners still do no: 
consider organi.7.ational or cultural factors as important 
design variables. 

Organization2I Structure, Technological 
Choice & Manufacturing Strategy 

The relationship between technical systems, 
organi7.ational structure and the cm·ironmcnt has bec.1 
extensively theorised over the . cars from the earliest 
work of people like Joan Woodward in the 1960s to 
the more recent work of John Child, in the United 
Kingdom or llenry \fintzberg in Cnitcd States.4 In 
ger.~·raJ the relationship is now seen in terms of choice 
cond11ioncd by strategic contigencies: around product, 
process, market, and other environmental factors with 
the internal choices around organizational design a11d 
technological system (figure 3). 

This has gi\'en rise to a theorised model or blueprint 
of organizational design for integrated manufacturing 

\\ hi..:h ~·;111 Ix- d1aral.·k·rul.-J af,>ng a numlx-r ,1j 

dimensions. \\"hat some haw k'rrnt·d tht· 
··post-forJits'" or .. flexible" organvation is likely to he 
hax:J llll ..:dlular manufactur~· ;u1J ;;n•up t.:d111,,f,1g:
with autonomous. multi-skilled work groups: greater 
co-operation bctw1..--cn functions and much tighter 
\·crtical orgallU..ation (hctw1..-cn suppliers and 
cu~tomers) et..:. 

The i.'1Ull1..-diate problem with such a modd is the 
tendency to generalize. Th1..'l'C arc many \·arianb of 
manufacturing systems designed to suit an equally 
wide variety of products and circumstances.. In 
practice, the scope of choices available appears to 
permit many different organi7.ational configur.itions, 
all \\ith the objecti\·e of imprO\ing manufacturing 
performance. There is. therefore, a need for tighter 
deftnitions and greater clarity about the rcle\·ancc of 
indi\iJual organl/.ational de\·clopments to 
manufacturing strategy and ultimately to business 
strategy. 

MOCIT 

lbcre is, as yet, little detailed work on the exact 
dimensions of these organiz.ational developments. 
Hence the \10CIT programme which is attempting to 
map the organi7.ational and cultural dimensions of a 
number of "best practice" integrated manufacturing 
companies, each with some degree of congruence or fit 
between their strategic orientation, structural position 
and technological system. Figure 4 lists some of the 
primary organizational design \·ariables which arc 
expanded upon below. 

Functional Integration 

One of the most important organizational issues 
concerns the effect on existing functional houndarics. 
CAE and F\fS, by definition, integrate. through 
networked computer systems and databases, the 
formerly discrete activities of manufacturing - design, 
process planning. co-ordination and production, CAE 
and F\fS also imply new and closer relationships with 
marketing. If the systems allow rcducd lead times 
and flexibility (however constituted), it should through 
improved communications with marketing, enable the 
organization to be more responsive and proactive. 

• Jr.an W..,.-..sward. "lndu<tnaJ Org.1111zaoon, Theory and Pracbcc,'' Oxford Lni•trs11y Press. 1%S Jolin Ould, "Org.1111~abonaJ Design for A.J•an,cd 
Manufacrunng Ttchnolosy," 1n Wall 11 di (eds), 1?87. llenry M1ntztwrc, .. The Srructunng of Org.11111.ations" (1979) and "Structure m l'1•ts," l'•RR 
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llowc:n:r. this i~ not simply about production. 
engineering and marketing talking to each other. 
although in the majority of Brifr;h manufacturing 
firms this would be a significant impron:ment: it 
should go further to impact on the content of the 
work. In order for the organization to benefit from 
the greater inno\·ative potential of the C.-\E system, 
for example, or the adaptability and rapid response of 
the F\IS system, there would have to be a 
commensurate impro\·ement in the effectiveness of 
marketing research. 

The challenge to existing houndaries docs not stop 
within the organi7.ation and should ideally be extended 
to both suppliers and customers through much closer 
and more interactive relationships. The coming 
together of an engine design company \\ith its 
automoti\·c customer and machine tool supplier, 
around a common CAE strategy has lead to indi\·idual 
engineering workloads being conducted in parallel 
rather than in sequence; and with greater 
cross-fertilisation of ideas. The result has been an 
immediate reduction in project de\"elopmcnt times, by 
around 25 per cent and substantial savings in rework 
and engineering changes. 

Impact on Manufacturing Methods 

One area which is consistently mentioned by 
organizations is the inappropriateness of existing 
accounting methods lo the evaluation, just:fication 
and development of such capital-intensive and 
integrative technologies. The costs and benefits of 
these systems arc not borne solely by the 
implementing group or department. A hand power 
tool manufacturer that revised its marketing and 
market research effort to complement an F'.\IS 
investment is a case in point. Traditional accounting 
measures of effectiveness became redundant. 

This resulted in production making a conscious shift 
from mca~uring in terms of direct l.1bour hours to final 
pmdui:t cmt (this indudcd saap. rework, support 
activities etc). This costing or mc:hods of evaluation 
\\ ;i, ~till l\11J h:ali-.l·d and Jill no'. i11dudc thr.: kno\."k 
on effects of the marketing re-appraisal. A 
manufacturer of printing machinery ran an F'.\IS set 
up in parallel with its conventional systems and found 
itself running two accounting procedures. 

Work Organization 

At the lc\"el below function, these systems have had an 
effect on work organisation. F'.\IS for eumple has 
displaced many of the com·entional craft roles, ,. ~ 

knowledge of machining and materials is partly 
embodied within the system but has also mon!d 
upstream into the engint.>t.'ring and co-ordinating roles 
and perhaps most importantly into those responsible 
for programming. On the shop floor, the human 
ekment has really shifted from that of doer to that of 
monitor and manager. 

With respect to work organisation the main choice 
concerns the degree of homogeneity in the job 
structure. At one extreme a number of British 
companies ha\·e maintained pre-existing and highly 
differentiated job structures after investing in F\IS. In 
this case there was a polarisation of skills, \\ith the 
programming and support functions being carried out 
b} service units from other. departments, while 
production people were rclzgated to materials 
handlers. At the other extreme, two Swedish 
companies were using highly skilled work teams of 
graduate engineers. The latter is perhaps the ideal as it 
arguably provides a social-correlation to the integrated 
and multi-functional nature of F:\IS. 

lbe majority of companies visited feU b...tween these 
two options. For example, an outside service group 
may be used for primary programming acti\·ity, while 
internal groups take responsibility for control 
monitoring, program modification and most 
maintenance tasks. '.\fanagement is faced with a 
difficult decision between the easier method of relying 
on third parties and internal scn·ice groups to achieve 
faster if partial benefits; and the effort, cost and risk 
of trying to develop the more appropriate skill:. and 
work structures from the outset. 

Integrated Manufacturing and Culture 

Of course, thi.: majority of people would support the 
autonomous, multi-skilled work team apprnach for 
CAE or r'.\IS, but there arc a number of limiting 
factors. A commercial vehicle engine manufacturer 
mentioned the practical difficulty of introducing a 
labour-enhancing, non-hierarchical experiment into a 
highly differentiated and hierarchical organisation. 
Single status, multi-skilled work teams were a cultural 
shock and threatened both managers and operators 
alike, with the result that the company fell back on 
th~ polarised work organisation mentioned earlier. 

'Jbe question for management was how lo negotiate 
such a fundamental shift in cultural values and 
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cxpc.:tations: quality. singk status. .:nlk.:ti\·i~d 

n·sponsihility. l·ontinuous improwmcnt. etc. an: all 
rclatin:ly nowl. ,\ number of '-·ompanics followed the 
example of a leading computer manufal·turcr in 
introducing a \"aricty of physical artefacts in an 
attempt to create a new culture. 

I lowcver, we have come across very little evidence of 
companies going much b.:yond the single status 
car-park or newly painted workshops, perhaps to 
\Litsushita's human-centred scenario, where people 
arc seen as the most creative and critical resource. 

CIM, Skills and Training 

While prevailing structures of control and hierarchy 
influenced the kind of work organisation experiments 
companies could try, the problems of skills shortages 
were equally problematic. The homogeneous job 
structure in Sweden, in part depended on the 
availability of highly qualified production workers. In 
the United Kingdom, some skills were simply not 
available such as software engim.-cring skills, while 
other engineering or tcc:mical skills were either in 
short supply, unwilling to work on the shop floor or 
working in other sectors. The implication of the 
above is to increase the time and cost of implementing 
more appropriate work structures in Dritain, with 
wider questions about the role of the Government and 
the educational establishment. 

The questio;i of skills and training is typically reduced 
to technical competence for system users, but all of 
our research has pointed up wider shortcomings. In 
terms of technical skills, most companies give the bare 
minimum to those most immediately affected; there is 
a paucity of technical competence among senior 
managers coupled with a lack of interest which has 
consistently undermined any strategic fit hctween 
manufacturing and business needs. Technological 
development has typically been incremental and ad 
hoc, usually resulting from the operational priorities 

and tedmical prekrences of the \·arious midJk 
managers. 

Out as we ha\·e mentioned aho\'e, the immediate 
challenge of these systems is as much organisational as 
technical. Thc!C is a correspondingly massi\'e need for 
rc-L-ducation and support to enable people to negotiate 
across these changing boundaries and think and work 
in a more problem-solving and retlcctivc manner. 
Although a number of companies had experimented 
with non-k"chnical training and education, it tended to 
be ve11 limited and the majority of firms did not l"\·cn 
bother with anything like interpersonal or negotiating 
skills. 

Conclusion 

To summarise, empirical c\idencc suggests that the 
trend tClwards computer-integrated manufacturing 
reinforces the crucial importance of human and 
organisational factors. 

There is a growing need for organisational integration, 
in which traditional departmental boundaries and 
management hierarchies arc being re-negotiated, 
changed or broken down; and where skills are being 
extended and or re-deployed. Our research to date has 
shown a range of possible organizational 
configurations for different integrated systems in 
different manufacturing environments. The immediate 
conclusion is that technology is only one shaping 
factor and that manufacturing strategy should be 
bounded by local conditions. 

In the longer term we need to contir.ue our 
assessments of the experiences gained so far, to 
improve our classification of organisational and 
cultural dimensions m order to extend our 
understanding of their strategic relationship with 
technical systems and provide commercially relevant 
guidance to indi\'idual companies. 
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WORK IN THE FACTORY OF THE FUTURE - IS COMPUTER-INTEGRATED 
MANUFACTURING A MIRAGE? 

by Karl H. Ebel, Industrial Activities Branch, International Labour Office, Geneva, 
Switzerland 

Introduction 

·1nere is a widening circle of opinion supported by 
case studies and -·~~arch suggesting that industry is at 
the threshold of a new era in manufacturing. It is 
often bclic\·cd that computer-integrated manufacturing 
(Cl~I) will transform the world of work beyond 
recognition. I lowc\·er, there arc also many voices and 
c\·idcnce which tell a cautionary talc of failures in the 
wake of the introduction of this new technology, 
although failures arc seldom ad\·ertiscd because they 
affect the image of companies. I las the Cl \I concept 
really the potential for far-reaching qualitative changes 
in manufacturing and what can we rcasonahly expect 
to happen to the men and women employed in 
manufacturing? What will be the role of the human 
factor in the "factory of the future?" 

lbcre is no generally accepted definition of CIM. It 
usually di:notes the computer control of the entire 
r,roduction process from design and manufacturing tJ 
product delivery. It comprises computer-aided design 
(CAD), computer-aided planning (CAP), 
computer-aided manufa1.:turing (CAY1J and 
corrputer-aided quality assurance (CAQ) These 
functions and the subfurn.:ti0ns in each area arc parts 
of a system and arc fully integrated through computer 
network:; and have access to a unified data base:. CIM 
is thus ~sscntially about organising and cofl trolling 
manufacturing of components and assemblies as 
logically and flex.ihly as possible and mastering and 
co-ordinating the corresponding flow of data l.'nd 
information. It aims at optimising the use of 
equipment, decreasing lead time and inventories, high 
product quality and lower unit cos~s. The synergies 
created through integration are expected to lead to 
cost reductions, higher productivity, ClQd rapid 
adjustment of product quantity and quality and 
product variations, as well as delivery times to demand 
in competitive national and international markets. It 
appears to offer an opportunity to keep up with 
shorter product life-cycles and to eliminate rnuch 
waste. 

'lbe concept seems rational, sensible and appeals to 
the tidy mind. It satisfies the quest of the engineer to 

create order out of chaos. It assures and comforts the 
manager looking for efficient means to control the 
production process. Why is it then that the realisation 
of projects runs into much difficulty in practice? Arc 
expectations too high? Even if allowance is made for 
the fact that CIM can only be introduced step by step, 
that it requires much computing power and the 
mastering of complex system architectures and 
software developments, that different production 
processes need varying Cl~I systems (;.c. they must be 
tailor-made) and that "Rome was not built in a day," 
it is by now obvious that the initial optimism of many 
automation equipment and system suppliers, 
engineering researchers and management strategists is 
not matched by the practical results achieved so far. 
The "factory of the future" as described by Cl:\1 
advocates of the engineering profession remains largely 
a figment of the imagination despite some 
science-fiction type realisations. And even staunch 
technocrats readily admit that industry i~. far removed 
from realising the full potential of Cl\1 although 
pmial solutions such as flexible manufacturing 
systems, automatic materials handling, computer-aided 
design, computer-numerical control of machine tools 
(C:'\C) have made much promising headway. 
"Islands of automation" have thus been created in 
many plants, but linking them is clearly nnt an easy 
task. Some CIM systems have been set up as 
demonstration or pilot projects and serve to learn 
about this new approach 10 manufacturing, but they 
are mually very costly and i~dated experiments 
outside the real world of production. The installation 
of operational CIM systcMs in industr; is in inverse 
proportion to ~he talk abo:1t it. Should we, therefore, 
regard CIM as an impas.>e, a fading fad or a 
tcchnocrat's pipe-dream of mru ... facturing paradise? 

As experience in this field accumulates through trial 
and error as well as failures '.lnd successes, and as 
diffcr;:nt schools of thought try to impose their 
particular vision of the "factory of the future" it 
becomes increasingly clear that there arc various 
dimensions to the problem. They arc of a 
socio-economic, technical, managerial and human 
nature and they arc partly rooted in industria! history. 
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The socio-economic perspedive 

lbe Cl\I concept has ernh·cJ in the highly 
industrialised countries charactcriSl.-d by signific.ant 
capital accumulation and high labour cost as well as a 
solid and wide scientific and technological base, and a 
de\"clopcd social and economic infrastructure. It owes 
its birth to rapid ad\·ances in computer and 
information technology. Pilot proj~1s and 
accompan~ing research to put the concept into 
practice in manufacturing arc concentrated in Japan 
and the Cnitcd States and some industrially advanced 
European countries. llowev1.:r. there arc considerable 
differences in the approaches chosen which tend to be 
a response to the specific socio-economic situation, 
the industrial traditions and the factor endowment of 
the various countries and individual enterprises. 

These varying approaches rnay be typified as the 
"tcchnocentric" and the "human-centred" approaches. 
~o industrial society has the monopoly of one or the 
other and they co-exist. although one or the other 
tendency may prevail. lbc analysis below which only 
points out the main features of these approaches and 
neglects the historic roots needs to be seen in this 
perspective. 

In the L'nited States, the so-called "tcchnoccntric" 
approach tends to dominate in its pures• fonn. It has 
often served as a model in other countries. 1 It 
denotes an attempt to gradually reduce human 
intervention in the production process to a minimum 
and to concei\'e systems flexible enough to react 
rapidly to changing market demand for high-quality 
products. Workers and technicians on the shop-floor 
arc sometimes seen as unpredictable, troublesome and 
unreliable clements, potentially disturbing the 
production and information flow which is best 
centrally controlled through computers. The 
"unmanned factory" is the ultimate goal. It is the 
extreme di\'ision of labour reaching its paroxysm as 
subdivided and simplified tasks executed by a mass of 
low-skilled labour arc progressively taken over by 
increasingly flexible intelligent and versatile industrial 
robots and machine systems communicating among 
each other via networks and computers. 

Only a residual role is assigned to workers as their 
skills are supposed to be gradually and progressively 
embodied in the machines. It is hoped that this 
approach will stop the ongoing erosion of production 
know-how and regain lost superiority of lJS-style 
manufacturing and competitivity in the global 
market-place. '.\1uch capital and sophisticated 
technology ar:: expected lo overcome a deep-seated 
structural problem: the decreasing competitivity of 

American manufacturing in its home market and 
abroad. It has been called the "moonshot" approach. 
Since L"S manufacturers prod11ce for a large and 
homogeneous home market, they can concentrate on 
high \"Olume products and relati\-ely large batches in 
component manufacturing. lbe ensuing production 
process is relati\"ely inflexible en~n though flexihle 
manufacturing systems and machining cells arc used. 
The central engineering challenge is thought to be 
aniving at continuous flow production of large 
varieties of products and components \\ithout much 
work-in-process, i.e. without idling capital. lbis 
would ensure high producti\ i:y and adequate returns. 
"lbe human factor plays a minor role in this equation. 
"Ibis is a late \"indication of Taylorism or Fordism 
which was based on the principles and management 
methods of using vast pools of unskilled and 
semi-skilled labour. The increasingly sophisticated 
machinery 1s thought to make most labour 
dispensable. Traditionally adversarial industrial 
relations and little commitment and loyalty of the 
workforce reinforce this attitude. 'lbc techriical office 
manned by professional engineers and technicians 
becomes increasingly the repository of production 
know-how to the detriment of production workers. 

"Ibis approach carried to its extreme has proven not to 
work very well or only at excessively high cost. It has, 
for instance, been found that flexible manufacturing 
systems installed in the United States often performed 
worse than conventional technology. The relevance of 
the tcchnocentric approach for the future of 
manufacturing seems. therefore, questionable. 2 It 
may be a dead-end because of an essential flaw: there 
is mounting evidence that the type of fl;:xible 
automation which forms the core of Cl\1 systems will 
only work and remain operational when manned by 
highly qualified and motivated workers who can cope 
with the rclati\"cly frequent breakdowns of such 
complex and sophistica~ed equipment and with 
software problems. In fact, there arc persistent 
complaints that the specific skills needed for high-tech 
manufacturing arc scarce or simply not available. If 
there is a lack or shortage of committed skilled and 
thoroughly trained staff, systems tend to perform far 
below their potcntia'. capacity. Inadequate 
performance of such sophisticated installations appears 
to be the rule rather than the exception. At any rate, 
there is generally a long learning and running-in period 
with uncertain future returns as a result of excessive 
reliance on unproven technology. 

The Japanese approach to CIM is driven by a 
different rationale. Companies introducing advanced 
and flexible automation systems can rely on a highly 
qualified, vcr~tile and loyal workforce, and do so. 
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Instead of progressing in the tcchm1logical field hy 
giant leaps they prefer incn:mental imprm·emcnts of 
the production prot."CSS and of quality, often enough 
initiated hy moti\·ated engineers. technil-ians and 
workers on the shop-floor. The \\ide adoption of the 
quality circle movement is only one manifestation. 
Emphasis is on product quality and production 
scheduling (i.e. just-in-time production and electronic 
ordering of materials and components). Compared 
lllith the outstanding manufacturing skills manifesting 
themselves in the wide applic3tion of industrial robcts, 
the integration of the information flow through 
computers is relatively less developed due to gaps and 
difficulties in software development. The most flexible 
clement in the system is, in fact, the people who make 
it work. \loreover, most companies operating such 
systems tend to serve large local and export markets 
and therefore produce relatively large series, although 
the flexibility of the equipment is utilised to a greater 
extent than in American manufacturing thanks to the 
highly qualified workforce. The strength of this 
approach shows in diversified high-quality mass 
production. It is facilitated by a co-operative 
industrial relations system. 

Manufacturers catering for relatively small, 
heterogeneous or specialised internal or export markets 
demanding high-quality components and customised 
products, as is largely the case in Europe, have hccn 
inclined to rely on another strategy in the introduction 
of Cl\1. In "iew of the high investments required and 
the often limited capital base they usually opt for a 
ca11tious, pragmatic and gradual approach. The 
panoply of Cl\1 is adopted with restraint. The skilled 
and highly skilled craftsman and technician have 
mostly remained the centre-piece of manufacturing. 
While Taylorism had made some inroads in European 
manufacturing, particularly in the automobile and 
consumer durahles industries, it never replaced 
skill-based production in medium- and small-scale 
enterprises in the capital goods sector where division 
of labour is only applicable to a limited extent. Such 
enterprises competing in narrow markets or occupying 
market niches always had to be flexible and innovative 
to survive. The new computerised flexible and 
integrated automation equipment is primarily seen as a 
more perfected tool in the hands of a skilled and 
versatile workforce serving to enhance existing 
know-how, to obtain greater flexibility, higher 
productivity, better quality anc! shorter delivery time. 
It is not regarded as a panacea to all production 
problems, but as helpful in gaining a marke! share. 
Such enterprises also tend to make a sustained effort 
to retrain their staff. Also, a lesser division of work 
allows the allocation of greater and wider 
responsibility to workers according to their 

qualifications and conSt.-qucntly more flc~hlc forms of 
managerial control and organisation, including 
team-work and imaginative applications of Cl\1 using 
a\·ail;,tble skiUs.l 

There arc only vague estimates of the potential 
economic benefits of Cl'.\1. They arc usually hased on 
a few cases and stem from equipment vendors or 
research into limited applications. They arc suspect in 
so far as business accounting methods in use do not 
pl'Trnit - or at the best approximately so - to 
calculate the real returns of such in"·estment. The 
follo\\ing indications are therefore given with due 
reservation and should only serve as a basic 
orientation. 

Thus, Cl:\t is expected to lead to a IO per cent rise in 
output, 5 to 20 per cent reduction in personnel costs 
and I 0 to 15 per cent lower production costs. 
Inventories could be reduced by 20 per cent, scrap by 
10 per cent and order lead times by 50 per cent.• 
Another estimate assumes the potential overall cost 
reduction to be 5 to 10 per cent, i.e. more than the 
profit margin of most companies; and points out that 
CIM mainly gets rid of "hidden" costs and overheads, 
e.g. accumulation of work-in-process, idle machine 
time. s There are also more indirect benefits such as 
shorter product development cycles and accelerated 
production of prototypes which help to maintain or 
improve market pos11ton. "lbe time-span in which 
such economic benefits could materialise is not 
specified. 

All investigations tend to concur that the actual saving 
in labour cost is marginal when considering that the 
latter normally ranges between 5 Cilld 15 per cent of 
total product cost. CIM just signifies th'lt there will 
be less but better remunerated highly skilled labour. 
Such savings do not off'.'ICt the higher capital cost. h 
has been suggested that the reduction of excess stocks 
and work-in-process could potentially finance all 
reasonable investment in CIM.6 

There is encouraging evidence that in ecneral the 
aggregate level of employment in industrial societies is 
relatively little affected by the introduction of new 
technologies. The long-term trend of a fall in 
manufacturing employment observed in industrialised 
countries certainly continues and technological 
innovation is a contributing factor primarily 
eliminating unskilled work. However, on the whole, 
job displacement and redeployment of workers in the 
innovation and rationalisation process appear to 
balance, and where technological change goes along 
with strong economic growth, expansion of markets 
and investment, it even tends to induce positive 
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cmplo~ mcnt dkds through the n:,·italisation of the 
1.-conomy. Japan·s technology Jrivc and gT0\\1h 
pattcm is a case in point. I lowc\·cr. it would certainly 
he \·ain to pin l'x;1gg1.·rjl\.-<l hopes on thc introduction 
of Cl\I and other high t1.-chnology and thcir spin-offs 
as an employment creation dcvice. 
.. Rcindustrialisation through high 11.-chnology" is 
certainiy a misleading con1.-ept.- Only a \'CI) small 
proportion of thc labour force of the highly 
industrialised countries - some 2 to 5 per cent - are 
engaged in this ad,·anceJ Sl.'Ctor, and this proportion 
will rise only slowly, if at all, if past trends and 
experience arc any guide. 

The technical perspective 

Cl'.\1 is many things to many people. Enterprises 
have to <;eek their o\11.n solutions to the multitude of 
technical problems in response to their specific 
requirements. Dc1>~nding on the complexities of the 
manufacturing process and the existing organisation 
pattern they may well be fonnidable. Existing model 
solutions an: not generally applicable and only show 
that integration is feasible to a large extent and under 
specific circumstances - though often at a high price. 

It is, therefore, useful to keep in mind what can be 
gleaned from various studies of Cl\1 introduction 
about the state of the art. 

There arc first of all a number of technical 
shortcomings. A great deal of research and 
development effort goes into eliminating such 
technical bottlenecks hindering a wider application of 
Cl\1. Considerable progress is being made on a large 
front and, a priori, one cannot say that remaining 
problems arc insoluble. However, there is still many a 
hard nut to crack and it is not sure when and at what 
cost cffcctivc solutions will be found. 

The linking of a wide variety of numerically controlled 
machine tools and industrial robots. process control 
computers, automatic transport and storage facilities, 
quality as~urancc, design and production planning 
functions and management information systems 
through r.ctworb is the technical rationale of Cl\1. 
So far. the different subs) stems of Cl\1 such as CAD, 
CA'.\1. CAP, etc., have been treated as isolated 
functions with their own requirements, logic and 
software. There arc many partial solutions to bridging 
these functions. They have helped to bring about 
"islands of automation" in factories. Truly integrated 
large systems, comprising all functions of designing, 
mariufarturing and assembling products with a great 
number of componcnh do not exist yet. 

:\c:tworking of systc:ms is mostly in its initial stages. 
The d;:wlopmcnt of romputer software for such tasks 
is painstaking. The gcncr.il adoption of standards 
which arc ,·ital for linking computer hardware and 
automation equipment of ·;arious makes is lagging 
behind. As a matter of fact, there are constant 
complaints about the proliferation of proprietary 
operating systems, communication options and 
control programmes. The existing chaos holds back 
networking as manufacturers hesitate to commit 
themselves. It also increases costs. Vendors and users 
of flexible automation equipment are painfully aware 
of this situation. General ~fotors, as one of the 
largest clients, has therefore pioneered an 
industry-v.idc standard the manufacturing 
automation protocol (\1AP) for the linking of 
in\·cntory control, robotics, C:\C machinery and 
quality control and will only buy equipment 
conforming to these standards. The company has 
recently agreed with the aircraft manufaL-turer 
BOEl~G which uses the technical office protocol 
(TOP) to make the two systems compatible. TOP is 
largely complementary to MAP. These plans ha\rc 
aroused some controversy. These systems have been 
criticised for being too slow and exclusive, and for not 
tying in with industrial robotics. They are tinged with 
the image of company proprietary standards. The 
International Standards Organisation has fixerl itself a 
more ambitious objective; it promotes the 
Open-Systems Interconnection (OSI) which is to 
enable all computer systems to communicate with 
each other. However, OSI also encounters delays and 
acceptance problems.a It appears that a great deal of 
research is still needed to arrive at satisfactory 
world-wide standards. 

Compatibility of equipment and systems is certainly a 
crucial problem, but there are still others. '.\1ueh 
information required in the production process is not 
suitable for coding, computer procc~sing and 
transmission. This means that available data arc not 
always complete or reliable. However, full integration 
of the production process means !.hat tt mu~t ~>C 

predictable. Stringent procedures arc required which 
have to be formalised and cover process planning, tool 
supply, production planning and logistics. Such strict 
procedures arc, of course, the antithesis of flexibility, 
but they are necessary because robots can neither 
think nor anticipate. 

Further problem areas are unreliable software and 
automation equipment, rudimentary sensory abilities 
of industrial robots, poor data quality and 
accessibility. The need for constant updating of data 
bases is another drawb:sck. The result of such 
combined difficulties is that systems arc vulnerable and 
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hrcak Jown frcqu.:ntly. oft.:n more than onc-thirJ of 
the a\·ailablc time. 

It might he adJed that optimal Cl\t requires complete 
real time data processing. However, current 
computer-aided manufacturin~ (CA\I) "}'stems 
process about 85 to 95 per cent of data by batches 
which is considcn.-d insufficient.9 

Cl:\I is praised for its flexibility which is true up to a 
point, in particular when it comes to machining of 
families of parts. On the other hand, it i~ 'ativcly 
inflexible with resJX..'Ct to alteration of batches and 
when process innovation is contemplated. In fact, 
C\'cry change of a customer's order or equipment, 
tools or materials has first to be modelled in the 
computer system. 

There are some technical remedies on their way. lbe 
development of fault-tolerant computer systems is 
making progress. The sensory abilities of robots are 
constantly improving. Greater data storage density 
and processing speed of computers will help to build 
more "intelligent" systems. '.\toreover, some 
promising developments in "artificial intelligence" and 
expert systems may well help to make systems more 
tolerant and responsive to faults. Expert systems are 
already being used in standardised procedures and 
routine checking, and are beginning to play a role in 
maintenance, fault diagnostics, production control, 
quality assurance, planning, scheduling. design, 
notably computer-aided design (CAD), and support 
software development and training. '.\'cvcrthclcss, such 
systems have their limitations. They embody 
knowledge extracted from experts and reason 
according to rules, but there are !imitations to 
formalising human abilities, sensorial experiences as 
well as open and complex industrial processes. Also 
common-sense knowledge is not programmable, nor 
do expert systems have intuition or practice associative 
thinking. They can therefore support, b~t not replace, 
human decision-making. 

Another way of minimising technical problems is the 
initial design of products in such a way that they can 
be processed and assembled with the available flexible 
automated equipment. This means simplification and 
reducing the number of components, streamlining 
assembly operations and generally taking into account 
the ability of machines and robots at the design stage. 

The managerial and organisational 
perspective 

There arc different management attitudes en how to 
cope \\ith Cl\t. In part they arc a nurrnr image of 
the national idiosyncracies and difTCl'Cl't industrial 
histories ernked aht1\·e. Thus the technocentric 
approach results in management strategics which 
negkct or underrate the human factor in production. 
It is frequently aggravated by short-term profit 
maximisation considerations which are the cu~ of 
technology planning and management. The 
introduction of Cl\1 requires long-term strategic 
thinking. From the managerial point of \iew it is 
fundamentally an organisational quandary. It is about 
creating order out of chaos. Fquipment needs to be 
carefully sell."cted and compatibility ensured. 
However, the essential question is how to reshape 
eJUstmg production processes, how to alter 
organisational boundaries and to make them 
permeable. Th.is requires redesigning the information 
and data flow. lbe difficulties of actually doing this in 
existing organisations, to make them more effecti\'e 
and efficient should not be underestimated. 

CIM introduction may well act as an antidote to poor 
management practices. This is when the human factor 
comes in. Industrial case studies and experience 
accumulated so far clearly indicate that a pragmatic 
management approach ad\'ancing step by step, 
building up the skill, responsibility and moti\'ation of 
the workforce, investing in people operating the 
systems and relying on the human factor in making 
them flexible, has consistently paid off best. 

The conviction that this is really so seems to be 
lacking in many management circles, otherwise the 
revalorisation of the human factor would be pursued 
more systematically and consistently. At any rate, it 
ha:; been found that in gc'1eral Cl'.\1 is not primarily 
introduced "to humanise .1ork." lbe moti\'es and 
expectations of management mostly relate to irl\'cntory 
reduction, more transparency of the organisation. 
reduction of lead time, greater adherence to deadlines, 
saving of personnel, greater marketing flexibility, 
increased capacity use, higher product quality or 
keeping up with technological developments, all 
leading to higher productivity. Better working 
conditions tend to be a very low priority and a rather 
accidental by-product. 10 In fact, working conditions 
may even be neglected or worsen, particularly when 
automated machinery is used to enforce an ai.:cclerated 
pace of work, where only residual tasks are entrusted 
to workers or when stressful situations arc engendered 
by computerisation. 
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A management style allo\\ing more autonomy of 
production personnel may well mean a break with 
entr.:nct>cd principles and thus be conceived as a 
threat to vested interests and the power structure in an 
organisation. It is hardly surprising that such clashes 
are avoided almost at any price. It is. in fact, possible 
to S\\itch to new technology \\ithout making 
fundamental organisationai changes, and to keep 
compartmentalisation and e,;tablished hierarchies in 
place. Information technologies may scn·e to 
institutionalise and even reinforce ineffective and 
counterproductive management practices such as 
excessive centralisation of decision-making or abusive 
monitoring of individuals if the powers that be 
manage to fend off restructuring. This is, of course. 
costly and leads to mediocre results while it prolon,;s 
the life of organisational dinosaurs. It signifies the 
defeat of the primary purpose of Cl'.\t, i.e. the 
integration of all functions. Such integration requires 
"~·ertical and horizontal synchronisation of 
departments, people, machinery and processes in the 
flow of information and material" 11 In such a system 
the necessary flexibility can be achieved through 
decentralisation of information and responsibility 
within a given framework in order to achieve small 
and fast control loops. This enables the production 
system to respond rapidly to market demand, 
particularly in the case of many produ..:t options. 

If progress is to be made in the effective introduction 
of Cl\t a clear strategy is needed endorsed by senior 
management and promoted by the rank and file. 
Nothing much can be done without the consistent 
backing of top management hut the stumbling block 
can be middle-management which stands to lose 
influence when hierarchies tumble and all required 
information is available "on-line" without 
intermediary to all participants in the production 
process. This empha~ises the need for top-level 
technology managem~nt, a function frequently 
neglected as legal, financial and marketing aspects tend 
to dominate decision-making at the top. It is not 
enough to let middic-managcmcnt acquire technology 
and then to do crisis management at the top when 
bottlenecks occu~ in the organisation or qualifications 
arc lacking. 

Some have traced existing problems to the lack of 
managerial r.ompctence.1:. \tanagers' knowledge of 
advanced manufacturing systems is frequently limited 
even when they have had a technical education or are 
professional engineers. \lanufacturing technology 
and, more in particular, information technology, is 
moving fast. Professional knowledge and experience 
once acquired becomes rapidly obsolete without 
continuing exposure to shop-floor experience. Thus, 

potential users of automation equipment fear that they 
cannot muster and constantly update the necessary 
know-how. They often depend on outside consultants 
and eq..iipment suppliers. They naturally tread 
carefully in unknown territory and avoid incalculable 
risks. 

,\s capital n:quircmcnts for the implementation of 
Cl'.\t are high, managers are under pressure to justify 
such expenditures. By the standards of a short-term 
return-on-investment (ROI) approach the financial 
feasibility of Cl\1 projects is mostly doubtful despite 
the hypothetical economic advantages outlined abo,·e. 
In fact, there are no generally agreed methods for 
doing reliable cost-benefit analyses of Cl'.\-1. As a 
matter of fact, the cost of full Cl\1 implementation is 
often considered to be prohibitive despite the fact that 
most equipment to build such plants may be available. 
It is also feared that the systems are inefficient to use 
and expensive to maintain because technical change 
would constantly require the replacement of parts of 
the system, by defmition not an easy job in an 
integrated system. 

To this should be added that in present flexible 
manufacturing systems fixed costs constitute about 70 
per cent of the total outlay. lbis is an indication of 
the high risks which management takes when inst:illing 
Cl'.\t. 

lbere is, of course. also the more positive side of the 
coin: risks are balanced by opportunities if the 
predicted economic hcnefits of Cl\I materi:ilisc. 
'.\loreover, in the coming years capital requirements 
arc bound to descend bci.:ausc cheaper ~ystems arc 
being put on the market. It has also been estimated 
that Cl\t plants could break even at 30 to 35 per cent 
of capacity use as against 65 to 70 per cent in the case 
of conventional planh. Also the planning of Cl\1 and 
at least a partial implementation could help 
management to improve the organi;ation of the 
production process and the flow of communication. 

But costs are not the only element to be considered in 
making 5tratrgic decisions about thr introduction of 
CIM. A responsible and forward-looking 
management may well conclude that it cannot a',ord 
to be left behind in the technology race and that 
n.:scarch and development expenditures for process 
technology must be met and that investment in Cl'.\1 
is required to remain competitive in the long run. 
Clearly, much depends on the specific situation of the 
enterprise. 

If the strategic decision to implement Cl\I is made, 
management's essential task in implementing Cl\t is 
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o\·.n::oming organisational resistam::e to change starting 
from the shop-floor through all layers of the 
organisation. The streamlining of an organisation and 
making it fit for Cl\I may be a considerahle challenge 
but may be well worth it. The findings of a \"ariety of 
sunqs concur. in so far as those manufactun:rs who 
have introduced ad\·anced manufacturing systems 
attribute between .io and 70 per cent of the total 
impro,·ement achic\·ed to organisational changes. In 
other words, the mdin benefit does not necessarily 
stem from sophisticated and integrated technology but 
from the reform of management and production 
practices and from a more transparent and efficient 
organisation. n 

The human and social perspective 

The indispensable human factor 

If we admit that a technocentric approach to Cl\.1 
would he inefficient and counterproductive it follows 
that the key role of the human factor must be 
recognised. The art is to assign a really dTective 
function to it and to give people an opportunity to 
make full use of their knowledge, capabilities and 
skills, and to help them master the production process. 
"Ibis means putting them in appropriately designed 
jobs and workplaces, having adequate man 'machine 
intcnaccs, making the prOduction process transparent, 
setting up suitable work organisation as well as 
pro\'iding the necessary training. 

It i~ importanl to look at the potential weaknesses and 
strc11gths of the human factor in a Cl'.\f cm·ironmcnt. 
I lu1.1an beings inrnl\"cd in the production process arc 
error-prone, particularly under physical or psychic 
stress. Xoise or bad lighting may lead to fatigue. The 
error rate abo grows with information o\·crload. 
Survey findings show that 70 to 90 per cent of the 
failures of technical systems are due to faulty human 
intervention or system design. I luman beings do not 
always work with full con.:entration, come to wrong 
conclusions, make mistakes or do not act when they 
should. Their operating behaviour is relatively 
unpredictable. Is this sufficient reason to try to banish 
people from the production process? 

There is dc:i.rly a wide range of tasks and functions 
which arc bc~t done by machines, industrial roboh 
and computers. This range is widening constantly and 
more and more manual operations arc takc11 over by 
machines. The improvement of sensors and actors 
makes rohots and other production equipment more 
versatile, rapid. and exact. Some jobs can actually be 
done infinitely more efficiently and reliably by 
information ~ystcms and computers than by human 

lll:ings. This is particularly true for routine functillns 
such as Jata collection and their statistical analysis as 
well as many sun·eying and control funct1..ins which is 
the basis for automatic process and quality control in 
production. It can be envisaged that the execution of 
i.ncrea:.i.ng numbers of !)pccialiscd fundions .-.u1 be 
transferred to machines and computers. We are 
therefore faced with a gro\•·mg complexity of !)Uch 
technical systems. 

I lowcvcr, as such systems become more complex they 
also tend to be less fail-safe. In fact, they break down 
frequently. causing high cost. They can be repaired 
and pcncctcd but this requires skilled human 
intervention. In such an c\·ent workers responsible for 
the opcratio.1 have to make choices and decisions 
which no technical system can make for them. Often 
quick intcn·cntion is required which is based on 
knowledge and experience and takes into account the 
limits of the system. The human being despite its 
weaknesses is. thus, indispensable for an optimal and 
efficient use of automated equipment. "Inc qualified, 
motivated and experienced worker familiar with the 
system can cope with uncertainty and is able to assess 
situations, to find and interpret faults rapidly and 
correct them. Judgement supported by technical 
lmowlcdgc and experience, understanding of systems 
and common sense are qualities which cannot he 
replaced by computers or artificial intelligence in the 
foreseeable future. In Cl'.\f systems machines and 
computers may well take over most routine and 
physical tasks but they do not dispense the people 
inrnh·ed from thinking, critical decision-making and 
responsibility. 

The design of CIM systems 

As the human factor cannot he replaced it is crucial 
that Cl\f systems arc designed and planned in such a 
way that people involved can do their job in optimal 
conditions and can really apply their empirical 
knowledge. In the first place this means that they 
must not be made totally and helplessly dependent on 
the sp.tcm. This might have serious consequences 
when system errors cannot he corrected in good time. 
Also, such dependence limits initiative, improvisation 
and creativity, and fosters submission to routine which 
in tum makes the systems, and consequently the 
cntcrpri-.c, rnlncrablc. Chcrdepcndcncc on ~) ~tcms 
and machines has not only provoked disasters in 
nuclear and chemical industries, it is also th•: cause of 
perhaps less spectacular. hut none the less ·.-cry cmtly 
failures in automated production. Worl..crs in Cl\1 
systems designed to make use of the human factor 
should be able to intervene in the production process 
to optimise it. This signifies that the sy~h:m must 
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allow ~hop-l10~1r programming of C'.\C equipment on 
the basis of indil·ations prO\iJeJ and discussed with 
the design olfa.'"C. The implementation of such 
organisational prinl;plcs presupposes the availability 
of appropriate man machine interfaces and software. 
An example of what can be Jone i~ the use of a 
portable electronic sketch pad which could help to 
overcome the notorious divorce of designers from the 
realities anJ constraints of the production process 
which has been accentuated by computer-aided design. 
Such a device will help them to discuss design ideas 
with shop-floor pcrsonnel_14 

A further problem to be considered is that the physical 
distance between the personnel operating or 
supervising the equipment and the process tends to 
widen. '.\tuch visual and manual control is replaced 
by sensors which transmit data to screens and data 
bases. The worker is faced with control data at his 
workstation, but loses direct touch with the process. 
Often it can only be monitorc~ from a control room. 
It has been found that such distance from the process 
may make quick reaction and the correction or 
compensation of system faults more difficult because 
warnings emitted by the system can be misinterpreted 
or neglected and workers lose the "feeling" for the 
process. This means that the process must be 
designed transparently, be comprehensible and 
sufficiently accessible without hazards in order to 
;tllow the required or desirable intervention. Some 
research has been done on the significance and role of 
empirical knowledge of machines and materials which 
e~pcrienceJ skilled workers po~scss. It appears that 
they develop a feeling, almost a sixth sense, telling 
them what is wrong with a machine and how it works 
best. lbis capability is precious and should not be 
underestimated for the smooth running of advanced 
manufacturing systems.15 

In the tcchnocentric approach to CIM there is clearly 
a danger that most production knowledge will be 
incorporated in the computer and expert systems 
without giving workers sufficient opportunity to 
er .:rcise their skills which would waste away because 
they arc no longer usr.d. However, this would make 
production systems very unwieldy and vulnerable and 
their formalism would cause considerable constraints. 
Moreover, the human knowledge base of enterp1ises 
could be eroded to such an extent that their future is 
put in jeopardy. This is too high a price to pay for 
enterprises which depend on the qualification, skill 
and adaptability of their workforce. 

Moreover, there arc signs that the tcchnoccntric 
approach may cause the disaffection of the workforce. 
Research findings in the lJnitcd States suggest that 

workers in high technology industries are kss safofi~d 
than other manufacturing workers due to more rigid 
rules, stricter discipline, and closer supenision and 
monitoring.16 Apparently such disaffection has been 
noted particularly in the case of production workers 
who fdt threatened by d..:skilling. llus may wdl be 
related to the fact that management has a tendency to 
leave the trouble-shooting and maintenance and repair 
of advanced systems to specialised scniccs \\ithout 
involving the operators of the equipment. It is 
probably significant that this neglect of shop-floor 
skills has led to a great increase in production 
down-time.l 7 lbe way out is obviously to entrust as 
much responsibility for maintenance as possible to 
suitably qualified workers on the shop-floor. 

The practical problems of taking all these aspects into 
account in designing Cl\1 systems and of making 
optimal use of the human factor must not be 
underrated even when such human-centred systems 
are recognised as superior. A multidisciplinary 
approach is required wluch is by no means easy to 
organise. '.\tanagers and engineers designing the 
system will have to be committed to such an approach 
and should associate ergonomists, training specialists 
and social scientists. There arc few tried methods 
since the technocentric approach neglecting 
ergonomics an~ social concerns prevails up to now. 
Often engineers and ergonomists tend to be at cross 
purposes. nus is a field which needs further 
cxploration.18 

Skill requireme.1ts for CIM 

The above obsr.rvations imply that the skill level of 
shop-floor workers is going to increase despite some 
skills becoming obsolete and that division of labour 
will regress. CIM requires versatile craftsmen and 
tcclmicians, computer and software experts, 
mechanical and communications engineers and, in 
general, people who understand production methods 
and the system and are capable of coping with a great 
deal of technical information and arc able to take 
decisions on the spot. There is little room for 
unskilled workers such as asscmhlers, lahourers, 
machine loaders, transport workers, etc. Cl'.\1 also 
makes clerical workers redundant, that is those who 
are occupied with ordering parts and materials and 
scheduling the workload of machines. 

Also managerial jobs at the middle level arc hound to 
be changed or diminished in Cl\1 systems which 
entail a general dissemination and free flow of 
information. There tend to be fewer hierarchical levels 
and demarcation lines, and there are fcwc1 
co-ordinating tasks. Emphasis is more on planning, 
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anticir·:iling pwt>l.:rm. t.:;im-work :inJ intt-r:iction and 
much lc5s on fom1al communications. and gi\·ing 
instructions. Fxccssi\·e monitoring of workers which 
is technically possihle is best amided because it can 
antagonise the \·cry people needed to man the systems. 
It i~ a new worlJ for to.:;.un lcaJchhip in CL\I wluch 
requires a combination of human, conceptual and 
lt:chnical ~kilis in managers.I") 

New types of work organisation 

As many spccialiSl.'<i jobs are abolished due to a lesser 
division of labour, work organi5ation tends towards 
group work. In such rclati\·cly autonomous groups 
members execute complementary tasks and must be 
\·crsatilc as varying tasks are allocated with the 
ohjective of keeping the system functioning smoothly. 
Group members must be ahle to communicate 
bernnd narrow technical boundaries and to 
co:opcrate. They also have a certain autonomy in the 
choice of tasks and detailed planning. Thus existing 
qualifications arc better used and mutual coaching 
takes place. If properly organised, greater job 
satisfaction is the result. 

However, such participative work organisation is by 
no means an automatic outcome of the introduction 
of Cl\1. \fanagement must consciously seek to 
overcome outdated, demoti\·ating and unsuitable 
hierarchical forms of organisation which means the 
shedding of old power relationships - often a painful 
process fraught with pitfalls. Vested interests in the 
status quo arc usually very strong. 1 lowevcr, it should 
be some comfort to management deciding to base 
CL\1 on group technology that production is usually 
less capital-intensive since it is less computerised and 
requires less expensive software because many 
decisions arc taken on t!te shop-tloor which also helps 
to make it tlexible. Moreover, existing qualifications 
of the workforce can normally be used and few new 
ones are required. There is al~o a reduction of 
through-put-timc.20 

Some concern has been expressed that Cl:\f will lead 
to the social isolation of the rclati\'cly few workers left 
on the shop-tloor who remain there to mind the 
system. In fact, much communication takes place via 
computer terminals and opportunities for social 
contacts are diminished. This may well affect 
individuals and the working atmosphere in plants 
negativelv. Jn the end such dissalisfaction would have 
negative consequences for the overall result of the 
production process. At any rate, system designers 
need to keep this aspect in mind and provide 
opportunities for social contact as a contribution to 
quality of working life. 

Hazards in the new working environment 

While the new job requirements in CI\I systems are 
becoming better knmm, there is much uncertainty 
about new occupational safety and health hazards. It 
stands to reason that physical risks are dinllnishcJ 
because less workers are in direct contact with 
production equipment and most production takes 
place without direct human inten·ention. On the 
other hand, there is usually a higher pace of work as 
well as much shift work which tends to increase 
fatigue and the accident rate. It has been found that 
work at computer terminals can be very stressful 
indeed, particularly in the case of computer-aided 
design. 

A potentially very serious problem is that apparently 
an increasing number of psychosomatic illnesses may 
be caused by the new automated sys~ems. Workers 
confronted with the new expensive and complex 
equipment often do not feel up to it and feel 
powerless. They cannot intervene in the process while 
being responsible for running it. The combination of 
high responsibility and insufficient qualifications to 
master the job at hand or to intervene is extremely 
stressful. This may be aggravated by frequent 
breakdowns which have to be repaired under time 
pressure. The resulting permanent stress can lead to 
nervous and physical disorders and is said to affect a 
disproportionate number of workers in advanced 
manufacturing systems. Training ano ergonomically 
designed workplaces may help. However, it is 
probably more important that system designers do not 
place excessive demands on system users ar.d 
maintenance staff or do the opposite and make jobs 
undemanding and monotonous whi1.:h would also 
cause stress. 

Another cause for concern is the fact that work 
becomes more static and jobs need more brainpower 
than musclt. Physical activity is much reduced as 
machines and robots take over materials and 
components handling. Such reduced physical activity 
has been identified as a significant threat to health. 
Countermeasures may well be needed. 

A further cause of fatigue and stress is the ineptness of 
much computer software. Much of it is not 
user-friendlv and is remote from actual workplace 
requirements. This can make man/machine 
interaction very cumbersome. "Cognitive" 
ergonomics addresses these problems. However, .his 
is a relatively new science and improvements in 
software design taking into account research findings 
are only slowly forthcoming. 
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Sysll·m lksi;;ncrs who u~ually haw an cxdu,i\·cly 
tt.-chnil·al or scii.:ntific harkground tcnJ to owrlol'k 
such considerations in the planning stage of 
installations. However, this is the time when 
preventive measures ha\·e to be taken. Planning and 
inn::.tment co:.ts an: usually onl) :.lightly inrn.:a:.cJ. It 
is much more cos!!y to rectify ergouomic mistakes 
om:c.: a S) ~km is in:.talh.:J and i:. thc.:rc.:fore mo~tb not 
d'lne.21 

·inc principal objccti\·e should he the creation of 
humane working conditions, for only workers treated 
primarily as responsible human beings will commit 
themsd\·es to company goals. A definition of humane 
work which deserves attention in this context is the 
following: 

Work is called humane if it docs not damage 
the psycho-physical hc.:alth o:· the worker, docs 
not, or only temporarily, impair his 
psycho-social well-being, meets his 
requirements and qualifications, allows him to 
exercise individual and/or collective control 
over working conditions and systems of work, 
and is able to contribute to the development 
of his personality in activating his potentials 
and furthering his competcnccs.22 

The prepar:ttion of the worlcforce for CIM 

If people arc the key to successful Cl\1, much hinges 
on their preparation for the new systems. In all 
industrialised countries there is a shortage of 
professional, technical and managerial personnel able 
and qualified to mastermind the implementation of 
Cl\1. The major constraint is not only the lack of 
adequate computer hardware or software. At the 
shop-floor level also the necessary skills arc mostly in 
short supply. The recruitment difliwlties of 
enterprises aud the high initial salaries paid to capahle 
young engineers and technicians in this field arc a case 
in point. ·1 ;1is skill shortage may well l xplain many of 
the failures of systc:ms reported hitherto. Often 
management appears to have only a h;v.y iJca of 
where they arc going. Also, workers' representatives 
arc seldom aware of the intricacies and possible social 
consequences of Cl\1. 

There is no easy way out. One of the answers is 
systematic traininR and further training of the 
workforce based on a specifically designed training 
strategy endorsed hy management and workers' 
representatives. Such training is required before the 
new equipment is installed and will haw to emphasise 
not only ~peciali,~·d technical compt·tencc, indudin~ 
computer literacy hut, above all, system knowlcdgl·; 
planning; organi\ational and communication ~kills; 

anJ group dynamil·s. It 111.'l:J' tn tx· Jl,nc mainly h~ 
the c:ntl.'rpriSl:s thcmX'h-es in co-operation with s~ ~tl.'m 
suppliers lx.-c:ausc cn.1 systems arc tailor-made for the 
specific requirements of enterprises and training 
institutes r:m:ly have the expertise in leading edge 
kchnolog}. 

Another answl."r may wdl be.: the wiJc.::.t po:.:.iblc.: u:.t: of 
expert advice in the planning stage of Cl\1 and an 
open discussion of alternatives among all concerned. 
This includes the workers· reprcsentati\·c.:s whn far too 
often are faced with a fail accompli. A thorough 
discussion of the economic, technical, organisational. 
and manpower parameters and of the objectives of an 
innovation subsequently fat.-il.itatcs an informed 
assessment of the social consequences and the 
negotiation of working conditions. Both management 
and the workforce usually move into unchartered 
territory and might as w.:ll recognise this. 

The :mpact of CIM on industrial relations 

In the real world the transition to Cl\I systems even 
when well planned and prepared will rarely proceed 
without tension and potential, if not open, conflict in 
organisations. The workforce has good reason to 
worry since there is plenty of evidence showing that its 
interests might no~ be taken sufficiently into account 
or might simply be neglected. Far too often 
technology is put before people who then have to 
cope with it somehow without being properly trained 
or involved in its -choice. Small wonder that systems 
fail. Workers fear pay losses through less o\·ertimc. 
redundancy, the erosion of promotion prospects and 
lower manning level5, expropriation of know-how 
through data bases and expert systems, higher stress 
through responsibility for expensive capital goods. 
more strenuous shift work patterns, individual 
performance monitoring through the ·computer 
sysll·m, Jcskilling and generally the unknown, and the 
stress of the adjustment to new working patterns. 
This can be, but must not he, the outcome. 

With a strategy that puts people first and seeks 
genuine consultation at ail levels, such fears may he 
overcome and do not have to materialise. The 
positive aspects of change to the advanced systems 
and the new opportunities will more ea~ily impose 
themselves such as safer and less physically taxing 
jobs, learning and training opportunities, greater 
responsibility and more interesting assignments, hctt::r 
remuneration. generally better workinr rnn<lition' or 
greater job security in a more competitive enterprise. 
It ran also bring down the rate of absenteeism. 
Innovations have, in fact, the potrntial of influcnring 
imlu~trial rclatiom for the r"ttcr, if more emphasis i~ 
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put on consuh:ition ;?t all lewis anJ less on ··the 
arrogant expertise of technologists.·· 

The positive aspects can only prevail in an atmosphere 
of social dialogue and good will at the enterprise level. 
;\d\·crsarial in~u:.trial rdations could easily spcll the 
failure of Cl\I projects. Cl\I presupposes a 
reconciliation of interc:.b of management anJ workers. 
The dialogue between social partners is thus essential 
for product and process innovation, higher 
producti\ity and flexibility in manufacturing. 

There is indeed e\·idence that in an adversarial 
industrial relations atmosphere management resorts to 
excessive di\ision of labour as a means of restricting 
the influence of unions. In such circumstances 
management tends not to entrust blue-collar workers 
with more autonomy and control (e.g. the 
programming of '.'\C tools) thus avoiding rules and 
constraints imposed by collective bargaining 
agreements. This has the perverse effect that 
unionisation inhibits. skill acquisition by. blue-collar 
workers and their upgrading.23 

The greatest menace to workers' autonomy and to job 
satisfaction stems from centralised control which also 
introduces much dcmoti\·ating rigidity and formal 
procedures into the production process. Decentralised 
systems coupled with a maximum of decision-making 
at the shop-floor level arc well suited to small-batch or 
customised production, tend to enrich jobs anJ 
qualifications, cut down machine-down-time through 
better scheduling and maintenance and, therefore, 
enhance productivity. They often prove to be 
economically superior to rigidly centralised systems 
with excessive division <.•f labour.2~ 

A high degree of consensus and co-operation is indeed 
required if CIM systems arc to work smoothly, which 
does not exdude a resolute defence of workers' rights 
and interests. It cannot be overlooked that highly 
skilled workers and technicians and their 
representatives in integrated manufacturing arc in a 
strong position and cannot easily be replaced. In fact, 
enterprises installing such systems depend on the 
quality and commitment of their workforce. Qualified 
personnel is needed to maintain the complex and 
costly equipment and keep the systems working. 
Advanced manufacturing systems are vulnerable to 
strikes by a small proportion of their workforce. 
Responsible management is therefore well advised to 
seek the social dialogue and collective agreements 
providing a framework for the operation of the 
systems. An unorganiscd workforce kept in check by 
management prerogatives and arbitrariness, subdued 
by authoritarian supervision and anti-union policies 

could easily he resistant and h:irmful to Cl\1. 
Industrial 1dations based on mutual confidence and 
rcspcct wo1J)d appear to be more conducive to 
success.~5 

I lowe\'cr, it should not b.: o\·crlook~~J that as 
hierarchical structures change and as middle 
management is threatened by Cl\I the role of unions 
and workers' representati\'CS in enterprises might also 
be weakened. Autonomous groups of highly qualified 
staff may fed less in need of union repn::.cntation and 
intermediaries vis-a-vis management and may have a 
more direct int1uence on the detcnnination of their 
working conditions. 

It should be ob\·ious that in enterprises wishing to 
operate Cl\I systems the social dialogue cannot be 
limited to questions of remuneration and benefits. At 
any rate, exclusively achiewment-oriented wage 
systems may well have to be redesigned as system 
success or failure and higher productivity generally 
cannot be attribut_cd to indi\'idual machine operators 
but depends essentially on reduction of down-time of 
automated equipment. The social dialogue will have 
to embrace questions and problems related to the 
impkmentation of the new technology, such as more 
flexible working time arrangements, adjusting working 
conditions to team-work, redeployment, etc. 

Employment consequences of CIM 

It has already been pointed out that a relatively small 
percentage of the total manufacturing labour force is 
working m advanced manufacturing systems and that 
in this respect not much change is foreseen. The great 
majority of manufacturing workers will not experience 
rad~r:al change caused by Cl\1 systems in the near 
future. '.\e\·erthelcss, it must be expected that Cl\I 
will acccnl'Jatc the already existing labour market 
segmentation. A core of highly qualified craftsmen, 
technicians, engineers and profcs~innal workers 
manage and operate such systems and arc increasingly 
indispensable. They arc generally well paid and their 
working conditions arc stable thanks to their positi<' :i 
as knowledgeable workers and experts, but access to 
this core is more and more difficult to achieve. 
Ancillary workers have little opportunity for upward 
mobility unless they possess or acquire the nccc~sary 
skills and their conditions of work are also more 
precarious. This situation may eventually lead to 
social conflicts. 

Research on the promotion of the human 
factor in C/M systems 

It is one thinR to identify the features which a Cl\1 
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'YStl'm. taking into account thl' human fach1r. should 
and coulJ ha\·l'. hut it is quite another to de!>ign and 
make ~uch ::.~ ~tem~ acceptabk to management and 
work in pral'lice with an adequate rate of return. In 
most manufacturing the di\ision of work is still wdl 
entrl·nchl·d and tl'nds to he used as a mean~ of ~ocial 
control. The Taylorist mentality in production 
management is widespread and resistant and will not 
disappear from one day to the next, particularly in 
mass production. A conscious effort is needed to 
promote the human-centn:d approach to Cl\1. As 
the movement is gairiing ground a great variety of 
research projects have been launched throughout the 
industrialised world with the objecti\·e of developing 
modds and defining the technical. ergonomic, 
organisational. social and training criteria for such 
systems.26 This research is sponsored under several 
national and some international progranunes of the 
European Community 2' (e.g. FAST ESPRIT, 
ECREKA. RACE, CO\IETT, BRITE), involving a 
wide range of technical, social science and training 
research institutes, enterprises and employers· and 
workers· organisations. Partial results have been 
reported - some of them encouraging, others less so. 
Also. contradictor; findings arc not rare. It is clearly 
not easy for work science, ergonomics, design and 
systems engineering to come to grips with the 
manifold aspects md the complexity of the problem:> 
at hand. Interpretations, recommendations and 
proposed remedies also depend considerably on the 
point of view and the ideological leanings or ethical 
principles of rescan.:hcrs as there arc few certainties but 
much wishful thinking. It is obviously too early to 
assess the impact of such research on industrial 
practice. However, as the technoccntric approach to 
Cl'.\1 runs into growing difficulties the opportunities 
for alternative models necessarily brighten as 
enterprises may be more willing to give them a try. 

There arc some hopeful signs. In the United States, 
the Work in America Institute - a tripartite body -
co-operates with a series of large enterprises in the 
effort to enhance the role of the human factor. 
recognising its decisive influence on productivity. 
Only a small minority of enterprises arc involved, h 1.1t 
it is a beginning. 28 

The development of design criteria and methods under 
the ESPRIT projcr.t "Human-centred Cl\.1 systems," 
in which representatives of various disciplines of 
engineering, ergonomics and social science co-operate, 
looks particularly promising. Eight industrial and 
academic partners based in Denmark, the Federal 
Republic of Germany and the Cnitcd Kingdom arc 
involved. 29 

\kntilln ~hould a1'o he madl· of the pronwtillnal 
ai:ti\·ities in this ficlJ of the lnkmatil'na: Federation of 
Automatic Cm1trol lfFAC1 \\ho::..: Cmnmittee on 
Social Ftlects of Automation makes consiJerahk· 
effort to assess the social impact of control and 
;mtomation tci:hnology and hrings tllgcthl·r i:nrKl'm,·J 
scientists. control engineers. managers. system 
designers, social ::.cientists. industrial psychologi~ts anJ 
specialists of other disciplines from research institutes 
and industry from a wide range of countries. The 
committee emphasises the sOl:ial re~ponsibility of 
control engineering and aims at the establishment of 
socially desirable rl'quircments for the development of 
automated systems. demonstrations of altcrnati\·es of 
design of such systems. the stren!,.'lhening of links 
between technologists and social scientists, and the 
dissemination of knowledge of these topics among the 
scientific and technical community. It has encouraged 
a considerable number of projects in which industry 
has co-operated. It has contributed in nc> small 
measure to the gennination of the idea of the 
human-centred approach to Cl\.1, and which is slowly 
but surely making headway. 30 

Outlook 

At present there is hardly a chance of reconciling 
diverg.;nt views on Cl\1. Many of its acivantages or 
faults arc in the eye of the beholder. I lowcver, it is 
definitely not a panacea for all problems encountered 
in production as some seem to see it. At any rate, the 
promised land of total manufact·Jring integration is 
still far away, although an increasing number of 
enterprises appear to be cng;1ged on an evolutionary 
path towards integration. 

By any standard, the introduction of Cl\1 is a risky 
undert;tking. If it is to be successful the 
manufacturing organisation and product range have to 
be rc\'iewcd and rationalised. The pace of transition 
would depend on the knowledge, qualifications and 
abilities of the planning and operating staff. 

CIM is a leading edge technology and its introduction 
requires long-term strategics and possihly forgoing 
immediate financial benefits. The most essential 
element in such a strategy is the preparation of the 
workforce for the impending changes. This means 
consultation at all le\'cls and a systematic tijining 
effort. '[be neglect of further training of staff is 
inevitably very costly in terms of machine down-time 
and scrap productir · 

All experience accumulated so far speaks for a 
cautious and incremental approach as the absorptive 
and learning capacity of the workforce might be 



o\·er5trctchcd with ncg:iti\·e results. llowen~r. the 
trend towards more manufacturing integration is 
bound to continuc and s.:icntitic aJ\·ances will 
continue to propose solutions to pending technical 
problems. llowe\·er, Cl\1 is most likely to fail where 
it tries to supplant essential human qualities. The 
subjugation of people to machines and technical 
systems is proving more and more counterproductive. 
Instead, work organisation is needed which enables 
and motivates people to use their theoretical and 
empirical knowledge and skills in ma~tcring advanced 
means of production and operating them efficiently. 
Cl\1 will only be as good as the people in charge. 

Arc we heading in the wrong direction? fa·idence 
suggests that the difficulties and complexities of 
introducing Cl\I on a large scale were initially 
underestimated. The technocentric approach aiming 
at the "manless factory" is now questioned for a very 
good reason: it has not produced the expected results 
so far. This is having a sobcnng effect on the 
unconditional technocrats. There is probably not just 
one type of "factory of the future" but many 
alternative solutions to manufacturing problems. 

Will CI'.\I really spell the end of Taylorism? It is 
definitely too soon to consider Taylorist methods dead 
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and buried. Such methods will continue l'.l subsist in 
mass production alongside with dedicated automation 
and machinery and so will the com.:sponding 
hierarchical management structures. I lowev,.: mass 
production and market dominance of m ass-produced 
goods arc declining in many manufactur. 'lg acti\·itic'S. 
lbe markets demand differentiated, diversified and 
customised products. lbis means small-batch 
production. Cl'.\1, i.e. flexible automation, could do 
the job if properly conceived. 

Integrated manufacturing systems are very vulnerable 
to disruption. Running them efficiently and to the 
extent possible round the clock presupposes 
harmonious industrial relations, for work stoppages, 
go-slows or other types of resistance stemming from 
demotivating working conditions can cause major 
losses. Success of Cl\f, therefore, presupposes a good 
understanding and co-operation between management 
and the workforce and its representati\·es. While it is 
certain that the introduction even of well-designed 
Cl\I systems will cause tensions, it also offers new 
opportunities to intensify and improve the social 
dialogue and to break down barriers ~ a chance not 
to be missed. 
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CIM - THE INTEGRATION ASPECT 

by N. MARTENSSON, Chalmers Uni·:ersity of Technology, Gother-jurg, Sweden 

1. CIM development background 

Computer-integrated manufaL'turing is the latest 
powerful manif~tation of a continous development 
~ in manufacturing engineering. It has both a 
technical and an organi7.ational background. The 
technical de\-elopment side has shown a mnarkablc 
regularity over the last 25 years (fag. I). 

With about five-year intcn'als, a new piece of 
technology has been introduced, tested and appro\-cd 
and has gro\\n to maturity. One may notice that the 
basic mechanical components, like NC-machines and 
industrial robots, prcccdcd the basic software 
components, CAD, CAM, MAP. For one thing this 
implies that man's imagination driven by software 
development will immediately face restrictions in the 
existing physical machines, a fact not always 
n:cognized. 

Organization of manufacturing to meet new demands, 
hke custom-order and small-batch production, has 
been a parallel acti\ity, e.g. restructuring from batch 
production to workpiece flow orientation took place 
in the 1960s and 1970s. The ~C-machines and 
industrial robots played a central part in this 
development towards more precise planning and better 
shop-floor control. In the late 1970s and early 1980s 
flexible machining cells (f~IC) were introduci:d and 
also large systems, FMS, were constructed. This 
development macic ultimate use of the machine 
components to rationalize the physical handling of 
tools and workpieces, while information transfer was 
limited. Experience from large systems tended to be 
discouraging, due to their limited flexibility and 
availability. The bulk of existing syi;tcms are therefore 
of the cell-type, FMC. 

With this now an established technology, it is realized 
that some effort must be made to connect these cells, 
often called "islands of automation," to a really 
flexible and reliable system. This is achic\-cd when the 
information Oow is managed just as effi"-iently as the 
flow of workpieces and tools. Thus the introduction 
of MAP paved the way for real computer integration 
of manufacturing and we are now enjoying CIM 
realization in several areas of industl)'. 

Just like FMS ten years ago, the Cl~I concept has a 
far-reaching potential for the activities of a factory but 
the more this potential is achieved, the harder further 
penetration becomes. This paper highlights a fe\11' 
problems on the road that will be necessary to 
overcome for integration. In the case of complex 
manufacturing systems, this reality manifests itself less 
as a tendency towards deterministic beha\'iour, the 
more pronoucerl the more complex the system is. 
This makes system control more difficult since 
unprcdlctablC stochastic events cannot c:uily be met 
by pre-programmed actions. A need for heuristic 
control will arise. 

The technical means to meet these new demands may 
consist of sensor feedback that will give automatic 
reactions of physical system components, 
Al-assistance that will facilitate producing necessary 
manufacturing information, and user-oriented system 
interfaces that will involve the human operator in 
d.!cision malcing and performance improvements to an 
extent where he will really :un the system rather than 
just watch it running. So, if one would like to predict 
the development ten years ahead, it is the author's 
suggestion that adaptive contml and later on 
intelligent interaction between man and system will be 
the contributions of the 1990s. Some examples of 
research in this area will now be presented, related to 
the field of automatic assembly. 
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Figurr 1. Technology diffusion in Sweden 
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Figure 2. Force-torque control of insertion in assembly 
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F9ire 3. Monitoring a transfer operation 
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2. Senaor feedback for adaptive control 

All parts of a system, be they hardware, software or 
humans, show tolerances which in complex systems 
may interfere and create large deviations from 
predicted hcha\·iour. ~.cnsor-bascd control is therefore 
necessary for real-time adjustments of programmed 
activities. Sensors have three distinct levels of 
application: 

• To make the system more robust by absorbing 
minor tolerances. 

• To increase the system reliability by ll'Onitoring 
fargc de\·iations. 

• To raise flexibility by reading new infonnation in 
a largely unknown environment. 

In an :1sscmhly opcntion inscnion often means 
ro~ition;rig within dosc tolerances, smaller than 

ft•) 

.... _, 

n.1 
• 

'9C& mKn• - - -n• - ._ auru..-rDa.••c_.__, 

e.g. the accuracy in repeatability of an industrial 
robot. Signal fccdbadt from e.g. a force-torque 
sensor can be used to control the inscnion by 
minimizing the signal (figure 2) (I). 

The same sensor can also be used for monitoring large 
deviations in other assembly sub-operations, e.g. 
transferring a pan from a pick-up position to an insert 
position. If the gripper loses the part, there will be a 
distinctive force reaction (figure J). 

The usability of a particular sensor can thus be 
mapped in a particular application. 

The mapping will sh.'lw that a single sensor will 
probably he very good for some sub-operations but 
rarely able to co\·cr the complete application (figure 
4J. Therefore a simultaneous u~ of different sensors 
can he predicted To son out their dilTer.:nt 
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ch:iractcri'.'tics. there is a net.'li for a general 5en50r 
model. This modd consists of a S(l\.-cifil·ation part and 
an interaction fart. 

The spt.'l.-ification part might describe: 

• What is measurcable 

• fidd of operation 

• Accuracy 

• Behaviour (e.g. linearity) 

• Control possibilities 

• Supenision possibilities 

The interaction part consists of a software module 
including sensor data acquisition and process control 
based on the data. The bcha\'iour of the interaction 
module depends on a few parameters. Depending on 
the given parameters, the module can operate in a 
broad spectrum ranging from continuous control to 
pure supen'ision. 

Input to the sensor model consists of a steady flow of 
St."Osor data (information) during the process, together 
with the initially given parameters, provided by a 
superior program, to specify the control stalegy. It is 
desirable to use as few parameters as possible in orlk.'f 
to simplify the operation. However, t!le model loses 
generality as the number of parameters decreases. 

The principle of a force-torque sensor-model 
interaction part is \"cry simple. It can he described as 
a force and a torque "co-ordinate system" attached to 
the sensor, preferably in the tool centre point of the 
assembly robot. When a force exceeds the limit of a 
desired force interval, the sensor model starts acting on 
the robot to obtain the desired state again. 

In an experiment with vision and force-torque 
interaction, the problem was to assemble a shaft into a 
bore. The bore part position was unknown to the 
assembly robot and could also change during the 

CXl'Cution. .\ h:ind-cyc ,.Non syst·:m was u~J to 
estimate a rough position of the bore. and the 
force-torque sensor pcrfom1cJ the insertion of the 
shaft and verified the operation (figure 5). The 
experiment showed that when two or, in the future, 
more sensors operate together, general parametric 
sensor moccls \\ill contribute to an easier 
implementation. 

3. Al-assisted operations sequencing, 
planning and programming 

Introducing a new product or variant in a Cl\1 system 
\\rill require new programs for executing operations 
and also for resetting the equipment. For a high-le\-cl 
flexible system this implies a frequent generation of 
new programs. Since in Cl'.\I the product and 
production information is already stored in databases, 
it may be better t.J generate these programs 
automatically. This includes sequencing, operations 
planning, control code generation and fmally the code 
execution in the manufactwing system. 

To accomplish such a programming system, a 
bierarchy has to be specified di\iding the system into 
distir.ct levels according to the division of the assembly 
problem. This implie'> specifications of well dcfmed 
and dLmarcated, hierarchical abstractions of the 
assembly problem, ranging from the product model at 
the top, to the general purpose programming language 
at the bottom, along with several intermediate levels. 
Each level could be considered as a formal 
pro!,'famming lankruagc. lbe ~pccificd lcwl~ are: 

• ·1be product model abstraction level 

• lbe assembly part sequence abstraction level 

• The assembly operation sequence abstraction 
level, or task specification le\·cl 

• The robot and sensory generic language 

• The target system dependent language, and 

• The executable code 
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Figure 4. Mapping of sensor usability 
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Figure s. Vision· and force-sensing in co-operation 
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Figure&. Hierarchical structure of assembly planning and programming 
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fii1Jre 7. A product for assembly 

1. LARGE_LOCKER_IUMC, 

2. QUILL, 

3. llEOIIJM _GEAR, 

•• LARGE_ GEAR, 

5. SMALL_CEAR, 

'· SMALL_LOCKER_RIMG, 
7. SHAFT. 

Figure a. The assembly graph for the made-up product. 

Parts in level six constitute 1 possible base pan 
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l"k~nding tln thc programming tasks and thc 
pfllg:r.tmming cx~ri:.:n..:l·. such a syst· m would make it 
possibk to mter thc systcm at the hest suited level of 
prog:r..unming. :\II the different le\·els ;are shown in 
rcbtion to ,·a,:h oth.:r in figure 6. 

Furthennl'rc. to a..:..:,"nplish automatic generation of 
exe..:utahle prngrams for the tar~\ system. e.g. the 
..:omputcr-..:ontrolkd assembly dc\;ccs in the F :\S, 
from the product model scwral software modules have 
to he developed and incorporated into the syst<:m as 
interfaces between each hirerarchical len:l. 

Thc purpose of each module is to S) 1•lii.:W.e the 
program l·ode in thc next. lower. k\·cl of assemhly 
abstraction in the hicran:hit:al system. \'. ;,,·n these 
modulcs are cxccutcd m su.:cessive . · ~ Jcr. the 
automatic phnning and program generation will he 
carried out. 

·111c necl.'ssary softwarl.' moduks :ire· 

• The pmdu..:t model analyzt:r 

• The ta,k planner 

• l"h..: gr.1,p planncr 

• The p;1th plann..:r 

• I h..: .-ompikr 

·1 hc sy,t•·m is imlqx·nd1:nt of thl.' ;is-;cmhly devices 
frnm the hip ,j,rn n tn the· t;1,k plann1..r l..:\cl. lkh1w 
this l.:wl th<.· sysll:m wiil n:quirc a real wort.I m11Jd of 
the ph) Sil· a) ass.:mhly d..:viccs and the la)\lllt. 

Tlw pn1d11ct modd ;inaly s.:r llSl'S as input thl.' 
gcmm:tri,· pro,hKt mndd. It will automati..:ally 
rctricn: knowhlgl.' fn>m thc gcomdric product moJel. 
tram.form thl.' kno\\ blgl.' to a symholic representation 
of lcaturc, attrihutcs and ~tructurcs 1,f all individual 
componcnts and tnc asscmhlcd product, generate a 
datahasc and store this new product mode. :\ graph 

repn:scnting all geometric \·alid assembly sequences !s 
also gcnt'ratcJ and stored by the prodm.·t analyser. 
Following any orden.-d sequences of arcs in th:s graph 
from the terminals to the root corresponc!s to the 
ac..:omplish1m·nt of the assembly. The graph is 
generated through disassembly. During the graph 
gt:acr.ition. the product analyser ston.-s the disassembly 
motions to he uSt.-J later in the rewrse<l order in the 
fme motion planning of mating and insertion 
operations. 

For a certain ~roduct (figure 7), 14-i gcomctrically 
valid assembly St.--qucnces arc generated (figure 8). 

The prohlcm now is how to select thc bcst asscmhly 
sequence amon~ all the options. This is the task for 
the assembly ex~rt system. The knowlcJ~ 

rcprcscnted in this system is non-geomctril· knowlcdgc 
and it could he considered as the heuristics of 
assembly planning. lbe knowledge is compiled 
through ··knowledge engineering" in the 
manufacturing industry, structured and suggested to b;: 
rcpn:scntcd in a rulc-hascd system pnw1Jcli \\ ifr 
"if-thcn-proJuction-ruks.·· 

Examples of rules that can be used all hasc part 
sdcction arc: 

• If part_i cndoscs the 
rest -of-parts nmccntri.-ally 
part_i hasc_part. 

re.st-of-p;1rb. or ii 
enclose part_ i. t ht·n 

• If part_i has morc physical contacts with th.
rc~t-of-part' tkm ;my ,ithn par.j ha~. then p;U1 _ i 
hasc part. 

f' X:tmple oi a nile that sdcctS ~·aJid scqtll'Ol"CS IS as 
follows: 

• If hasc part has more than one asscmhly vector. 
and the Jiffrrcnce in direction is more than 90-
thcn complete one dire..:tion al a time, before 
indexing. 

The finally selected path could he written as: 

(SllAfT S'.\fALL_GEAR S\IALl._LOCKER_Rl~G 

l.ARGE_GEAR Qt.:ILL '.\1EDIUM_GEAR 

l.ARGE_l.OCKER_Rl~G) 



:\s inJic;1kli alxlW tht· x·qu,·1Kt'' art• in11:m.1lh 
su~-csted lt> l'I: n:prex-nteJ in a bt \\ ith the h.ix- part 
as the first ekment. 

The product moJd analyX"r anJ the asx·mhly t•xpcrt 
system has transfonneJ th·: assembly task given as :t 

produ..:t moJd to a Jc:;.:ription. not only as a 
geomctricall~· valid a~scmhly scquenc~ but al<o as the 
best assembly part St>quence according to the 
represented assembly rule (figure •)). 

The task planner module will operate on a symbolic 
model of the assembly and the real world. A database 
with two m..in scctiom. the cu;n:nt as:.cmbly state and 
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the· tiru; a''<.·mhly 't.11t'. is ux·J hl ''''re· this m,,.fd. 
l he imt1.1l a~scmbly state rnrre~ponJs ~o the 
Ji~ss.cmblcJ product an..! equals tht· fir,t current 'tatc. 
The final assembly state correspond~ Ill the completed 
a'X'mhly. The planner is guided by the part x\.iu-·n.-,· 

The result fwm the ta~k planner is a more Jctaikd 
specification of the assembly task Je~ril'l:J a.; a 
sequence of assembly opcrati.ms. lbis task 
s1x:cification is still an implit"it specification in the 
s.:n:;c that it only rcqucsb tltc s~ skm tu pcrfunn an 
operation. not how or where to perform it. The 
sequence would appear as: 

(GET shaft) (FIX shaft fixture) (GET small_gcar) 

IPl.ACE small gear_shaft) .......... ) 

This assembly operation sequence is the corresponding 
expansion of the as:<emhly part sequence. The 
program generated s.l far is .. till considered an implicit 
program <ipccilil·ation. '\n explicit information is 
available on how each inJi\ idual c,pcration should he 
performed. Further prngram generation on lower 
levels will not he coH·rc.I lwn·. hut an exam pk· will he 
gi\·en in the next section. 

However, S}'tcm' md1 as CiR:\SP. Cl\1-station or 
f,ohC:\D could he used for gra'p and path pbnning, 
and robot pr11,;r;1rnming language' like V:\I or OI P 
for control codc genc·rati1lll. 

4. User-orientated system interfaces 

:\s mentiom:J. an intq.'Tatcd manufacturin~ system 
will not show dch:rmirii: .. tic h1:ha\'iour. hut may suffer 
from vari1H1s Ji,turh.mccs Jue to non·i1lcal 
components. This may have a serious effect on the 
availability of the sy,tcm and thus on ib proJ11cti\'ity. 
:\vailahility. however, is not only a function of the 
frequency in which di,turhances m·rnr. hut al'\o of the 
recovery or repair time. Short repair times \\ill kc~·p 
up availahility. It is tlll·refore ncn·,,;iry to have hoth 
an efficient 'ystem monitoring function and an 
efficient rccon.·ry sy.;trm. 

Ooth :;,c monitorin)! and the rcc1i\cry funllion-; arc 
highl} opcr;1lor·Jl-pC11dl·n1. It i' rhl· oix·ralor \dw 
rrads the 'i~naf, from the monitor or dircllly from till· 
')'lcm ;mJ dn·idl'' 1>11 thl· pn•p~·r ;1dio11 lk m1i..t 

possess the required competence and even more 
important. he must he motivated to react. "Ibis has 
brgdy hccn neglected in the past, when dctc.:rmini,tic 
') -.1cm, have been 1k\·clopcd with 'upposcdly little or 
no ,kill required from the operators. In complex 
S) stem-; the re,uh is usually a prolonged 
impknwntation time ;rnd poor availability. 

Behavioural scientists arc now focu,in:; on effects of 
human impact on automated manufal"luring sy,tcms. 
To gain ix1,itivc effects there i' a ncc:cl for improved 
tcchni.:al support for the operator. ,\, in contin11o•i" 
process manufacturing he will ncc:J information un 
'talus and trend-; in 'Plem ix·rfonnarKc: ;111<! not ju,1 
an alarm hell. I le will also need user-friendly tools to 
intcr;•ct with the sy,tcm. like rerouting pnlduction 
flow or reprogramming or repairing equiprnrn!. Thl"Sl" 
tools \~ill give him actual control and incrc;1,c his 
confidence and moti\';1tion 

An cxamplc of such a tool is a gr;iphic-~upporteJ 

robot prn~amrning s~~lc:m for asscrnhly. dc\·dopcd a~ 
one out of three modulcs of a shop·tloor Jeci,ion 
\llpport 'ystcm. the other two lx·inµ a 
Plannmµ Simulation module anJ a Supcrvi~ion 

moduk. rt·~pcclivcly (.1). 

< 1r.1pfii,· pr1>l!r.1111111111i.: •'II\ mmrn•nh f,ir 11.d1i-tn.il 
rnhoh .trt' \cry po\H'rt11l tool' for the progr.nnmn. 
I lw .1hih1~ tn rnanip11l;1tl·. '1m11lak .111.I k't robot n·lh 
n·d1Kl'' tl.c crrnr' ;11111 the impknw11t;1t1on tirm· 
11, 111 ,·\ ,·r. thl' m.•J• 1ri1~ of th,·"· l11nk pr,-.,·1111~ 
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:1\·ailahle. arc hascd on high-end computer technology 
and specially designed, complex graphics processing 
capabilities with an unfavourable cost factor. The 
system described here is a low-cost, easy-to-use, 
simplified, generic system for off-line programming 
tasks such as: 

• Operator programming of industrial assembly cells 

• Programming of single-robot systems 

• flexible programming for product variants 

• Creating program skeletons to be adjusted and 
c~mpleted on-line 

• Testing the logic of a proposed robot program. 

The system is based on a standard PC and \\idespread 
CAD-system (AutoCAD version 10 by AutoDesk). 

lbe robot programming is aided by graphical 
programming suppc rt, using qualitative icon-graphics, 
symbolic geometrical forms, compound coding etc. 
The user is provided with iconsfobjects representing 
the robot manipulator and the task to be performed 
(figure 10). 

·START· MOVE· GET ·PUT· STOP 

• The robot emelooe is designed and calibrated by 
uploading location co-ordinates from the robot to 
ti>; CAD-system. 

• The actual programming is done by placing the 
task "objects" (as shown in figure 10) in the 
working area of the robot. 

• lbe integrated Programming Support System 
(PSS) will present path tracing and intermediate 
steps to allow the programmer to edit the program 
graphically. 

• lbe PSS will then extract relevant data from the 
CAD Database and post-process it to fill the 
requirements of the robot-specific programming 
language syntax. 

• The complete robot program is then downloaded 
to the robot-specific off-line programming system 
for compilation or interprL1ation. 

• Robot start and on-line confirmation 'adjustment 
of the new robot program is performed. 

• l: ploacling and dl~rnmpilation of the adjusted 
progr;un to the program lihral)· can then be done. 

Referring to the previom section of this paper it 
ix-l'OIOl'S evident that Al planning and graphics-hased 
programrmng c;m rn111plement each other. fonning a 

powerful tool for the operator n·sponsihle for 
assembling of a certain product. Work is underway in 
this direction and a demonstration system is reported 
(4). 

5. Conclusions 

Three different techniques important for achieving 
integration have been exemplified: sensor control, Al 
planning and, programming and user interface. They 
are not independent of each other; on the contra!)·. 
they are very closely related and each one is a 
prerequisite for the other. Al planning and 
programming will fully automate the manufacturing 
data processing down to the the control code for the 
machines. However, in order to execute the code it 
must be updated and adjusted for tolerances and other 
variations in material an~ equipment. This is taken 
care of by the sensor feedback (figure II). 

The result is.automation of all necessary routine work, 
leaving the operator free to decide and interact in 
order to achieve the most efficient production 
performance. In addition it will provide the operator 
\\ith powerful tools in the form of status information, 
suggested actions and easy-to-operate communication 
facilities with the manufacturing system. 

These techniques arc still in their infancy and the need 
for further development is evident. In order for 
sensors to be effective in a complex environment, 
priority rules or other means are necessary for sorting 
out information from multiple sensors. Here again Al 
will play a role. Planning and programming, in 
particular in assembly, is a very unstructured problem. 
Up to now assembly sequences and sub-operations are 
governed by experience and informal rules. To run Al 
planning. formal rules must he cstahlishcJ ha~cJ on a 
structured description of the assembly work. This is a 
completey new field of research. Finally, the 
importance of hum:m interaction with the systl·m for 
high availability and optimal performance has only 
recently hcen recognizeJ. Analysing manufacturing 
systems with respect to effects of human interaction is 
a far from regular procedure and tools for this analysis 
arc not well developed. 

It is quite evident that manufacturing processes must 
be redefined and reorganized in orJcr to find the right 
balance hctwecn routine work that can he fully 
automated and high-level del:ision-hascd interaction in 
prograrnml·d functions with man in control. < >nly in 
sysh.'ms where this balance is in operation with full 
technical support will intl·gratell manufacturin~ he a 
reality and Cl'.\1 hccome more than just electronic 
data transfrr. 
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Figure 9. The selected path thr°""' the graph 

Figure 10. Graphic representation in robot cell progr:tmming. 

Tasks represented are from ''!ft to right: 

•START·MOVE•GET •PUT·STOP 

--

?09 
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Filun 11. Planning.programmi .. and sensor control for 
aJtomatic execution of assembly opes ations. 

MODEL-WORLD 
PLANNING AND 
PROGRAM GCNE
RATION 

®®~~ 
10..-1 ~\ / / 

REAL-WORLD 
ADAPTION USING 
SENSORS 

REAL-WORLD 
EXECUTION 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF CIM IN AN ELECTRONICS FACTORY STEP-BY-STEP 

by F. TOMANCOK, Siemens AG, Vienna, Austria 

Introduction 

In addition :o considerations related to qtL'tlity and 
production costs, Oeltihility and just-in-time 
proJudion ll.'l:hnique:s are rapidly gaining significance. 
r:lexihility is not achieved through high inventory but 
through shon rcaLtion times in de\-elopmcnt, 
procurement. production. and sales. l'ndcr confiicting 
market and 1..-conomic conditions it is not enough to 
optirni7.e single functions. Instead what is required is 
an a.-;sessmcnt of all the interrelated owrlapping issues. 

::1:\1 offors a solution to thes.: probk.-ms. 

In order to cater for the new market demand, Siemens 
has devcloJICd a Cl'.\1-conccrt and has been 
implcmt.-nting it step by step since 1988. 

This rarer introduces this Cl\1-conccpt. as well as 
two reali7.cd projects - the PPC system and the 
automated storage - as an illustration of the 
Cl'.\1-concept. 

The programme h;is fo·e pans: 

I. Presentation of the SIF\1E:'\S factory 
"C.scratewcrk Wien" 

2. Explanation of the Cl'.\1-concept 

3. Description of the realized Cl'.\1-project 
"production planning and control" ( rrci 

4. llh1o;tration of the automafl•d o;toragc system 

5. Summary. 

1. The SIEMENS factory in Vienna 
(Geritewerk Wien) 

The "Crcratcwc:rk Wic:n. •· :m electronics factory of 
Siemens A(i Au~tria. was estahlishcd in 1972 and 
staned its production with mainly electromechanical 
products. 

Ch-er the past years, the \11.·hole pniduction program 
has bt."Cn ch.i.ni,'l:"d to cxdusi\·e d1..'l:tronics proJu'-""ts 
with two main fields: 

• Drin~s for OC- and AC-r.10tors 1Aoith a production 
rnlumc of about 20,000 pieces per year; arid 

• Power supplies esp.."Cially for automation dc\·i'-""t.-S 
and systems with a production \·olumc from ahout 
200,000 pieces per year. 

lbe factory employs about 500 persons of whom 80 
work in technology and dc\·dopmt.'flt. 711 in 
administrative and commercial departments and 350 in 
production and quality assurance. -lbe yearly 
tumm·er is about l '.SSn million, 98 per n'flt of which 
comes from expons. In the pa"t fi,-e years yearly 
gro1Ao1h rate has reached about 20 per cent. 

2. The CIM - concept 

·n1c Cl\1-conccpt is oriented on the Cl\1 moJd of 
SIE\IE'.'OS factories described in this paper (Figure I). 
The aim was to cover all PPC, CAE and CA:\I 
fun1..1ions with data processing systems inh:grating 
already existing company-wide systems. 

Figure 2 presents a simplified system Oow-chan of our 
CIM-conccpt. In the field of computer-aided 
engineering a system for ~toragc of hasic technical data 
was introduced. The following functions arc hascd on 
this system: cin:uit diagram generation (CADJ. design 
of printed circuits, mechanical constm'-""tion fC:\D). 
componc:nts list- and production plan generation 
(SIAPS). The data of the four CAD "Y~tcmo; arc 
connected with production and quality procc'ls-lcwl 
\·ia the :'\C-program generator (STAB). The hasie 
production data arc stored in PROSIS P. 

In the field of PPC. existing slow data procc:s,mg 
s} stems were repla("cd with new dialogue systems and 
all paper interfaces were cancelled. All PPC systems 
were linked with CAE and CA'.\1 systems. 

The PPC modules. production control anJ 
J1spmition, arc described in detail below. 
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Figure 1. 

CIM-Functional Diagram for SIEMENS UBE-Factories 
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The: ,·ompull·r-:1i.l1.-d m.:mufa,·turin!? co:npl.·x i' Ji,·id1.-d 
inlo thn.-c p.uh: the conlrolling lcwl. the L"rll lc\d 
;mJ the pmces~ k\·d. tor cumplc the '.'C-automation 
;and storage stad; .. -r LT.llleS. l1te thn:c kwh arc 
t .. ·duuca.lly link .. -J wifh each othL'f ;and "ith the PPC 
;mJ C\F systems. In the fidd of material Oow 
L-Ontml. \\ith th-.: :mtonwtic storage. free data flow 
from PPC lo the pro..-.:ss le\·d of tt.e stacker cranes 
was n·ali7L-d. PmJlk.--tion and quality asqirancc "ill be 
ink-gratL-d int~ the Cl'.\t sysk"m •ith similar networks. 

3. The PPC-system 

:\s an example of a sUCL-cssful Cl\I project. I •ill 
illustrate our PPC system in tcnns of it~ disposition 
;mJ pruJu .. 1ion control. 

The pruJlk.--tion planning system is fed on the one 
hand by plan figures from sales and on the other hand 
by the actual business data from the administrati\"C 
order processing. These data arc linked "ith current 
production orders, thus providing a production 
program. The prod11t.1ion program is suhJi,idcd 
down to components le\"cl. Basic data arc suppliL-d 
from the Cr\E system PROSIS P. These data pro"idc 
the ro<;is for automatic material and parts disposition. 

The system checks stock anilability and open 
purchase ordL-rs and generates new orders in case of 
undL'f'Coveragc. Disposition rules such as minimum 
stock level or fixed batch si7..c arc taken into account. 

Incoming goods data arc fed into the C:isposition 
module of PROSIS 1: through the automatic storage 
control. 

An aJditional PC-software has been installed which 
offors very comfortable inventory analyses. Fi~n: 3 
presents a storage, input output analysis: the lower 
diagram shows the accumulated output. the upper one 
the accumulated input. The difTcrcn~c between the 
two diagrams indi1.:atcs the stock-level dc•;clopmcnt. 

In the event of differences between the actual and the 
rated stock lewl, the stock manager is given a signal to 
;1d;apt his orders. ·inc sy-.tem calculates trends in 
demand as well as :he level of safety -.tock dependent 
on the de-1ircd service level. 

As for the produl·tion control sy,tcm, production 
orders arc tran\fcrrcd from administrati\·c order 
processing (DI:\·.-\) to the pr<xluction control "Y"h:m 
PROS IS 1:. Ba~ic production data arc transferred 
from the C\F·s~stcm PROSIS P. The produ.:ti,m 

l-Ontrr.lk-r dt~·d.:" dr :t\-:iilahility of mat1.·ri:1l anJ 
·:ap;k.-ity anJ releases onk.-r; for proJu .. 1ion. :\fter 
that. the ordL'T is trmsfcm.-d to the manufa .. 1uring 
control system. TIIC ncttSS31)" material data arc 
tr.m'.>ft·:n.-d to the storage L-Ontrol system DL\L\li. 
Dl:stockinf is initiated by the production. Ea..·h 
production SlL"J> is reported back to the prodlk.1ion 
control system. 

The use of the new prodlk.1ion control system made it 
pussiblc to ha\"C the manufacturing pmn.-ss time and 
conscqUL'tltly the floor stock. 

4. Automated storage system 

The automated stooge system is organiZL.-d as an 
automatic surface storage. It offers room for l!.000 
storing places in six ro•-s of shc:h-cs on an ORT.ill area 
of 4COm2. Incoming goods are repacked into 
standan'e.ed containers in the rccei\ing dL'J'3rtmcnt. 
Depending on the size of these containers. three or six 
of them arc put on standardi7cd trays, which arc 
maded by storing place addresses and which ban: a 
fixed place in the storage system. Th~ 

abo\·e-mcntioncd trays arc automatically transported 
to the takeover stations of the stacker cranes. These 
cranes transport them to their respective sheh·cs. The 
transport system is controlled by a Sl'.\IA TIC process 
calculator which is linked to the main stock control 
calculator. 

The internal ordering of the trays for dcstodting is 
activated by four stations via screen and keyboard. 
l:kstocking is initiated by the production control 
system. After order release, the necessary order 
material is reserved for dcstocking. The 
commissioning personnel receives the matL-rial 
positions of the most important ordL'fS, one by one. 
Destod:ed material is marked with a lahcl showing 
quantity, material number, order number and 
manufacturing department. Commissioned orders arc 
at the disposal of the manufacturing department. 

In front of the storage there is a computcri1cd 
incoming goods department. Data of incoming goods 
arc processed and handled automatically from quality 
control to storage. 

The stock manager is able to keep track of all material 
from the moment of reception and. if ncccsQry. to 
state priorities for testing and storage. \1atcrial which 
is needed immediately hy thl' manufal·turinl? 
dcpar1ment is delivered automatically imtcad of hcing 
stored. 
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• Reter-.rion of the fu-_;•.:n t:.-st-out prin"-iple 

• Continuous a\"ailability cf sto.:k-lt-\·d information 

• Automatic ct,ntainer inwntory at Lero le\·el 

• Possibility of establishing priorty of orders and 
~ingle positions 

Stock place administration \\ith registration of 
suppliers 

Automatic deli\·cry in case of container 
differences. 

About IOOO positions are stocked and destocked every 
day. The stock processing time amounts on average 
to one working day. This is about a quarter of the 
time necessary prior to data processing. 

The project was rcali7.ed according to the follo,.ing 
timetable: 

End of planning 
Steel construction 
Electrical installation of 
storage technology 
Test phase including 
software 
'.\fo\ing in 
Productive use 

:'\O\'Clllbcr 1987 
December 1987 
Jan. 1988 - Feb. 1988 

feb. 1988 - May 1988 

'.\fay 1988 - June 1988 
since July 1988 

Pn,fit:1hility 0f thi"' inn~"tment i"' hax·J upon lx•ttt•r 
storage anJ commissioning quality. automatically 
controlll.-d pnxesscs. shorter prO\.-cssing time and 
therefore lower capital tie-up efTectiw use of spal.-e. 
high transparency of stock anJ exact inwntory 
al.-collnting. 

:\t a cost of t·ss2 million for hardware anJ software. 
the profitability amounts to 20 per cent. 

5. Summary 

The data processing systems presented above were 
developed in co-operation \\ith the Siemens software 
house in Vienna, the so-called "Program and System 
Engineering." At the moment, about 60 per cent of 
the Cl'.\1-concept is in productive use. 
lnaplcmentation of the remaining 40 per cent \\ill be 
reali7.ed in two or three years. 

With a total software cost of about l:SSl.5 million, a 
profitability rate of about 30 per cent is expected. 

The use of the new system made pos5ible a turnover 
increase of 50 per cent in the past two years. The 
increase of personnel expenditure for administrative 
work, however, was negligible. 

This obvious success fully justifies the efforts made to 
implement Cl'.\f. 
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A CAD-ORIENTED AND A CAM-ORIENTED PILOT PLANT IN HUNGARY 

by G. L. KOVACS, Computer and Automation Research Institute, Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences, Budapest, Hungary 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The <tutomation of discrete part production was 
supported mostly by means of ccntrali7.cd D'.'C 
(Dim:t '.'umerical Control) computers in the 
beginning of the 1970s. This kind of hicran:hical 
control structure was used in three different integrated 
manufactllring systems in Hungary. Our institute had 
a decisive role in the design and implementation of 
these systems (I). With the appearance of up-to-date 
C:\C controllers, these systems were de\·eloped into 
ccll-organiz.cd integrated manufacturing systems. 
However, they kept their original architL-cturc (2). 

Later on, from the second part of the 1970s, the 
distributed control systems became more and more 
important in industrial applications (4). Integrated 
manufacturing systems were designed to help 
automation at the shop-floor level (Figure 1 ). 

.'\s the following generations of controllers, the 
standardv.cd PROW A Y ('.\1AP) and \IAPiTOP 
systems appeared. These were already designed and 
implemented with uniform interfaces. 

2. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM 
ARCHITECTURES 

The local ;.:"a network (LA'.') based (e.g. '.\IAP) 
control systems may have different structures (5): 

• Figure 2 shows a version, where the cell 
controllers are connected with each other on the 
same level. One of the cell controllers may have a 
"host" task with increased responsibility, hut it is 
not necessary. 

• Figure 3 presents a network where not only the 
hierarchically equally ranked clements arc 
connected to the ~e level, but cell controllers, 
CNCs, Pl.Cs, RCs and even a "host" computer 
may be present. In the case of larger systems the 
net consists of different segments, which arc 
connected by means of the so-called bridges. 

• Figure 4 shows a network, where the shop-floor 
'.\fAP networks arc connected to the factory-level 
\IAP backbone by means of gateways. 

This kind of system architecture makes it possible to 
connect different types of networks, such as 
ETHER:'\ET, token-ring, token-bus, WA'.', etc. 

3. CIM SYSTEMS SERVING RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION 

The implementation of a complex Cl\1 system started 
in 1987 in the Computer and Automation Institute, 
CAI (~J. This system consists of different computers, 
connected by different networks and it has some 
mcchaniral engineering tools (a small workshop) as 
well. The implementation is not yet completed, but 
some parts arc working in experimental regime. The 
primary goal of the system is research, development 
and testing using the means and programs of the 
computer aided design in the field of mechanical 
engineering. lnmkement of industrial people is a very 
important target, too. 

Al the same time a similar development started al the 
Technical L'nivcrsity of Budapest (TlJB) (9). Because 
of the nature and size of the TlJB, the implemented 
system will consi)t of more different networks, 
computers and mechanical engineering means. An 
important subsystem of the system will he a pilot 
plant consisting of different cells connected by a 
'.\IAP·like network. This paper deals only with this 
subsystem which will be a test pad of the programs 
and means of computer-aided design, manufacture, 
diagnostics and quality control. 

Both the CAI and TUB system development and 
implementation arc partially supported by government 
agencies (~inistry of Industry), as such central 
supports arc essential for the success of such 
sophisticated, wide-range projects. 

As both systems have several similar clements, and a 
lot of 11\:uplc of the CAI and of the Tl.'B staff will 
have access to the facilities of both systems, the main 
characteristics of the two systems will he discussed 
together. For the ~kc of simplicity, the 
CAD-oriented CAI system will be called C:,\I system, 
and the CA\.1-oricntcd TCB system will be called 
TCB system throughout this paper. 
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Figure 1. Manufacturing system based on cells 
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3.1 The main objectives of the systems 

The basic gcals of both systems are the same: 

• To improve the research-development-education 
possibilities to support the efficacy of work in 
both institutions. 

• To support unification (standardization) on the 
Hungarian CADtCA'.\1 scene. This should be 
done in accordance with international standards 
from the point of view of systems and system 
clements as well, using as much "home-made" 
(Hungarian) clements as possible. 

3.2 System requirements 

3.2. 1 Common requirements: 

• Access should be provided to all Hungarian and 
available foreign CADiCAM programs. This 
means access to all precise, up-to-date 
documentation. Interlaces should be provided 
between the programs within the systems and to 
programs which are not yet integrated. 

• 'lbe systems should always be ready to 
demonstrate all the new (and older) R&D results 
for internal and external experts. 

• The systems should be 1scd for graduate and 
post-graduate education. 
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3 2.2 CAI system requirements· 

• A high-performance, high-speed network should 
connect appropriate 32-bit computers and 
peripheral equipment to run 25-30 programs 
simultaneously. 3-5 of these programs may be 
high priority interactive graphical ones. with high 
CPL" demand. The system should serve 
altogcther 50-W users. 

• As lhe systcm is planned mostly for CAD 
purposes, the CA\1 part and the production side 
(mechanical engineering elements) arc restricted to 
a minimum which is enough to test and 
demonstrate the results of the computer-aided 
de~ign programs. 

3.2.3 TUB system requirements: 

• The complete system should provide access to the 
resources of the central, 32-bit computers of th.: 
T cchnical L" niversity of Budapest for all the 
cC'mputers of several departments, which are 
situated in 6-8 buildings within a 600-meter 
diameter circle. These central computers should 
be reached simultaneously Ly 50-70 terminals. 
The personal computers can he med as terminals, 
too. At the same 1ime, the personal computers 
close to each other should work together in 
independent local networks. 

• ·1be target of our recent study is only one part of 
this system, which will be a flexible manufacturing 
system built up from different cells, which are 
connected hy a \IAP-like network with each 
other and to a 32-bit higher-level computer. 

lbis \1\1 suhsystem should pro\idc the possihility to 
in\·estigate the production pnx."Csscs, including tuming. 
milling, welding. etc. and to investigate machine-tools. 
C~C and cell controllers. The running and testing of 
the available CAD CA\f programs should be 
prmidcd, too. 

3.3 Proposed R&D activities on the CIM 
systems 

3.3.1 CAI system: 

The results and experiences in the Computer and 
Automation Institute of the past ten years in the 
CADiCA\1 field are the basis of the work which will 
be done in the following years. 

• The development of mechanical engineering 
design and manufacturing systems, based on 
surface and volumetric modeling. Research and 
problem-solving of product modeling. 

• Research of different level \fAP networks and in 
the field of network compatibility. 

• The research and development of control systems 
of flexible, integrated manufacturing ceils and 
systems, and of robot and machine-tool 
controllers. 

• R&D of automatic measurement and supervision 
of machine-tools, and machined parts during 
manufacturing, using computer-aided diagnostics. 

• Application of the methods and means of artificial 
intelligence, as e.g. knowledge-based and expert 
systems to the above listed R&D fields. 
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Figure 2 • Cell controllers on a network 
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Figure 3. Hierarchically different elements on a network 
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Figure 4. Factory-level and shop-floor networks 
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3 3.2 TUB system 

This system will lx· used mostly by the staff of the 
lxpartml'nt of \techanical Eng'..n~-cring. and by the 
members of the other departments of the uni\·ersity. 
anJ by rcsc;m·h and Je\·dopment people of connected 
in~titutions. ·1bl' R&D ;u:ti\·ities on the system will be 
hascJ on the outstanding technical and 5(.'ientific 
n:~ults of the f>cpartment in the past years, indul~ing:. 

• Research of control systems of manufacturing 
processes, and of integration of different 
production systems. 

~ Cell- and system-le\'cl implementation of '.\1AP 
protocols. 

• Coupling of manufacturing system controls with 
production planning and other preparation 
packages. 

• Research and de\·clopment of different fields of 
attendance-poor manufac>uring, such as: 

o material handling; 

o data- and material-flow, using intelligent cell 
controllers; 

o fixtures, pallettes; 

o technologjcal design; 

o production planning systems; 

o co-ordinate measurement technique; 

o te~ting of workpieces and tools during cutting 
processes; 

o reliability tests and state supervision. 

Some of the above tasks should be solved already to 
pro\'ide an error-free operation of the system. 

3.4 System architectures 

To reach the aho\'e goals and to solve the 
aho\'c·mcntioned tasks the systems will be structured 
as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The main components 
of the systems arc the following: 

3.4.1 CAI system (Figure 5): 

• 32-bit computers connected by means of an 
FTllFR ~ET backbone network, mostly for CAD 
purposes. 

\1:\P network to make connection' with the 
process-control and manufacturing system-control 
\'\IE systems. 

• Special, goal-oriented subsystems. which can be 
connected either to the computers of the 
backbone or to the '.\IAP network. 

• \lechanical engineering clements connected to the 
\IAP network (machining cell, measurement cell). 

3.4.2 TUB system: 

• The complete system consists of 32-bit megamini 
and 16-bit minicomputers connected to an 
ETHERNET network. The local networks which 
contain IB'.\1-like PCs arc connected to the 
ETHERNET. 

• The 32-bit computers of the CA\1 system are 
directly connected to the ETHER!'ET network. 

• The AexCell cell-controllers (18'.\t PC/ATs) are 
connected to a MAP-like network, which is 
connected to the ETHERNET via a 32-bit 
minicomputer. 

• According to the n:cent plans, the system contains 
the following cells, from which the manufacturing 
cell already operates. 

o '.\fanufacturing cell (CNC lathe & CNC 
machining centre, served by robot and by 
PLC) 

o Material handling and storing cell (palettes, 
AGV, buffers, tool stores with intelligent 
supervision, etc.) 

o Assembly cell (robot, vision-module, 
force-torque sensor, etc.) 

o Measurement cell (CNC co-ordinate 
measurement machine, manipulator, table, 
etc.) 

o Material preparation cell (welding, 
manipulators, AGV, etc.) 

.:; "Jbcre are plans to implement 1-2 further cells. 

The material flow between the main cells is 
represented in Figure 7. The material flow is realized 
by means of robots, manipulators, and AGV. 

Information flow is solved by a !\fAP-like network 
between the cells and from the cells to the 32-bit 
computer which is connected to the ETllER:\ET. 
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Figure 5. CAD-oriented CAI CIM-system 
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Figure 6. CAM subsystem of the TUB CIM system 
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Figure 7. Material flow in the TUB-system 
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4. ADVANTAGES OF CAD/CAM 
NETWORKS AND PROTOCOLS 

L" nification and standardv.ation of information and 
control systems can be based on local area networks 
(I.A'.\). As long as there is a homogeneous computer 
park, a DECm:t or S'.\A network can be 
ad\·antageous. I lowcver, most industrial manu
facturers use different kinds of computers in the sam.: 
plant or factory. To connect the different computers, 
a standard network must be used. The '.\IAP/TOP 
standardized protocols now seem to be the optimal 
solution. 

The '.\1AP project started in 1983 \\ith more or less 
utopian goals. The subsequent years resulted in great 
progress, and finally »l 1988 the '.\IAP1TOP 3.0 
version products appeared on the market \\ith a 
guarantee of sta}ing unchanged at least for six years. 

There are a lot of arguments against the MAP 
network protocol standards because of high prices, too 
high sophistication and the fact that there are only a 
few workmg references. In 1983 \\ide application was 
not expected earlier than 1988-89. as at least five years 
were neces'kll)' for the 50 leading enterprises to run 
co-ordinated R&D and to get useful, up-to-date 
results, which can become international standards for 
at least 6 ,·~vs. t:ntil now, more than 500 firms have 
expressed .cir willingness to accept ~IAP/TOP 
standards world-wide (7). 

The American IB'.\1, G'.\I, John Deer, Eastman 
Kodak and others, and the European R'.\IW. Volvo, 
British Aerospace, etc. started to implcm::nt MAP 
networks in a production environment. Together with 
the increase of industrial applications more and more 
dealers arc suggesting '.\IAP clements. cards. svstcms 
and services, that necessarily will lead to a fasi price 
drop soon. According to certain forecasts, one '.\fAP 
node cost more or less than CSS 150 already in 
1989-1990. 

These arc the reasons why we arc supporting 
'.\IAPiTOP networks even if they arc hardly a\·ailablc 
today. If there is a lack of '.\fAP interfaces, 
f'.TllER ~ET clements can he used temporarily as 

??5 

suh~tituk•s. .-\s the physical ~.t."\lium of \1.\P ;ind 
ETllER'.\FI" an: the same: the application of '.\t\P 
"ill not nl'Cd new cabling. The FfllER'.\ET 
interfaces can he changed to :\IAP ones step by step. 
and in the meantime the two types of systems \\ill be 
able to work together. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The world-111ide proliferation of highly automated 
manufacturing systems can be imagined only if the 
system moJulcs are standardized (sec ISO. OSI. :\1:\P. 
TOP, V'.\1E, EIA, DI~. GOST, etc.). On the other 
hand, an up-to-date, possibly computer-aided design 
implementation methodology. such as SATr-ooc 
( 3) should be applied. The ·working manufacturing 
systems have pro\'en that big systems arc getting more 
and more complex by adding new .!lcments and by 
changing old elements and functions according to 
demands, which would not be possible without having 
standard subsystems and without a good design \\ith a 
certain "look-ahead." 

Active co-operation between different countries m 
R&D and in implementing systems is impossible 
without respecting all international standards and 
prescnpt1ons. The two Cl'.\1 pilot plants, recently 
implemented in Hungary, are saving the above goals 
by giving companies a chance to use up-to-date 
software-hardware means. 

The internationally accepted '.\1AP.;TOP standards arc 
planned for application. However if certain clements 
are not yet available (as '.\1AP 3.0 interfaces today), 
other ~tandard elements (such~ ETlll'.R~FI°) would 
he used temporarily. 

Thi~ way the systems can work without delay. and as 
soon as the cir~umstances change positively the 
appropriate clements can he substituted. 

Information exchange should be organized within all 
countries and between countries concerning Cl'.\1 
systems and standards, thus all associations which 
plan to promote this goal should he supported. First 
of all, the ISO-OSI world standards such as 
'.\fAP1TOP should he applied. 
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SOFTWARE STRATEGIES FOR CIM 

by H. BELITZ and M. WEBER, Academy of Sciences of lhe Gennan Democratic Republic, 
Institute for Theory, History and Organization of Science 

1. Introduction 

Software is a crucial factor for the dcvclopmcnt or 
computer-integrated nwtur ... 1uring (Cl\I) (ECE, 
1987). Knowlc.-dge stored in the form of softw~ is 
used in the direct control of production systems, 
ensuring the automation or both matCl'W and 
intcUcctual production proccsscs in Cl\I systems. 
The efficacy or these systems is largely determined by 
thcir intelli~-nt component .. software." And their 
efficiency is :Ocreasingly influenced by software costs 
during the whole software life-cycle. Social 
implications for the working people arise in the 
production process due to the interaction between 
"machine intdlig\.-ncc.. ston.-d in soft·warc and human 
intelligence and knowledge. 

The dc\·elopmcnt or cffk.-i~-nt software confronts 
suppliers and users of Cl\I systems with stratcgjc 
proNems widely known as the software crisis. Their 
allC\'iation requires the elaboration and 
implementation or long-lcn!l software innovation 
strategics at both micro- and macro-level (Weber and 
Belit1., 1989). 

An innovation strategy for the macro-level must 
increasingly become a necessary anJ co-ordinated 
guideline for the strategies of diffcrmt participants in 
the innovation process on the micro-level (software 
engineers, suppliers and users) and not only an 
uncon~ious result of inJi\iJual stralegies. The 
control of 1he manifold relalionships between the 
lcn:-1~ in the ~tratcgic managcm"nt of innovation 
processes is becoming more complicated due 10 the 
synergy of high technologies (soflwan: engineering and 
Cl\1), and the resulting profound changes in the 
induslrial slructure. Al pre~nl it is crystallizing as 
one of the general problems in inno\·ation research. A 
rc~areh project called SOFTCl\1 (software 
engineering for CIM systems) has been initialed at the 
lnslitule for Theory, llislory and Organil.ation of 
Science to lackle Ibis problem. 

This paper summari.t.es :\<>me of 1he results oblained 
up lo now, hascd on the authors' participation in the 
elaboration of a soflware strategy for th.: (icnnan 

IA."1Jl0Cr.ltic Republic. The: paper focuses on 
strategically rclc\-ant trends in intcm;ational 
specialization and co-operation bet"-ccn soft"·arc 
suppliers and supplicrs:uscrs of Cl\1 systems, as well 
as on conclusions for strategy building at the national 
lc\-d. 

The second p.ut describes the :Ums of the SOFfCl\1 
project anJ the: fr.unc,,.·orlc for strategy building. All 
the other parts of the paper arc devoted to analysing 
the strategic intcgntion of software proouction, 
software research and CIM from an international 
point of \-icw. Stratcg;cally rdcvant chanctcristics of 
software innO\-ations for Cl'.\1 scn-c as starting points. 
Then trends arc dwacterizcd in the spccializ.ation and 
co-operation bet~ the software industry, Cl\1 
suppliers and users, as well as fonns of social 
co-ordination of strategic software rcsean:h. The last 
section summaritts the C.ennan Democratic 
Republic's expericna in the stratcgjc management of 
sofwarc production, draws conclusions from 
international trends for strateg>· building at the 
macro-level and outlines future research. 

2. A framework for strategy building in 
software engineering for CIM: The 
SOFTCIM research project. 

The aim of the SOFfCl'.\1 research project is to 
elaborale a conc:cpt, a methodology and tools for 
supporling ccnlral state management and planning 
authorities, as well as economic unils in strateg>· 
huilJing in the field of CT\I ~rtware. \\'c are 
proceeding from the thesis that the strategic 
conlradiction between demand and supply of Cl\f 
software can only be soh·ed in qualitati\·e and 
quanlitalive respects by socially organiud dev~lopm1n1 
and widespread introduction of new software products 
and sof1wan: innO\·ations. The innovalon· activilies 
and lhe social efficiency of innova1ion processes arc 
largely influenced by: 

I. Knowledge about irmovalions and lhc course of 
innovalion processc:1 in a social environment, as 
well as by the innovalors' capability to build and 
implement innovation strategies; 
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., ·1bc li.mnati,in of SOl..;al conJitions anJ 
lll\."\:hani~ms. \\hit:h ~l\.Tininc the mno\·ato~· 

aims .. J\."manJ ;mJ the ;n·aibhility of natural anJ 
50\.;ai R:'4.1UR."\."S. 

In the past. inno\·ation n.""Search fo~:u5Cd mainly on the 
anal~ ,j, 3nJ fon.,·asting of tn-nJs in ~"JXlr.tlc ~;1..-ntific 
and tcdmologit."31 disciplines or inno\·-ition fields (e.g. 
mk."TOCk."cironics. flc:uhle automation. comrutcr 
technology .. software tc:chno~) and the elaboration 
of slratcgjc altrnutivcs under stable social conditions. 
The lk.·wlopment and synergy of thc:sc high 
technologies in the ~ng ne,.,· organi7.ational mode 
of proJU\.1ion that we call flexible production 
(Haustein, • 989) make high and new demands on the 
SO\.-io-a.""Onomic ~t of inno\·ation processes. 
thus initiating a new stage in innov3tion n.~"3.J'Ch. 

T oJay. the creation of a flexible and economically 
dfk.'imt system for managing and stimulating 
\."0-0p.-ration between all participants in technological 
change is the most challenging function of an 
innovation strategy. Thcn:fore modem innovation 
research aims at: 

• llk.-ntiiying altcmatin~ diRctions for mno\·ations, 
including tlk."ir tedmological and SO\.;a) 

dimensions, and 

• Supporting the innovators· actions by clarifying 
~ls (strategy building at the micro-level)· and 
their social co-ordimtion (fonnation of adequate 
:socio-economic m\.-chanisms at the macro-level). 

Our framework for builJing software strategics (Weber 
anJ Belitz .. 19'1%) comprises two intcr-rclalL-d tasks -
the socio-economic evaluation and the determination 
of guidelines for act;on - to be solved at two levels. 
:\t the micro-lcwl. ~oftwarc innovations arc being 
developed. implemented and used in research 
in~titutions anJ economic units ("innovators· lcvcl")
·1bc ~ial control of innovation procc~scs is excrci~ 
at the macro-level hy various co-orJinators 
(gm·cmmt:ntal and non-gm·crnmental, national and 
international organi7ations, as~iations, 

administration, legislation, banks, trade unions, 
interest groups in industry, rcscan:h councils ... ). 
Individual and team wo1iing processes at the 
micro-level arc being studied hy disciplines such as 
software ergonomics, software psychology, software 
metrics and project management, thu~ providing the 
basis for stratcg)· huilJing. The two lc\"cls arc 
integrated by the software infrastructure (Do.:hm and 
Standish, ICJ83). a s}'ll·m of information channels 
bctwel'n the innovatoo and the co-ordinators. 

In l1rJcr t,1 surrort ~Irate..~· l>uilJing. our n.""SCar..:h 
work within the SOFTCl'.\1 fr.uncwork has hc.."\.-n 
con\.'\."OlratcJ on the following suhjc.."l.1s: 

I. '.\licro-lc\-cl: 

• State of the art in the ~;o~~onomic 

C\"aluation of software inno,·ation~ hy Cl'.\1 
users; 

• Structure of a simulation model (Wehc..-r anJ 
lkliu. 1989b). 

2- '.\lacro-IC\-cl: 

• Oc\-clopmcnt of the software inJustry 
(including its infrastructure); 

• Software innovation strategics that arc bc..-ing 
accomplishal wortJ-wiJc: and new \."Ontml 
mechanisms for stimulating innovations 
(Weber and Belitz, 1989a). 

3.. Strategically relevant charaderistics of 
software innovations for CIM. 

For the past two dt.-cadcs, the software industry has 
emlvcd with its own technological foundation in the 
same way as ~ftwarc has become a scp;irate 
component (n:lativcly indcpcndcnt of hardware and 
uscn) of embedded information systems (IS), for 
example in Cl'.\t systems. 

At the same time, owing to its interfaces '111.ith 
hardware (systems software) on the one hand and with 
the user problem (application software) on the other, 
software engineering has become a new clement both 
in harJware production and in production proceS-'CS of 
suppliers and users of embedded IS. 

As a form of knowledge production, software 
engineering has specific features distinguishing it from 
tr.1ditional material production. \lost of the trouble 
suprliers and users of Cl'.\1 software sy:;tems ha\·e, can 
be explained hy the following peculiarities: 

L Software development is a crcati\·e intellectual 
team work. In comparison with other engineering 
occupations. the producti\·ity of software engineers 
varies even more. Rigid working methods and 
formal Jiscirline (Ta}lorism, software 
bureaucracy) usually set up harriers to creativity. 

The need for software engineers to keep up with 
software technologies and management is a 
protracted· process of bringing to maturity the 
~ftwarc engineering culture (llumphrc), 1988) 
that differs essentially from the culture of 
hardware producers. 
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2. From an c.'l.'"onomic point of \·iew. wftware 
Jc\·dopmc.'tlt is unique pru<lm."1ion. R&D 
eApenJitures dominate the production 1.-osts and 
can lwrlly he plmn1.-d or forecast. The time 
factor in the dewlopment phase hcl.-omes ewn 
more important. as copying takc..'"S prac.."1ical!y no 
time. 31ld the first supplier has the chance to 
conquer a I~ market share. 

3. Cl'.\1 softw:ire systm1s arc more 1.-omplcx than 
hardware systems and ha\·e a longer life-cycle. 
That is why gn:at demands are made on thcir 
reliability. portability and maintainability. There 
is a dose dc..-pc.'tldc..'tlcc of software quality on the 
software technology applied. 

Rapid chang1:s in software lc..'l:hnology, long 
maturation periods of tc..-chnologics and long 
life-cycles of Cl'.\1 software contribute to the 
gro~-ing significance of strategic Cl'.\1 concepts 
and standards for opc..'11 systems within the 
framework of \\'hich further inno\·ations 3IC 

possible. 

4. The quality and benefit of Cl'.\I software arc 
judged according to spc.."Cific user requirements. As 
Cl'.\1 concepts thcmseh·es arc still evolving. 
rcquimnents engineering is a complicated process 
of knowledge acqu1s1t1on and knowledge 
management that can hardly be supported by 
methods and tools. For this reason users havt to 
participate in software engineering, combining and 
extending their knowledge about user problems 
with the knowk-dgc about software development. 
This requires new hybrid qualification profiles and 
a new di,·ision of labour and co-operation 
between specialists and economic units. 

Experience has shown that Cl'.\1 user problems 
stimulate further progress of software technology. In 
addition, the social relevance of Cl'.\I leads to high 
pressure on the efficiency of software engineering. 

4. Trends in specialization and in 
co-operation between the software 
Industry, CIM suppliers and users. 

Cl'.\f is not a single technology. but rather a global 
concept. Cl'.\1 systems have to be tailored to 
individual companies. Therefore Cl'.\1 strategics vary 
widely and a large part of Cl'.\1 software is still being 
produced in-house by users. 

However. today there arc not ouly numerous vendors 
of Cl'.\f component~ (hardware, software. turnkey 
systems, production sy~tcms), but systems of 
integration software and services for Cl\f arc also 
offered on the world market. 

Owir.g to the growing importan'"-c of softwan: and IS 
xni1."t.'"S. structural chan~"S arc taking plac.."I: in industry 
and n.'"SCan:h. the knowkJg:c of which is a comer-stone 
for strategy huilding by economic units anJ research 
institutions. Of spcc..-ial interest are: 

• The Jc,·clopment of the software industry anJ 

• Specialil.ation and co-operation bctwec..-n St1ftwarc 
produc..-crs, Cl'.\1 pru<lun-rs and users. 

In onler to support strategy building in software 
cnginc.."1.-ring for Cl'.\1. we analysed the statistics of the 
world's 100 leaJing IS companies published annually 
in '"Datamation." This .malysis rcvealeJ that thc..'"SC 
companies had the highest gro~1h rates of rc\·cnucs in 
IS scniccs and software. The market segment of IS 
scniccs is closely related to software proJudion. 
Experts estimate that 30 to 50 per cent of the IS 
scn-icc ~venues come from software (e.g. custom 
programming. system integration consulting). 

In 1987, software accounted for 8.2 per c..-cnt of all IS 
rc\·enucs (IS sen-ices, 7.6 per cent). The share of 
these two market sef?ffients in the leading fums· 
rc\·enuc has increased since 198-l. showing that 
cffic..;ent software production is an important factor for 
success. 

Regarding software production for Cl'.\1. it is of 
special interest to sec how spcciali7.ation between 
software and consulting firms. computer vendors and 
supplic..n/users of Cl'.\I systems is n:Oected in statistics. 
From among the software suppliers in the 
Datamation-100 list. four groups of firms were formed 
according to the following characteristics (see Table I): 

I. Does data processing determine the profile of the 
firm (yes/no)? 

2. Does software production, as a part of data 
processing, determine the profile (yes no)? 

F.ach of these groups of firms is pursuing its own 
interest on the Cl'.\1 software market and has its own 
opportunities for advancement. The firms of the first 
and second groups concentrate on the production of 
standard software and software tailored to users' 
needs, whereas the third and fourth groups offer 
mainly systems software for their hardware (sec Figure 
I). 

In particular. the big firms of the second group have 
done pioneering work in building Cl'.\f systems. After 
all, 65 per cent of the investments spent on Cl'.\f in 
the ( · nitcd States comes from large complex sptcms 
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purch.l~ by the top 2 per cent of manuf.icturcrs 
(Krouse:. 1987). 

Rccrotly. these large Cl'.\1 wen h.a\i: incrascd their 
~tandardization dforts in IS. ha\"ing the ability to put 
pn:sswc on IS supplit.-n. The 3di\itics of General 
'.\lotors, the world's brgest manufacturer, are \11.-Cll 
known. With the help of its '.\1anuf3'.--turing 
Automation Protocol ('.\1AP) proja1. an international 
standard for communication networks in Cl:\1 firms is 
being Jc,·elopcd. C.icncr.d :\lotors is enpgcd in a 
fi\"C-}-cat software Jc:n:lopmcnt dTort known as the CJ 
Jata pipeline:, L""O-Opcrating \lloith other strategic 
partners unJc..-r the Jim.'1ion of its own subsiJiary 
Hcctronic Data Systems (EDS). 

The ex.ample of General '.\lotors proves that large 
Cl:\1 users of the second group increasingly offer 
software, IS senices and consulting on the market. 
EDS. for example. aims at changing the relationship 
of software for General :\lotors to soft\llo·arc sold to the 
market from 2 to 1 in 1981 to I to I at the beginning 
of the 1990s (Datamation, 1988). 

'.\1any hard'A-arc suppliers (third group) are also 
entering the expanding Cl'.\1 market. combining O\llon 
Cl'.\1 software and offerings of other \-cndors to supply 
integrated systems. The .:im is to build up a 
comprehcnsi\i: software l;br.tr}· for tfk.-ir comruh.-n. 
the emphasis being put on s}·stcm softwan:. .-\bO\-c 
all. the large computer \-cndors such as 18:\1, DEC 
and Hewlett Pacbrd arc appl}"ing Cl'.\1 systems and 
arc able to offer application software and systems 
integration sen-ices. The S3lllC applies to large 
heterogeneous companies of the fourth group. such as 
Siancns. llo\llo"C\"CI', Cl'.\1 systems arc only a 
by-product for them. In contrast, smallL-r c..vmputer 
\-cndors such as Prime arc unJc..-rgoing a 
transformatio:i process into systems software and 
integration scniccs companies. lluough the purchase 
of the ...-ell-kno'ATI CAD CA'.\1 firm Computcnision 
in 1988, Prime became the k-cond-brgcst pbyc..-r in the 
CAD C:\'.\1 business O\"Cl'llight, after 18'.\l. Cl'.\I as a 
prodUL'1 is regarded as the centre of the comp..ny' s 
strategy. 

Table L 

l:YES 

l:!'O 

Groups of leading IS companies \lloith selected rcprcscntatives in 1986 

2:YES 

1st group: 
Software and consulting finns 

'.\licrosoft 
Lotus 
Intergraph 
Computervision 
Computer Sciences 

3rd group: 
J lardwarc suppliers 

18'.\t 
DEC 
Hewlett Packard 
Prime 
Fujitsu 

2::'\0 

2nd group: 
Big heterogeneous companies, 
especially suppliers of application 
systems, custom programming 
and system integration 
TRW 
EDS;Gcncral '.\lotors 
General Electric 
Arthur Andersen 
McDonnell Douglas 

4th group: 
Heterogeneous companies supplying 
systems software 
Texas Instruments 
Honeywell 
Emhart 
Siemens 
Philips 
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Figure 1. 

Average IS services and software revenues 
in the four groups of IS companies (1986) 
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Software and consuhing firms (fU'St group) arc playing 
an outstanding part in the emerging software industry. 
lhcy are proving an efficient fonn for software 
innovation transfer, trying to ensure their survival with 
the help of different strategics. The following are 
central points of such strategics: 

I. Survival through growth, purchase/amalgamation 
of smaller firms; 

2. Opening up niche markets with innovative 
products (e.g. Al software for Cl'.\11); 

3. Strategic alliances with hardware suppliers and/or 
Cl'.\11 systems suppliers for joint marketing; 

4. Offering special services (systems integration 
consulting) for Cl'.\t users. 

Statistical analysis of the I 00 leading IS companies has 
confirmed that there arc some essential differences 
between software and service companies (first group) 
and other firms: 

• As regards the number of employees, software 
farms are much smaller than computer f11111s (third 
group), which in tum are on average smaller than 
f11111s of other industries; 

• The average revenue per employee of software 
fums was about 25 per cent lower than that of 
other groups in the period under re11iew; 

• R&D costs per employee and net income per 
employee of IS fums (fU'St and third groups) are 
remarkably higher than those of other 
heterogeneous companies; 

• The share of the net income in revenues of 
software fums, which averages 8 to JO per cent, is 
distinctly higher than the shares of other groups of 
fums. 

These investigations prove that software and 
consulting f11111s arc new economic units with specific 
characteristics. Table 2 compares the characteristics of 
hardware vendors and software vendors. s~lftwarc 
fums cannot simply be integrated into large 
heterogeneous companies but require specific 
management methods and a long-term conception for 
the development of a culture of their own. 

Independent software f11111s arc best suited to transfer 
software technologies. 
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Table 2. 

Comparative traits of hardware and software manufacturers 

Cluuacteri:stic:s 

Principal differences 

Personnel 

'.\1anagement/ 
or@llizational differences 

Product 

Hanlwarr ~ndor:s 

Production-oriented 
capital-intensive 

Semi-skilled 

Hierarchical pyramids, 
formal reporting channels 

T eclmology-based 

Source: ~e\\man et al., 1987. 

5. Strategic software research and its 
social co-ordination. 

The strategic contradictions in software engineering 
cannot be solved quickly by efforts of individual 
organi7.ations or by isolated improvements in the 
software infrastructure. For this purpose, long-term 
scientifically-founded and vigorous measures on 
national and international levels as well as the 
co-ordination of software strategics by society are 
necessary. In the highly industrialiJ.ed countries, 
Governments and firms have managed to improve 
co-operation between their R&D units and the 
concentration of software technology. R&D has 
progressed considerably over the past decade. The 
development of software technology has reached a 
stage requiring new social circumstances to be created 
by means of large-scale strategic software technology 
programmes. 

In the industrialized countries, many strategic soflware 
technology programmes are being realiJ.ed at different 
levels, by corporations, alliances, and national and 
international communities. This "boom" reflects the 

'.\fore developmental intelligence, 
intensive few fixed and direct expenses, 
potential for much larger margins and the 
short-term manipulation of operations, 
profitability, and strategic expenditures 

Highly task-oriented individuals, 
vast differences in productivity 

Shallow, more participati,re 
management structures 

Knowledge-based 

synchronization of economic processes and general 
trends in the development of productive forces. 
Strategic projects aiming at promoting software 
innovations may be arranged according both to (1e 
management levels and to the range of supplies of 
software products and services for Cl'.\1. 

figure 2 gives a survey of the strategic projects in 
market economy countries showing how these can be 
grouped in seven clusters: 

I. Projects of international communities supported 
by a broad range of IS suppliers. 

2. ~ational 1-1ro1ccts realized by a broad spectrum of 
IS suppliers. 

3. Projects of national alliances of corporations and 
research consortia. 

4. Projects of corporations producing IS equipment. 

5. Project of corporations manufacturing and/or 
using embedded IS (e.g. Cl'.\11 systems). 

6. Projects of small innovative software enterprises. 

7. Projects of research institutions. 
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Figure 2. Clusters of strategic software technology programmes 
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The following characteristics of these strategic 
programmes should be emphasized: 

• Their long-tenn orientation (approximately IO 
years), 

• The long phase of prcpar.ation (numerous experts 
ha\"e to be engaged), 

• The (international) co-operation of competitors in 
R&D and in marketing (R&D consortia), 

• The high corporate investments into basic 
research, 

• The combination of application-oriented basic 
research in different high technologies (software 
technology, new computer architedures, ASIC 
design, artificial intelligence, Cl'.\1), 

• Government support through co-ordination, 
financial assistance and sales guarantees, 

• The growing influence of software users and their 
increasing participation in research programmes 
and national and international standardization 
efforts, 

• The orientation !"" .uds efficient software 
infrastructures. 

lbe official comprehensive strategic programmes are 
only the tip of the iceberg. Governments and 
corporations have initiated many other activities for 
promoting software engineering. lberc arc some fields 
in which an especially close co-operation between the 
levels can be observed including: 

• The establishment of R&D centres and high-tech 
parks, 

• Provision of venture capital for small innovative 
software fums, 

• Tax and customs policies, 

• Standardization, 

• Legal protection, 

• Educational policies. 

&. Strategy elaboration for CIM software: 
Experience in the German Democratic 
Republic and new challenges 

The Gennan Democratic Republic's economic 
strategy is aimed at the development and broad 
application of high technologies, in particular 
microelectronics and CAD/CAM;Cl'.\f. In the 
mid-1980s, planning authorities arrived at the 
conclusion that an industrialil.cd country with these 

ohjecti\"es could not do without a software strategy of 
its own. 

"Robotron" and "Datem-erarbeitung" are two large 
combined works in the German Democratic Republic, 
concentrating on software engineering. '.\lany other 
combined works built up software engineering teams 
for CAD;CA'.\1iCl\1 in the 1980s, which step by step 
arc being turned into independent finns \\ith an 
increasing authorization to take decisions. However. 
software is still a bottleneck, both in quantitati\·e and 
in qualitative respects, although the software turnover 
has had groV1o1h rates of more than 20 per cent in the 
past few years. 

An international companson of indicators such as 
software exports and share of software revenue in 
G~P shows that the Gcnnan Democratic Republic's 
'SOftware industry - and that of other socialist 
countries - has made headway, but is somewhat 
delayed in comparison with other countries with a 
leading position in this field (Goodman, 19&7; 
llebditch, 1988). 

Important tasks for the next few years a.-e: 

• To lay the scientific groundw~rk in the field of 
software technology on a larb'C scale. 

• Essentially to increase the potential for basic 
research into software technologies. especially in 
the "Robotron" and "Datenverarhcitung" 
combined works, 

• Decisively to increase the qualifications of 
software engineers, 

• Find propof1ions between large, medium- and 
small-si.7.ed software engineering fums that arc 
adequate to the nature of software de\·clopment, 

• Develop organizational forms of closer 
co-operation between science and production. and 

• Improve the management and planning system. 

All in all, it i~ neces'.'iary to improve the framework for 
research in computer science and software technology 
putting emphasis on the following (\fcrkcl. 19!l'l): 

I. Co-operation within the CMEA: 

Co-operation within the C'.\fEA in software 
technology does not correspond to international 
standards exemplified by ESPRIT and EUREKA. 
Two conclusions should be drawn: 

First, it is necessary to continue the efforts made 
towards the further development of the common 
C'.\fEA market through the co-ordinated 
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improvement of national economic management 
mt.'\:harusms (C\lb\, 1%8, p. 7). 

Secondly, it is necessarJ to increasingly de\·elop 
mutually profitable co-operation with scientific 
organizations and finns of leading countries (for 
example. joint ventures); the foundation of a joint 
Cierman Democr.itic Republic-L"SSR software 
~rm was an important landmark at the 1989 
Leipzig Spring Fair. 

.:!.. Co-operation between research and industry: 

Owing to the short-term orientation of several 
economic units, it is not easy to arrange strategic 
co-operation between R&D institutions and 
industry. With the growing indcpt.'Jldcncc of the 
German Democratic Republic's economic units, 
tht.-rc is also an increasing interest in long-term 
and close relationships \\ith R&D; and the ability 
to make high profits on international markets with 
the help of original developments is being 
strengthened. 

The mid-1980s saw initial efforts to create a 
framework at the macro-level for the development of 
an infrastructure for the software industry. This 
framework, which is not yet perfect, is fonned by 
scientific societies. educational institutions. temporary 
management !>tructures and expert groups, territorial 
structures (interest groups and user communities, 
organl/.ation of software markets), information and 
consultation centres for software, as well as state 
organizations. 

In 1988, software strategies were elaborated both for 
selected combined works and for the national 
economy. '111e present stage in strategic work can be 
characterized as follows: 

I. Strat"!gic work has concentrated on most 
promising fields (systems so;tware, application 
software, Cl'.\f, DBMS. software technology, 
artificial intelligence, etc.). Forecasting and 
quantitative evaluation of software technologies 
have not yet been integrated in strategy 
elaboration. The time horizon should be further 
extended in future strategic work. 

2. The statistical database for strategy building has 
been improved. However, it is not yet sufficient 
for evaluating the level of automation attained in 
industrial software engineering. 

J. The management of software strategy elaboration 
has to be further improved (ensure independence 
of individual combined works, independent 
e\"aluation of strategies, provision of strategically 
rele\·ant data, strong comparison with the 
aJ\·anced state of the art expcctcJ). 

4. An efficient strategy has to offer farnurable 
opportunities for development to the software 
indust11·; it should actively contribute to the 
formation of relationships of production that arc 
adequate to the specific charateristics of software 
as a productive force. 

Further research work is necessary in the 
following fields: price fixing for software, 
c<:'mbining the advantages of large-, medium- and 
smal'-sized software engineering firms, economic 
mechanism, software protection, efficient forms 
for integrating science and production. 

As a whole, considerable efforts arc necessary to 
est.ablish a sound methodological foundation for 
strategic work. 

lntemi\·c work is being carried out in the German 
Democratic Republic to combine methods of 
economic management with administrative methods 
(balancing as a form of social co-ordination between 
software engineering companies and avoiding parallel 
developments). In so doing, emphasis is put on the 
extension of market relations to the whole information 
and knowledge industry and their integration into the 
socialist planned economy (Haustein, 1989). 

To sum up, the main problem is to organize the 
whole social environment in accordance with flexible 
production as the new organizational mode of 
production (for a mon: comprehensive discussion sec 
Weber, 1989). Obviously, the economics of 
"intellectual" products differ essentially from the 
economics of traditional products (!\fakarov. 191!7). 
Our future research efforts will concentrate on the 
socio-economic evaluation of intellectual production 
(in particular, intellectual original production, 
software, artificial intelligence), investigations into 
flexible production, software economics as an 
important component of the economics of Cl'.\4 as 
well as on the methodology for elaborating innovation 
strategies. 
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STANDARDS FOR MANUFACTURING 

by M. ACTIS DATO, Digital Equipment, CIM International Engineering, Torino, Italy 

The need for standards 

Cl'.\1 applications are considered by the general public 
as one of the most significant symbols of our times 
and as outstanding milestones in technical progress. 
Insiders may share such an enthusiasm, but "-"f'lainly 
are keenly aware of all the difficulties that have been 
painfully overcome for each of the accomplishments. 

According to a report 'rom Ingersoll Rand, in the 
United States 80 per cent of CAD/CA'.\1, FMS and 
integrated DB implementations, and 60 per cent of 
CAD, :'\.IRP and D~C implementations have failed to 
reach their goal. 

Measurement of success is an ill-defined matter, but 
on no account can such a record be considered 
brilliant. 

It must be analysed keeping in mind that the most 
basic Cl'.\1 function, integration, is perfonned 
according to each indi\idual case by organi7.ations 
having very different characteristics, strategies, 
objectives and constraints. 

The ~ystems integrator (SI) can be a machine-tool 
manufacturer who has added to his original know-how 
to become a problem solver rather than a supplier of 
off-the-shelf products; or can be a manufacturer of 
device controllers that has stumbled on Cl'.\1 issues 
trying to connect the individual machines in a 
network; the SI can also be an IT systems vendor 
who is eager to get the overall responsibility for a 
project, but subcontracts some of the tasks. 

In all the above cases there arc two conflicting 
cultu;~s: one proc1:ss vriented and traditionally related 
to electromechanical know-how, the other 
IT-oriented. 

Each CIM project is a different story, but some 
features are fairly constant. 

The lack of involvement of the IT function in the 
initial phases of the project is particularly frequent and 
dangerous. This leads to underestimate its costs, and 
to disregard problems and opportunities entailed by 
integration. A system-oriented attitude early in the 

project can be a key factor for success, assisting the 
fmal user to derive from his needs, often unexpressed 
and perceived confusely, as set of precise requirements. 

Lack of communications between engineers and 
computer scientists can continue during the projcct·s 
life, so that modifications to the physical pr<x-ess are 
not accompanied by the corresponding changes in the 
control system; in some cases, they diverge to the 
point that the sub-projects can be considered virtually 
unrelated. Inconsistencies increase during time, and 
can be detected only in the field, late in the life-span 
of the project. Moreover, a tight budget, caused by 
the late involvemenr, does not allow corrective 
actions. 

Another problem, and not a minor one, ongmates 
from the fact that typically the field test of the control 
system is the last activity in the project that can be 
pcrfonned only when the electromechanical 
components are working properly. Delays and 
inefficiencies from the most varied origins, which were 
overlooked in earlier stages, become suddenly evident 
because of their effects only in this phase. 

Csually the IT department is charged with the faults, 
accordi'lg to the rule that: "when something goes 
wrong the blame is on the one who was nearest when 
the discovery was made." In such a way the IT 
department becomes the scapegoat for faults that more 
properly should be blamed on the whole organization. 

In the long run the situation will improve as a result 
of the increasing diffusion of the new culture; for 
today and for the near future, all Sis can only try to 
minimize their exposure to risk. 

Independently of how Sis are classified, this leads to a 
continuing endeavour to shrink development lead 
times, using, at least partially, products from previous 
experiences. 

Conversely, it mean~ also the attempt to implement 
products that can be used on several occasions. 

This approach, in addition to clear advantages in 
terms of lead times and costs, allows to put a remedy 
to the uncertainties entailed by incomplete 
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s~'Cifications, their late deli\·cry. and to \"Wtions to 
the: original J..:'.)ign, \\ hic:hc:wr .:au:)<: nu~ m."\.-J to be 
rcctifted. ~loreO\n, as a prcn-quisite to rapid 
pwtot~ ping. it .:an haw a <.:Okial role: in the: initial 
phases of the projl.'Ct, when it is necessary to assess the 
true problems and expectations of the client. 

'.':ot many can boast significant accomplishments in 
this area. 

The difficulties arise from different causes: on the one 
hand the problem is intrinsically complex because the 
applications tend to differ significantly from one to 
another, and because tcchraical, organization, cultural 
aspects are intermixed. 

On the other hand technical improvements nuke the 
proven solutions obsolete in a short time, leaving 
insufftcicnt time to recover the capital investment. 
Finally the lack of "idely accepted standards entails an 
exceedingly fragmented supply. 

The SI can influence, marginally, only the last of the 
three causes of inefficiency. t;nfortunately even this 
ta~k is neither simple nor easy. 

The SI can have two basically different attitudes with 
regard to standards: he can either passively wait for a 
norm to be defined and widely accepted, or he can get 
actively involved in its definition. 

The speed of iamovation is such that the first strategy 
has no chance of success. It's likely that a nonn, 
when fom::illy accepted as such, will be obsolete. The 
"window of opportunity" to exploit the potential of a 
standard-based product is so narrow that the product 
must be ready well in advance of the formal release of 
;.: norn. 

Acti\·e invoh.anent in the preparation of standards is 
therefore mandatory. 

Players and trends 

The players in the area of standards are so numerous 
that their simple listing is well beyond the scope of 
this paper. 

For a description of the standardi7.ation bodies, and a 
thorough discussion on their scopes and operating 
pro~edurcs, we recommend the book by C. Cargill 
(Ribliography). 

Suffice it to say here that standarJi7.atioil bodies can 
be grouped in the following categories: 

• International. 

c ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization) 

c IEC (International Ekctrotcchnical 
Commission) 

~ ITL" (International Tdccommunication 
t:nion) 

• Regional. Among them: 

c EC\tA (European Computer \1anufacturcrs 
Association) 

o CE~ (Comili Europttn de ~ormalisation) 

o CESELEC (C6mite Europecn de 
'.':ormalisation Elcctrotcchniquc) 

• ~ational. For example: 

c BOS (Comili de la qualitc aupm du renseil 
des \tinistrcs) - Bulgaria 

c A~SI (American Sational Standards 
Institute) - t:SA 

c DI~ (Dcutschcs lnstitut for ~onnung) 
Federal Republic of Germany 

o AF~OR (Association 
'.':onnalisation) - France 

de 

o RSI (British Standards Institution) - United 
Kingdom 

On the technical side the most significant 
developments in n:a:nt years arc a consequence of the 
gro"ing complexity of the issues that standards raise. 

The industry standard is focused on the potentialities 
perceived by the pro'idcr industry; the system profile 
defines the attributes which a specific user group has 
standardi7.ed. The bridge between these two groups 
comes with the addition of the functional proftle, 
which simultaneously describes a set of functions 
extracted from the industry standard, and a set of 
functions required by a larger class of users than is 
represented in the more precise system proftle. In 
other words, it translates the potentiality of an 
industry's capabilities in a certain area into a set of 
function) from which user> can begin tn construct a 
more specific system. 

The functional profile exists in a limbo between 
provider's perceptions and user needs, an area of 
uneasy co-operation where the providers discover if 
they have anticipated user nc:cds correctly. and users 
can find out ;J what they need is within the scope of 
what the indu~try can provide. 



ru11hc..1 Ji"-"l1''ion' t•n 1hi ... i ...... l!'.' c.an he..· founJ in the 
hook b~ C C1rgil! ~ilc..-J a hon·. 

A wortplan for standardization activities 

:\n oh\it1us ''ll' for an o~vation 1lu1 \\-i~ lo ~ 
inml\·cJ in manuf:M.'luring sranduds is 10 join the ISO 
TC I~ commilh .. "c..'. whose chartc..T is ··s1anJanh for 
lnJusrrial Automation Syslc..-ms ... 

It is also the plac..-e whc..~ Jiffi.:ultk.-s hc..i;in. hc.."Causc it 
is compo~-J of 5 subc..""Onunillc..~-s anJ )()ffiC :!tl "·orling 
group:.. cach with its own formal slrlk.1urc and each 
meeting at kasl twic..-c a year. 

If a choice is not made. merely to be pl"CS(.."111 al the 
mc..~-tings c.."lllails a wodloaJ not far from a fuU-timc 
job. Such a commitmc.."111 is not enough: ff ~andarJs, 
which are c..-s~-ntial to integration. ar. pmccs5'.-d 
elsewhere. TC 184 simply secs. after some delay, their 
projt.~'lions in the n:alm of automation. anJ prmiJcs 
linlc contributions 10 1hcir definition. 

·inc n:lcvant work is carrit.-d out in JTC I; it indudcs 
areas such as languages, communications. and 
databases. that constilule the core of Cl\1, but that at 
the :.amc lime haw by far a more general inlt.-n:sl and 
impad. 

·inc inmkcmcnt in such actl\'lltcs requires 
correspondingly a greater workload compared \\-ith the 
one n-quircd by TC IR-1. h can be measured. i'l terms 
of documc.."lllalion produced. by a ratio of 5 to I. 

:\nd th;,t is nol all: 01hcr commiuccs. such as lfC65, 
haw gradually incrcascd 1hcir scope lo include 
shop-floor communications. a ba."ic building hlocl: in 
Cl\1 archilcl."lure. 

\la} be lhc SI i-. !>luhhom cnough and is ahlc 10 
owrcome the ahove difficulties. 'Ibis docs not mean 
he has !>(1lwJ all hi!> problems: aflc:r a while he will 
discover 1ha1 1he s1andardiza1ion commillcc" arc places 
where formal Je,isions arc made. but that a lot of 
work. technical and not technical, is carried out 
behind the scenes m thr. so-called "feeder 
organi7.ations." I .ike every other club, according to 
their nature, they can be very open or very closed to 
new entrants. 

The SI al thi\ point might well change his attitude 
towards stantlarJ,, considering several drawhach and 
unresolved i!>sues: 
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·inc at:tl\-ity Joc..--s not lend itself 10 hc..-ing quanlific..-J 
and he mcasun-J in terms of return of in\·c....,.tmc..TII: 
consequc."lllly. the issues tc..'lld to be di~-J among 
sen-ral loosely related bodies. and then: an: ~a.t 

orronunitic..-s for par1icipa.tion of inJi\-iJuals ha\-in~ 
the mo)( uricd goals, persona.I as well as inJu)(riaJ 
and ltthnical. 

For the returns 10 become at.1ual. a. mc.."Chanism mu!\! 
be found to tr.msfc:r the results from 1hc 
saandardv.alion activity to C\-crycby working 
proc..-niun.-s. If an dl"Cl.1i\·c osmosis cannol he 
:M.-hic\i:d. this couid be the most difflCU)t task of the 
whole process. 

hcntually a \-icious cin:lc emerges: line rrunagus 
develop a deep conviction that standardi7.ation is jusl 
a difft.-rent word for parasitism, and lc..'lld 10 arnid aU 
din:ct im·of\-cmcnt. Conn.TSCly the inJi\-iduals in 
charge of sunda.rd acti\'itics, feeling tlk.-ir worth and 
imponancc not adequately understood, tend to 
entrench themselves in a world of their o-an. adding to 
the impression of an unproducti\'C acti'\'ity. 

A case st .. dy: the cell controller 

The concepts in the ~vious paragraph can be heller 
n:aIU.cd if seen in the context of an actual 
development activity. A manufacturing cell controller 
offers sc\cral appealing features to illustrate a likely 
couoc of acti\'ities. 

The first diflicully is the dcfmition of the controller 
itself: there arc at least three conunittccs working on 
this issue. and their conclusions arc not necessarily 
consistent. 

When a dcfmition is selected, the number of the areas 
where standards can be applied is overwhelming: in 
the software area alone there is the user interface, the 
application itself, the set of toob and services that 
constitute the application pla1form. the cell data base. 
1he product and process dc5'.'riplion, and all the 
communications: to the field (ficldhu!i, to the 
machine controUcrs, lo the peer cell controllers. to the 
host computer, 10 the computers in the design and 
manufacturing engineering departments). 

In each of the areas the number of exisring. emerging 
or proposed standards is im~ssive: in the user 
interfaces area alone, taken as an example, at least all 
the following standards arc competing and 
supplementing each other: GKS, GKS-3D. GKS-9X. 
PlllGS, PlllGS +, X-Wl'.\IX>WS, PEX, CG\1, 
CGI. A choice must be made, based on incomplete 



and un~ahk information. Which is the s.afo (or the 
least risk)) k"t? 

Focusing the attmtion on communications in 
1113J1Uf3l.'1uring cmironmrnts. :\[\IS on tor of the 
ISO OSI st:ack ~-ms to be the cmcqQ.ng standard. 

The spccifiations have just been ;tppro'"Cd. and 
impk."llk.'tltations arc st.:uting to come to the nwkct. 
:\fany import;ant issues arc still to be agreed upon 
(namc:ly \.-Ompanion :.tandanls and appliation 
intafaccs). The nonconformant inst:tllcd base is huge. 
as well as the imrestmcnts it cnuilcd. 

The basic qtx.':ltion here is: .. at which rate •ill the 
madct JC\-clop?" lbc ans•-cr probably lies •"ithin the 
strategics and the bch;a\-iour of the machine controllcn 
manuf3l.'1urcrs, and •"ithin their ~·rs prd'c:rmcc. 

:\t :\IS is composed of two pans. 

The farst (:\[\IS CORE, ISO IS 9506) dcfanes the 
general framework and rules to attain JC\-ice 
inter-operability, in abstract terms, valid for all Cl:\I. 

The second (companion standards - CS) details the 
semantics for every class of dc\"iccs. 

The farst part is an International Standard. 
Companion standards arc being discmscd, and 
cum.-ntly arc at various stages of development. 

CSs try to fulfall all the actual communication needs of 
several types of operating machines. 'Their goal is \"Cl)' 

ambitious; in their most complete form they must 
include all the needs in all operating situations. If a 
single CS is dcfancd for every device type it must 
include some features that arc required only in a 
minority of ca.~s. and arc an unnecessary burden in all 
the other (e.g. program up- and down-loading 
capahilities arc not ne.:dcJ if the application requires 
simple monitoring of the plant). 

To avoid this pitfall. each CS will be structuml in 
profiles, each corresponding to a class of applications. 
The complete CS will have predefined "cuts"; for each 
class of applications only the relevant features •"ill be 
implemented. Of course full up-and downward 
compatibility between different clas~s or the same 
type of device is not guaranteed. 

Our pcr~nal opinion i" that ISO 9506 is a document 
of high quality. Fwn di'\rcgarding the 'itandards i'i'iUC 
ii maintains its worth; it might well be titled "'rules for 
correct programming the interface of operating 

machines." llo•-n-cr the success of \l\IS can be 
cndangcml b)· three t)-pcs or problems: 

I. lhc cuhurc or today·s machine ~

:\lost shop-floor prognmmcrs arc nol familiar 
with the concepts of '.\1'.\1S, •-bich requires a 
pmccss of abstraction. ~bly the situation 
will continue in the future, under the pressure of 
labour cost. 

A signiflCallt effort must be de\"oled to de\-dop a 
user friendly, foolproof user interface, that makes 
direct rcfcrmtt to the actual objects and 
operations on the shop Door (no abstraction). It 
is not sure that the task is fcasal>lc, and on what 
tcnns. 

:?. The sophistication or the machine control units. 

For CSs the control units must support a highly 
sophisticated user interface and a .-hole set of 
diffcrcnt protocols (the classes of applications). 
~orrnally there is nol much fat in control units, 
and cost is the single most import;ant evaluation 
parameter. 

The cost entailed by the added rcqudmicnts might 
push a conformant control unit out of the market. 

3. CSs might proliferate out of control (the rampant 
breeding of CSs). 

A standard which is applicable in only one case is 
not a standard any more. A frequent situation 
will be: the considered application is only 
partially covered by CS class I; some other aspects 
arc CO\o'crcd by CS class 2; CS class 3 has all it 
needs, but it has too many unrcquircd features. A 
new cs. class 4 needs to be oo-clopcd. 

Moreover, technical advancetncnts in the process areas 
can force frequent changes even •"ithin the same class, 
and it is well known that the process of updating a 
standard is slow. 

The variety and volatility of the features of the process 
world must not be underestimated; probably the first 
partial successes '°'ill be achieved in well specified 
market niches, still to be identified. Good candidates 
arc communications between cell controllcn and host 
computer, because there is already available a 
significant processing power, or communications with 
controls such as "Pyramid" from Allcn Bradley, built 
around a .. real" computer. 

A partial 'iuccess has been attained, out~idc the :\1'.\tS 
framework, in the plastic industry. 
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As a conclusion pro~bly the dc:\'clopment and 
acceptance of \l\IS and CSs "ill be rathtt sJo,.·_ 
Probably more than a stmdard in the strict sense, it 
"ill «fa-clop into a set of rules which do not 
automatically ~u:uanttt inrnnrcr.ihility. hut facilitate 
interfacing ~ally. 

The SI who "-ants to de\-dop an \l\IS 
communciation bycr. facing sn"Cr.11 uncataintk-s. •ill 
try to n:ducc his exposure to risk. 

I le should require configurable intafaccs towards the 
application (the still uncki"mcd companion standards) 
and re. wards the lower bycn (•·hat happ.."lls if the 
dc\icc suppliers choose to de\-clop \1\IS on a simple, 
proprietary lower sbd:?). 

He should try to dcfme as data all the infonnation he 
can. so that the code becomes robust in relation to 
unstable spccif1C1tions. 

He should also try to usc the same da·clopment tools 
for communications as weD as for applications: when 
talking of CSs the distindion is in an~· case blum:J. 
there is an ob\ious ad\·antagc in terms of the learning 
curve. and on many occasions it has beer. proven that 
methods initiaDy dcsigJl\..-J and tested in the compull."f' 
sciL"JlCC realm can he su.:ccssfully appli1L.'ll in inJu~rial 
engineering as well. 

The rcquin."f01L."11ts arc slri'-1 and thL;r fulfillm'-"llt opens 
questions which must be dealt with. 

'.\lany of them will become apparmt only after a 
thorough examination, but even at first glance the 
issue of the applicability of Estelle and I ntos is 
relevant. 

It must he verified where and when they can he used: 
for the application, for the '.\l'.\IS layer. for the lower 
layers protocols. for J..-\"ice interconnection; their 
scope must he determined: lest sequence generation, 
specification. n:quircmcnt analy:.is, watchdog checking. 

The two methods arc: competing. addressing the ~c 
issues with different approaches: their relative breadth 
of applicability is a ll1311cr of debate. 

It is also worth investigating the interface between 
'.\1'.\IS and the wftwarc platform provided by the IT 
vendor. 

For example R PC is a d' facto standard, and a d~ 
jur' f.C:\.IA standard, for certain types of di!i>tributcd 
applications: its compatibility with the envisaged 
'.\t'.\1S implementation is of the utmost importance. 

If the Sis consider the opportunity 10 u~ a \-cndor 
supplied '.\l'.\tS, the necessity arises to assess to which 
extent this is really a product confonning to standards: 
in an extmnc case it could ,.-dJ be a proprietary 
product. lahc:lcd as standard. f\-nt if the \-mdor 
supplied '.\l\1S is fully conformant to the standuds. 
the SI has a need to asscss ho•· easily it can he 
intcrfaccci to the applica:ion, or how easily a layer 
cquinknt 10 a rompanion standard can be intcrfaccd. 

In front of the \"Olatility and fraplk."lllation of the u~r 
market it is worth considering the Jc,-clopmcnl of a 
system to gcncRlC application protocols (to be laycn:d 
on top of a standard '.\l'.\IS b)cr). The user should 
describe and specify his o,.-n inputs using an 
appropriate tool, e.g. A.~S.I, together, if necessary. 
•ith some other formalism. The system checks the 
cunfonnancc to '.\l'.\1S rules and produces a code: that 
interfaces the standard layer. 

The concept of protocol gmcrator k--cps its \"alidity 
also if the standardization asf.ds arc disrcgank."\I. 
The n.-sulting system is a prodUL1 in his own ri~t. 
hascd on the soundness of the cofk.-cpts d!L.-scrihcd in 
IS 9506 

The SI might want lo usc such a tool. JcwlopL-d for 
\l\IS. also in cases where \1\IS is not applicable. for 
example for interworking •ith devices ha\·ing 
propric:tary protocols. This means that the tool must 
he able to describe and model a wide ran~ •.>f 
protocols, do•n to the lowest ISO layers. 

There is only one way lo find an answer to all the 
open issues that the development of a product 
confonning to standards entails: expL-rimenlation. 

But experimentation is diffacult by all means. and 
sometimes it n:quiin an intimate knowled[!C of 
proprietary software. 

'.\.lon:ovcr it is risky in terms of cost and time \·ersus 
expected results, and the im·eslment mu~l be rcl'.own.:J 
in a very short time, because e\"Cl)1hing becomes 
obsolete so quickly, foDowing the improvement of 
hardware performance. 

Probably the suc.ccssful SI will chose lo focus on the 
tasks which are unique to his role, that is to ensure 
that a proper interface is Jcvclopcd for the 
components among themselves and towards the whole 
enterprise system. 

In that case he will select his supplien based on their 
compliance to his goals. 



ST.\,O.\Rl>S FOR 0\1 

One of the most signift~ant p.u;imctcrs for the choice 
1".'\."0~s the: \ 1.-nJor s support for stanJanls. 
.:"n:-iJ..:r..:J J• J mil..:•h•n..: in hi, .m n •lrJt..:;;:i.. anJ not 
a usa.Jrin~n ('Jlll.'11lal 1."0nstr.iint. 

Conclusions 

1 lanlwan: Jcwlopnl'-'1\IS haw an on'N·hc:lming 
infllk.-nce on the pt.-rfomwk.-c that the st:mcbrds must 
be able to support. 

Products conforming to standards ha\'C thcrcforc a 
short life span. and their approach to the pro~-ms 
11."lld~ to appt."af rather fragmented: because of the 
increasing integration issues, which were orginally 
unrelated. require compatible solutions. 

Standards acti\ities arc inhen."lltly risky. because 
oc\·dopments must be un.krtakcn well in aJ\·an1.-c of 
an'.\ f,1nnal J..:.:i,i.m b:i. th..: ~tJnJ..irJl/.Jti,lll l'>llJi..:~ . 
'.\torco\·er they can rq>re'SCllt a major in\·estment in 
terms of time, human resources, cost. 

In short. the de\-elopment of products conforming to 
stanJards is a bet the SI can seldom afford tu make. 

What the SI should do is to select IT wndors based 
on their 1.-ommitmcnt to standards. 

Ille IT \-endor, in tum. should make his choices on 
mattcrs related to standards on the basis of a wide and 
deep experimentation background. This \\ill make it 
possible for products t<' appear on the market early 
and to have a better (nati\'C) performance. 
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